Depth and Beauty
The chess endgame studies of

Artur Mandler

White can win only by playing I Kh6 Kb6 2 Kh7 Kb7 3 Kh8!!

translated and edited by John Beasley

Dedication
Mandler's own book opens with a composition dedicated to FrantiSek Macek, but this
has unfortunately been found to be unsound, In its place, perhaps I can offer the little
trifle below. It encapsulates a manoeuvre which occurred to me while I was analysing
one of Mandler's studies for this book, and it gave a lot of trouble to my solvers when
I published it in diagrammes.
JOB after AM, offered as a small tribute to his memory
diagrammes 200 I

White to move and win
The White king will have to hide on e8 sooner or later, but if we try the natural
1 Kf7/Kf8 Rf4+ 2 Ke8 Black can play 2... Kd3 and reach his pawns in time: 3 Kd7
Rd4+ 4 Ke6 Re4+ 5 Kd6 Rxe7 6 Kxc7 /Rxe7 Kc3 and draws, or 3 Kd8 Re4 4 Rxa5
Kc3 5 Rxa41? Rxa41 6 e8Q Ra8+, or 3 Rxa5 Kc21 4 Kd7 Rd4+ 5 Ke6 Re4+ 6 Re5
Rxe5 7 Kxe5 a3. Correct is the roundabout I KIT Rf4+ 2 Ke6! Re4+ 3 Kd7 Rd4+
4 Ke8, after which the Black rook is on d4 instead of f4 and 4 ... Kd3 can be met by
5 Rd7 pinning (5 ... a3 6 Rxd4+ Kxd4 7 Kd7 a2 8 e8Q a IQ 9 Qh8+ ). Moves other than
4... Kd3 give White no trouble (he threatens Rxa5 followed by Kf7 etc, and if 4... Rd5
to prevent this then Kf7 at once). As the reader will see when he or she reaches
Chapter 3, all the individual lines in this had already been discovered by Mandler;
my only contribution was to add the little walk by the White king to tie everythi ng
together.
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Translator's introduction
The English grandmaster Murray Chandler has described the chess endgame study as
"a marvellous and calming escape from a busy world", and rarely has this been as true
as in the work of the Bohemian composer Artur Mandler ( 1891-1971). He was a
product of the rich chess culture of Central Europe, where a host of fine players and
analysts regularly met and stimulated each other, and where the standard expected of
the ordinary club player and newspaper reader appears to have been remarkably high.
At a time when English cbess columns were dominated by the relatively undemanding
"White to play and mate in two", the readers of Prager Presse were being treated to the
subtleties of our title-page study, a completely natural king-and-pawn position where
the only way to win is for the White king to leave the central battlefield severely alone
and march straight up the board into the corner.
Such an environment was bound to produce endgame study composers. The initial
impetus was provided by Oldfich Duras, that splendid chess all-rounder of the period
before World War I, who was not only one of the strongest players in the world but also
contributed to opening theory and composed endgame studies which are still quoted in
the textbooks. But if Duras showed the way, others soon followed: FrantiSek Dedrle,
Josef HaSek, Josef Moravec, Richard R6ti, and a host of lesser figures.
And Mandler. Comparisons are odious, but it seems to me that Mandler and Reti
are like peaks which rise even above a high plateau; they show a mastery of the natural
endgame study which perhaps has been equalled only by the famous Russian composer
Nikolai Grigoriev. John Raycroft, writing in the endgame study magazine EG after
Mandler's death, summed up his work two short sentences: "Here is no depth for
depth's sake. Instead, subtlety, beauty and economy combine inextricably and
inevitably, so it seems, into one glorious achievement." (EG 31, April 1973, page 421.)
Depth there certainly is, often in abundance, but it is the natural depth of the game
and not the artificial complexity of the problem: the depth inherent in a position such
as 1.10, where the reasons for the White king's unexpected manoeuvre lie many moves
into the future. And as for subtlety, beauty, and economy, his studies will speak for
themselves.
But they can speak only if they are given a platform. A collection of Reti's studies
was produced by Mandler after his untimely death (original German edition 1931,
Spanish translation 1983), and Grigoriev's work has also been collected by his friends
and admirers (original Russian edition 1952, second Russian edition 1954, Italian
translation 1965). But a complete record of Mandler's studies is available only in
Czech in his 1970 book Studie, and this is now difficult to obtain even in its country of
origin.
In essence, therefore, the present volume is a translation into Engfo;h of Studie,
but I have supplemented the text with occasional passages from Mandler's 1965 book
64 studii z oboru vJf.ovjch a pefcovjch koncovek ("64 rook and pawn studies") and
I have added a small but important group of studies which appeared in his 1970
problem collection. I have checked everything by computer, and this has inevitably
disclosed some faults; the unsound studies for which I have been unable to find a

satisfactory correction have been placed in an appendix. I suspect that most are
unrescueable, at least without resorting to constructional crudities which Mandler
would not have permitted, but some may yield to the treatment of a future repairman
more skilful than I. This possibility apart, I think we now have a complete collection of
Mandler's studies, or at least of such as he wanted to be preserved, conveniently
presented for an English-speaking readership.
My editorial procedure needs little comment. Numbers "S" and "RP" above the
diagrams identify the studies in Studie and 64 studii z oboru vetovjch a pifcovjch
koncovek respectively. Exclamation and question marks accompanying moves are
always Mandler's. Where Mandler highlights a main line, I have followed him; where
he does not, I have highlighted the main line of the solution in the conventional
manner, but at one point I think this may have distorted his intentions and I have
added a note. Anything in square brackets[ ... ] is my own. Issue 31 of EGcontains a list
ofMandler's favourite studies, confided to Harold Lommer in one of the last letters he
wrote; I have marked these studies with asterisks, but if readers are looking for a
convenient pointer to the most rewarding items I would add 3.29 and 5.13. The actual
translation was relatively straightforward (Mandler's writing is beautifully clear, a boon
to any translator), but the captions with which he introduces each study were
sometimes a challenge; I hope I have surmounted it successfully. Obvious misprints
(there are only a few) have been silently corrected. The need to cover gaps left by
unsound studies has forced me to compose occasional pieces of bridging text, and this
also has been done silently as long as the added material seemed to be routine. There
are however two places where more creative rewriting seemed appropriate. Mandler
presents the exposition of two studies in the form of short narratives. and sadly both
studies have been faulted by the computer. It would have been a pity to lose the stories
altogether (they are not great literature, but they are pleasantly different from the
normal run of chess analysis), so I have moved their characters to two other studies
and have let them play out their little comedies there instead. The analytic details have
inevitably been changed, but I have tried to preserve dialogue and characterization.
There are four appendices. Appendix A contains translations of the introductions
written by Bed'fich Thelen to 64 studii z oboru vet.ovjch a pJSCovfch koncovek and by
Bfctislav Soukup-Bardon to Studie. Both these writers knew Mandler personally, and
it is appropriate that their appreciations be included. Appendix B exposes a Mandler
rook-against-knight analysis to the pitiless glare of the definitive computer results now
available, and shows the remarkably high quality of his work. Appendix C contains
details of prizes and other honours. I am well aware that I may be acting
controversially in relegating such matters to an appendix, but many of Mandler's finest
works appeared in newspaper columns where prizes were not on offer, and the reader
who is short of time will be much better advised to look for the asterisks denoting
Mandler's declared favourites than to seek out the magic words "First Prize". Finally,
Appendix D contains the studies that the computer has faulted, and perhaps a future
composer will be able to rescue some of them.

Testing and soundness
Everything in this book has been checked by computer, using the programs Hiarcs 7.32
and Fritz 6 on a Pentium III at 450 MHz with 128Mb of RAM. As set up on my
machine, these programs automatically consult the Nalimov five-man endgame
tablebases as required, and also a "depth to capture" database for K+R v K+ N created
by John Tamplin. For specific positions, I also made use of Ken Thompson's database
for K+R+B v K+B+N, and Marc Bourzutschky tested some positions fror me using
his databases for K + R+X v K +R+Y and K+R+2P v K+R. So far as I know, no error
in any of these databases has been reported in the literature, and I think they can be
taken as definitive.
Can it therefore be assumed that everything in the book is guaranteed to be correct?
Sadly, no. Even if we assume that the computer calculations have not been vitiated by
machine or program error, an assumption which is not necessarily justified (there is a
known error in Fritz 6, though the circumstances in which it arises are believed to be
fully understood and I don't think it has affected any of the analyses I have relied on
here), there remain two significant sources of error: operator error (telling the machine
to analyse the wrong position, or misreading the result) and the "horizon" effect.
A computer may be very fast, but it is still finite, and within a given time it can only
perform a certain amount of calculation. Typically, it examines every line to a certain
depth and selected lines more deeply, and ifit finds a forced winning or drawing line it
reports accordingly; otheiwise, it makes a judgement based on the deepest positions it
has reached, and if there is a winning move "just over the horizon" it will inevitable
return the wrong answer. At a late stage in the preparation of the book, I received news
of Marc Bourzutschky's databases for K+R+X v K+R+Y and K+R+2P v K+R.
Marc immediately sent me a file of published studies which he had found to be
unsound, and these turned out to include two by Mandler which I had passed as
correct. They were demolished by apparently characterless moves whose effectiveness
only became apparent some way into the future: so far, in fact, that when I took my
computer right up to the position before the crucial move and told it to start looking,
it took over an hour to report that the study was indeed faulty.
On this evidence, it must be expected that future analysts with more poweiful
computers will spot a few errors which I have missed, but I hope that any such error
has resulted in the retention of an unsound study and not in the unjustified rejection of
a sound one.
The mere discovery of an error is of course very far from the end of the matter.
An otherwise good study has an inaccuracy somewhere along the way; do we keep it or
don't we? The defender has a resource not analysed by the composer, and although
there is an answer it appears to be more difficult and complicated than the play in the
alleged solution; should the study be discarded as less than properly convincing?
An unsound study is one of a set; are the remainder worth keeping on their own?
An unsound study can be corrected, but at a cost in additional material, inelegance,
or artificiality; would the composer have accepted the correction? All these require
the crystallization of imprecise factors into a yes-or-no decision, and one editor will
inevitably differ from another. On the whole, I have tended to come down on the side
of harshness, since it does a composer's reputation no good to accompany undoubted
masterpieces with works in which the observer is forced to overlook imperfections

or obscurities; but all the omitted studies have been detailed in Appendix D, and it will
be a simple matter for future editors who may think otherwise to reinstate them.
Mandler's standards of accuracy were in fact very high. A crude count suggests that
around a quarter of his studies have proved faulty, but few pre-computer study
composers had a better record and very few worked in fields as deep and difficult as his.
A disproportionate number of the flawed studies in fact gained prizes or found their
way into anthologies, testimony both to their ambitious nature and to the fact that
errors overlooked by Mandler tended to escape the notice of others as well. Some of
the mistakes were in positions where one side had an extra piece and the other had one
or more advanced pawns, an area where there are no simple rules and even modern
computers have to perform a lot of calculation to get the right answer. A few resulted
from reliance on "theoretical knowledge" which has since been proved misleading
(in accordance with the received wisdom of his day, he assumed draws in positions
with Q v Q+P, N v 2B, and B+N v R+B where the computer has now proved that the
stronger side can force a win). It should also be realised that Mandlcr's analyses can
have received very little independent checking, since even editors who had the ability
to check them are unlikely to have had the time. Most of an editor's time is spent in
the sheer practicalities of getting material typeset and corrected, and in dealing with
correspondence from solvers and the more error-prone of his community of
composers; the name "Mandler" at the top of a page of analysis will normally have
caused its acceptance without further ado.
Look at it the other way round. An impartial examination by the powerful and
pitiless computers of the present day has indicated that around three-quarters of
Mandlcr's studies were correct, and I doubt if even the perfect knowledge that may
become available at some time in the future will reduce this figure below 70 per cent.
Given that most of his studies were deep and that some were right on the boundary of
pre-computer theoretical knowledge, does this not bear witness to a very high standard
of performance?

A suggestion to the reader
When Timothy Whitworth and I wrote Endgame Magic, we inserted intermediate
diagrams into the text of each study so that even the less expert player could read for
pleasure without the need to get out board and men. In respect of the present book, it
soon became clear that this would be impracticable; the deeper studies would require
so many intermediate diagrams that their presence would be as much of a distraction
as a help. But a valuable aid to reading is now to hand in the shape of a typical
computer chess program, which not only presents the user with a board and men but
(a) gives an automatic analysis of alternative lines of play and (b) enables the reader to
try out a line not given by the composer and then to put the men back to the point of
departure with one click ofa mouse. So if you find you need to get out board and men
when reading through some of these studies - and if you are of anything less than
master strength, I think you certainly will need to get them out - you may find the
"intelligent board and men" provided by a modern computer to be by far the best tool
for use.
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1. Pawn studies
[The pawn study was one of Mandler's favourite fields, and his achievements compare
with the best. It is generally accepted that the leading composer of pawn studies to date
has been Grigoriev, and in terms of numbers this is certainly true. Grigoriev's collected
works include over a hundred pawn studies, Mandler's Studie fewer than thirty;
Grigoriev took half the prizes in the 1936 pawn ending tourney of La Stralegie,
Mandler did not. But numbers are only half the story, and Mandlcr's best pawn
studies arc in no way inferior to the best of Grigoriev's. Several of his favourites are to
be found in this chapter, and they range from full-blooded masterpieces to the most
delicate ofligbtweight classics.]
Pawn against pawn
'1.1 (S309)

Ndrodnf Osvobozen[ 1938

White to move and win
Four-man positions are very popular
among the chess public, because they
tempt the solver to have a go, and this is
particularly true of pawn endings. The
solver is surprised when he discovers the
solution not to be quite as easy as the
simplicity of the position had led him to
believe. Here, the solver, if he is solving
honestly and not just trying to guess the
composer's intention, will start by trying
I Kxb7. But this does not work; Black's
reply l...Kb3 brings his king within the
square of White's pawn, and White's king
is too far away to defend it. Neither is
l Kb6 correct, on account of L.Kb3
2 Kc5 Kc3 3 f4 b5 etc. Correct is l Kd6
Ka3 (not l...Kb3, the king must not

block his own pawn) 2 Kc5 Ka4 3 f4 b5
4 f5 b4 5 Kc4 (a difficult move to find,
because the White king loses two tempi
while Black only loses one) b3 6 Kc3
Ka3 7 f6 b2 8 fl b!Q 9 f8Q+ and wins.
If l...b5 then 2 Kc5 Kb3 3 Kxb5 (3 f4?
Kc3 and draws) Kc3 4 Kc5 Kd3 5 Kd5
and wins.
[This study illustrates how an idea can
pass through several hands, gaining
something each time. Duras (Ndrodn[
listy I 905) showed how White can
sometimes win a pawn race by decoying
lhe Black king so that White's promotion
gives check: White Kb4, Pb2 (2), Black
Kh6, Pg7 (2), play I Kc5 and either
l...gS 2 b4 g4 3 Kd4 KgS 4 bS g3 5 Ke3
Kg4 6 b6 Kh3 7 b7 g2 8 Kt2 Kh2 9 bSQ+
or I ... Kg6 2 b4 Kf7 3 bS Ke7 4 Kc6 Kd8
5 Kb7 gS 6 Ka7 g4 7 b6 g3 8 b7 g2
9 b8Q+. Grigoriev (lzvestia 1928)
sharpened this by letting Black promote
first: White Kd3, Pt2 (2), Black Ka4,
Pb6 (2), play I Kd4 and either 1 ...bS 2 f4
b4 3 f5 b3 4 Kc3 Ka3 5 f6 ctc or l ... KbS
2 KdS Ka6 3 f4 Kb7 4 f5 Kc7 5 Ke6 Kd8
6 Kf7. Mandler sharpened the play still
further by starting with a refusal to
capture. There is now only one main line
and there are minor alternatives at moves
4 and 5 (White can play 5 Kd4 instead of
Kc4, or 4 Kd4 and 5 f5), but the opening
move and the climax are both so striking
that the study has become one of the
all-time classics.]

JO Pawn studies
A study particularly useful to
beginners
*1.2 (S310, RP47)

Sachove umen[ 1949

White to move and draw
It is easy to see that White cannot
prevent Black from capturing the White
pawn. If Black can achieve this while the
pawns are still in their present positions,
he will always win, because the capture
will put his king on c4, and this is one of
the three critical squares b4, c4, d4, two
ranks in front of the pawn, whose
occupation guarantees the win. To avoid
this, White must advance his pawn to c5
in the course of the play, unless Black
prevents him by advancing his own pawn
first.
If White advances his pawn to c5, he
must meet its capture by playing Kc3,
thus stopping Black from occupying one
of the critical squares. If however Black
plays his pawn to c 5, the critical squares
become 63, c3, d3, and White must reply
to the capture by playing Kc2.
If White plays I c5? Black replies
1 ...Ke2, and this ensures the win; White
must play to gl or g3, and he will be left
too far away from c3. But l...Kd2 and
I ...Kc2 will not be good enough for
Black, because White can reply 2 Kf2 or
Kfl (but not 2 KG on account of
2 ... Kd3) and he will reach c3 in time.
So the first move will be a king move
to fl, f2, or f3. Let us start by trying

I Kfl. After I ... Kd2 (l...c5 is wholly bad
and even loses, while I... Kc2 allows the
draw) 2 Kf2 (2 c5 Kd3 and 2 Ke4 Kc3
3 c5 Kc4 both lose, though Black must
not meet 2 c5 by 2 ... KcJ on account of
3 Ke2) Kd3 (or 2... Kc3 or 2 ...c5) 3 c5
Kd4/Kc4 and the White king has only
two moves to cover the three files which
separate him from c3. However, had he
played 1 Kf2 or I Kfl, he could have met
l ... Kd2 by 2 c5 Kd3 3 Kel. arriving at c3
just in time.
We are now reduced to Kn and Kf2.
But after l Kfl? c5 2 Kt2 Kd2 White
again finds himself three files away from
the critical square with only two moves to
get there. The correct move is I Kf2.
Now White can meet 1. .. c5 by 2 Ke3.
But after 2 ... Kc2 he must not play 3 Ke4
Kc3 4 Kd5, because 4 ...Kb4 would win;
inste;id, he must play 3 Ke2 Kc3 4 Kdl
Kxc4 5 Kc2 with a draw. And 1... Kd2 is
met, as we have already seen, by 2 c5
Kd3 3 Ket Kd4 4 Kd2 Kxc5 5 Kc3.
We h;ive gone into this simple study in
some detail, because although it will give
no trouble to experienced players it is
very useful to beginners.
Close and distant opposition
1.3 (S3l1, RP48)
Tijdschrift 1921
(with R. Reti)

White to move and draw
We analyse this study and the next from
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the inside out, looking first at what is
going to happen later in the solution,
then seeing what the early moves have to
be in order to create favourable
conditions for it.
I) Black's move ...h5 comes into
consideration only when the White king
cannot reply by moving to g5.
2) The White pawn can make the first
pawn move if the White king is already
on eS or f5, or if its advance will leave
White with the opposition. So as long as
the pawns are in their present positions,
Black cannot put the kings into
opposition (either close or distant)
because White will then draw by hS.
3) If Black plays ... g6 while his king is
on the seventh rank, White must take up
the distant opposition; if the Black king is
on the sixth rank, White must take up
the close opposition (the vertical
opposition is always implied); if the
Black king has reached the fifth rank,
... g6 is always a winning move.
4) As long as the Black king has not
reached the fifth rank, the opposition is
harmful. If Black has it, White draws by
h5; if White has it, Black wins by ...g6. If
the Black king has reached f6, the pawns
still being where they are, White must
prevent its advance to the fifth rank.
Which move is correct, Ke4 or Kg4?
Only Ke4. If White plays K.g4, giving the
king configuration g4/f6, Black wins by
l...Ke5 2 Kh5 Kf4 3 Kg6 Kg4 4 Kxg7 h5.
But if the White king is on e4, White can
meet ... g6 or ...Ke6 by Kf4. The squares
e4/f6, and likewise f4/e6, mutually
correspond, and the side which has to
move while the kings are in this position
is in zugzwang: White to move loses,
Black to move can only draw.
5) After I Kg3 (Kg4) Kt7, the White
king cannot move to the f-file. 2 KO and
2 Kf5 would allow Black to win by 2 ... g6,
and 2 Kf4 by 2 ...Ke6. So, from the
diagram position, the Black king can play
to f6 without White's being able to play
to e4 in reply. However, there is another

square which corresponds to f6, and this
is hS. If Black has to move in the position
h5/f6, gaining the fifth rank does not
help him: I... Ke5 2 Kg6 Kf4 3 Kxg7 h5
4 Kfo! Kg4 5 Ke5 and draws. White to
move in this position loses. So f6 and h5
are also corresponding squares.
6) f7 and g4 form a further pair of
corresponding squares. If the kings are on
these squares and White is to move, 1 h5
is met by I...Ke6 2 Kf4 Kf6 (see point 2
above), I Kf5 and I Kf3 by l...g6 (point
3), I Kf4 by I...Ke6 (point 4), and
I... K.g3 by l ...Kf6, since the White king
has access neither to e4 nor to 115 (points
4 and 5), If Black is to move, I...g6 does
not come into consideration (2 Kf3), and
neither does 1 ... Ke6(2 Kf4). I ... Kg6fails
against 2 Kf4 Kh5 3 Kg3 g6 4 Kb3, and
l ... Kf6 against 2 Kh5 (point 5).
7) This has led us to the opening
move. I Kg4 is met by I. .. Kt7, but White
must bring his king close enough to meet
... Kf6 by Kb5, and this leaves him no
choice but I Kg3. Now White will meet
I ...Kt7 by 2 Kg4.
8) After I KgJ Kc7 2 KfJ Kf6 3 Ke4
Kt7 the White king is out of range of g4.
However, there is another square which
corresponds to f7, and that is e3. From
here, White preserves the options of
playing Kc4 or Kf4 if the Black king
returns to the sixth rank, and of taking
the distant opposition if Black plays ... g6.
On 4... Ke7, White keeps the distant
non-opposition.
9) The solution therefore unfolds
I Kg3 Ke7 (for I... Kt7 see below) 2 Kl3
Kf6 (2 ... Ke6 3 Kf4 Kf6 4 h5, 2 ... g6
3 Ke3) 3 Ke4 Kf7 (3 ...Ke6 4 Kf4,
3... Kg6 4 Kf4) 4 Ke3 ,md either 4 ... Ke7
5 Kl3 or 4 ...g6 5 K13. If L..Kf7 then
2 Kg4 Kf6 3 Kh5 etc.
[The computer has only a trifling
comment to make on this impressive
piece of logical analysis: with the kings on
e3/e7, White needn't persist with the
distant non-opposition, be can play hS
straight away.]

12 Pawn studies
Beneficial and harmful opposition

1.4 (S312, RP61)
La Stratdgie 1936

White to move and draw
We give the analysis of this study in the
same fashion, dealing in turn with
various configurations which arise in the
course of the solution.
I) If we have wKf5, Pg4, bKf7,
Pg7/h6 with Black to move, l...g6+
2 Kf4 is only drawn (2... Kf6 3 g5+,
2 ...Ke6 3 Ke4 g5 4 Kd4). l...g5 2 Ke4
Kg6 3 Kf3 is clearly no better. White to
move also draws: 1 g5 g6+ 2 Kf4 h5
3 KD Ke6 4 Ke4 Kd6 5 Kd4 Kc6 6 Ke41
This position is therefore always drawn.
2) If we move the position down a
rank, giving wKf4, Pg3, bKf6, Pg6/h5,
the result with Black to move is
unchanged. However, White to move
now loses. After 1 g4 g5 + 2 Kf3 h4 3 Kf2
Ke5 4 Ke3 Kd5 White cannot prevent
the loss of bis pawn, and any other
starting move allows the Black king to
reach g5. This position is therefore
disadvantageous for the side which is to
move. The opposition is beneficial.
3) In the position wKf5, Pg3, bKf7,
Pg? /h6, with the White pawn on its
original square, \1/hite to move draws by
l g4 (see point I). Black to move plays
1...g6+, and after 2 Ke5 h5 3 Kf4 Kf6
White loses (point 2). The same position
arises after 2 Ke4 Kf6 3 Kf4 (3 g4 Kg5
4 KtJ h5) h5 and after 2 Kf4 Ke61

(2...Kf6? 3 g4 g5+ 4 Ke4 and either
4...Ke6 5 Kd4 or 4... Kg6 5 KtJ) 3 Ke4
Kf6 4 Kf4 h5. Admittedly, after 1...g6+
2 Kf4 Ke6 White can try 3 g4 in the hope
of 3... Kf6? 4 g5+, but Black has a better
move in 3... Kd5. White's try 2 Kg4 is
met by 2 ... Kf6 3 Kh4 (3 Kf4 h5) Kf5
4 g4+ Kf4. So Black to move wins, and
in the position f5/f7, the pawns being on
their original squares, the opposition is
harmful.
4) If the White king is on h5 and the
Black on f7, the pawns not having
moved, White to move loses, because the
only move that does not leave g6 open to
the Black king is I g4 and the reply
I...Kf6 leaves him with no adequate
defence. However, with Black to move
White can draw: l ... Kf6 2 g4 Kf7 3 g5.
There is hence a fundamental difference
between the positions f5/n and h5/f7. In
the first case the opposition is harmful to
its possessor, in the second case
beneficial.
5) In the opening position, White
cannot play I Kh5, because I.. .Kt7
would leave him a lost position (point 4),
and likewise not 1 g4 on account of
I...Kn 2 Kh5 Kf6. There remains only
l Kg4, and if 1...Kf7 then 2 KhS (not
2 Kf5, point 3). If Black plays 1...Kf8,
keeping open the possibility of meeting
Kh5 by ... Kf7, White secures the draw by
2 Kf5 Kl7 3 g4 (point I); but not 2 Kf4
(2...Kf7 3 Kf5 g6+ and Black wins, point
3) nor2 Kh4 (2 ...Ke7 or2...g6).
6) The reply I...g6 is not dangerous,
for example 2 Kf4 Kt7 3 g4 Kf6 4 g5+.
The solution in brief unfolds 1 Kg4
Kl7 2 KhS, 1...Kf8 2 KfS K17 3 g4.

Pawn studies 13
A simple stalemate
1.5 (S3 I 3, RP62)
La Srrategie 1936

White to move and draw
Black threatens to play I... Kg5. Let us
start by trying 1 g3. After I... Kg5 2 Kh3
Black avoids 2 ... Kf5 in favour of2... Kf6,
and now he can meet 3 Kh4 with 3... Kf5
4 Kh3 Kg5 5 Kh2 Kg4 6 Kg2 h4
winning. If instead 3 g4 then 3 ... Kg5. If
3 Kg2 Black again succeeds in gaining the
square g4: 3... Kf5 4 Kf3/Kh3 Kg5 etc.
Neither is I Kh3 good. Black replies
I... K.g5 and 2 g3 loses as we have just
seen, while 2 Kg3 leads to a Black win as
follows: 2 ... h4+ 3 Kh3 (3 Kf3 Kf5) Kh5
4 g3 hxg3 etc.
Correct is I Kg3 Kg5 2 Kh3 (2 Kf3'
h4), and now White need not fear 2... h4
because 3 g3 hxg3 4 Kxg3 leads to a draw.
Black can still play 2... KfS and meet
3 Kh4 by 3 ... Kf4 in the hope of 4 Kh3?
Kg5 gaining square g4 as above.
However, White saves himself by 4 g4,
because the capture 4 ...hxg4 gives
stalemate.

Moving the pawn also moves the
critical squares
1.6 (RP54)
Ndrodnf Osvobozeni l 938

White to move and win
[This study is not given a diagram in
Studie, though it is referred to in tbe
exposition of the study which follows. Jn
an ending with K + P v K, the "critical"
squares are the three squares directly in
front of the pawn and two ranks ahead of
it, which the king must attain if he is to
win. We have already met them in study
1.2.]
This study is not difficult. The try I Kc6
fails against I...Kxa7. White has nothing
better than 2 d4 (after 2 Kc7 Black will
promote first), and this harms him by
moving the critical squares from the fifth
rank to the sixth. There follows 2...b5
3 Kxb5 Kb7, and Black draws.
To gain a decisive tempo, White
interpolates I Kd6, and only after
l ...Kxa7 does he play 2 Kc6. Now the
ending after 2...b5 3 Kxb5 Kb7 4 d4 is
won. Black therefore tries 2... Ka6, but
3 d4 wins.
Black can try to shift the tempo back
by playing l. .. Kb7, because 2 a8Q+
Kxa8 3 Kc6 leads to the drawn position
already seen. However, White has a
better alternative in 3 Kc7 b5 4 d4 b4
5 <l5 b3 6 d6 b2 7 d7 blQ 8 d8Q+ Ka7
9 Qd4+ Ka6 I O Qa4 mate. In this line,
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White can hold back a8Q+ until his
other pawn has reached d4 or d5.
So the solution is 1 Kd6 Kxa7 2 Kc6
etc, or 1 ... Kb7 2 a8Q+ Kxa8 3 Kc7 etc.
[Mandler does indeed write "gain" a
tempo at the start of the second
paragraph, both in Studie and in 64 studif
z oboru veiovjch a peifcovjch koncovek.
On the face of it, we have a manoeuvre to
lose a move and not to gain one, but the
effect is to leave White with a tempo in
hand later on, and the impression which
remains at the end is that he has gained
something rather than losing it.]
White must lose two tempi in order to

win

1.7 (S314)
Prdce 1969

4 Kxc6 Ka7 5 d3 (second loss of a
tempo) and we have reached the position
in the previous study after I Kd6 Kxa7
2 Kc6.
If Black plays l ... c6, there follows
2 Kc7 (2 bxc6? bxc6 and Black wins) and
either 2 ... cxb5 3 d4 b4 4 d5 b3 5 d6 b2
6 d7 blQ 7 d8Q+ and wins, or 2 ... Ka7
3 bxc6 bxc6 4 Kxc6 b5 5 Kxb5 etc. If
2... c5, White replies 3 Kxb6 c4 4 Kc5
Ka7 5 Kxc4 and wins.
The Black king rushes down the
board in alarm, only to go back up

again

1.8 (S315)
Sachove umenr 1949

White to move and win
White to move and win
This study was developed from the
previous one. 1 Kd7 is bad on account of
1 ... Kb8! (but not l...c6? which loses to
both 2 Kc7 and 2 bxc6) 2 d3 c6 3 bxc6
bxc6 4 Kxc6 Ka7, giving a position which
we have already seen to be drawn. I d4
::ilso leads nowhere, this time on account
of l...c6 2 Kd6/Kd7 Kb8 with a draw
(but not l...Kb8 ::it once, when 2 d5
wins).
Nor does White win by I d3 (a loss of
a tempo, but at the wrong moment).
Black refutes this by I ...c6 or 1 ... Kb8.
Correct is 1 Kd8! (first loss of a
tempo) Kb8 2 Kd7 c6 3 bxc6 bxc6

White must obviously eliminate one of
the Black pawns, but which? That on f7
appears the more dangerous, but I Kxf7
is not good enough: for example, I ...Kd6
2 Kf6 KdS 3 Kf5 Kd4 and the Black king
will keep watch on the White pawns from
below, or 2 Kg7 Ke5 3 Kh6 Ke4.
If Black adopts the same tactics in the
true solution, he makes the win more
difficult but does not prevent it. 1 Kxh7
Kd6 2 Kb6 (2 Kg7 KeS) KdS (this gives
White more trouble than 2 ... Ke5 3 Kg5,
when 3... Ke4 4 Kf6 leaves Black with no
good move and other choices lead back
into the main line) 3 KgS (3 Kh5
Ke4/Kd4 and 4... Ke3 will draw) Ke5
(again 3... Ke4 is met by 4 Kf6, while

Pawn

3...Kd4 4 Kf6 Kc4 5 94 Ke3 6 Ke5
tmosposes into the main ljne) 4 g4 Ke4

(if Black

plays 4.--f5+, the aDswer is not

5 Kg6 Kf4 6 Kb5 Kg3 with a draw blrt
5 Kh5 lff4 6 s5 fxs5 7 94) 5 lff6 Ke3
t5..Kf4 6 95 Kg4 7 gJ) 6 Ke5 l(I2 (or
6...Ke2 7 95 Ke3 8 Kfs etc) 7 95 Kg3
8 Kfs (ofcou$e not I Kf6 on account ol
8.,.Kf4) Ift4 9 Kf4 Ift5 l0 s3 Ks6
ll Kg4 Ift7 12 Kf5 Ks7 13 g4 Kh?

l4

Kf6 and White wins.
There is more

thtn

on€ way

to catch a queen

_

r.9 (s316)

C es kos love ns ki iwc h 19 54

studics I5

compens:rtion. He tberefore plays
l...Kd4 2 f4 h5 (2...Ke4 3 t5 tr5 4 Kg5
lrnnrposes) 3 Kg5 Ke4 (BlacL has I|o
allernalivc bul to pur Iri! king on lhe
tliagorral a8-hl. but ir rvlll soon prove
fateful to him) 4 f5 h4 5 f6 h3 6 f/ h2

7I8Q hlQ 8 Qa8+ etc.
Thcrc remains 1...Kb4, and oow we

lrrle a reworking of thc lheme of

snld)
or 2 Kej on ai.outll o[ ] lt5
3 f4 h4 4 Ke4 Kc5, when 5 $ Kd6 will
lose and Wl)ire murr plJ! 5 Kl_1 cvcn to
draw) Itua4 3 f5 b5 4 Ke5 (4 Kg5 learls
nowhcrc - il is remar'kable rl)ar rlle mJrcll
of the White king to c3 has a grcater
eil-ect Ilrin lhe ad\ance of thc pawn on
f5) b4 5 Kd4 bl 6 Kc3 Ka3 7 16 h2 I f1
blQ 9 EQ+ and citlrer q...KeZ l0 Qa8

l. l: Z f4

(

mrlc or 9...Ka4 l0 Qa8+
ll Qb7+.

Kb5

Just what is going on here?

i;ia;
While to movc and wio

Af,er

I

f4? bolh rlr€ pa\sed pawn\ will

promole. witll ar ob\ious drrw. If White
is lo win. hc n rlt srop rhe h-pawl|, arrd
lrence the king must movc at or)cc lo tltc
sixth rank- | Kd6 does not comc into
considemtion on account of 1...Kd4,
after which the h-pawn is already beyond
recallr 2 Ke6 Kc4 J Kf6 Kf4. Whir<
would like Io play I Ke6 and keep his

optiorls open, ready

to

iDtervene on
ci(her wing as nece!\ary, bul rltis alio fail"
to win: 1...h5 2 Kf5 Kb4 3 f4 Kxa4 4 Ke4
Kb5 and Black draws.
So ',rlrether hc likcs ir or nor, While
must block lris own passed pawn with his
fi$t move and play I Kf6. If Black Dow
tries 1...h5. tl)ere follows I Kg5 Kd4
I K-rh5 and he has lost I)is pawn wirhou.

*r.10 (s3r7, RP58)
C es ko.rlove

nskl iach

|95

|

;;#g
White to move and draw
Tlre clriefdimcull) for llre solver hcrc lic5
in finding out precisely what is goinS on
Thc priicipal enemy is clearly the Black
pawI on c5. The \\4rire king cal| c.rplure
this in three moves. lt appears to make
no difference whether hc approacltes it
via d3 or e4, but the more probablc route
seems to be via d3. However, Black
rcplies l...lb, aDd after 2 Kc4 Kd2
3 Kxc5 Kc3 both 4 Kd5 Kxf4 5 Ke6 Kg5

16 Pai'n

sludies

and 4 Kc4 Kxf4 5 Kdl Kxf5 Ie.Ie lrin,
with a win.
The roure !ir e4 brings no atllanlage.

2 Ke5 (2 f6 .4. ) Kd5 Kc ll Kc.l t2...c4?
J Kt5 c3 4 K)\t-7 c2 5 16 and draws.) I f6
c4 4 Kd6 c3 5 Ke7 c2 6 IC\tf clQ anc

on the conlrary ir allo$s Black to gel
aftcr tlre wl1ite pawns without the

wins.

preliminary move ...f6:

I

Ke4? Kd2

Luring a Blrck pawn to an rpparently
more favourable square

2 Kd5 Ke3 3 Kxc5 Kxf4 and wi:rs.

The ne:'t try uill lie irr the move I f6.
Tltis of cour:e rneanr gi\ing up the
capturc

I

l.l I (s318. RP53)
.Jathovi umdni 1949

ofthc pawn on c5. Aller I f6 Kc2

Ke4 c4

1

Kds cJ 4 Kd6 Kd2 5 Ke7 cl

6 Kx|7 clQ 7 Ke7 Qc5l

I

KcS

9 Kft Kdl l0 F Ke4 ll Kg8

Qc]White

cenainly dra\.\s: lhe Bl.rck king is too far
away. But we bave been too hasty in
playing 4...Kd2 for Black. Atier tbe
belter move 4...Kd ] Black wins, for
example 5 Ke7 c2 5 KxfT clQ 7 Ke7
(7 Ks7 Qb2) QeJ- 8 KE Ke4 q r Kfs
l0 fu7 Qc7 Il KB8 Qe6 I) Kc7 Ql6 |
ll Kg8 [fu6 14 f 5+ Q\f5 15 IBQ Qe6+

lt"til

etc,

By playing the faulty move I

f6,

Whirc lorfeils the possibiliry of raki|lg rhe
pawr) on c5. yet in.ipile ol lhis he [earty
dlaws. lt would be
'llmcie t if the Blaul
king could not play to the third mDk at
movc 4. Slowll. we tealiz€ \rlral is lruly
on. Ir has norhing to do wirh llre
capture of the pawn on c5, but rathcr in
gorDg

lhe selling up of an ending witlt

twU

pawrls against tlle queen rUch lhal llre
Blael king has bcco unable to reaclt tlre

rllird rarrk before lhc promotioll

ru

queen. We deliberately lct the pawn on
The requirement of keeping the Black
king from the third rank is met by the
following solution: I Kd3 f6 2 Kc4

(2 Ke4l c4l) Ke2 3 Kds: c4 4 Ke6 (3
5 Itxf6 c2 6 Ke7: clQ 7 f6 and draws.
Wrile must not play 6 KgTl on accou|l
of6..,clQ

7 f6

Qcl8 Kg6 Ke3 and

Black

wins.

Ca
I

the same result nor be reacbed
Ke4? Black now does not play
l...Ke2 (because 2 16 Kf2 3 Kd5 Ke3
4 K',c5 K'.f4 5 Kd4 Kl5 6 Kel Kxf6
after

7 Kf4 dra\r's) I|or

|

...16,

but

l...Kd2

White to move anrl win

The main line of this study has a vsry
sharp point. After I Kd5 Kb7 the move
I Ke6 fails agiinsl 2...f4: I e\f4 Kc6,
bccaure the apparelrly \rrorg 4 f5 doet
nol lcad lo a win. wlro \rould llave said
that thjs move would lorce victory if tlre
Black pawn now on g7 stood instead on
96, ready to capture the White pawn after
its advancc? Yet tbis is the only way to
win. So Wllrte inrprovcs by Inserting
2 Ke5. whieh lemporarily prcvclrs rhc
ad\ance
the BlacL f-pawn () ..f4
J Kxt4 Kc6 4 Ke5 Kds 5 Kgb Ke4

of

Kfi e5 8 Ke6), and only
afier 2...96 Joe" hc play 3 Ke6. lf Black
no\r lries tlle szme Jelencc as bclorc,
3.,.f4 4 exl4 Kc6, there foilows 5 f5 gxf5
6 f4 Kc5 7 KxeT Kd5 8 Iff6 Ke4 9 Kg5
and White wiils. [f 3...Kc6then4f4etc.
The difliculty ofthis study is iDcreased
by a large number of trjcs, of which we
6 KxgT KA 7

give only the main ones. The move

I

o ly one refuralion: l...Ka7l
either2 Kd7 f4l or2 f4 Ka6: \oll)ing
else works. 1...95 fails against 2 Kd7
Kc6? has

an<l

Pawn

studies

l7

(2...e5 t Kc6 f4 4 exf4 exf4 5 Kt5 or 2...f4
J evf4 gxf4 4 KxeT). 1.. 14 agarnsr 2 exf4
(2...Ka7 3 f5 Ka6 4 f4 or 2...Kb8 3 Kd7
Kb7 4 f5), and l...Kb8 against 2 Kd7
(2...e5 3 Ke6 f4 4 e4 Kc7 5 Kxe5 fi 6 Kf4
Kd6 7 KxB Kc5 8 Ke3 95 9 Kd3 Kf4 l0
Kd4 g4 ll e5 KB l2 e6 etc. or 2...f4
I exf4 Kb7 4 f5).
After tlre correct more I Kd5 Kbu, it

Tlre roher murt calculalc lhe mailt lin(

would appc.rr rhat 2 f4? fails irgaiD,l
2...Kc7 I Ke6 Kd8 4 Krfs Kc8 5 Kg6

3 Kxc7. Black plays 1,..b5 2 cxds

Kft

6 f5 Kg8 7 e4 KE 8 e5 e6l 9 f6 Kg8

and either l0 Kg5 Kf7 or l0 Kh5 gxf6,
bul whirc cal) wir) by playing 5 Ke6l wilh
the continuation 5...K- 6 t5 Ke8 7 e4
Kf8 (7 . Kd8 8 Kr7 crc) 8 Kd7 Kfl 9 e5
Kft l0 e6 or 5...96 6 e4 KE 1 Kd7 Kn
8 e5 etc. The true refurarion of 2 f4
proceeds 2...Kc7lKb6 3 Ke6 Kc6/Kc5
4 IGf5 Kd6l 5 c4 e 5 with a draw.
Afrer I Kd5 Kb7 2 Kc5 96. rhe nrove
3 f4 fails agajnst 3...Kc7 4 Ke6 Kd8 5 Kl7

Kd7 6 Kxg6 e6 7

Kfl

Kf/

Kd6

I

Ke8

e5!

exf4 I 0 exf4 Kd7 .
ITr) thc hne I Kc6 Ka7 2 Kd7, rlre
compurer gi\es 2...Kb6 as an altcnrarive
9

drawing mole

lor Black, bul rllrs

riglrl II)rough

to he e J
r

belore hc

can decide on the correcl way to sterl.
A knowlcdgc of our opening slrrdy l.l
will help him.

I K\c7 fail' agairrst l...Kh4 and
I f4 agcinst 1...b5 I crb5 .15
J KxcT Kxb5 ctc. Hence I Kc6. No$
2...K\c4.

1...d5 2 cxd5 b5 is hopeless on account

]

alld afler

of
d5,

Kxd5 Kxb5 4 f4 c5 he will

promole a5 qulckly a5 Wllile. BuL Whitr
play.3 Kc5 and poslpotrcs rhc capture
for he wrl|r\ lo gel ltis Li g Io thc lounh
ra||[. wilhoul lossoltime.3...d4
leads Io a quick win after 4 f4

(1

Ka5

d4 5 bA
cxb6+ 6 K\d4 Kb5 7 Kds Ka4 8 f5, o5...Ka6 6 bxc71 4 b6 cxb6+ 5 lkd4 rwe
know the finish from study 1.1) b5 6 f4
b47 15bl 8 Kcl Krl 9f6b2 l0 r blQ
ll f8Q+ and Wlrile wirrs. lf BldcL trie{
rescue himselfby 5...Kb5, While wi
'
by 6 Kd5 Ka6 (6...Ka4 7 f4 b5 815 b4

lo

I

Ke4 ere) 7 f4 Kb7 8
etc.

15

Kc7

I

Ke6 Kd8

l0 KfllKf6

Impromptu

rs

morely n tmnsposition of moves; after
3 Ke6, Black fir1ds he has to play 3...f4
after all.l

r.

t3 (s320. RP60)
Prdce 1955

White prts olf the capture of an
advancing Black pawn

1.r2 (S319)
Nd rod n i

Os,ro boze n

liiii

t 1 939

Whitc to move and wilr

I c4 f5
5 c8Q

2 Ka7!

flQ

e53c5 f44c6B5c7 D

7 Qb7+ and wins.

IBetore lhe ad\enl of rlte computer

wjth Q+Pd4 v Q were assumed
to be dmwD, so Mandler did not worry

endings

White to move rnd win

I

about 2 c5 Kds

d4 c5 4 Kb7 f4 5 exf4

e\f4 6 c6 i1 ? u7

8 c8Q flQ.
compulef ijnalysis has ihown thnt
12

bul
this
also winsr 9 Qd7+ and mate on move 58

at the latest. ComputeA of the futufe
may also hale something to say aboul
2 Kbze5 Js5 f44c6fl 5e7 12 6 c8Q

Q

when Wlrile gers
2P v Q- P. BUr win,{
like rhese ire irnpossible ro demo|l,lrr|e
wi(hour inificial ald. wlrere:l\ Llre elegJn.
crispncss ollhe aurhor'r 2 Ka7 rerairs ilchirm Stutlie{ .irrclr hs l.l3 dc\cftc ro
rerniin ir) llle lileralrrre, e\eD if\'e lrr\e
lo chaoge rhe slipulation lo somerhi g
like "Whire to play and est.rblish a simplv

won Position within 9 moves".l
Just {hen the solver thinks he has
finished, he has to start all ov€r again

We can str€ugtlien the defence by
playing 2...fl iostead of 2...Kf5. Now
I gxB fails aBainsr l...KxR 4 Kd4 Kyf:
and if 5 Kc4 then 5...Ke2 6 Kf5 Ke3

7 K\f6 Kd4

and Whitc crclr

However, White can still

w

4 KcJ nDd citlrcr 4...1(92
5 Ke4 f5+ 6 Ke3 etc.

by

5 e4

3

loscs

gl

Kh3

or 4...f.C4

After I Ke2, let us try 1..-Kg5 instead
of l...Kg4 \r\lrerci lier tlre Jillererrcel
Atter 2 Kd3 R 3 g3 (clear)y 3 gxfl is still
not good) Black can play 3...f5. This is a
position ofreciprocal zugzwang: Black to
move loses, White to move cannot wit)
4 Ke3 is met by 4...Kg4, 4 Kd4 by 4...f4

5

p.f4r K\I4 6 Kd5 Kf5: 7 Kd6

Ke4

8 Kc7 Kd3 9 KxbT Ke2 l0 Kc6 L\12
I I b7 Kg2 12 b8Q P.
The move 4 Kd4 fails to wiD because

it

is now Black's move and after
l.14 (s321, RP55)
Os,ro boze n i 936

Nd rod n i

1

4...f4
5 gxf4 Kxf4 he gairls the opposition
If however it were Wbitc's move in the
position after 4 Kd4, he would win. So in

rlre posirio|| Whire Kd3. Ph6/f2lg]

%',,,*7"

'i,%

%n.,,,i7'
'"/4,

Black Kg5, Pb7lB/6, White must delay

plirying Kd4

uItil

BIack

Irr\

plJyed

...Kh5, or has advanced ...f4 and allowed
White to exchnnge pawns. ID rcply to
...K94. Wh;re mrrll pliy Kel. Ir i" r)o\.
clear that the Wbite king must pla), to d3
in order to sct up this positiou, aDd so

White must not play tltis

movc

prematurely.
White to movc and win

The average solver will perlraps starl by
playing I Ke2? Kg4?. Botb moves are
bad. While's I Kc2 lcr. slip rhe win. bur
Black's l...Kg4 hands it back again. But
now 2 R+? forleits the win once more
2...Kgl I Ktl Khl 4 Kf2 f5 with a drrwrr

posilion. Conect is
example )...Kf5

4 g\R Kr4 5

I

2 Kdl, with for

Kd4 and erlher 1...R
Kd5 K\R 6 Ke6 Kxl2

Krf6 etc or l...Ke5 4 Ke4 Kd5 5 Kxf"
Kc6 6 Kf5 K\b6 7 K\f6 Kc5 8 Ke5 b5
7

9f4b4 l0

f5

bl ||

l3 l3Q+ Kc4 l4 Qc8+.

16 b2 12 f7 brQ

Tbe correct solutioD is therefore I Kdz
Ks5 (l...Kea 2 Kd3) 2 Kc3 B 3 g3 fs
4 Xd3! with coDtinuation 4-..Kg4 5 Kc3
or 4...f4 5 gxf4+ Kxf4 6 Kd4 or 4...Kh5
5 Kd4.

In thc \arjation 4...f4 5 gxf4-

6 Kd4 Kf5.7 Kd5'wo ld lail

Kxf4

agarnsr

7...Kf4 8 Kd6 Ke4 9 Kc7 Kd3 l0 KxbT
Ke2 ll Kc6 K\fz 12 b7 Ke2 ll h8Q |:.
Cofrect js 7 Ke3 Ke5 8 KxB Kd6 9 Kg4
elc. bul flot 9 Kc4 olr accounr of9...Kc6
l0 t| Kxb6 | | f5 Kc6 12 Ke5 Kd7 13 Kf6
b5 etc-

I Kc2 would be wrong on account of
1...R 2 gxB (2 e3+ Kh3) Kg5 3 Kd3 Kf4
4 Ke2 f5.

Pawn

Let us return to the main line (4...Kb5
5 Kd4). After 5...Kgs 6 Ke5? fu4 White
has no winning continuation, as sbown
fbr example by 7 Kd6 Kh3 8 Kc7 Kg2

l5

studiec 19

Kb5 (this time the White

queen

cannot reach h5. but the king arrives oD
rl)e rene iust in time) Ke) l6 Qc?- Kf.
17

Kc4.

9 KrbT K\t2 l0 Kc6 Kg2. The position
after 6 . Kg4 is anorher reciprorrl
zugzwarg, and if it were Black's move be
would lo\e Wlrile lhercforc plays 6 Kd5:

The solution io briet I Kd2 Kg5
2 Kc3 B 3 93 f5 4 Kdl Kh5 5 Kd4 Kgs

Xg4 and orriy no\a 7 Ke5. rcady to mcet
7...Kh3 by 8 Kf4 Ks2 9 Ke3. On 7...Kg5
there now follows 8 Kd6 Kg4 9 Kc7 Kh3

Ks2 13 b8Q f2 14 Qb?+

l0 IirbT

and

it

seems

that our work

KB2

16

Kgl l9

Qc6+ Kel

17

Ksl 15 Qb6
lr Qds

Qc5 KB)

Qxl5 and wirls.
Corresponding squares

But tlris is far lrom being thc case. In
order to fiee a square for rhe adlance of
hi\ p.rsscd paw . TI)e While king ha\ d
choice of se\en mo\cs. lt is remarkabl,

thal after I0...K92 only onc of
correcr, amel!

"t.ls
Tidskrift

(s322)

ftir Schack

1967
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Why not I I Kc7? Because

Kr6:

after
I l...Kxf2 12 b7 Kxg3 13 b8Q the Black
king is not in check. and the Black pawn
will be able to advance to the second
runk. In the resulting eoding, the pawn
ort 15 tloer nol hclp Whire becaure il
conlrols Ihe rqurres 94 and c4 which ate
needed by tlre Whjte qLreen.
And wlry not I I Kc6? Because aftcr
ll.. KxD l2 b7 tlre diaDoral J8-hl will
be blocked by the Wtlite ki[g. and tlre
promorion of rlte Bla(k pawn cannol be
prcvented. But on a6 the kilrg is out of
lhc way of tlre new queen. .rnd Whtte

wins

ll

is

finished-

seven nlores i5

6 Kd5 Kg4 7 Kc5 Ke5 8 Kd6 Kg4 9 Kc7
Kh3 l0 KxbT Kg2
Ka6 K\f2 12 b7

by ll...I{xf2 12 b7 Kg2

(for

12...Ke2 and l2...Kxgl see below)
13 b8Q f, 14 Qb7+ Ikl (l4...Kxgl
15 Qhl) ts Qb6 Ksz 16 Qc6+ Iql

f7 Qc5 Kg2 l8 Qd5+ Kgl 19 Qxf5 erc.
12...Ke2 13 b8Q f2 l4 Qb5+ Kel

l5 Qxf5 etc; l2...Kxg3 l3 b8Q+ Kg2
l4 Qb7 Ksl l5 Kbs ett, or ll...Ki:
(irutead of ll ..K92) l4 Qh2r (14 Kb5
.rlso wins, bul I do nol consider llri\ J
defecl because tltis varjatiot] ts merel\

supponing rnrlysis) Kcl (l4...Kel
15 Qh5) | 5 Qh | + Ke2 16 Qh5.
AIlcr rhe correct move ll Ka6, Wlrite
also wins agaitrsl the defefice ll...K\f2
12 b7 K43 13 b8Q Ks2 14 Qb7 Kf2

,,

i;;

. //r;

i il'ui'
'...i*ft,

White to move afld wilr

We harc already lpoken

irboul

corresponding squares io the analysis of
study 1.3. Here we lmve another
example. In the preceding study, from
\uhich the present study irro\e, \r'e also
.ia\t somc corlcrponding lquares. bul tl)e\
were present in smaller numbers.

In rl)e prcscll diagranr. lhe rimplesr
pair ofsuch squirre\ rre gZ an,l e3. If wc
,el lhc lin8s on these sqLrdres fwe Jlway\
dme the lqurre of Lhe Black kiltg fitsU
rte soo|| see thrt we ha\e I posilron of
rcciprocal zugzwang, nlroe\er ir ro morr
will losc an impona0t pawn.
If we movc the Black king to g4,
giving the pair of squares 94 and e3,
White to play must move his kiog, and
after I Kd4 Kh3 2 Kd3 Kh2 3 Kd2 Kgl

he docs not merely fail ro win,

lre

20
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actually loses.
Anol hcr pair of corresponding .quare\
is given by h5 and d2. Black to move has
do way out; ...Kg4 is met b!, Kc3, ...K95
by Kdl, and ...K96 again by Ke3. In thc
diagranr posjtion, Write therefore plays
I Kc2, ready to mect l...Kgs b_v 2 Kd3
arrd L..Kh5 by 2 Kd2. l. .Kg6 dernands
continuing co ceDlral ion sincc ncither

2 Kd3 nor 2 Kd2 concs
collsiderntiorr i2

Kd] Kgi.

A preliminary examination ...

64

r.l6 (s323, RP56)
sludii zohotu riZov)lch a ptlcovllch
kon&vek 1965

illto

2 Kd2 Kh5i.

rl ir nol dimclrlt to fi,rd lhe coarecl
contir)ualion 2 Kcl. Wc ha\e here ir
bur

firnher pair of corre'porrding squares. 96

and (3. After 2...Kf6 there fullowr 'l Kd4.
So the solutioD unfolds
Kc2 Kg6
2 Kc3 Kg5 3 Kd3 Kh5 4 Kd4 and as afler
White's fifth move
the preceding
srtrdy. Thii lime rlte solution is one rnole

I

in

shoner.

IMandler rlroughr tl)ar 2...K|1 could
be met by eithcr 3 Kd4 or I Kc4, but the
computer disagrees; aftcr 3 Kc4. Black
can go for lhe h-prwrr aILl hold lhe dra\
(3...Ke6 4 Kd4 Kd6 5 Ke3 Kc5 6 Kf4
K,tb6 ? KxE Kc5 8 g4 b5 and 12 gSQ
blQ+)- This defence fails after I Kd4
bccause the White king is one tenpo
nearer Io lhc Black f-pawn. So rlle play ts

aclually

n lilllc more preci:e rltirl

Mandler thought, and we might as well
spell ir out: 2...Kf6 3 Kd4 Kg5 (3...Ke6
4 KeJ etct 4 Kd5 reJoining the main line.
Tltis minor inilyrical potnl apan
find ir iIteres(ing rl)at rhis lrrer and
\impler \eAion should bc the one thet
Mandler included in his lisr offavourites,

Write to move and win

Tlrir dirgram was nol conccived as at'
independent study, its purposc being
oolely ro simplify Ihe uDderllrtlding of
lhe Dcxl s(ud). so tlre prelelce of ii
immobile Black bishop need rol distres\
1ls.

Wl)rte mu\l play so rltJr rhe ntovc d5
will gairr rhe oppo\ition, and by llris we
mern rl)e close horitontal oppositiolL He
ltorizontal
opposirio[ srriiAhl rwry. but Ihis t nol
good e,)ougl1: rfter I d5 crd5 ) cxd5
Kb6, botlr J Ke7 Kc5 4 do K(6 and rdt,
Kc5 4 Ke7 Kc6 leave \fhire wirh arr

can gllin lhe distnnt

eventual loss.

I

Io order to gairl the closc borizontal
opposition by tlre move d5, While must

even though the earlier versjon has a
slightly longer solurion rnd offer\ n \ridcl
choice ar Wrjte's firct move. Length and
complerily ma! bc vinues, but clarily i\ a

opposition" He cannor tl)erefore phy

greater one.]

fir\t oblain the clore l)orizo ril -r)on-

I KeB on account of l...Kc7l nor I Ke7?
oD account of l...Kc8! For example
I Ke7 Kcs 2 d5 cxd5 3 exd5 Kc7 and
aBain Black

wi

s, or 2

Kd6 Kd8 1 c5 Ke8

4 Kc7 Kc7 ctc.

Correut
becrlrse lre

is I KI8. Black now lo.emu\t move. On l...Kc8 there

tbllows 2 Ke7 Kcu 1d5 cxd5 4 cxdS and
eitber 4...d6 5 Ke6 or 4..-Kc8 5 d6, and if

Blael tries L.c5 White replie! 4 Kes
willr eirhef 4...Kd6 5 Kd8 or 4...d6

Pawn srudies

)l

decisjvc

5...Kd8 6 Kb7. 5...Kd7 6 Kh8, 5...Kfd
6 Kb? c5 7 d5 Ke5 8 Kc6 Kd4 9 KtJ6
and either 9...Kxc4 l0 Kc6 or 9...Ke3

adlantage atler L..Kb8 I d5 crd5I urrli,
for cxarnple 3...Kb7 4 Ke8 and either

l0 Kxc5 etc) 6 Kb7 Kd7 7 c5 dxc5 8 dxcs
and eithcr 8..,c6 9 Kb6 or 8...Kd8 9 c6

5 Ke7. Further winning lines are L.-Kc7
I KeS Kc8 I Ke7 tor 3 d5) and L. Kb6

2 Ke7. White

also gels

a

4...Ke? 5 Kc7 or 4...Kc8 5 d6. and rr
mighl \ecm to |l.i rllat rltis ls rhc rcsult of
lhe opposition. bul rhis is JD optical
illusioD. What is impottant alter l...Kbs
is that rbe Black king is on tlle eighth
rank, and so cannot reply to 2 d5 cxd5
3 cxd5 by playing to b6.

immaterial whetber

ln conrmsr, ir

the White

is

king

stands on fB or f7.

lf 5...Kd7 (instcad of 5...Ke6) there
would follolv 6 KhR Kr6 r.6...KdB 7 c5
Kd7 8 Kb? c6 I Kb6 erc, 7 Kc8 Khb
8 KLJT 18 dslc6 9 Kd7 c).d5 l0 cxd5 Kc5
ll KeA Kd4 12 Krd6 Kcl l] Kc5 Kxfl
l4 d6 Kel l5 d7 R l6 d8Q 12 and draws)
Kb7 9 ci dxc5 l0 dxc5 and either 10.,,c6
ll Kd6 or 10.,.Xb8 ll c6. The echoed
climactic positions are in bold type.
Aner I Kd7 d6, ) KbB fails on accounr
of2...Kb6 I Kc8 Kc5 4 Ll5 | Kb6 5 Kd7
Kb7 6 Ke6 Kb6 7 Kxf5 Kc5 8 Kr.f4 Krrc4
I Kc4 Kc5 l0 f4 c6. lr mighl \eem thal
2 Kas would be Inore effective, bur lhi,

... and a six-fold echo
*1.17 (sr24, RP57)
Prdce 1949

Jlso can be dcfcarcd:

2 Kb6 J

(in llre !enicrl direclloll, ncithcr

,,"ry

opporition

Ior llre

Kb8

lhe

non-oppoiiliotl
worksl c6 4 Kc8 Kas 5 Kc7 Kb4 6 K\c6
Kxc4 7 d5 Kd4 8 Kxd6 Ke3 9 Ke5 Kxfl
l0 d6 Ks3 l l d7 U 12 dBQ f2.

Afi inlerestiDg lry afrer I Kc7 d6
2 Ka6 Kd7 is I Kb5. Ttre Black king
cc not relreit to lhe e-file (l .Ke7/Ke8)

%/,.F,r/ffi,

on

ccounr of4 Kc6 KdB 5 Kb7 Kd7 6 c5
etc. 3...Kc8 is me1 by 4 Kc6 Kb8 5 Kd7

elc. Tllis only lea\es J...Kd8, and wh.rr
happcns after 4 Ka5l 4...Kdr rrllou,
'$r'lrite ro $in by 5 Ki6 (5...Kd8 6 Kb7

White to move and win
The tlreme ofthe p.eceding study is here
mu|Liplied. a d thc roule ro llte wi,r
m.de easier. Aner I Ka7 Kd6 ) Kb7 c6

I Kb8 {l Kc8: Ke7 4 Kc7 Keb, Ke6
(J...Ke7 4 Kc8) 4 Kc7 Ke7 5 d5 cxd5
6 cxd5 we ltavc reached a position of
opposilion whrrlr wc know fiom rlte

preceding study. Afier 6...d6 Wltite wins
by 7 Kc6, and after 6...Ke8 7 d6 wc have
the same position in echoA firnher paia of ecl)oes arises in rlte
lariation Ka7 d6 2 Ka6 Kd7 3 Kb?
Kd8 4 Ka7 Ke1 (4...Kd7 5 Kb8, 4...KeB

I

5 c5) 5 Ka8 (White can play his lounh
and fifth moves the other way round,

4 KaB Ke7 5 Ka7) Ke6 (5...Ke8 6

c5,

5...Kc6

6

Ka7 Kd7

7 Kb8, 5...Ke?

6 Ka7. 5...Kc8/Kes b Ka7) Thc correcr
reply lo 4 Ka5 is 4...Kct 5 K.r6 Kd7 (or
5...Kb8) etc.

I

Let us relur0 to thc positio0

atter

Ka7 Kd6 2 Kb7. If 2...c5, Wl'fte wins
by 3 d5: 3...Ke7 4 Ke?. or ]...Kc5 4 Kc7
Kd4 5 KxdT and eilher 5...K)(c4 6 Ku6
Kd4 7 d6 Ke3 8 d7 KxR 9 d8Q or
5...Kel 6 Kc6 K'rfl 7 d6 Ke2 8 d7 R
9 dSQ f2 l0 Qe8+.
lf Black replies lo I K,r7 b) 1...d5
lhere follows 2 c5 Kb5 3 Kh7 Kc4 4 KxcT
Kxd4 5 Kd6 Ke3 6 c6 ard White wins.

I

I

Kc8? fails agailrst 1...d6 and either
Kb7 I dj (J Ke7 Ka6:) Kb6 4 Kd-i

KLIS
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Kb7 5 Ke6 Kb6 6 K\f5 Kc5 7 K\f4 Kxc4
8 Ke4 Kc5 9 f4 c6 or 2 Kb8 Kb6.
lMandler indicates an invcrsion dua
in the second mairr line (4 Ka8 followccr
by 5 I(a7 or rlre otlrer way round) aI|J rhe
(ompuler Sivei a feu more :rltefitrlires
for While at various poilts, bul none
leem' imporr!nl. For c),amplc. ir gtles
4 KbS a' enother wintring move ar tltis
point. but in fact this merely wastes timei

rfter 4...Kd7

i

Ka8 Ke7 Wlrire ha.

Lr,

play 6 Ka7 and rejoill tlre maiD line, and
he has taken three moves when he need
have taken only two.]
By sacfificing two pawns, White
gains a decisive positional advantage

1Kd5,

when

\thile cir) tradc his

advareed u-pawn for Black

i a-pawn and

theD play out a rouliDe wilr with two
pawns against one: f...Kb6 (advancing
thc a-pawn helps White) 4 c4 Kc7 5 c5

Kd7 6 c6+ Kc7 7 Kc5 Kd8 (7...Kc8
I K,l6 Kd8 9 c7+ Kc8 l0 Kc6 is easier
for Whire) 8 Kd6 Kc8i)

the wi

)

cll

(g c4 lorfeirr

Kd8 l0 c7+ Kc8

12 Kb5 KxcT

ll

ll

Kc6

a5

Kxa5 Kc6 14 Kb4 Kb6
l5- l8 Kf4 Krc I l9 20 Kl,h4 Ke5 2l Ks5
.rrrd win.. Adding a .ccond Black paw,l
on the h-file appears lo slow White down
sufficie|ltl! to en,rhle rlre Black king to
get back to ft.l
The U4ti1e king goes the long way

round

l.l8

(S325, version)
Tidskrft /tir Schack 1962. venion

l.l9

(s326, RP63)

Sachovd

undni 1949

'#tl
White to move and win
Wbite to move dnd wiD

I Ke? Ka4

2 b6 axb6 3 Kd6

Kr3. lr doe'

not appear that wltite's pawn sacrifice
has achieved a great deal. He has lost

a

i. no longer a
ard the Black king

pawn. tlre pa\ n on e3

passcd pawn,

threatens the c-pawns. But after 4 Kc6
I(b2 5 c4 Kc3 6 l(b5 Black ,lDds himself

forced to more,6...Kd4, n d.l sccono
sacrifice now crrrier Wlrite to succcss.
? c5l (7 Kb41 Ke4 8 c5 b\c5. 9 Kxc5
Kf4 l0 Kd4 Kg3 ll Ke3 K\h1 12 KR
Ki) arrd draws) bxcs 8 c4 Ke4 9 tccs
Kf4 t0 Kd4 Kg3 11 c5 (Ke3) etc.
I lrave added the pawn on h5 ro
remove an apparelr busr by 2 Kd6 Kxb5

The Whire king can reach the pa\rn on
c6 by t\'o rouler, \ia b4-c5 or via a5-bb.
After I Kb4 Kb2 I Kcs Kc) 3 d4 KdJ lr<
has no wi ning conlir)uation. Bul if it
were Dow Black's move, there would be a
way to win.

So White must deliberately lose

a

tempo. How can he do thisr His king will
go via a5. True, the journey lo c6 rakes
just as long via a5 as via b4, but in lhe try
whiclr we bave just looked ar the White
king is not c6, it is on c5, and tlrejouroey
to c5 via a5 is one move longcr.
Hence: I Ka5 KbZ 2 Kb6 Kc2 3 d4

Pown

Kd3

4

Kc5 Ke4 5 d5 cxd5 6 d4 anc

White wins, for example 6...Kf3 7 Kxds
IQ2 8 Ke4 Kxbz 9 d5 Kxh3 l0 d6 Kg2
ll d7 h3 12 d8Q etc.
The h-pawlN prevent

a

dual by 5 Kc4.

required

in rerurn for rh. lon pn\r n ol) d5.

1.20 (S327, RP64)
Lidovd kultura 1949

,,,J,

K

llis

side prwrrr.rre weak) Kcb

Whire will draw.

JTlte computer givcs l4 KeJ Ke5
I5 KdJ Js:rl rhenlat ile draw al lhc cnd

j//E vf4

but it is markedly less clear and at so late
a stage it can bardly be thought a defect.]

i^+J

E;

%

bl

(or I l. .Kct
ll K\c4 KB ll Kd5 K\ts5 14 K\da')
12 l(rc4 d5+ 13 Kd4 Kd6 14 c4 and

,&

,:

96 2 Kl4 (or KA) Kb6 3 Ke4 (Ke3).
Black cannol nh! l...Kb5 oll account ol
4 fxg6 fxg6 5 Kd3 Ka5 6 Kc2. After
3...Ka5 thcrc follow,4 Kd3 Kb5 5 f6
(||o* Wlrite grres thc mo\e lo Black) l(e5
t5...Ka4 6 Kc4, 6 Kc2 c4 ? Kb2 hlb6

E Ka3 Kb5 (Write's position has
worseoed) 9 Xb2 Kc5 l0 Kaf Kxds
ll Kb4 (White will gaiD the pawn on c4

White keeps or passes the moye as

g

slutlies 23

%

Gently does it!

r.2r (s328)
Die Schwolbe 1960

Wliite to move and draw

try I f6 fails agaiost 1...g6! (not
l.-.gxf6 on account of 2 gxl6 and a
counleralldck by lhe Wlrrle king ria 95
and h6) 2 Ke3 Kb6, with a Black win

The

i;
E'*,t

after either 3 Kd3 Kb5 or 3 Kd2 c4 4 Ke3

Kas 5 Kd4 Kb5 6 Ke3 Ka4 7 Ke4 Kal
8 Ke3 Kb2 9 Kd4 Kb3.
How can White arraDge that thc nrove

rests

witb either himself or Black

needcd? Simply by playing

I

as

Kg4. This

threatens 2 Kh5 followed by 3 f6, and so
forces the reply L..96. This is what White

wanted.

\ow

rhe Bhck paw s caDnol

move without allowing While

ro

countemttack, and Wl)ile hrr lo ltand a
means ol coolrollnB the ternpo. lf he
warls lo remniD olr move. he plays fxg6,
rnd if he wanls lo gile thc tnovc to Black
he plays f6. But this happy situation will
not persist i deiioitely. The White king
callrlot wander too far from the K-side,
otherwise the pawn on g6 will be able 10
capture on f5 in safety.
ln the posilion that ari.es aftcr 1 Kg4

White to move and win

ln my problem

collection, there is

a

chapler entirled "Fe.linr lenrel''
fc,rturing problems in wlricl) a While

pawn 'tanding on the
"ccond mnk ts
conlerll willr o \ingle-\lep mo\c whcrcas
tlre solver migl)t exFecl i( lo mole lwo
squares so as ro ger ro grips wil h a dislan'

Black king ar qurckly as possible. flri\
to be a theme more suited to
"mate in n moves" problcms than to
studies. I ha\'e olllv ileorporated it into
seems

one study, aDd that is the present one.

Lel us srafi by tryin8 I c4. Afie.
l...Ka1/Kc7 2 c5 Kb8 (2...bxc5 3 bxc5

describe as a theme morc suited to
problems. A definitive computer analysis

Kb8 4 c6 and Wlrile win.) Whitc cannol
take the pawD on b6 because the capturc
will gjve stalemate. Hence 3 c6 Ka7

nratcrial
automatically produccs a list of positiors
of reciprocal zugzwang, and whenever a
polirio rrith a pi\,\r) on the rlrird rirnk i\
reciprocal zu8zwinEl there is a chanc(
rhJt lhc orly good mole witlr the pawr.
or) (he second rank will be 'pJwn oDe'
Sornc comnoscr, ha\c rlcwed rhe id\er)r
o[ compulc15 with 'very mrxed lecli[gs:
MandLcr, I think, would bavc revclled in
the possibilities they have opened up.]

4 b8Q+ (4 c7

again gi\e\ \lalemale,

Kxb8, and now we have a position of

in which

reciprocal zugzwang

While

would wil1 were it Black's move.

Corect is thcrcforc I c3 K-- 2 c4
Kb8 J c5 K-- (1...brc5 4 brc5 K-5 b8Q+ K\b8 6 b6 etc) 4 b8Q+ K\b8
5 c6 and now Black finds to his

of cndingt wilh givcn

detriment that it is be who has to move-

I have put this among the pawn
sludies eren though lhcrc i\ a Black
bishop on the board, since tbis bishop

An echo both of a stalemate
and of its accompanying play

pla)s a purely passive role.

r.22 (5329, RP52)

[Few readem will have

Mandler's
problem collectiou - it was publisbed a
fcw nrofitl]s bcforc .trrdlp and ls no\r just
as haRl toobtain - and sinre lhis i\ hardl,
a typical Mandler strLdy, perhaps a brief
background comment is in order. In
1960, Mandlcr wrolc an aniclc on the
theme "Festila Lente!" for thc Gcrman

problem magazine Die Schwalhe.

either blocked by a Black nran or guarded
by a single White nran, no squarc is

multiply guardeJ and nonc is bolll

guarded and blocked) arld tlraL composers
he

belonged attach just as muclr impofiance
to pure stalemates as they do ro similarl,

refined mates.
It might be added that the computer
lras Breally rssisled llre finding of "festin"

lente" studies, and

writing today

I

if

doubt

if

Mandler

rodni O\r,ohzeni 1936

lt

conlrined tome L\ enry e\imple'. all brt
the preser)l one being problems with
stipulation "White to play and mate in
,l", and even the present composition is
much more like a problem tlral a slud,
iD constructiorl. But Mandler put jt il1
Studie, and I hale thouglrt it appropriate
ro follow suit. He points oul that bolh
stalemates in the play after I c4 are pure
(each squarc sunouDdiDg the king is

o[ lhe "Bohemian \choo] ro which

Nd

were

he would stjl

White lo move and dmw
_l

he pawn on a5 cannot be protected- lts
salvation will be a K-side counterattack.
Bur Whilc musl nol bc loo ltasly.
After I Kh3? Kxe6 he is suddenly lost for

a

move. Ol1 2 Kg4 therc will follow
2...Kf6 I Klr4 Kfs 4 KhJ g5 5 Kgl 84
a|ld the counterarrick is ar al! end- 2 Kb4
will be met by 2...Kf5, and 2 g4 by 2...g5.
Correct is I Kh2! Ike6 2 Kh3 and
now it is Black wbo has to filrd a move
2...Kf5 fails irgain'r 3 Kh4 g5+ 4 Kh5 g4
5 I(h4 96 stalemate. If irstead 5...g5+
then 6 Kh5 Kf6 7 Kh6 (7 K\g4l Ke6)
and White even wins. if 5...Kf6 then
6 Kh5 (6 K,tg4? g6l) anrl agairr ..95
allows Write to win. If Black plays

Pttwn

sludies 25

4...Kf6, there follows 5 g4 and 5...96+ unatrructively, mrely congefiially; and
6 Kl\6 Kf7 7Kh7will be anotbcr White sometimes the solver musr hinNelf
win, but not 7 Kxg5 Kg7 8 Kh4 Kf6 overcome some of rlie difficultjes which
9 Kg3 95 and Black

lf

instead

of

wins.

confronted the composer.

3...95+ Black

3,..Kf6, White must avoid 4

plays
g4? on

account of4...Ke6 5 Kg5 Kfl o Kh4 Kf6
7 Kg3 95 with a Black win, but he can
save lrimsclf by conttiviltg a rrtlemJtc

one ranL higher rhaD ilr the pte\iou]
variation:4 Kg4 g5 5 Xhs Kf5 6 g4+
Kf6 stalemate. lf instead 5...g4 wllite
must avoid 6 Kxg4 ou account of6...g5
7 Kh4 Kf5 I Kh3 g5 9 Kg2 g4 erc, blt he

has6Kh4l95+7Kb5
Tlre same stalemate occuni after I Kh2
ICre6 2 Khl Kl6 J Kg4 s5 4 Khi Kfi
5 g4+ Kf6.
I11 addition to the echo of the
stalemate itself, we llave Dn echo in thc

The theme of tlrc plcselt study is
again the echo both of a stalemate
position and of rhe way ir i" broughr
about. But lhe road lo rhir echo is heJged
Brourld witlt obstacles.

\'ictor! lie
B|r. k s hopc"
lris
passed pawn. This pawn must be stopped

ol

in

is to draw. and so only I Ke4
itsclfas a key- But I Ke4 loses.
The solver must realise from the start
llrrl l)i\ oDly means of sahatton will bc
slalemale, aId I)ence lltat l]e ntust crcat<
lhc possibility of immob;li,/ing the Whire

ii Wbite

suggests

pawnr. Hcncc he plays I d6. Afler
l...cxd6+ 2 Ke4 Xe7 thcrc foltows 3 f5

(to prelet|t rhe rhrearerrrrrg ...15) f6 4 Kf4
5 K\94 Kf6 6 c5, aDLi dficr
6..,d5 7lft5 Ikf5 Whire i' {talemaled.
If instcad 6 .dxc5. Wlrile replie\ 7 drci
96 8 frg6 K',96 I d4 Kl6 I0 d5 c\d5 I I cb

fugs+

coumc ofthe associated play.
Sometimes the solver must
master some of the tasks which
conlionted the composer

*1.23 (5330, RP5r
)
N.imdni Otvobozen i 1936
Correction Sachovi undni 1947

with a dmw.
Tbe same stalemate, one Iank lowcr,
ari,cs altcr 2..,e6 3 Ke] Ke7 4 Kf2 f5
a4

..Ke6

i

Kg\ Kf5

6 c5 dxc5 7

d\c5 Ke6

8 K\94 KLl5 q KR Kd4 l0 Ke2 Krc5
|| KeJ Kd5 l: d4 aDLl drawq, 5 9t'6
e.p.+ L\f6 6 Kel KE ? c5 dS (7...d\cs
8 dxc5 g{ 9 fxg5 Krg5 l0 d4 Kf5 ll tl5
cxd5 l2 c6) 8 Kl4 lkf4. whire s 6rlr arrd
7th moves can be interchanged.

In lhe first virriation, Jfler I do e\do
Ke4 Ke? 3 f5 t6. rhe move 4 g6 mus,
not lead Io a draw This was one of thE
chief ob\tacles in thc cou6e of tllr
conslrlrclion, i:tnd il is a dtfficult lask for
lhe lolvel to recogni/e llrirr llli\ is onl! a
try and ro find it. rcfutation. lt acrLtally
fails againsr 4...d5+ 5 Kf4 c5l and either
6 Kxg4 cxd4 7 Kfl Kd6 8 crd4 Kxd5
9 Kf4 Kc6! 10 Kn Kb5 or 6 dxc5 dxc4
7 dxc4 rat lial sighl. lhi\ posirion doct
not look like a Black win) Kd7 I Kxg4
Kc6 followcd by 9...Krc5.
ln the second variation (2...96 3 Kel
Ke7 4 Kf2 f5 t While m ,r capturc rhe
.2

Write to move aDd draw
This study bears thc traces of its origin
The difficullie\ wrth which a composer
struggles while attempliDg to rcalizc his
tlreme are often reflected in the resulting

posjlion. sometimes

somelitncs

in its

ippeafance.

in its conle||t,

ollerl
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Puvrn studies

pawn on f5, otherwjse Black, having were to be seDt to a tourney as a ncw and
were ro
Suarded lris passed pawn, will penetmte independeDt creatjon, or
with his king via a5 and
have been taken ftom somebody else's
2...15+ 3 gxl6 96 4 Ke3 (c5) leads
work. But sucb considerations are no!
oow fa milia r
relevant here.
I Ke4l is met by l...crds- KeJ Ke?
doe:' rror succccd. But trot
3 f5 fb 4 g6 c5! with a Black win
becaLrse of I...dxc4- TJris is met by 2 dxc4
and cirher 2...d5 J c\d5 Krd5 4 Kdl Ke5
{ Kc4 a d Whire \\'irrr, or 2...Kf5 1 Kdl
H.ven't we seen this belore?
Krg{ 4 6.4 erc. BIaLL defeJls I e4 bi
pldlirrg 1...d4: Kd2 Kt5 J Kcl K\95
1.24 (S331)
Or;ginal ro Studie 1970
a d do\t is Wlrite who i, fighting to
hold tbe draw.

if it

b4.

lcrritory-

into

I

lc4l

il

I

Corrcct is I d4+. But what of thc
dcfen<e l...crd41 Tlrc tempring 2 c\d4 .
lerd\ orly lo a draw: 2...Kt5.1 Kd3 K:rg5

4 Kc3 Kg6 arrJ Black will draw

by

gainirS Ilre diltaDt lrori/orrrdl oppocil ion.
Correct is 2 Kd3 dxcl 3 Kxc3 KtT 4 Kd4
rn.l Wlrite wirrs. Black \till has rwo pawns

on the d-fi|e, but the Whirc king

Wbitc to move aDd wio

This position occurs after the moves
I d6 cxd6 2 K€4 Ke7 3 f5 tT 4 g6 jn rhe
precedirlg study. I llrve inverleLl thc
colour:.

luf ed Ihc board lltrouBh lll0

degree:,. and changcd

lhe stipuldlion rr,
"White ro move and win". But why
should I do rhis? Turrring lhe board

2...Kx95 is 3 cxd5 Kf6 4 Kd3 cxd4
f4...Ke7.\ Kc4) 5 Kxd4 Kt5 6 KcJ Kl6
7 Kb4 Ke5 8 Ku4 Kf6 9 Kb5 Kf5 l0 Kb6
Kfb I I Kc7 Ke5 l2 Kc6.

roufld and inverting the colours appcars

to

changc norhinB. \

el

there

is

d

difference belween mcrely refitring a lr)
and analysing tlte .iame posirion as if il
wcre a selt--slandinE sludy Foraposilion
lo be cntitled ro eyill as a \tudy in ils owD

nghl. nol ollly mlrsr

il

be dimculr lo
sol!€, il mu\t also be correct, lls lnair,
lil1e must be free from cook aDd duals
Ho\vcvcr. o|rly i|| llle main lil|e do \yu
need Io cxamine ar)d refule altenliitivr
lines of atrack; in the case of ridelirrrs.
usually (lhcrc arc cxcepriorh) \re lirle ru
notice.
ll would of coursc be a diflerenr
matter if a fragment of an existillg study

has

plenty of time to deal with them. Evcn
morc irnprobnble is Wlrile's wiD in lhc
main [ine, when Black is left witl] two
pawns on the c-filc: 1,..Kf5 2 c4. lf now
2...Kx95. llre repl' I d\cq would be il
mrrlake or) accounl of 1 .drcs 4 crd:
Kf5 5 Kd3 Ke5 (if 6 Kc4 rlrerl 6...Kdc
and Black wins). A winning line after

Thc nlort hopeful co|ltiDualioD fo-

-l dxcs
In fncl Whitc's rin is rLow

Blaul appean ro be 2...drrc4

dxcs.

straiglrrlbrward. e\,en rllough at fir:r slgll

it

rccmed most unlikely:

4

KdZ Krgs

5 Kc3 KfS 6 lc\c4 Keb ? Krcs
8 Kc4 and so on.

Ke5

Pawn srudies 27

An eJrding with almost a tull
complement of pawns

composers,

d\ distinct front analysrs. do

nol l|\uall!, \el Oul lo e\lend lhc

bou'rdaries of llreoreric.rl Inowledgc. bul

r.25 (s332)
Lidorti kullun 1946

,ol.ot@',

'aFi-1,,
Write to nove and win

rather to find ifltercstiDg positions aDd
beautiful manoeuvres. But it sometimes
lrappens, usually unrntcntionally. thar
lttch a compo:ilion irlso Iurn, oul lo
enricb erldgame theory.
ln a positiolr with tlle pawns arranged
:j: .Iolarr hcrc. Whitc \rill norntnll) \rin
onlS if lrc r'arr manoeuvrc lti' killg 1o one
ofrhe 'qurtes c8. c7. amJ e6. fr Dcdrlc
seems to lrir\e been tlte first to have

cstablished

the

sigoificance

of

tbese

iqu,rrcs. But in lhe pre'et)t poririon, ir
does rol appcar pos\iblc for ht' kit)g tu
get there. In fact thc breakthtrough
manoeu\re is porrible orrly bccausc lhc
pawns are on tlre founh nnd sirth rarrk.;

Here there are five pairs ofcorresponding
6/d4, e5/d3, e6/c3,15/d2, and
e6/e2. The Black square is listed first iD

if thcy were any lower dolvn o rl)e
boartl, Black could defend all rlle weal,

Solution: I Kel Ke6 (1...Kd7 2 Kd2)
2 Ke2 Kf5 3 Kd2 Ke6 4 Kc3 Ke5 5 Kd3
Kf5 6 Kd4 and so on.

{i\(h

squares:

A novelty with theoretical value

*1.26 (S331, RP49)
Prager h,esse 1929

points.

The White ling car)not rdvrDre ro rllr
rarlk withoul allowing Black ro rrke
rl)e oppo{tion Convcrscly. Black cant)o.
tllow While lo EIin rlte oppo\irion on thc

sixtb or eigbth rank, because this will
allow him to reach ooe of the critical
iquares: for crarrplc. I Klr6 Kc6? 2 Kg6
Kd6 I Kf6 K!t7 4 Kf7 Kdb 5 Ke8 and
wins. or 2...Kc7I Kg7 and eitlrer 3 ..Kd8
4 Kf6 Kd7 5 K17 or 3...Kc5 4 KE etc.

,r",{i;r;
"'

;+;:t,

White to move and win

This posirion mrkes a rontnbution to
endgamc theory. The simpler a position,

the

greaLer

thc probability tbat it is
to thcor€ticjans. Study

already known

Tbc Black kilg is well placed on b7
Whitc wrns otrly by Iuli g ltim lo the
eighllr rank: I lft6 Kb6 21ft7 Kb?
3 Kh8 Kb8 4 d5 exd5 5 15 etc. Bad
would be I Kg61 Kc6 2 Kg7 Kc7 J KgB
Kc8 4 d5 on accorLot of4.-.Kd7 with a

28
White saws away at the Black

Frceing

r

crucial squar€ for the li.ing

position

1.28 (S335)
La Stratdgie 1936

*1.2? (s334, RP50)
La Stral4gie 1936

"ir,'l't;ii

it;;

White to move and win

White to move aDd win
TakinB the opposrtioI oI rlre lille by
I Kl2 docs not help \Mrire. The Black
king stays ol,l the file, aod Black need not

fear lhe Whitc king'\ ad\ance to f4:
l...Kf7 2 KfJ Kf6 3 Kf4 95+ and Biack
dralvs. And if llre Whire k;ng lerve. the
filc. Black caD lake llle opposirion, tl) s
rl Kn Kf7) ) KeJ Kc7 J Kc4 Ke6 and
either 4 Kd4 Kd6 or 4 Kf4 Klt.
I he solurion is I Kdz: Ke6 2 KeZ 1ff6
3 Kd3 Ke5 4 Ke3 Kf6 5 Kd4 Ke6 6 Ke4

KI6 ? Kds Ke? I Ke5 l(f7 9 Kd6 anu
While wiD5. On )...Kd6 rherc lollows
3

Kf3.

Tlre White king q parh rcsembles the
teeth ofa saw.

I

93?

Kh5

I

g5l;

I

94?

KhJ g6 4

g5l;

gl

I

h4! Kg6 2 Kg3

g5 5 94+ and 6 h5.
wh! |lor I Kg]? Beca se ir uould allok
the Bhck li g lo come to g5? \ol al al..
alter I Kg3 Kg5 2 h4+ White will wirl in
thc sanrc way as io the so[rtion. Nor do
\.le pla] | h4 in ordcr ro kccp lltc Black
pawn from 95, beca se I Kg3 95 also
leads to a White win: 2 Kg4 Kg6 3 h4 etc
The true purpose of I h4 is to fi'e€ the
squarc h3 for the White king. The try
I Kg3 is deleated by l...Khs 2 h4 e5.
Afier I h4 Kg6 2 Kgl Klr.s 1 Kh I go
Whire wir)s becnuse lle hd! at Iris dirposrl
the waiting move 93. 4 94+ would lead to
a !imilar drirwn f,o\irion ro Ihdr r+hi(h
originates after I g3 95. bur one rf,nk
l'!igher.

2. Rook against knight
LThis endgame is classjc territory, lraving fimt b€en investigated in the ninth contury.
The analysis was finally complctcd by computer in 1970, but it took a while for ure
news to fiIter through the chess commuDity and therc is no evidence that Mandler was
aware ofit. And even in tlre paesence ofthe definitive analysis now available. I think
Mandler's studies remain ofinterest. The computer merely dividqs positions jnto two
classes, won and not won; the studics probe tbe boundaries, and throw light on why a
certain position ends up on one sidc of the fence while aD almost identical position
finds itselfon the other.l

A surpfisiDgly quick victory

2.t
Revue

(s336)

FIDE 1955

good move. But as a problem "wi|1 in r,
moves" lhi5 i! !rfielly speaking a threemover. because if Black plays 2...\cl the
knight is oot lost at once; it is caprured
only after 3 Rc2.
JTlre lenn "fairy ches was coilcd by
Henry Tare of Melbourne "for dll tltal
imme se range of work which stands

outside.

"f41

in

some point

or other,

the

orthodox chdnnels of Caissic ingenuity'

(T. R. Dawson. The Chcst Amateur
Decembcr lgl8. p 85). ln calling -win
within , mo'"es a 'fairy ches\'
stipulation. \4andlcr wa5 taking rallrer

a srricl
How quickly can White win?
This is neilhera problem nor r srurJy, ir is
somelhilrg belween tlre two. Thc

stipulation can be specjfied more
precisely: Within tluee moves, White

must achieve a position whcrc either
ma(e o. capture o[ lhe lnight will follo|'
next move. Strictly speaking, such
compmitions belon8 to fairy clress, bur
lhe presenl one will serve as an
inlroducrion to the

less easy

positions in

theendingRvN.
In this ending. lhe Inighr i! in grearesl
dangcr when it venlures roo close ro rhc
enemy king. or wlrcD il finds irselftoo far
away from its own king. [n our example
here. it i! far from its own king, withoul
protection. A mere two moves, I Kb6
Kc8 2 Re2, now leave Black wirh no

view. beeause thc stipulation
wns o,tlrodo\ drrougll in llle edrl) dd!"
of chesJ and may yel become io again.

It cenainl) \ccms appropriare

lo

comnosilions sucll as I.13, where 'reach

a \imply won position withrn Q movcs
retains the author's intended solution

while eliminaring a

long-wtnded

alternative demonstrable only with the
aid ofa computer.]

30

Rook againsl knight

A lrerutitul and theoreticelly very
important study, though otrly the first
move is mitre

2.r (s317)

t es kos I ovensl+j

iach ) 933
(after F. Amelung)

Black can hold out longer if he keep.i

llis knight fufther away from rhe Whirc
kiog. If we play 3.,.Nc4 instead of
3...Nf/, White must avoid LRef on
accounl of 4...Kfi (anolller imponanl

nosition)

5

Rc6 Nel

r 6 Kf4 \d5

7 Ke5 \e7. ior alter 8 Rc7 Kf8 lhere is
no win. After 8 Rc7 the men are placed

as

in 2.2a, but the posjtjon has bccn

rhifterl one file ro rjle lefr So we ree tbar

"Amelung'!

!,1;i;

ii;

3...Nc4 by

White to move and win

In 1900. F. Amelung published the
following srrdy: Wlite Kf4, Rd6 (2),
Black Kg7. Nh4 (2). whire to move a d

posilion' for lhus

we

would like ro calt 2.2a - cannol be sl)ifted
cilhcr lo thc leff or downwardr wirhour
forfeiting the win.
Instead of4 Re6, Whrle musl answer

4

Rd4 Ne3+

5 Xf4 Ncz

6 Rc4 Na3 7 Rc5 Kf6 I Ke4 Ke6 9 Kd3
and now he does wir1.
[Thrs is a study whcrc Mandlcr docs
not highlighl a main lrne. and it is clear
rllal he regarded the draw after 1...Nc4 Re6 a\ ju5l r\ impoflanr as llre two

appeared.

winning linet. In discussing 2.2a
Mandlcr writcs 'l(8 and not l(98
bur KE loses very easily whereas KgB

look several movcs alrcad rn older to find

parellels the mo\,e which dmws \rhen thr
posiriol is shifted one file to tlre lefr, and
I am sure tlre latter is what was intended.
Wc may alto notice thal Ma dler grves

\tin. I

I

don

l kno\ where it

hale given lhe rrudy i dilTerenl first
move, but eveqthing else r€mains the
same. In the diagram, rhe solver musr

lhe right move. The solution unfold'

I

2

K14

rn

unequivocal question mark.

Rd6 NfJ+ 2 Kg4 (2 Kf42 Nh4 I Ks4
Ng6 and draws) Ne5+ 3 Kf5 Nfl (for
J...\c4 see below) 4 Rd7 (sec 2.2a) lk8
5 KI6 and wins. 2.24 is a fundamcnla-

even tlrough White can meet 2...Nh4

posiLion

reSain a previous position rs regarded as
faully. even ifa player in a prdclical gam(

in lhi\

en.lints, and we shall

frequently encountea it.

b1

3

Kg5 and have anotber bite at the
cherry. In thc analysis of a study to win
a move wlrich allows the defeDder lo
would hare an opponunily to try rgain.
It is a\ rfrhe 'tlrree repetitions rule did
nol cxisl. and .?dy repelition ofa previous
position allowed lhe weaker \ide lo claim
a draw.

A! for the origin of the Amelung
relh me that

posirion. Ken Whyld
Deutsche Schachzeilung

2.2a - Black ro move . White wiDs.

mn a

series by

Amelung on R v N in | 900. The position
l]ere was quoted on page 138, with a
commenl thal he had analysed it in
"Balt. Schachbl" (presumably rdllircre
Schachbliiller), n]umber 6, page 223-]

Rook against

Otre apparently insignificsnt square
makes all the dillerence

*2.3 (S338)
Oes terre i c h i sc he Schac

knight 3l

the position had actually occurred in a
game played by Rabrab. who was acrive
il 819 (A history of c&esr, Oxford. 1913,
pp 197 ard 307).1

hru ndscha u

t924

An unlikely openilg move
2.4 (S339)
28. iijen 1926

'%

.,,ffi

ffi

t'4
White to move and win

In this position, iftbe rook were on h2
instead of 92 rherc would be no win.
| fu6+ (he moves I R,r)+ Na5 would
lead to a fundamental and well-known
dmw. in wlrich lhe Black pieces support
each other and prevent the approach of

tlre White king) Ka7 2 Kc6 Nd8+. lf
2...Ka6 then Whire wails wilh J Rlr6 or
3 Rf6, and we have a win knowll to
Ametung: 3 Rh6 Na5* 4 Kc5+ Ka7
5 Kb5 Nb7, ard rl'e have rerched the
winrrirrB posiriot] ofal-Adli trom Ihe yerr
1257(l). 3 Kd6!! Here we see why tlrere
would be no win with the rook on thc
h-file: it would now stand on h6, and
Black could capture it by ...Nfl+
3...Nb7+ 4 Kd5! This and the preccding
move are bett€r explained by va ations
than by words. 4...Na5 5 Kc5 Nb7+
6 Kb5 h:b8 7 Kc6 Nd8+ I Kd7 Nb7
9 Rgs Kt7 10 Kc8 and White wins.
IMandler now gives a detai]ed analysis

covering oler 20 lines. which we
reproduce with definitivc compuler

White to move and win

The first move is I Rd2. Clearly ,ome
sohcrs would exclude this move fron,
consideratioD, since the col1tinuation

1...c\b6 2 Kxb6 Nc4 . loses rhc rook Bul
knowledge of the precetling study
where in essence we have the same

a

position rcflccted about

mighr lrave added rhar

it

could

have

lhe *cond and third rdnk.. The movc
J Rcl forces lhe Bhck king to retreat.
3...1ft8 4 Kxb6 Nb7 5 Kc6 Nas+ 6 Kc5
etc

Mandler thouglrt. H. J. R. Murray dare\
chess activity to the middle of
the ninth century, and cites a repon that

of l...crb6

al-Adli's

long

stancd on lhc f-file instead ofthe g-file
and rhe f- and g-files correspond hcre to

in Appendix B. And thc
"al-Adli" position is even older thal'l

commentary

rlle

dragonal. sirnplifics rhe sollrtion for us.
After l...cxb6 ll...NbJ would bc rnel b'
2 Rd3 Ncl 3 Re3 ete) there follows
2 Rc2+ Xb? (2...Kb8 I K\b6 \b7 4 Kc6
Na5. 5 Kc5 crc as in the prcccding
study) 3 Rc3. During rhe \olution of lhe
preceding study, we saw that the rook
could not stan on the l)-fiIe, but \re

as

in the preceding study.

whitc canlrot stan I Rdl on accounr
2

Rcl+ Kb7, affcr which

has no waiting move.
fThis study appeam

in Harold

lre

van der

32

Rook against kkighl

Heijden's "Endgame srudy

darrbase

2000' wilh a notc claiming cn
alternati\'e \r'in by I Rdl cxb6 2 Rcl'
Kb? J RcJ leading hack into rhc mail

liDc. but this is quite false: 2 ..Kb8l holds
the dmw.l

Another variation on the same tleme

Those familiarwith the ending R v N will
see ar a glanue lhat this posltion is drawn.

If

White plays I Ke6, rhere follows
l...Ng7+ 2 Kf6 Ne8+ 3 Kg6 Ks8 4 Rf/

Nd6 5 Rd7 Ne8 and so on.

Everything is obriour, aDd lhe
question of spacc plays Do tole ltere. Ar
least this would be the judSemenr of the
majority ofsolvers.

2.5 (S340)
iach | 933

Ceskos love ns

li

... but €ven iu the ending R v N,
space plays a major role

2.7 (5342)
C eskos love n s k1j iac

/+a*

?litr

White to move and win

I

Rb5 Kxh3

2lkf2

Ng2 3 Rb3+ etc

The position is now as after Wlire s firsi

mo\'e

h 1933

in fhe Oesrcrreichische

b c d e f g

Schach-

h

tundschau 1924 study, rotatcd through
180 degrees.

Everything seems obyious .,,

Hcrc we have modified the preceding
diagrdm by rcmovir)g rlte e-file Tlris
slighl narrowrng ol the available lpace r\
sufficient

2.6 (s341)
A unive$ally known theoretical
posttton

to

position into

convert

a

R v N, tlre

win.

a

clearly drawn
endirU
space plays a

So eveD iD tlre

question

of

significant role.
The present siudy does not ule thr
normal borrd. and so bclongs strictly ro
lhe realm of fairy chess. However, it rs
very useful for tlie understanding of the
ending R v N. Wc cannot solve il \r'irhoul

some fundamental thcoreljcal analysis,

and in pafiicular

it

is

necessary to be
Oestereichische
Schachrundschau | 924 study-

familiar with tbe
After

I Ie6 Nd6 (1...Ks8 2 Rd7 Kf8

R|/+ leads to the same posirion) 2 Rd7
Net (if 2.. Nb5 rhen I Kf6 Ke8 4 Ke6
J

White to move , Black d.aws

and either 4...Nc3

5

Rc7 or 4...KJt

Rook against
5

Rd8+ Kg7 6 Rd3, while if 2...Nc4 then

3 Rd4 Nb6 4 Rd6 Nc4 5 Re6) 3 Rr7+

The Arnelung position on lank
and lile

Kg8 the rook mu5t quit Ihc scventh rank,
otherwise the Black king will be able to
retum to thc f-fiIe. Wl)ich squafe on the
f-file should the rook choose? We know
from tbe preceding studies that o[ly f2
and fl come into consideration. Here we
play 4 RfJ. As regards 4 Rf2, we content
ourselvcs with tbe observation that after
4...\J6 While cantrol play 5 Kf6 wirlroul
Iosing the rook, wlrile 5 Rf4 Ne8 6 RR
merely leogtbens tlte solution. The
contiruatiorl after 4 Rfl Ng7 5 Kf6

Nh5+

6 K|5 Ng7+ 7

Ke5 Kh7

knight 33

2.8 (5143)
l|/iene r Sc hach6e it u ng | 9?5

:::;:(;

we

already know from tlre Oesterreichische
Schachtundtchau study.
Thus far, ever''th;ng also works on the
ordinary 8 x 8 board. However, after
4,..Nc7 White has no win on tbe normal
board. On a board from which the a-file
has beerr remolcd. *e hrve 5 Kf6 Kl8
6 Rf2/RJl Ke8 7 Rdz NbS 8 |(e6 Nc7+
9 Kd6 Kd8 10 Rd3 and White wins, for
example 10,..Ne8+ ll Ke6+ Kc8
12 Ke7 Nc7 13 Kd6 and we llave thE
same winning position on the quccn's
side as we had after 4 RR Ng7 5 Kf6 on

White to move and win
This study does nor \rrictly belonS lo tltc
present chapter in lerms of material, but
thematically it is very much in place.
I Re?+ Kfl (l...Kfl 2 Kel lerdr ro a

shorter solution) 2 Rh? Kg2 3 Rg7+
{White dare nol lose a tempo in casc the

Black pawn finally arrives too

soon,

hence the need for so many appareDtly

superfluous movei

by thc rook)

l(fJ

placc

rhe

the king"s.

4 Rg5 (geling rl|to

lReadels who are going tbrough this
book wirh rlre aid of a computer will fitld
it very instructive to play rtuough these
moves or the standard 8 x I board and
see jusl whcre Black need! acc€ss Io llle
a-file in order to draw. The computer
adds one further line, which echoes the
line 2...Nc4 3 Rd4 Nb6 4 Rd6 Nc4 5 Re6
and which Mandler may hale rhought
loo obvious to menlion: 2...Ne4 I Rd5
Nc3 4 Re5, and the uon-existent 4...Na4
is needed in order to draw.]

Amelung position) r5 5 R}5 fu2 6 Ke3.
Now we see why the rook had to come to
the fifth rank. Were it elsewllere, Blacl
could now \a\'e himsell by 6... NBI: bur a:,
it is, 7 Rg5 would give tbe Amolung
position (see l.2a) and Whire would win.

lor

?

Res+ (not 7 Rd5 rr once
of 7...a3 and \\4lire would arrivr
roo lare) Kfl 8 RdS (preparing the
Amelung posiliol for the second time
lhis rime witlr tlre knighl pinned on lhe
6.,.a4

becaure

rank, and nol'! Black has no time for ...aJ
becaule Wlrite threatcns 9 KR, Kgz
(8...a3 9 Kfl Kel l0 Res+ Kdl/Kd2 ll
Rc5 etc. 8.. Kel I Rc5 Kdl l0 Kf31
9 Rd2+ Kgf {9...K13 l0 Kf4) l0 Rdl
k2 ll Kf4 Nfl, 12 Rd2 and wins.

34 Rook againsl knighl
Knowing the preceding studies
simplifies the solution of this twin

Arother twin in which the rook
is shifted one square

2.t0 (s346)

2.9 (S345)
C esko s lovens kji

iach | 933

C eskosloyen sbl

iac h | 933

';;il
Write to move and dmw
(a) as sct, (b) bRe2 to el
(a) With rhe rook on e2, lhe finr

movc is I Nb5+. In order ro win, Bhck
would lrave to play i...Kc6, and tlrjs is
nol possible on accounl of 2 Nd4l...Kc5 is nol good enouglr: 2 \c7 Kb6
I \d5+ Kc6 4 Nb4+ Kc5 .l Ndl | .
However, I Nc4+: would fail ou rccount

oT l...Kcs 2 Na5 Rc2

I Nb7+ Kc6,

giling a posiuon trlrc,rd! known Irom the
Oesleneichist he Schachrundich.tu stLtdy.

I

Nc4+ ir lhe move lhal
draws, for example l...Kcs 2 Na5 Kb5
I \b7 (l \c4+? Kb5 4 Nd6+ Kc6 and
(b) Now

White to movc and win
as set, (b) wRc2 to c3

(a)

(a) Here tberc are a host of tdes
Kd5? KbTl (1..,Kb6/NdS? 2 RcS!)

I

2 Ke6 Ng5+ 3 Kf6 NR antl Blauk draws

or 2 Rf2 Nd8 3 Kd6 Kb6! 4 Rb2+ Kab

5 Kc7 Ne6- and While is gelring

nowhcrc. This is a lypical line of play b!

Blach. Black also mccrs

I

I Rd2 by

Re2 by 1.. NdB wirh eiLIer
2 Re8 12 Kc5 Kb7 I K'16 Kbbr Nb7/Ncb

1...Kb6.

I Rd2 Nc6. and I RD by 1...\d8
2 RE Ne6 ctc. Correct h I Rg2 hib6

or

Black wins) Rcl+ 4 Kb8 Kc6 5 Na5+
and Black cannot play 5...Kc5 on
accounl of6 NblT Agai . tlris position

2 Rg6+ Ka5 3 Kd5 and wins.
(b) | Rg3? Nd6+ 2 Kd5 (the posirion
ofthe White rook on g3 prevenrs 2 Kc5)
Nb5 3 KcS Ka6 and Wlrite cannot check
on the a-fiIe. The mo\'e oftlle rook to lhe

to us, and without this
knowledge the solution of tlte prcsent
study would be difncult. I Nb5+? fails

third rank ha. proved

against l...Kc6 2 Nd4+ Kc5 3 Nb3+
Kb6 4 Nd4 Rcl + 5 Kb8 Rdl.

ulrfonunate. The way to the \rin is now
I Kd5 Kb? 2 Ke6 Ng5+ -1 Kd7: Kb6

4 Re3 etc.

is already known

doubl!

In these two studies, it has been tlte
rooL whose disnlacement by orre iquare
bas created the twin settings. That a
similar displacement ofrlre knighl should
lead to a complete change in the solution
wuold hardly be remarkable.

I

IMandler actually seeks

to

refute

Rgl in (b) b! playins l. .Nd6+ 2 Kd5

Nc8

I

Kc6 Ne7- 4 Kd7

\d5

erc , but

Rook against

the compuler conlirue\ 5 Rbl

and

caplures lhe kniglrt on move 22 at lhe
latest. But 2 . Nb5 does hold rhe draw, so
rhe twin can sraud with sligl)lly differenl

analyris Would \4atrdler have accepled
it in rhi\ modified form? Wc ca0tror bc
certail, but I think he probably would.]
Sometimes the kdght linds itsclf
f.t from its king, yet the stlonger
side cannot win
2.

rr

(s347)
ki itlch 1934

C es kos lovens

Would not

I

knwt

35

or

Re7
Rc8 be good
clrough? No, not I Re8, because the mok
is lost after 4...Nb5+ 5 Kc4, and neither
5 Kb4 (5...Nd41) nor 5 Kd3 (5...Na1) is
good.

I

Not so tmnsparent is thc refutation of
Re7. It sometimes happens that thc

slronger side cannot win even though the
Lrighl has been dn\en far fiom irs kint.
This is a case in point; Re7? Kxbl

I

2 Kc4 Kcl I Kbl Nd4 l 4 KcJ Nb55 Kc4 Nd6. b Kb3 (b Kdl Nb5) Nfs

7 Rc5 Nh4: ar)d in spire ofrhe anparenll)
uIfavourablc posjtioD ofthe knighl Blac"
can hold the draw.
[The computer gives 7...Ng3 as an

allcrnative draw

ir

llre lasr linc, bul il

liardly detracts from the point Mandler is
making.l

?i+t

The merry crp€ring of the hobby-horse
2.12 (S348)
by Richard Reti

Tidskrlt liir Sthack 1929
White to move and win
$'lrerc slroull rhc lhrealened rook go? ll
musl sray on rhe e-fi|e. le\t lhe klrighr
escape. For example, if White were to
play I Rh3? tlrere would foilow l...Knb.
2 Kc4 Kb2 and White would be unable to
win, because the rook would be unable to
reach the Amelung position by playing to

I Re2 and I RbJ allow l...Nd4+
superficial cor)sideration miglrr lead
lhe solver to consider I Re4 as th.
answer. This does indeed work aftea
e2.

l;::t
,t:ry,2

g'//-'- %

,ru

tu

A

l...Kxbl 2 Kc4 Kb2 3 Re2, but Black has
a better defence in 2...Kc1. Now 3 Kb3
does not help, because the Black king
escapes to the d-file and White has no
rook check at his disposal.
Correct is

I

Re5

Krbl 2 Kc4 I(cl

3 I$3 Nd4+ 4 KcJ wirh a easy \4in.
The objcct of I Re5 i! to prevenl
4...Nb5+.
But is this really the only way to win?

White to move and win
What is a Reti sludy doing in a uollecLion
of my compositions? Tbe ending R v N
bas been largely iguored in the textbooks,
and \re cannot solvc the studies ilt lllis
chapter without a knowledge of certain
fundamental positions. We have aheady
seen several of them, and rlli\ beauliful
Rdti study is another. It prepares the
ground lor the following studies, within
which it is wholly or paftly contaided

36

Rook againrt

knight

Sludies and endgamc lhcory arc not

anlitheses. studies

are the

build;ng

material oftheory.
The Black king occupies a favourable
square. If it *ere orr b3. Wllile would
have an easy win: I Kf4 Nh3+ 2 Kg4
Ngl 3 Rl2 and 4 Rg2. The square c2
would also be bad, allowing Wlrite two
possible ways of winning: I Rg6 Nfl
2 Kd4 Nd8 3 Kd5 Nb7 4 Ra6 or I Rt5
Ne6 2 Res. White must proceed more
carefully if the king is on c4. Now the
way to win is I Kf4 Nh3+ 2 Ke4 (if the
Black king were on c3, he would have a
dmw here by 2...Ke2) Ng5+ (2...Kc5
3 Ke3 and 4 Rg6) 3 Kc5 Nh3
(3...Kd3/Kcs 4 Rf5) 4 RA Ng5 (4...Ng1
5 Re3) 5 Rf4+ and 5 Rf5.
So if we can expel rhe king from c-1

right at the end, 8 Rf5 is playable alld
indeed lliglrlly simpler (8...Nh1 9 Ke4

with Ke3 and Rh5 to follow). The rest

is

impeccable. Tlre same note applies to the

rlcxt study.l
An even longer caper by the knight

"

2.13 (5349)

Ceskoslovensk!

iath

1933

(after R. Reti)

,,iiw1l._w

'i;'T;,1)

*e shall lrave our win Wc will proceed

thus. I Kf4 NhJ+ 2 KR (rhrcar J Rg6)
Ng5+ 3 Ke3! This has brouSht us back to
the starting position with Black to move

The knighr can move neither to

Wrire wins.

Tlre

hobby-horse capcrs mcril.

between 95 and h3. and White must
proceed carefully and with forethought in
order to catclr him. Twice he plays so as

lo

t

rarNlcr lhe burden

of

moving lo

Black.

un his text to this study, Mandler uses
the affectionate dimioutive kor,/ist

("little hoNe") for the knight,

instead

of

the normal word /ezdec that lre emplols

Vy rendcring hobby-horse'
may be a translator's artefact, because I
elsewhere.

am not sufllciently familiar willl earlJ
20th-cenlury Cenrrrl European foln
dance traditions

to

know whether

White to move and win

h3

(4 Rg6) nor to h7 (4 Rfs), so it is tbe
king whiclr must give way:3...Kc4 4 KI4
Nt3+ 5 Ke4 Ng5+ 6 KeS Nhl 7 RfJ
Ngs 8 RI4+ followed by 9 Rf5 and

he

genuinely had something of this sort in
mind. bul thc visiou of an Englrsh Morris
dance. with the hobby eapering merril,
on the outskifts, was irresistible.
An anal),tic note from the computer.

Hcrc we lengthen the
pendulunr. This is

knight's

no more lhan

an

extension by five moves of the prcccditU
study, since after Black's fifth move wr

lrave rhe po\ilion

of llre Reri

.tud)

reflected through l80 degrees.
I Rd8- Kc5 2 Rdl Ng4+ J Kt5 Nh6+
4 Ke6 Ng4 5 RR Kc6 6 Ki5 Nh6+ 7 Kf6

Ng4+ 8 Ke6 Kc5 9 Kl5 Nh6+ l0 Kc5

Ngil+ ll Ke4 Nh6 12 Rf6 Ng4 ll Rf5 |
Kc4 14 Rf4 Nh6 15 Ke5 t and Whilc

wins.

Rook aguin.rt knight

Ao utrexpected encourter with the
R6ti study

_

Two more occurrences
familiar rnanoeuvres

,

2.14 (5350)

C eskos love n sfui

iac

h 1933

(a)

Ne5+ 2 Ke6 Ng6 3 Kf6 Nf4 4 Kfs Nh5
5 Rtr7 etc.

But in this study we also have another
unexp€cted encoulltcr with tlre position
of rlre Rdri srudy: (l K|l) Kd7 2 Rd3+
Kc6 3 Ke6 Kc5 4 Rfi Kc6. Wc already
know the rest.

2.r5 (S351)
e ntki ia c h | 934

w[

Whitc to move and win

tl)ouglr Ihis dllows lhe kniBht lo give
chcck. The presenr srudy forms an
exception. Herc the king attacks thc
importunate knight laterally: I Kf7

of

Ces kos lov

,r/'r" tP

Our experience in tlle examplcs up to
now has been that tbe king should attack
lhe opposing knight diagorrally in order
Io limil irs powers of moreme t, even

37

Wbite to move and win
(b) wK to f], wR to f6

as set,

(a) There ir a dual ar lhe e[d of lhe
Ocst. S(hachrundschau

ol9

!ludy 2.3. Instead

Rg5. Whitc can proceed othe.wise,
tlrough the play is vcry compljcated

Here this dual is remo\cd. tltough of
at tbe cost of rlso removilrg the
main line of tbe study. Tlle solution is
course

quite shon. and Boei I Kd7 Xa? 2 Kc8!
Nd6+ 3 Kc7. I Kd5? KaTl

(b) I Ke6 rl Ke7: K.7) Kb8 2 Kd7
I(A7 3 Kc6 Nd8+ 4 Kd6 \b7+ 5 Kd5
Na5 6 Kc5 Nb7+ ? Kb5 erc; I \a5
2 Rr5 (2 Kd5: Kb7!) Nc4 J Rf4 \b6

4 Kd6/Rb4 etc; l...Ncs+ 2 Kd5
3

Rfl etc; L..Ka7

Nd7

2 Kd5. Here we have a

manoeuvrc from study 2.3 combined
witb the Amelung positio!1-

38 Rook aguinst knight

A position which prompted a

Three instructive dirgrams

systemntic investigation

2.17 (S353)
2.16 (5352)
C eskoslovenski

iach

C es kos loven s kl
19

46

iach 1946 - 47
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A - Wlrite to move wins
Shift the position bodily so that
Black to movc can draw

///J x ,x/i

How can we place rhis eonfiguration on

's

settings. I will therefore reveal at once the
answer which come out of my rescarches.
The unique way to set this configuration
olr the board so that Black to move can

:,:t

the board so that Black to move can
thaw? This can be answered only by d
laborious considemtion of all 30 possible

dra\^ is White Kd7. Re7, Black Kc5.
Nf7. Black can low hold out by l.,.Nh6

x

X '/X/ X

ts.

;,!'

B - Black to move dmws

2 Rh7 Ns4 3 Rh5+ Kb6 4 Kd6 Ne3.
The solver does not ha\e ro lake mr
word for 11. Why should precisely rhis
position be drawD, and not a position one

or more squrres awa! from ill
should Black continue.

if

Ho\,

Whire plals

5 Rc5?

Thi.

question gavc rise lo funher
The position that ariscs is so
important for the ending R v N that wc
nrusl get ro grip! wilh il. Wirhour il.
research-

nothing is simple.
[The computer indicates an alternative
draw by 4...Nf2 (5 Kds I\C,4 6 Kd4 Kc7
and Black will eveDtually regroup). bur
4...Ne3 is the simpler and more natural
move and I don't think the existence of
lhis alternatrve takes awry from wltal
follows.l

C - White to move, Black dmws

The lhree diagrams A-C show positions
which can be reacbed from tbe preceding
diagram. and wltich arise very frequently
in the analysis ofendimgs witb R v N.
White to move wins in A, or if the

Rook against

posilion i5 shifled so rhar rhe Black ki g
on any square marked +.
B shows the same configurarion with
Black to movc. Black draws in thc
posilion sho\*n, or jf it is shifted so lhar
Ihe Black king ri on any square marked

knight 39

Four more relrted diagmms..,

is

In C, the Wlrite king is one squarc
funher away from tl)e Blacl. lf Wlrile rs
to move. Black dtaws in the position
shown, or if it is shiftcd so that the Black
king is on any square marked x

I

would have

.

to

present extensive
analysis to prove the correctness of these
diagrams, and it would demand far too
mucll space.
We can now complete tbe analysis of
diagram 2,16. We stopped with White

2.r8 (S354)
C es koslovens

ki

ia c h 1933

+i';

Kd6, Rc5, Black Kb6, Ne3, Black to

White to movc throughout
(a) as set, White wins
(b) wK to e7, Black draws

play move 5. We see from diagranr 2.178
that Wl!ite cannot win. The reason is tltat

(c) as (a) down a mDk, Black dmws
{d) as (b) down a rank, Write wins

affer s...Ndl

6 Rcl Ne3 7 RcJ Nf5Kd5 I\b5 we have a

8 Ke6 Nd4+ 9

position similar to tbe AmelLlng position

but one rank lower, and this

enables

Black to hold the dmw.
[The definili\e comFurer fesulls no\"
availablc differ from Mandler's only in
showirr8 a vcry dilllcult win iir diagram A
wilh rhe Black kin8 otr n6: with best play
Wlrile can capture the klighl o move
22. I haye adjusted Mandler's diag.am
accordi|rgly. The alleralion appears nol

to affect the
studies.l

exposition

of

subsequenr

This is a collection ofcbess compositions;
il is concented willr Iheorerical anallses
only in so far ats these are u\eful for

uDderstanding soLutions.

We

shall

therefore engage in only a fcw posirions
desefting ofspecial alrenrion - and Lllcsc
foul positions are cases i point. Nlost of
lhe rcmaining posiliors in dirgmms
2.17A-C arc more easily mastered.

Usually. twin conrposilions fearuk
differenr $lurions leading to the same

result. These

four

diagrams

show

somclhing quite differenr. lf !re shil
position (a) down a mnk, we obtain
posilion (b). bul Whitc winr in ore cale
and Bhck lrolds rhe draw in tLre orher
The reverse lrappens if we .hifr posirion
(b) down a rank. And positions (a) and
(b) allo lorm r patr oF twins. as do (c)
and (d). and once more everylhinB is
rcvcrscd: \Mlite wi s
dmws in thc otber.

in one prfl.

Black

In lhis lirst diagram. I Rc4 Nf6+
2 Ke7 Nds+ 3 Kd6 Nb6 4 Rh4 brings us
lo lhe ||or,r familiar Amclung position.
lfinsterd l..,Ngs 2 Rf4 Kb6. thc move
3 Ke7? would be a decisive mistake

40

Rook against knighl

Conect

is 3 Kd6 witb

contiDuation

3...Nt3 4 Rf3 Ng5 5 Re3.

Somewhat more complicated is
l.,.NB3 There are sereral ways lo win.
but allo lome tempring move\ which

ard in (d) the equivalent move is

no

longcr available. so White wins by 1 Rcj
Ndl 2 Rd3 Nf2 3 Rd4.

//), th

a|lalysis shows ro be faulty. Tlrus for
cxamplc aflcr 2 Ke6 Kb6 3 KeS Kb5

s.,i.'

White must not play 4 Kd5 on account of

4...\e2, r. we ca \ee from

*

.//',%
,r'
t 78t

2,17A.
Correct is 4 Rc2 Kb4 5 Rg2
6 Kd4
elc. Or l...Nfl we play 2 Rd4 tr(b6 and
altcr 3 Ik6 lks 4 Kes rvc reach one of
tlre winnrnB posrtiorrs sllowr rrr ,.178.
However. if Bhck pl,rys .1...Kb5. we musl

\fl

:

not automatically play 4 Ke5, wllich
would lel Black dra\ (4...Kc5. see

(c) White to move, Black dirws

2.174). Conect is 4 Kf5. After 1...Nd2

lhe

moves

2

Rb4+ Ka6

3

Kc6 IG5

4 Kc5 lead to e win shown in 2,178,

but wrong would be 2 Rd4 \R I Rd5
Kb6 4 Ke6 Kc6 a! shown iu 2,1?A. Thr
repeated refeaences to thcse auxiliary
Jidgrams show their indispensable narure
for resolving endings with R v N.

';i?,'i

,,M

(d) Whitc to movc and win

[Tlre compuler lrar orrly

comment:

.rrrffi',rffi'

2 Rd4

\4.

l,

and

3 Rd

Whire hirr ir djmcull win by
is 3 Rd5 rather than 2 Rd4

it

which is thc dccisive mistake .l
(b) Whitc to nlove , Black draws

The same position will arise in the
of (b). Here, after I Rc4 Ndz
the move 2 Rb4+ forfeits any chance of
winning, and tlre continuation 2 Rd4
NB 3 Rds Kc6 4 Ke6 leads only to
analysis

2.1?B; Black draws by 4..,Ne1.

ln (c) and (d), we

have tlre same

positions down a rank. Now everything is
changed. ln (c), after Rc3, Black can
draw by l.,.Nf5+. Conversely, Black was
able to draw in (b) ouly by ptaying ...Nel

I

onc

in (a). in llre line l..Nd2

Rook against

...atrd a twin study origimting from

tlem

,

*2.19 (5355)
iach 1933

C eskos love nskl

knight 4l

cannol be completely analysed without
the aid of our three auxiliary diagmms
2.17A-C We keep coming back ro d
rltifted renion of the original positior.
This dependence is even closer rhan
might appear from playing through the

5oiutior).

[or in

analysing individual

positions of tbis killd, ttte soiver who
conscienrioutly examinc. cvery possibilit,

will continuously find new positions of

ft

lllc came killd. elen thougll nul

i"'.'';
trrr,

(a)

as arise

First. some tries. I Rc5l (this is
Nfi 2 Rb5+? Ka7 3 Kc7 Ka6

4 Rd5 Nel and draws; 2 Rd5? Kb7
] Kd7 Kb6 4 Kd6 \el, 2 Rcll Nd4
3 Rc4l \R 4 Rb4-l Ka7 5 Kc7 Ka6

White to move and win
{b) everytbing one rank down

Tlre solution flows auromatically from

the preceding four diagmms. In

f

(a).

Kd7 Kb7 gives the winning position
shown in pan (a) of2.18, whercas I Ke?
Kb7 brrngs us ro the drawn posilion of
2.18 (b).

ir

rhe urher way

round, and now White must play

I

Ke6.

Atr u|rusually complicated alfair

"

2.20 (5356)

C es koslove n sk!

ma ,

correct)

as set,

Tn (b). everyrhing

<i.i

from 2.20.

iach

19 46

6 Kd6 Ka5 7 Kc5 Nd2 and $e

balE

2.174.
Nowrhe \olurion I Rc5 \B (l...Ndl
see linc 8 below) 2 Rc3 \d4 (2 ..Ne5 sec

line 6, 2...Nd2 line 7)

3

Rc4 NB

(3...Ne2 see line 4. J...Nt5+ line 5,
4 Ke7 Kb7 (4...\e5 \ee line l, 5 Kd6
Kb6 6 Kd5 f,:b5 7 Rc2 N€l I Rc3 Kb4
9 Kd4 and wim (2.1?B).
1) 4...Ne5 5 Rc5 NR (5.. Nd.] see
line 2) 6 Rd5 Kc7 7 Kf6 Kc6 and Whir.
wins (2.17C), buL not 7 Ke6? Kc6 and
Black dmws r2.l7A): il 7. Kb6 rhen
8 Kf5 aDd 8 Rd3 both win.

2) 5...Ndt 6 Rd5 \14 (6...Nr2,ee
line 3) 7 Rd4 (7 Rd6? Kc7 and dmws
2.17A) Ne2 8 Rc4 Kb7 9 Ke6 Kb{.,
l0 Kc5 r l0 Kd5? Kb5 draws, 2.17A) Kb5
and White wins (2.17C).

l)

6...N1-l

7 Rd4 Kc7 8 Ke6

Kb6

S Kf5 (9 Ke5? Kc5 draws. 2.1?A) Kc5
ard White wins (2.17C).

'::;;,

i;t

'W

White to move and win

Let us imagine that we reaclr this posilion
in a game. I might almost say that it

4) 3...Nr2 4 Kd7 Kb? s Kd6 Kb6
6 Ke5 (6 Kd51 Kb5 draw. 2.174, Kb5
and White wins (2.1?C).

5) 3...Nf5 4 Kd7 Ne3 5 Rc5 Kb7
6 Ke6 (of course not 6 Kd6) Kb6 and
White wins (2.17C).
O 2...NeS 3 Ke7 Kb7 4 Kd6 \f75 Ke6 Ng5+ 6 Kd7 Nc4 7 Rc4 and wins
(2.17A, after playing Rc4).

7) 2,..Nd2

[see note at e]1d1.
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8) l...Nd3 ) Rbs+

Ka7

4 Kc6 and wins (2.17B).
[The computer !omer

J Kc7

Ka6

ime\ rlloflet's

the \olution by dcvialing from Mandler'!
s)stematic treatment, but this is hardly
important. There is howevcr an error in
Mandler's va ation 7. He givcs 3 Kd7

Kb7 4 Ke6 Ne4 5 Rc4 Ng5+ 6 Kd7
i erding 6...NR 7 Kd6 \d2 8 Rb4.
Ka6 9 Kd5 Ka5 witb a win by diagram

2.17C. bur tlre compurcr prefeE 6...Kb6
and in fact 3 Kd7 forfeits the win: Wbite
must play Rc7 first, and Kd7 the move
after. The win after J Rc7 rakes only 13
more movcs and I am sure Mandlet
was aware of it (the few wiDs he missed
werE much deeper), but the play is
complicated and it is not clear how he
would ha\e ehoren lo prcsenl it had lle
realised that it was needed.]

5 Ke5 (2.178).

(b) l...Kc8 2 Re5 NB 3 Rd5 Kc7
4 Ke? Kc6 5 Ke6 (2.178) Nel and
draws: l...Nfl? 2 RcJ Nh4 (2...N95
J Ks7 Kd7 4 Kl6 Nh7 | 5 Kg6 \f86 Kfl erc) I Kl7 Nt5 4 Rdl. Kc7 5 Kc6
Ng7+ 6 Kl6 \h5+ 7 Ke7 \f4 8 RclKb6 9 Kd6 and either 9...Kb5 l0 Re3 or
9...Nc2 l0 Rc4 Kb5 I I Kd5.
IValid alternativcs; ir1 (a), 2...Ng4,
6...Ne7+; in (b), 3...Kb7lNc l/Nel,
4...Kb6/Ne l/Ngl .l
A study in systematic movem€nt
2.?2 (S358)
C eskasloven skti

idc h

| 9 46

A conventional twitr
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Black to move,

Wlite wins

Here again, we shall largely be depcndent

_ffiffi

on our auxiliary diagrams. l.,.Ne6 2

M7

Kb4 3 Rd6 Ng7 tl...Ne5 \ee line J)
4 Kd5 Nf5 5 Re6 lk3 6 Re5 Nh6
(6...Nh4 see line l). So far, everything
lras proceeded in a pleasantly systemaric

Black to move and draw
(a) as sct, O) eve.ytbing one mnk

higher

These positions have tlre

manner, but ||ow 7 Ke4 would be :,
mistake (7...Nf7 8 Rd5 Kc4 and draw,).
Correct is ? Rg5.

same

stipulation. Black to mo\,e d d drdw, bul
the routes to tlle draw differ.

(a) l...NE 2 Rez Nh3 and either
3 Kf6 Nf4 4 Rd2+ Kc6 5 Ke5 \96+
6 Kfs NE and dmws or 3 Rd2+ Kc6
4 Kf6 Nf4 5 KeS Ng6+: L..Nh2? 2 Kf6:;
l...Kc7 2 Re4 Nf2 I Rd4 Kc6 4 Ke6 Kc5

l) 6...Nh4 7 Rh5 \g2 (7...Ng6 see
linc 2) 8 Rh3+ Kb4 9 Kd4 Nel l0 Rc3.
2) 7...Ne6 8 Ke4 Ne7 9 Rh7, or
8...NfB a Rh6 and either 9...Kc4 l0 Rd6
Kc5 ll Ke5 or 9...Nd7 l0 Kd5 Kb4
I

I Rd6.

3) 3...Nss 4 Rg6 Nfl

(4...Nfl

5 Kd5) 5 Rg4+ Ka5 6 Kc5 Nd2 (6...NeJ
7 Rgl) 7 Rb4.

3. Rook studies
[It is noticeable that whereas most study composers are tempted by the easy rewards
ollered by the minor pieces, Mandler concentrates on the rook. Although it is much
the most frequent protagonist in over-the-board endings, the rook is

generally
regarded as unpromising material for studies; rook studies may be deep and difficult,

but they are unlikely to be entertaining. A reading of this chapter may correct this
impression. Play with rooks can at least as subtle as play with other pieces, and more
than one ending depends on reciprocal zugzwang'. a climax perhaps more surprising
here than in any other ending, because it might seem that the rook's freedom of
movement puts any such ideas out of court. Mandler divides his rook studies into four
groups: (a) rook against pawns, (b) studies with wPg6 and bPg7, (c) studies witl.r
wPe6/g6 or

e7

/96 and perhaps also bPg7, and (d) other studies.l

A. Rook against

try 1 Kb4 Kd3 2 a5 Kd4
3 a6 Rb8+ 4 Ka5 Kc5 5 a7 RhB, but

pawns

adversary. So we

My simplest rook study

again Black will win.

Correct is

Revue

I Kb5, and only after
l...Rhs+ to play 2 Kb4. Now 2...Kd3

FIDE 1959

3 a5 Kd4 4 a6 leaves the rook without a
check from above, and after 4...Rh7
5 Xb5 Kd5 6 Kb6 the draw is assured.
If instead 4...Rh8 5 Kb5 Rb8+, White

%

must of course play not 6 Ka5 on account
of 6...Kc5 etc, but 6 Kc6.

If

I

Black plays l...Rb8+, the White

king must go once more to the c-file:

2 Kc6

Ra8 3 Kb5 Kd3 4 a5 Kd4
5 r6/Kh6 draw. The a-file is again the
wrong clroice: 2 Ka6 Kd3 3 a5 Kc4

4Ka7

Rbl 5 a6 Kc5/Kd5 and the Black king

White to move and draw

The natural opening move is

to start by choosing the

middle way,

3.1 (5359, RPlo)

has arrived in time.

Kb6,

covering the advance of the pawn right

up to the seventl] rank, but this is
insuffrcient to draw. Play continues
l...Kd3 2 a5 Kc4 3 a6 Rh6+ 4 Kb7 Kb5
5 a7 Rh7+ 6 Kb8 Kb6 and Black wins.
We now realize that while the move

I Kb6 has permitted the rapid advance of
the pawn, it has done nothing to prevent
the approach ofthe Black king, which is
attacking the pawn as early as the fourth
move.

The Write king must obstruct

his

If Black plays l...Kd3 2 a5 Rh5+,
White again comes down to the fourth
rank, 3 Kb4, and we have transposed into
the play after l...Rh5+.
If we shift the Black king to 93, as in
diagram 3.1a on the next page, we have
quite a different situation:
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3

3.la

Ke8 (3 e7? Ra8 mate) Kd6

4

e7

(a decisive sacrifice, crystal clear) RxeT+

5 I(f8 Ke6 6 97 Rf7+ 7 Iq8 Rfi

(7...Kf6 8 Kh8 RxgT stalemate) 8 tr(h7
9 g8N+) 9 Ks8 (9 Ks6?

Rhl+ (8...Kf6

Rsl+ l0 Kh7 Kf7) Kf6 l0 Kf8
1l g8N+

"ry,>%>%;*

A careless first step would give the
enemy king a shelter

%%%
Now the drawing move is

Rat

and draws.

3.3 (5361)

I

Ceskos lovensk!

Kb6. This

time White must meet l...Rb8+

%
X'r''/i

by

2 Ka7, not 2 Kc6. because the latter is
answered by 2...Ra8 driving the Write
king back to b5. There follows 3 Kb5 Kf4
4 a5 Ke5 5 Kb6 Kd6 and again Black has
arrived too soon: 6 a6 Rb8+ etc. But
after 2 Ka7 White draws: 2...Rbl 3 a5
KI4 4 a6 Ke5 5 Ka8 Kd6 6 a7. The
Black king has not been able to reacl.r b6
in time"
The king marches from one wing to

iach 1950

%

White to move and draw

the other

The move
3.2 (5360, RP4)
Ceskoslovenskli iac h 1960

&

ryry%
White to move and draw

I

Kc8. If Black now plays 1...Re7, Write
replies 2 g7 RxgT 3 KdS with an easy
draw. Black therefore tries 1,..Kb6. Now
2 g7 fails against 2...Kc6 3 Kd8 Kd6
4 Ke8 RxgT etc. Correct is 2 Kd8 Kc6

mistake:

I

Kb3 would be a decisive

l...Kn2 Rf7+

Kxg2 3 Re7 Kf2

4 Rf7+ Ke3 5 Re7+ Kd2 6 Rd7+ Kcl
7 Rc7+ Kbl 8 Re7 92 and Black wins.
By his first move, White has allowed the
Black king to find shelter from the rook's
checks on

bl.

Coffect is

I

Kb2 followed as before by

L..Kfz2 Rf7+ Kxg2 3 Re7, andif now
3...Kf2 then 4 Rfl+ Ke3 5 Re7+ Kd3
6 Rd7+ Kc4 7 Rc7+ Kd4 8 Rd7+ Kc5

9 Rc7+ Kd5 10 Rcl (10 Rd7+?

Kc6/Ke6 and wins) Kd4 11 Kc2 and
3...KR 4 KcZ/Kc3

draws. Alternatively,

(now 4 Rf7+? fails to 4...Kg4 and either
5 Re7 92 6 Kc2 Kf4 or 5 Rg7+ Kf5) 92

5 Kd3! Kf4
7 Rg7+) 6

(5...e1Q 6 Rf7+ and
Rf7+ Ke5 7 fu7 Kf6 8 Kxe2

l(xgT 9 Kn draw. The finish is dramatic.

Rook

A sudden transition from urgency to
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of

refuted as in the main line, but because

tempo play

2...Rc2

3 d4 Rxd2 4 Kc5 (again

the
Write king is held down to the fifth rank)
Kc2 5 d5 Kd3 6 d6 Ke4 7 Kc6 Ke5 witl.r a
Black win.
So White plays 2 Ke5 (2...Kc2 3 d4
Rc8 4 d5 etc), and he meets 2...Rc8 by

3.4 (5362, RP2)
Prager Prese 1932

%%

3 d4. But his

4,D*.r*

position

still

seems

Black can again prevent the
White king from advancing beyond the
l-ropeless.

,i:>",x'

fifth rank, by 3...Re8+ and 4...Rd8(+),
and we already know that the resulting
position is bad for White. What can we

%,.fu?D%,

do now?

At this point we must

appeal

to

a

study by R6ti, on which the present study
was based.

White to move and draw

In this five-man study we encounter

a

position of reciprocal zugzwang, together
with the theme of transition from urgent
manoeuvnng to tempo play.

Black threatens ...Rd5. White must
prevent this, which limits his cl.roice of
first move to Kd6 or Ke6. I Kd6 l.ras the
advantage of attacking the Black rook,
but this advantage means little; even after
i Ke6 tl.re Black king will not be able to
make two moves in succession, because
the White pawn will attack tl.re rook. The
disadvantage of I Kd6 is seen after
1...Rc8, when 2 d4 is met by 2...Rd8+
forcing the Write king to come down to

the fifth rank. After the correct move

I

A four-man study featuring
reciprocal zugzwa;ng
3.5 (5363, RP3)
by Richard R6ti
Tijdschrift 1922,
Mii nc he ne r

Ne ueste Nac hric hte

n l92B

"'ry-%rrugD%

.2".x,.2.

Ke6 this continuation is no longer

Write can meet l...Rc8
2 d4 Rd8 by 3 d5 and the pawn is one
rank further forward. And if l...Kc2

White to move and win

White plays 2 d4 and thereby gains an

This study is unsound according to

important tempo, leading for example to
2...Rc6+ 3 Ke7 Kd3lRc8 4 d5 and so on.
Black therefore plays 1...Rc6+, and
White again has to decide whether to put
his king on to the d or the e file. The
moves 2 Kd7 /Ke7 are ruled out by
2...Rc2. And once again the occupation
of the d-file (2 Kd5) is faulty, though this
time not on account of 2...Rc8, whicl'r is

Rdti
deliberately chose the present setting,

effective, because

normal criteria. However,
even though conventionally

alternatives were available, because

simplicity and charm.

sound
of its

He was

not

worried about the inaccuracy at move l,
because in his opinion White's first and
second moves should be treated as a unit,

and no other realization was as cosent

as
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little four-man position.
Why does I Rdl not work? Because
Black replies [...d4, and we have a

this

An ingenious rook manoeuwe
3.6 (S364)

position of reciprocal zugzw ang.
In order not to have to move in this

Revue

position, Write starts by playing I Rd3
or I Rd2, and only after 1...d4 does he
play 2 Rdl! On 2...Kd5 there follows
3 Kd7, with 3...Ke5 4 Kc6 Ke4 5 Kc5, or
3...Kc5 4 Ke6, or 3...Ke4/Kc4 4 Kd6.
and White wins in each case.
Conversely, after I Rdl? Black draws
by 1...d4, with 2 Kd7 Kd5 3 Kc7 Kc5, or

2Kf7 Ke4 3 Ke6
Ke3 4

It

'X"'z''

d3.

is a magical setting of reciprocal
zugzwang and tempo play using only four
men.
Now let us return to study 3.4. After
I Ke6 Rc6+ 2 Ke5 Rc8 3 d4 Re8+
we follow the example of Rdti and play
4 Kd5! Rd8+ 5 Kc4l KcZ 6 d5. If
instead Black tries 4...Kc2, we naturally
reply 5 Kc6 Kd3 6 d5 Kd4 (6...Rc8+

7 Kd7 Rh8 8 d6, but not 7 Kb7

on

account of 7...Rd8) 7 d6 Ke5 8 d7.
The pawn on d2 normally vanishes in
the course of the play, but it is needed if
Black tries to tempo by playing 5...Kcl

(6 d5 KcZ 7 d3/d4). But even the

presence of this pawn doesn't help Write
if he chooses the wrong line: I Kd6? Rc8
2 d4 Rd8+ 3 Kc5 Kc2 4 d5 Kd3 5 d6 Ke4
6 d4 Kf5 7 Kc6 Ke6 8 d5+ Kf/ 9 d7 Ke7
l0 d6+ Ke6.

1961

%ry

d3, or 2 Rd2 Ke4 3 Kd6

R-- d3, or 2 Rhl

FIDE

Write to move and win
(a) diagram, (b) bK on h4
There are two obvious lines of attack
here, I f6 and I Kf6, and an alert solver
is bound to ask himself why a move
wl-rich works in one part does not also
work in the other. He cannot therefore
miss the ingenious maneouvring by the

Black rook which is an integral part of
the study"

In the diagram position, I f6? fails as
follows: l...Rxg6 2 fl/ Rg5+ 3 Ke4 Rg4

4 Ke3 Rg3+ 5 Ke2 Rg2+ 6

Kfl

Rg4

7 f8Q Rf4+ 8 Qxf2l stalemate. Correct is
therefore I Kf6, and if 1...Rg8 then
either 2 Kg5 or 2 Kf7.

With the Black king on h4, 1 f6 is
correct: l...Rxg6 2 f7 Rg5+ 3 Ke4
Rg4+ 4 Ke3 fu3+ 5 Ke2! (5 Kf2 Rg5
6 f8Q Rf5+) Rg2+ 6 Kfl and White
wins. Conversely, I Kf6? Rg8
Kg4) Ra8 3 g7 KsS 4 f6 Kf5.

2l<fl

(2 g7

[Mandler doesn't mention 2 Kf7 in
part (a), giving only 2 Kg5 (which is of
course suflicient), and I have slightly
altered his text so as to brins out the
differentiation after it. ]

Rook

Two similar barriers
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White gradually strengthens the
attack, and Black the defence

3.7 (5365)
Revue

FIDE 1958, version

3.8 (5367, RP2t)
Ceskoslovenskli

ru

%%ry%%%

ir,,4%

%%%A

White to move and draw
(a) diagram, (b) wPa2 on a3

In these two studies, the White king joins
forces

with his pawns to create a barrier

to delay the Black king. In part (b), the
barrier is one rank higher than in (a).

Which move is correct,

I Kd4 or

I Kd5? One works in one case, the otl-rer
in the second. By finding where the

difference lies, the solver arrives at the
correct solutions.

In the diagram position, I Kd4 Rd6+

2 Kc5 and White

draws, for example

2...Rd8 3 Kb6 etc, or l...Kc2 2 c5 and
the White king can keep the Black at bay
thanks to the fact that the pawn on a2
covers b3. I Kd5? would be faulty,
because after l...Rc8 2 c5 Kc3 3 a3 Kb3
the Black king has managed to cross the
third rank in good time: 4 c6 Ka4 5 Kd6

Kb5 6 a4+ Kb6 7 a5+ Ka7 8 Kd7 Kb8
and Black wins.
With the pawn on a3, this procedure is
not possible: I Kd4? Kc2 2 c5 Kb3 3 Kd5
RcS 4 Kd6 Ka4 5 c6 Kb5 and Black wins

as above. But perhaps we can try to
construct the same barrier, but one rank
higher? We can indeed: I Kd5 Rc8 2 c5
Kc3 3 c6 and the task is accomplished.

iach 1950

White to move and win

Write may be a rook up, but he

has to
proceed very circumspectly in order to to
clinch the win.

Let us start by trying some rook
After I Rh8 e2 2 Kb3 Ke3 we see

moves.

that Black has not only l.reld the draw, he
is even going to win: 3 Re8+ Kfl2 4 Rf8+
Kxg2 5 Re8 Kf2 6 Rf8+ Ke3 7 ReS+
Kd2 8 Rd8+ Kcl 9 Rc8+ Kbl l0 Re8 92
etc. We know most of this from study
3.3.

All right, try I Rhl. But afrer l...Kd3
2Kb3 e2 3 Ral Kd2 Write is again lost.

We have been playing 2

Kb3

automatically, as if no other move came
into consideration. But this move is not
good.

So let's try again: I Rhl Kd3
2 Kb5(?!) e2 3 Kc5 Kd2 4 Kd4 elQ
5 Rxel Kxel 6 Ke3 and White wins.
It seems as if we are on the right path.
But we still need to look at the variation
I Rhl e2 2 Kb5 Ke3, and here 3 Kc4 is

not good enough, for example 3...Kf2
4 Kd3 Kxg2 5 Rel Kf3 6 Rxe2 92 and
Black draws.

Where

did White go wrong?

He

should have played 2 Kb4, instead of
Kb5, so as to have Kc3 available at move
3: I Rh I e2 2 Kb4 Ke3 3 Kc3 Kf2 4 Kd2
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Kxg2 5 Rh8 and Write wins.
If White can sharpen the attack, Black
can sharpen the defence. After I Rhl e2
2 Kb4 he interpolates 2...Kd3, and only

after 3 Kc5 does he play 3...Ke3. Now
the White king has been prevented from
reaching c3 in time. And at first sight it
appears that

4 Ral,/Rbl do not

because there follows

help,

The computer's speed, and its infallibility

within its calculation horizon,

trails from the false and gradually arrives
at the same conclusion.]
Something quite simple for a change

4...elQ 5 Rxel*

Kf2 and Black will draw after any rook
move. But Wl'rite need not move the
rook; he can play 6 Kd4 Kxel 7 Ke3,

3.9 (5368)

FIDE Revue 1956

with an easy win.
However, Black has another trick up
his sleeve. He can revert to his original

ry%

frnt move, 1...Kd3, and then answer
2 Kb4 with 2...Ke2t. Now 3 Kc3 is met by
3...Kf2 4 Kd3 Kxg2 5 Rh8 (5 Ral Kfl2I)
Kf2 6 Rf8+ Kel with a draw.
But this need not alarm us. We simply

'D.'ir..

interchange Write's first and second
moves, and play I Kb4 e2 2 Rhl Kd3
3 Kc5 etc. We must just be careful, if
Black plays 1...Kd3, to play not 2 Rhl
(on account of 2...Ke2) but 2 Kc5, ready
to meet 2...Ke2 by 3 Kd4.

So the solution unfolds

3 Kc5 Kd2

(3...Ke3

4 Ral/Rbl and either 4...Kf2 5 Kd4 etc
or 4...elQ 5 Rxel Kf2 6 Kd4) 4 Kd4.

At the start, the White king had a
choice between three apparently
equivalent moves. We have established
that only I Kb4 wins. Nor perl.raps is it

without interest that even the two
remaining moves are not truly
equivalent;

I

White to move and draw

The diagram recalls study 3.3. Would it

I

Kh4 e2
2 Rhl Kd3 (2...Ke3 3 Kc3 Kf2 4 Kd2
Kxg2 5 Rh8 etc)

are

it is also interesting to see
how a human analyst sorts out the true
invaluable, but

Kb5 does at least hold the

draw, whereas I Kb3 loses.
[Readers who are following this study

possible to draw by the same
In that study, the Black e-pawn
was already on the second rank, so it
would appear to be a simple matter to
achieve the same end here where the
pawn is only on the third rank. But the
truth is that whereas Black is only one

not be
means?

tempo behind his position in study 3.3,

White is two tempi behind, albeit

with the aid of a computer may find

eighth rank and so place itself

themselves a little confused when they
get to paragraph 5, I Rhl Kd3 2 Kb5 etc.
The computer gives 2...Ke2 as a draw in

sufficient distance to keep checking.

this line as well, so l...Kd3 is in fact a
good move, and it is not immediately
obvious why Mandler should abandon it
and transfer his attention to 1...e2. All
becomes clear three paragraphs later.

less

obviously: his king is on the fourth rank
and so requires two moves rather than
one to attain the second rank and deny
the Black king a shelter, while the rook
must use a move to get to the seventh or

In

fact the way to draw is

at

a

mucl-r

simpler. White must start by choosing
between I Kb3 and I Kb5. I Kb5 is easily
refuted by 1...K12. Correct is I Kb3,
meeting l...KP by 2 Rf4+ Kxg2 3 Kc2
Kh3 4 Kd3 92 5 Rf8 etc.
But what do we do after l...Kd3? Now

Rook

it seems that the rook must be on the
seventh or eigl-rth rank or the king on the
second, in order to allow White to draw
as in the previous study. But in fact the
play is quite different. Correct is 2 Rd4+"

Black must take the rook, and the
capture leaves him without a win:
2...I<xd4 3 Kc2 Kc4 4 Kdl Kd3 5 Kel
e2 stalemate.

B. Rook studies with wPg6 and bPgT

In the next two sections, we examine
rook studies with two particular pawn
conflgurations: (a) a Write pawn on 96
facing a Black on g7, and (b) a White
pawn on e6 or e7 and a second one on 96,
sometimes also with a Black pawr-r on g7.
It is a matter of systematic examination,

of
The White king staggers out of
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studies as

the fruit of

analysis.

There are composers who disdain this
way of working, and attacl-r value only to

one check into another

or

"goal-inspired"
"artistic" studies.
These are compositions where the solver
does not need to subject the position to a
fundamental analysis, but rather to seek
out ideas and manoeuvres which are not
natural to it and which the composer has
in a sense forced into it. Some regard
composition in this style as ilr some way a

3.r0 (s370)
Rudd prtivo 1958

%",rX)

higher artistic activity, and they look
down on analysts and the "analysis-

%,ffi%,
x, }D
)-1

aa

White to move and win

(l cxb5? e3!) f5+ 2 Kxd3. The
2 Ke3? would give Black an

1 Kxe4

move

important tempo by 2...f4+, and would
fofeit the win: 3 Kxd3 Kg2 4 RxB (other
rook moves are met by 4...bxc4+, and
4 cxb5 by 4...Kxfl ) KxB 5 cxb5 Ks2 6 b6
R 7 b7 f2.2...bxc4+. Now 2...Kg2 does
not draw, because Black lacks the tempo

f5-f4 in comparison with the preceding
line: 3 RxR KxB (3...bxc4+ 4 Ke2 with a
simple win) 4 cxb5 f4 5 b6 Kg2 6 b7 R
7 bSQ etc. 3 Ke3. One move ago, we
could not allow the move ...?l*; now, we
want to provoke it, because it will block a
crucial square against Black's king. 3 Kd2
at once is defeated by 3...c3+ 4 Kel c2
5 Rsl+ Kf4 6 Kf2 Ke4. 3...f4+ 4 KdZ

c3*.

Every White move so

exposed him to check. 5
K-- 7 Kf2 and wins.

lar

has

Kel c2 6 Rgl+

inspired" studies they produce.
The majority of composers are capable
of working in eitl-rer mode, though most
find themselves more at home in one
than in tl-re other. So let us be glad that
both kinds of composition give artistic
satisfaction, and let us look on both

without prejudice.
Analysis-inspired

and

goal-inspired

studies cannot always be differer-rtiated at

first sight, but studies of the first kind
usually employ less material, they are
more diffrcult to solve, and often they
make a contribution to endgame theory.
The theme of a goal-inspired study is
usually presented more incisively, and an
idea which cannot be realised in a simple
form can sometimes be mastered by using

additional material.
Richard Rdti expresses himself on the
question thus (Scimtliche Studien, 1931,

p. l0): "There
studies.

are two ways

to compose

A) We can take a simple

and

interesting position, discover wl-rat lies
behind it, and present this in a refined
form: artistic, economical, and clear.
B) We can start from a predetermined
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climax, say a mate, stalemate, or
reciprocal zugzwang, and compose a

Start with the move that
will be needed anryay

lead-in to it. The second way of working
does not greatly appeal to me, though I
have sometimes indulged in it."
[If Mandler were writing today, he
would be even more distressed at the

Ceskos lovenskli

small number of analysis-inspired studies
that are published. Yet I have not
personally found that composers and
commentators look down on them, quite
the reverse in fact, and tr suspect that the
reason for their paucity is quite different:
it is that this mode of composition is so

difficult that few have the

knowledge,

ability, and perseverance required to
succeed in it. My owl'l studies have been
almost entirely goal-inspired, and while
none is a masterpiece they have at least
given a certain amount of pleasure to my
friends. But if I were asked to produce

the sort of thing that Mandler achieves
so splendidly in the next twenty pages,
I would not even know l-row to start.

At a technical level, there was a
translation difliculty here. Mandler's
actual terms translate as "analytic" and
"combinational",

but

"combinational

study" is not a term we use in Englisl-r
and it could be argued that studies are
necessarily combinational whatever the

that have

reasons

My terms

creation.

prompted their

"analysis-inspired"

and "goal-inspired" are

undesirably
clumsy, but they do encapsulate the
distinction that Mandler is making.
It should also be noted that Mandler

in Czecl'r, and that
Mandler's quotation wl'rich tr
quotes Rdti

it

is

have

translated here. However, Chris Feather
has kindly given me a direct translation
of Rdti's original German, and I am glad
to say that the two are not significantly at
variance.

l

3.lr

%

(s371)
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Black to move and draw

Black cannot save his own pawn, so he
must go after Write's. To do this, he

must play l...Kg5/Kh5 followed

by
2...Ra6, or perhaps the other way round.
It is not obvious at first sight which ofthe
king moves is better, but ...Ra6 will be
needed in any case. In such a case, we
shall not normally go far wrong if we start
by playing the move which will definitely

be needed, and put off the

cl-roice

between the other moves until later.
In fact we have here l...Kg5? 2 RxgT!
Ra6 3 Rb7 and wins, or l...Kh5? 2Kxg7

Ra6 3 Rf5+ (2...Rg5 3 Rf6). But after
1...Ra6 we have 2lkgT Kg5 drawing, or
2 RxgT Kh5. If 2 Rb7 then agah2...Kg5
(2...Kh5? 3 Rb5+, 2...Kf5? 3 RxgT).

Rookstudies 51
and White will win the Black pawn, for
example 7...Kb8 8 Kd8 (threat 9 Rd7)

A very similar case

3.r2 (5372)
FIDE 1956

Rgl

9 Ke8 etc.

Write protects his pawn by a mating

Revue

attack, and this pawn then secures him
the victory.

White's first move delitrerately
loses a tempo

*3.14 (5374, RP23)
iach 19 50

ryi%
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%

Black to move and draw

%
%
%
%

The solution to this study is similar, but
the motivation for the moves is di{Ierent.
1...Kf5? 2 RbTl; 1...Kg52 2Kxg7t.

2

1...Ra6!
3

KxgT Kf5,

2

Rb7

Kg5

Rb5+ Kh6.
A mating attack
_ 3.13 (5373, RP22)

E
tI

White to move and win

Rd5 Rgl+ (there is no other way of

meeting the threats ...Rd8+ and ...Rd7)
2 Kf5 Rfl+ 3 Ke5 Rel+. It appears that

Write cannot now play C Kd6 on
account of 4...fu1. However, White
continues

5

]I

'&1

ru
'.d/
H

%

natural first move is I R?1. Correct is
I Re4. Why?
Let us try I Rit. Play continues
| ...Kb6 2 Rfl Kc6 3 Kf5 Kd6, and White
has to move. If he tries 4 Ra7, Black
replies 4...Rf8+ (5 Ke4 Ke6, or 5 Kg5
Tl-re

t%

I

-

White to move and win

Ceskoslovensk! iac h 1950

,7"r',,

E
I
,,/,&

Kc7 and threatens mate.

There follows 5...Rcl+ 6 Kd7 Rel 7 Rd6

however

Rfl/Rg8). Write wins only if he can
reach the position after 3...Kd6 with
Black to move: in other words, he must
lose a tempo. This is done by playing

I Re4 lft6 2 Re7 Kc6 3 Kf5 Kd6 4 Rf7.
Now the "unwelcome obligation to

move" rests on Black, and he loses: for
example, 4...Kd5 5 Rd7+ Kc7 6 Ke6 etc.

But cannot Black lose a move in
reply? No, because he cannot afford to
let the Write king attain the e-file.
If instead I Rd4? then 1...Kb6 2 Rd7
Kc6 and the rook must make a decision.
If it moves to f7, Black can play 3...Kc5
followed by 4 Kf4 Kd5 or 4 Kf5 Kd6 (of
course 3...Kd5 also works), and if it goes
to e7 or a7 Black replies 3...Kd6.
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A win that is harder than it seems

7

Kf5 Ra5+ 8 Kg4 Ra4+ 9 Kg3 Ke4 now

loses

3.f5

to l0

Rf4+), and after 6...Ke4

(5378, version)

7 Rb7 Rf8 White can at last take the

Pruice 1952,verston

pawn: 8 RxgT Kf4 9 Rf7+ and the rooks
will be exchanged.
[Tl.ris was originally set with the White
rook on l'r8 and tl-re Black on c7, with the
additional point that an immediate I Rf8
would fail (1...Rc6 2 Kf5 Ke3 3 Rfl/
Rc5+ 4 Kg4 Rc4+ 5 Kg3 Ke4 6 RxgT
Kf5) and White had to play I ReB first.
This tlrreatened 2 Ke6, intending 3 Re7
and if 2...Ke4 then 3 Kd6+ and 4 Kxc7.

%%1,

7ft'

M

so Black apparently had to

Write to move and win

play

l...Ra7/Rb7 and we had the diagram
position. But the computer has shown
that X...RcS+ gives Black a draw: 2 Kd6
Kd4 3 Re7 Rf5 4 Kd7 (4 RxgT Rf6+)

I Ke6 threatening 2 Re7,
Black can reply I...Ke4. 2 Re7 can now
be met by 2...Rb6+ 3 Kf7+ Kf5 with a

Rg5 5 Re6 (5 RxgT Ke5) Kd5 6 Ke7 Rf5
and Black will hold out, or 2 Ke6 Ke4

draw. Better

5 RxgT Re6) Kf5 4 KxgT Rc6, or 2 Kf4

If White tries

is I RA, with

the
Rb5+ 3 Ke6

continuation l...Ke3 2 Rf/
and wins. But the win is not as simple as
it appears. Black can continue 3...Ke4,
and White must not captllre at once since
4 RxgT Rb6+ 5 Kf/ Kf5 is only a draw.

Instead, he must play

now the threat of

Kf/

4 Ra7lRc7, and
and KxgT

leaves

Black helpless.
But Black can strengthen tl-re defence.
He interpolates 1...Re7*, and now
neither 2 Kd6 works (2...Fia7 3 Ke6 Ke4)
nor 2 Kf5 (2.."Kd4 3 RI-/ Re5+). White
must play 2 Kds, and if 2...Ke3 then
3 Rf7. But the win is still far from easy.
Black plays 3...Re8, and the pawn will
remain taboo for some time. Its
immediate capture is refuted by 5...Kf4.
Correct is 4 Kd6, and the tl-rreat of
exchange forces the Black rook to leave
the e-file. Relatively best is 4...Rc8. We
know that White cannot continue 5 Ke6

at once on account of 5...Rc6+ 6 Kf5
Rc5+ 7 Kg4 Rc4+ 8 Kg3 Ke4 etc, hence
5 Kd7, and only after 5...Ra8 does he
play 6 Ke6. Now that the rook is on the

a-file, the check on the rank

leads

nowhere (the previous line 6...Ra6+

3 Kfl+ (3 Re7 Rc6+ 4 Kd7+

Kd5

Rc4+ 3 Kf5 (3 KR/Kg3 Rc6) Rc5+
4 Re5 Rc7 and 5 Re8 will be met by a
further check on c5. Tl-rere are several
lines where White wins the pawr, but
none where he wins the game.

So this important introductory move
must be left off, and it is a very moot
point whetl-rer Mandler would have
wanted the study to be presented in its
present truncated form. My feeling is
that he migl-rt well have preferred to
suppress it, but the win from this position
is referred to in the next study, and it is

easier to present it as a separate
preliminary item than to blend the
necessary analysis into the later

text.l
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Something which we have already met
appears as a try

studies, Mandler says Yes, a study which
appears only as a "try" within another
study can be regarded as a fully-valued

3.16 (5382, RP35)

component of the latter provided that
is no risk that the solver will
overlook it, though he will have nothing
to do with the so-called "try" which the
solver sees only after the composer's
commentary has explicitly drawn his
attention to it. But this is a composer's
viewpoint, and the general enthusiast
looks at things a little differently. In a

t eskos lovensk'j iach

there

1954

ru

"try",

D',,2,'A

In the

2

than Black has done in refuting the try,

Ke5, the solver will

2 Ke5 Re7+ (an

of
anticlimax. In theory, it is entirely
possible for a study "White to play and
win" to contain one or more high-quality
internal studies "Black to play and draw"

which come into effect

Kd4) Ra7 (not 3...Rb7

The White king must
choose the middle way

Rd8 Kd3

Kc6+) 4 Ke6 Kd3.

_ 3.17 (5383, RP34)

This is one of those studies which are

to solve than to

Ceskoslovenski

iach

54

H
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study in 64 studii
z oboru vdiovljch a pdicovllch koncovek,
Mandler addresses the question as to
whetlrer a "try", a study which is l'ridden
within another and is encountered only if
the solver of the latter goes down a false
trail, can be regarded as of equivalent
value to a study presented in the normal
way. This question has attracted much

[In his text to this

in the problem field,

%

7ru.

%ffi.
%

where

composers in the so-called "modern"
style expect solven to go to considerable
trouble to seek out moves wl'rich do not

in fact solve the

19

explain

satisfactorily.

attention

makes

and truly satisfying examples are rare.]

improbable

4

if White

the appropriate wrong move. In practice,
the feat is extremely difficult to bring off,

continuation) 3 Kd5 (3 Kf5 Kd3 4 Rf8

easier

plays

the solver or reader is left with a feeling

probably start by playing 2...Kd3. But in
this position we know that 3 Rf8 wins for
White (see the preceding study).
Surprisingly, 2...Kd3 would succeed if
the White king had already reached on
e6. In that case, 3 Rf8 could be answered
by 3...Ke4.
The solution therefore unfolds 1...Kc2

5

actual solution, White

correctly, and Black fails; but unless
Write plays better in the actual solution

Black to move and draw

After l...Kc2

Wl.rite plays plausibly but wrongly,

and Black defeats him by playing well.

problem. As regards

White to move and win
(a) as set, (b) with wK on e3

It

is

obvious that the Write king must

54
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approach

the

pawns. Which

square

The logical approach

should he choose?

In (a), the natural move would seem

-

to be 1 Kf4. But there follows l...Kc4
2 Rf8 Kd5 3 Rfi Rbl 4 RxgT Ke6, and
we see that we have made a wrong
choice.

Write

I

Kg4 Kc4

2 Rfll Kd5
Rfl7

and 3...Kc6 4 RxbT both win.
In (b), where the White king is on e3,
he must again take the middle way. We
have just seen that Kil fails, and we

I Ke4, and play continues 1...Kc4
2 Rc8+ Kb5 3 Ke5/Kd5 or 1...Kc3 2 Rf8
Re7+ 3 Kd5 etc.
[Mandler later added a third part to
this, leaving the White king on e3 and
moving tlre Black to c2 (Revue FIDE
1956), with the intention that White can
now play to tl.re discredited square fzl
because

the Black king is too far

from tl're pawns for the

away
previous

refutation to work. But while it is true
that the alternative king moves I Ke4
and I Kd4 do not work, Write has an
alternative and not uninstructive win by
I Rc8+, pushing the Black king still
fuirher form the scene of action. Moving
to the b-file is clearly bad, hence l...Kdl,
and now comes 2 Kf4 Ke2 3 Rf8
Rb4+/Rb6 4 Ks5 Rb5+ s Rf5 Rb8 5 Rfi
Rg8 7 Kf4 and so on.l

56

White to move and win

I

know from the preceding study that
I Kd4 Kc2 is drawn. This leaves only

19

2%

Kc6

3 Rf7, when 3...Rbl 4 RxgT Ke6 5

iac h

%

needs to play 5 Rf7 to keep

the Black king from the pawn, and this
fails on account of 5... Rfl +.
Nor is I Kh4 correct. Black refutes
tlris by playing l...Kc4 2 RA Kd5 3 Rl/

Corect is

3.18 (5384, RP13)

C es kos love ns k1i

Sometimes,

a

chess problem

can

be

solved by logic. We sl-rall see an example

later (study 3.29) where successive trials
gradually lead the solver to the right
patl-r. Here also we shall see "Probespiel",

"Plan", and "Vorplan". These German
terms are in common use because the
Germans take a particular delight in sucl-r
scientific dissection, particularly in the
field of problems. But the logic often
seryes more to explain the solution once
it has been found tl-ran to take the solver

down the logical yet difficult path
towards it. This is ceftainly true of the
present study. Hardly anyone will find
the soiution by actually applying the
logic, but I shall try to explain logically
how a solver could arrive at it.
It is clear that White must capture the
Black pawn. In itself. this is very easy;
I Rc8* and 2 Rc7 the pawn is duly
lost. But this is not enough to win the

after

I Rc8+ Kdl 2 Rc7 Kel
RxgT Black will continue 3...Kf2
4 Rf7+ Kg3 5 g7 Rg5 6 Ke4 Kg4 7 Rfl
game. After

3

Kh3 with a draw.

From tl.ris trial play ("Probespiel") it
should be possible to obtain a clue which
will direct us towards the true procedure.
This may not be easy, because the solver
will discern several possible clues, and he

Rook

will have to

decide which of tl-rern point
obstacles and which to
difficulties that can be removed by better
play.
In the trial which we have just seen,
Black l.rad the advantage tl.rat his king

to fundamental

could proceed without interruption to
the g-file whereas the Write king was
prevented by the Black rook from
crossing the e-fi|e. This is the stumbling
block. To overcome it, we must lure the
Black rook away from tl.re e-fiIe. This will
be our "Vorplan" (foreplan). Our
ultimate objective is of course to capture
tl-re Black pawn under more favourable

conditions.

If

we play

I

Rc8+

Kdl 2 Rf8 Kel

3 RPl, we achieve the aim of diverting the

Black rook, which must leave the e-file
of the threat 4 Re4+. But alas
Black has 3...Rg5, and there can no

because

longer be any talk of a White win.

So before we

proceed

to

ll Rf4+ Kd5 12 Rxc4 Kxc4 or 7 Re4+
KR 8 Re7 Rc5+ 9 Ke6 Rc6+ 10 Kl/ Kf4
ll KxgT (ll Ra7 Kg5) Kf5. White
therefore plays 5 RI? Rc6 6 RxgT Kf2
7 Ke4. We have achieved the aim of our
second Vorplan, and the White king has
come up in time to protect his pawn.
7...Kga Kf5 and White wins.

I

But does the study not contain a dual,
in that 4 RR is just as good as R?l? No,
because Black has 4...Rd7+

If Black tries the b-file at move 2,
Rg8 Re7 2 Rc8+ Kbl/Kb2, White
guards his pawn by 3 Rc6 and wins
I

relatively easily.
[Mandler's text in Studie is somewhat
different from that tn 64 studii z oboru
vd/ovlich a pdicovlich koncovek, and I
have incorporated elements from both.]
Surprising tempo play
3.19 (S38s, RP29)
C es kos love

Correction

this requirement. We have therefore two
foreplans, firstly to lure the Black rook to
the seventh rank, and then to lure it away

I

%

RC8,

may seem pointless, for instead of
capturing the Black pawn by I Rc8* and

Write to move and win

rook must now quit the e-fiIe,

Kg3 Ke4 (this move is

unplayable

with the rook on the a- or b-file)

% ",n

,Z'%%-"%

be limited. 2 Rc8+ Kdl 3 Rf8 Kel
4 Rf4. All according to plan. The Black

l0

ry itung

1

know why we have lured the Black rook
to an apparently favourable square. In a
few moves its defensive possibilities will

the c-file 5 Ke4 is met by 5...Rc6 6 Kf5
Ke27 Kg5 Ke3 8 Rf/ Rc5+ 9 Kg4 Rc4+

h

I

it. But we

and
relatively best is 4...Rc7. If Black plays
4...Ra7 /Rb7, Write will have the choice
of 5 Rf7 and 5 Ke4, but with the rook on

19 5 5

% H"%ftt
'%:,
(v;%
% ,fra

forcing the reply 1...Re7. This procedure

2 Rc7 we force Black to defend

nskli iac h

De utsc he S c hac

t962

from the e-file.

The fint move is therefore

5 Ke4 Rd6

6 Kf5 Rf6+. With the White rook on f4,
the move 6...Rf6+ doesn't help.

our

"Vorplan" (to expel the Black rook from
the e-file) we must frrst force it to move
to a rank from which it cannot retreat to
the g-file. Oniy the seventh rank fulfils

studies 55

This position will feature tempo play.

I call this surprising? Because
the pieces are freely placed and both sides
Why do

have a wide choice of move

The incorrect move

I

Ke5 leads to

l...Kc5 2 Re8 Rc6 3 Kf5 Rf6+ 4 Kg5

Rfl

5 Re7/Rg8 Kd6 6 RxgT Rgt with

a

56
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draw.

Correct is I Kf5! Kc5 2 Ke5 and now
it is Black who has to move. It seems that
a move such as 2..,R:a7 will be harmless,
but in fact it allows Wl.rite an impoftant
tempo-gaining check; after 3 Re8 Ra6

he can insert 4 Rc8+. Now the Black
king will be one file further away from
the pawns, and after 4...Kb5 5 Kf5 Rf6+
6 Kg5 the move 6...Rfl will lead to a lost

ending. True, Black can try 6...Rc6,
hoping for 7 Rf8 Kb6 8 Rf7 Rc5+ and

the White rook will block its

king's
advance to the seventh rank, but this lets
White play 7 Rb8+ and push the Black
king yet one file further away from the

pawns. Black must play 7...Ka6 (else
8 Rb7), and both 8 Rf8 and 8 Rg8 win
easily.

[Mandler overlooked 7 Rb8+, and I
have altered his text to accommodate it.
He played 7 Rf8, which does in fact win
(it's the subsequent 8 Rf7 which whicl.r
would be bad), but it is markedly less
straightforward. l

An unusual twin

*3.20 (5386, RP28, version)
Prdce 1952,version

ru{
M%Z.Dry.

White to move and win
(a) as set, (b) with bK on b7

difference, but so it proves; one route is
necessary ifthe king is on b6, the other if

it

I

With the king on b6, White

plays

Re5, and after l...Rc8 2 Re6+ he will
soon have access to the pawns. Black can
improve on tl-ris by interpolating

l...Rf8+ pushing the White king
square further away, but

it

one

is not enough:

2 Kg5 Rc8 3 Re6+ Kb7 4 Kf5 and the
Write king will still get through.

The disadvantage of b6 lies in
permitting the cl.reck Re6+. If instead
White plays l Rf5, Black draws by
1...Rc8, meeting 2 Rf/ by 2...Rc4+"
If the king is on b7, the correct move
is I Rf5. If Black plays 1...Rc8 as before,
the reply 2 Rfl+ now gives check, and

after the necessary reply 2...Rf/ the rook
l.ras gained a
crucial tempo. If instead White tries

will be pinned and White

I

Re5. the line l...Rc8

2 Re7+ Rc7

leaves him a tempo behind.

[Mandler actually set this with the
Black king on a6, Black to play and
draw, with 1...Kb6 and l...Kb7 refuted
by 2 Re5 and 2 Rf5 respectively and
intention l...Rc8 (start with the move
that will be needed anyway) and either
2 Re5 Kb7 or 2 Rf5 Kb6. but in tl.re latter
case Black can interpolate 2...Rc6 3 Kg5
or 2...Rc4* 3 Kg5 before moving his king

to b6 and this spoils the pattern. In any
case,

3.20 is one of tl-re most remarkable

twin studies ever created by Mandler or
any other composer, and it would have
deserved a diagram to itself even had
the attempted combination been sound.
The contrast between the simple and

apparently irrelevant change in the
position and the complete difference in
the solutions is very marked. There are
some alternatives in the refutation play

with tl.re king on b6 (Black can

I

The White rook has two natural ways of
attaining the seventh rank: by e5 and e7,
or by f5 and f7. It hardly seems likely that
the position of the Black king will make a

is on b7.

meet

Rf5 by l...Ra4+ as well as by 1...Rc8,
and after l...Rc8 2 RfZ he has 2...Rc7 as
well as 2...Rc4+). but there is no
inaccuracy in the play in the actual main
lines.l

Rook

The White rook proceeds one step at
a time
3.21 (5387, RP30)
Ceskoslovenski
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[Mandler composed both studies and
problems, and at this point he turns aside
to ask briefly whether a study composer
adheres to certain aesthetic principles in
the way that a member of a school of
problem composition does. However,

iach 1954

some of his remarks assume a knowledge
of problems and their development which
most of my readers will not have, and
perhaps it is best if ignore tirese and
just summarize what l-re says about the
composition of endgame studies.
Up to the time of writing (1970), he
says, there have been no clearly defined
schools ofstudy composition, apart from
the division into "analysis-inspired" and
"goal-inspired" studies. However, almost

I

%%

everyone acknowledges

White to move and win

In this position, it is immaterial whether
the Black king is on the first or second
rank. What does matter is that we shift
him from the g-file to the h-fiIe. We
therefore play 1 Rg3+. Black cannot go
to the f-file on account of 2 R8* and

3 Rf/,

hence 1...Kh2. Now

2

RB

threatens 3 Rf/, and Black defends by
2...Ra8, taking advantage ofthe fact that
the blocking of f/ by the White rook will
prevent his king from gaining access to
the seventh rank. 3 Re3 Ra7 4 Kf5 Kg2.
Now we see how important it was to start
by forcing the Black king to the h-file; if
we had left it on the g-fiIe, it could play

...Kf2 here, and Black wonld

draw.

5 Ke6 Kf2 6 Rd3 and wins, there being
no defence against Rd7.
I RR fails against I .. Ra8 2 Rf7 Ra4+
.

3 Kf5 Ra5+ 4 Ke4 Ra4+ 5 Kd5 Ra5+
6 Kd4 Rg5! (simplest) 7 RxgT Kg2 8 Ke4
Ks3.

a "law

of

economy", even if he attaches his own
meaning to the term. In the case of
"analysis-inspired" studies, the material
is normally determined in advance, and
so "economy of material" is automatic.
In contrast, "economy of moves", the
problemist's principle that a theme which
can be realised in n moves should not be

allowed

to

regarded as

sprawl over n*

a

l, is not
a long

constraint, and

solution is not necessarily regarded

as

transgressing the laws of economy. But a
solution must not be prolonged merely in
order to make a study more difficult; any

extension must have a thematic reason,
for example by making the selection of
the correct first move dependent on a
proper understanding of what happens
right at tl-re end. And where the reason
for a particular opening move is to set the
scene correctly for the finale, the further
into the future this finale occurs, or in
other words the longer the solution, the
better.

Additionally, as and when they are
will seek pure and
economical climactic positions, and he
will take pleasure in the artistic principle
possible, the composer

of echo in mate, stalemate, and play.]
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C. Rook studies with White pawns on
e6/e7 and 96, perhaps also with a
Black pawn on 97

A simple and easily understood twin
3.22 (5388)
Svobodnd slovo 7960

[This is perhaps the hardest section of the
book, and a few preliminary remarks may
be in order. The diffrculty arises not so
much because the studies are diflicult in
themselves, though several

of them

are,

but because many ofthem form a tightly
connected group; in analysing any one of
the group, we find that Black can lead
the piay into another, and there is no
simple point at which to begin. But the
reader who has not previously studied
this corner of the endgame field may find

it

helpful

to staft by

looking

at

the

diagram below:

%

t'zr%''X''%",
White may be two pawns up, but he
cannot win; his rook cannot move
without dropping a pawn, his pawns
cannot advance, his king cannot drive the

Black rook from the g-fiIe, and if it
to the fifth rank Black will start
checking. In several of the studies that
follow, Black attempts to draw by
reaching this position, and White must
advances

act so

as

to prevent him.]

%%',w

%
White to move and win
(a) as set, (b) wKh3 to 93

(a) r Rf7 Rxe6 2 97 fu6 3 Rf6+ and
wins; I e7? RxeT 2 Rh7 Re6 3 Rh6 Ke7
4g7 Rxh6+.
(b) 1 e7 RxeT 2 Rh7 Re6 3 g7/Rh6
and wins; 1...Kd7 2 Kf2 RxeT 3 Rh7 etc.
The move 2 KD is not easy.
If the White king is on h2 or 92, the
winning move is I Rd7+.
[This may have been simple to
Mandler, but I suspect that some readers
might welcome a little more detail.
In (a), after I e7? RxeT 2 Rh7 Re6, the
alternative attack 3 97 is met bV 3...Rg6
(4 Rh6 Rxh6+), after which White's king
will never escape from the h-file and
Black's will soon make its presence felt.
The same if the White king starts on h2.
In (b), I Rf7? allows l...Rxe6 2 g7 Rg6+
3 K-- Ke6 4 Ra7 Kf6 (or l...Rgl+ etc),
and l...Rxe6 also works if the king is on
92. There remain I Rf/ with the king on

h2, when l...Rxe6 2 96 Rh6+ 3 KgRg6+ leads into the refutation of I Rff
in (b), and I e7 with the king on 92,

when l...Rxe7 2 Rh7 is met by 2...Re5
and 3...Rg5 (or 2...Re8 and 3...Rg8).
These don't work in (a) and (b) because
the White king is one rank nearer to his
pawn, and can prevent the Black king
from coming across to attack it.]

Rook

I

The other side of the coin

studies 59

Kg3 and l Kh3, which we have already
in the previous diagram.

seen

(b) 1 Rh7 (threat 2 97 followed by
3 Rh8) Rg8 2 Rfl/ (threats 3 97 and

3.23 (S389)
Svobodnd slovo 1960

3 Rf8) and wins.

[The computer appears to suggest that
refuted by 1...Rg8 in (a), but
the only winning continuation is 2 Rg7,
after which 2...Re8 repeats the initial
position. There is in any case another
refutation in 1...Kd7. This fails in (b)
because it does nothing about the threat
of 2 g7 and 3 Rh8, but in (a) we have
2 g7 Rg8 3 RhS RxgT+ and Black has
time to take the e-pawn as well.]

',ffi87'*
%. M. %n'

I RltT is not

'r*'7'Z',

Intricate tempo play

Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wKh3 to 93

(a) l...Rxe7 2 Rh7 Re6 3 Rh6

Ke7

4 97 Rxh6+; 1...Ke6? 2 Rh7 Kf6 3 g7.
(b) l...Ke6
Rh7 Kf6 3 g7 Rg8

4

2

Rh8 RxgT+; l...Rxe7? 2 Rh7

Re6

3 Rh6"

A twin derived from the above
3.24 (S390)
Ceskostovensk!

iach

19

50
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White to move and win
(a) as set, (b) wKg2 to h2

4

(a) I KR RxeT 2 Rh7 Re6 3 97 fu6
Rh6 Rxh6 5 g8Q and wins. The

attempt to apply the solution of (b) fails:
I Rh7 Rg8 2 Rfl Rxg6+. Most of the
ingenuity lies in the refutation ofthe tries

*3.25 (S391, RPl7)
ieskoslovenskli iach 1954

ffi
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White to move and win
The Black rook has plenty of freedom on
the eighth rank. Out-tempoing it will not
be easy, nor will recognizing when the
tempo play starts and when it finishes.
The start is relatively simple. Black's
threat of ...Rxe7 leaves White no
alternative to I Rh7. Now the advance of
the g-pawn is tl'rreatened, and Black's
best reply is 1.,.Rg8. This creates a new
Black threat, 2...Kd7 followed by the
capture of a pawn. White cannot permit
this, and so plays 2 Kc6. Now 2...Kf6 is
met by 3 Rfl+ and 4 Rf8, while rnoves
such as 2...Ra8 and 2...Re8 lose to 3 97.
This leaves Black nothing but 2...Rc8+,
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and now the intricacy starts.

The most natural move is perhaps
3 Kb7. Black meets this by 3...Re8,
taking advantage of the fact that the
Write king is open to check on the
seventh rank. We have now reached a
diflicult position. trt is the same as that

after Write's first move witl-r these
exceptions: the W-rite king is on b7
instead of b5, and this time it is Write's
move. Before, we were threatening 97,
and Black had to reply ...Rg8 to prevent
it. Can we not play the same move now,

4 g7? The check 4...Rxe7* won't help
Black, as we see from the continuation
5 Kc6 Re8 6 R.h8. But Black plays
4...Rg8, and we see why the Write king is
badly placed: 5 Rh8 RxgT and the
remaining pawn is pinned, or 5 e8Q+
Rxe8 6 Rh8 Re7+ and the check sains

We have just seen that 3...RC8 is met by
4 Kc7 (which is clearly the most difficult
manoeuvre in the study), while 3...Re8
allows 4 g7 as we saw at the start. There
remains only 3...Rb8+, which lets White
play 4 Kc5. Now 4...fu8 is met by 5 Rf7
Re8 (we are now back at tire starting

position but with the White king on c5
instead of b5) 6 Kd4 RxeT+ 7 RxeT+
KxeT 8 Ke5 etc. If Black tries 4...Rc8*
then of course White again plays 5 Kd4.
[The computer also gives 3 Kb7 as
winning, apparently in contradiction to
what is stated above, but it is an excursion
down a blind alley. The only winning
reply to 3...Re8 is 4 Kb6, reinstating the
tl.rreat of 5 g7 etc, after which 5...Rb8+
6 Kc5 rejoins the normal main line.l
A voluntary return to prison

Black a crucial tempo.
So Black's move 3...Re8 is very strong,
the more so because it threatens 4...Re7+
and if White tries 4 Kc6 Black can repeat
moves by 4...Rc8+. At first the solver

*3.26 (5392, RPl9, version)
Deutsc he Schac hry it ung I 962, version

may be alarmed by this, but then he
realises tlrat Wl'rite can play 4 Kc7
without fearing 4...Rxe7*, because the
reply 5 Kd8 will win. But he will deceive
himself if he thinks that this solves the

ru

study, because Black will simply decline
to capture on e7; he will return l-ris rook

to 98, and White will not advance
another step.

Here our solver may l-rave an idea.
What if in this position (wKc7, Rh7,
bKe6, fuS) it were Black's move? Black
would have been outwitted in the tempo
battle, and he would lose. True, 4...Kf6
cannot be met by 5 Rf7+ Ke6 6 Rf8
because of 6...Rg7 pinning, but W.rite
has 5 Kd7 Kxg6 6 Rhl winning. 4...R.e8
is met by 5 97, with 5...Rxe7+ 6 Kd8/
Kc6 or 5...Rg8 6 Rh8 RxgT 7 Kd8 RxeT
8 Rh6+. 4...RaS likewise loses to 5 97.

This has taken us a major

step

forward. After I Rh7 Rg8 2 Kc6 Rc8+
we postpone putting the White king on
the seventh rank, and play 3 Kb6.

Write to move and win

For the moment. we can see neither
prison nor prisoner.

Black threatens l...Rxe6 and 1...Rg5.

Let us try

I

Rg7. l...Rxe6 still appears

dangerous, but it leads to 2 g7 Rh6+
3 Kg4 Rg6+ 4 Kf5/Kh5 and Write wins.
Relatively stronger is 1...fu5 (2 97?
Rs3+ 3 Kh4 Rg4+ 4 Kh5 Rg5+ 5 Kh6

Rg6+ 6 Kh7 Rh6+ 7 Kg8 Rh8+ and
stalemate). After 2 Rg7! the White pawn

is

defended, but now we see what is
meant by prisons and prisoners: the

Rook

White king is confined to the h-file. Will
he be able to escape?

After 2...Rgl 3 Kh4 White threatens
4 Rg8+ Ke7 5 Kh5 followed by 5...Kf6
6 ttf8+ etc or 5...Rh2+ 6 Kg5 Rhl
(6...Kxe6 7 Rf8) 7 Ra8 (threat 8 g7)
Kxe6 8 Ra7/RE. The simple move
3...Rg2 will still allow this, so Black must
give check: 3...Rh1+. Write's plan has
succeeded, his king has escaped from his
shackles, he finds himself on the broad
plain of the chessboard, l-re is free. So why

should he want voluntarily to return to
his prison? We shall soon

see.

Where can the king find refuge? The

approaches

to the

seventh rank are

blocked, and he will be able to escape the
Black rook's checks only by coming
down to the second rank. But he has the
whole board at his disposal. Let is start by

trying 4 Kg3. Surely this cannot be

a

mistake? But wl-ren we look more closely,
we see that the White king has chosen the
least favourable square on the whole

board. Only by playing here does he
allow the Black rook temporarily to
relinquish control of the g-fiIe. Black
accordingly forces the draw: 4...Rel
5 Rg8+ (the White rook cannot leave the
g-file on account of ...fuI+, and 5 e7 is

hopeless) Ke7 6 g7 Rgl

+ 7 Kf4 Kxe6.

Write therefore plays 4 Kga (4 fu5
would be an unnecessary waste of time),
and now he can meet 4...Rel by 5 Rg8+
Ke7 6 Kg5.
But the situation which results from
4..,R91+ is even more diffrcult. True, the
choice seems easy enough at first sight.
Three squares are available on the f-fiIe.
But we can reject the continuation
5 KP+/Kf3 Rfl + 6 Kg3 because we have
already seen that 93 is a bad square, and
5 Ke3 is no better on account of ... Re I +
or ...Rgl. This leaves the try 5 KR Rfl+
6 Kg2 (6 Ke2 Rgl is a draw). But alas,
there follows 6...Rf6 7 e7 Rf5 and again
the position is drawn.
So we see that free movement over the
wide open spaces

ofthe

chessboard brings

studies 6l

no benefit to the White king, and he
returns to his prison by 5 lft3. This gives
the same position as we had after Black's
second move, but now it is Black himself
who is to move and he tras little choice.
The rook must not quit the g-file without
giving check (for example, 5...Rel 6 Ra7
and wins). The apparently threatening
5... Rh l + is met by 6 Kg2 Rh5 7 Kf3 Rg5
8 Kfl Rgl 9 Rg8+ Ke7 l0 Kf5 etc, and
5...Rg5 is easily refuted (6 Kh4 Rgl
7 RgS+).

Now it seems that the study is solved.
But Black has a move which promises to
deliver him from his precarious situation,
namely 5...Kd8, because 6 Rd7+ Ke8
7 g7 will again allow him to save himself
by perpetual check (6...Rg3+ 7 Kh4
Rg4+ etc).
The correct continuation is 6 Kh4. As

after his third move, White tl-rreatens
Rg8* followed by Kl.r5 etc. Hence

6...Rhl+, but now White can

play

7 Kg3; with the Black king on d8, White
need not fear 7...Rel (8 Rd7+ Ke8 9 Kf4
Rxe6 l0 g7). Black has however other
options, 7...Ke8 and 7...Rgl+. 7...Ke8
can be met by 8 Kg2 giving the same
position as after 5. .. Rhl + 6 Kg2, and the
move which puts the greatest difliculties

in White's way is 7...Rgl+. Play
continues 8 Kf2 Rg5 9 Rd7+ (now that
the White king is away from the h-fiIe,
we can advance the g-pawn) Ke8 l0 97
Rg2+. From now on, Write will

be

seeking refuge from the desperado rook.

Black can continue his pursuit of the
White king as long as he can check from
below or from the right. Therefore Write
lures the rook to the top left corner ofthe
board, forcing it to check from above or
from the left, after which tl.re checking
will soon cease. ll Ke3 Re2+ (checking
from the right is no better) 12 Kd4 Rd2+
13 Kc5 Rc2+ 14 Kb6 Rb2+ 15 Ka7
(15 Kc7 wastes time) Ra2+ 16 Kb8

Ra8+ 17 Kc7 Rc8+ 18 Kd6 Rc6+
19 Ke5 Rxe6+ 20 Kf5 and

Write wins.

[Mandler had the White rook on d6,
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when White's hnt move is

more

surprising because it leaves the e-pawn
undefended, but there is a bust by I Kg4.

Mandler thought this was refuted by
1...Kf8, but White has a win by 2 Kf4
Rel (2...Ra5 3 Rd7 etc) 3 Rd8+ Kg7
(3...Ke7 4 g7) 4l<f5 (threat 5 Rd7+ etc)

Rfl+

5 Ke5 Rel+ 6 Kd6 Rdl+ 7 Ke7
"l Kg4 is a mate in 29",
says Marc Bourzutschky's oracle. The

with KeS etc;

present rescue was the best I could find.
64 studif z oboru vdZovfch a pdicovlch
koncovek has a simpler setting where the
prison is in place from the outset (wKhl,
Rg7, bRg4, play 1 Kh2 Rs5 2 Kh3 etc).1

The move I e7 was in fact correct.
After 1...Rd6+ White need not capture;
he can play 2 Kc5 Re6 3 Kd5 RxeT
4 Kd6, and now all goes smoothly.

[n respect of the position which
would be won "only if the Black king was
on the sixth rank or lower or the rook on
the third rank or higher", the W.rite king
must take the g-pawn and then escape

ifthe Black king is on say b6
he can l.ride on b8, if if the rook is on the
third rank he can come down the board.]
the checks;

The significance of a small
displacement

An apparently good move fails,
an apparently bad one succeeds

3.28 (5395)
Revue

3.27 (5394, RP37)
Ceskoslovenskli

FIDE 1956

m

iach 1950
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Black to move and draw
as set, (b) wKh4 on h3

(a)

(a) f...Kd7, and after 2 RxgT the
Write rook and pawn block his king's

Write to move and win
The move that springs to the eye is 1 e7.

Then the solver notices tl-re

reply

l...Rd6+, when 2 Kxd6 gives stalemate.

This is a pure stalemate, and so

has

probably been put there by the composer
as a deliberate trap.
So the solver looks elsewhere, and he
soon spots the possibility of sacrifrcing
the rook on b8 and advancing his pawn.
But this is a delusion. Write would win
after I Rb8* Kxb8 2 e7 Rcl+ 3 Kd7
Rdl+ only if the Black king was on the
sixth rank or lower or the rook on the
third rank or higher.

path to the seventh rank: 2...fu2 3 Kh5
Rh2+ 4 Kg5 Rg2+ 5 Kf6 Rf2+ etc.
(b) Now this fails, because the White

king prevents Black's move

2...Rg2.

Instead, l...Kd6! 2 RxgT RxeT 3 Rh7
Re6 4 g7 Rg6 with an easy draw; the

White king is too far away to play
5...Kh5 and 6...Kh6. But 1...Kd6 would
fail in (a), because the White king would

be near enough to support l-ris pawn; after

2 RxgT RxeT White can win either

by

exchanging rooks or otherwise.
[n (a), 1...Kd6 can also be refuted by
2 e8Q Rxe8 3 Rxg7.l

Rook

plays I Rf8 threatening to promote, so
Black must capture the pawn at once,

Fourth time lucky
3.29 (5397, RPr
Ceskos lovenskli iac

h

l)
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White to move and win

[The characters that follow were actually

I

have

had to relegate to Appendix D, but it

I

seemed a pity to lose tl-rem and have
moved them to the present setting. I have
ieft the names as in the original. "Veselj"'

("Merry") is quite a common name in
Czech and I am sure that a comparable
group of English schoolboys would have
given little Hochman the nickname
"Lofty", but "Kiilert" is in neitl.rer my
dictionary

nor the Brno

telephone
directory and if some particular meaning
was intended it escapes me. Pronounce

the accented vowels long - Veselee,
Kaalert - and stress the first svllable

whether long or short.l

"Today we are going to examine your
analytic abilities, gentlemen," said
Professor Caissus. "What can you say
about this simple position? Who is going
to start? You, Hochman."

"White cannot keep his

1...Rxe7, and 2 Rf/ pins the Black rook.
the
recapturing pawn will promote."
"But this isn't going to win," said a
tlrird student. "Black will play 2...Rb7
bringing his rook to safety, and now what
is White going to do?"
"Perhaps it is in fact a draw," said the

Black cannot capture because

1950

used by Mandler to discuss a study
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pawn

advantage," said the student thus singled
out. "Black will march his king across to
d7 and push the rook away, and the
e-pawn will be left helpless" "
"Yes, but White doesn't have to wait

for his rook to be pushed," objected
another of the Professor's pupils. "He

Professor. "What do you think, Krilert?"

The latter replied: "I tl.rink I have
found a way to win. White continues
3 Ka5, and after 3...Ka8 4 Ka6 Black is
in trouble. His rook is doubly attacked,
it cannot capture Write's rook, and if it

moves off the rank White will play
5 Rxg7. The resulting ending is surely
won."
"Yes, but Black doesn't have to play

3...Ka8," said Hochman. "He can play
3...Kb8 instead, and now 4 Ka6 will be
answered by 4...Ka8 and the capture will
White must release the
pressure, and he isn't going
get

give stalemate. So

to

anpvhere."

They thought for a while, trying all
Write's possible moves, and it did indeed
appear that there was no way through.

"White

does

win!" With this warlike

cry, a student named Veselj,entered the
fray. "l start by playing l Kb5. Black
must reply 1...Kb7, and now we bring the
rook round to f7 as before. After 2 Rf8
RxeT 3 Rf7 Black will have to play his
rook to c7 instead ofb7, and there will be
no stalemate."
"But after 3...Rc7 it is White's move,"

objected Kdlert, "so his king has to
retreat, and Black will play ...Kc6 and get
out of trouble." Kdlert and Veseljr were
the Professor's most talented pupils, and
were always vying for supremacy. "Try
4 Kb4 Kc6 5 Kc4 Kd6+: yes, 6 RxcT
KxcT 7 Kd5 Kd7 and Black will safely
draw, or 6 Kd4 RxfT and 7 ...Ke7 ."

Hochman put up his hand. He was

the youngest of the group, but very
promising. "Can we not get to this
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position with Black to move? Suppose we
start by playing I Ka5 instead of Kb5.
Black must still play 1...Kb7, and after
2 Rf8 RxeT 3 Rf7 Rc7 Write can play
4 Kb5. Now even 4...Kc8 will lose: 5 Kb6
Rcl 6 RxgT Rgl 7 Kc6 Kd8 8 Kd6, and
the Black king can get no closer since on
e8 it will be mated."
This excellent piece of analysis was
applauded both by the Professor and by
his fellow students.

he thougl,t

%

not I Ka5! Now Black does have no

move better than 1...Kb7, and after 2 Rf8
RxeT 3 Rff Rc7 4 Kb5 we have Black to
move as required."
"Well done," said the Professor. "And

3

"Not I Rf8 RxeT 2 Rf/

Ka5, because 3...Kb8

5 RxbT

4 Ka6

Rb7
Ka8

will be stalemate. "

Veselj' took up tl.re thread. "Not
1 Kb5 hoping for l...Kb7 2 Rf8 RxeT
3 Rf-/ Rc7 avoiding the stalemate,
because

I

White has no good move."

Little Hochman chipped in. "Not

Ka5 hoping for l...Kb7 2 Rf8 RxeT
3 Rf7 Rc7 4 Kb5 and it will be Black to
move, because Black can play 1...Re4
and White will have to play to b5 after
all."

Kiilert rounded

it off. "Correct is

I Kb4, when Black does have nothing
better than l...Kb7 and 2 RfB RxeT
3 Rf/ Rc7 4 Kb5 duly leads to a win."

[This is one of my penonal favourites,
and

I

am surprised it was not on the list

that Mandler sent to Lommer.

Perhaos

50
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%

to Krilert to

say the last
word. "The frrst move must be I Kb4 and

more.

lovensk! iach

]I

"

now please will Krilert and Veselj'briefly
run through the entire solution for us?"
Kiilert set up the starting position once

a

,/#Z

only play 2 Kb5, and now 2...Kb7 3 Rf8
RxeT 4 Rfi Rc7 leaves us with Write to
was left

is

3.30 (5398, RP38)
Ceskos

an objection. "Suppose Black plays
l...Re4 instead of l...Kb7? White can

It

it

Purity of aim

seem that they l.rad
found the solution, but then Vesel!'had

as before.

too simple. But

textbooks.l

It did indeed

piay

it

beautiful example ofthe "logical" style of
composition, with four successively better
lines ofplay set in a perfectly naturatr and
open position, and it is far superior to the
examples that are normally quoted in

Write to move and win
The

Mite

rook is under attack, and

must move.

It has however

several

possibilities. At first sight the squares on
the c-file appear equivalent. To frnd the
right move, the solver must follow these

apparently identical lines of play right
through to the end. If there is only one
reason why the solver must select the
correct line and reject the others,

problemists of the New German or
"logical" school talk about "purity of
aim", and this is one of the principal

requirements imposed

by

this

compositional school.

Moves along the sixtl-r rank lead
nowhere. Let us therefore start by playing

I Rcl,

keeping ourselves ready to

substitute another move if it seems likely
to be more effective.
The solver soon sees that the pawn on
e7 cannot be saved. He therefore does
not attempt to do so, and concentrates

on trying to bring up the White king:

Rook

I Rcl
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Re8 2 Ke4 RxeT+ 3 Kd5 Re2
Kd6 Rd2+ 5 Ke6/Ke7 . No good; Black
can play 5...Rf2, and there is no good

4 Rc6+ Kb7 5 Re6 Rdl+ 6 Ke5

continuation for White.

and wins.

4

But

if

we look more closely at this
position, we see that if the Write rook
were on c5 and the king on e6, Write
would have the winning move 6 Rf5. We
therefore change the first move to I Rc5,
and the solution unfolds l...Re8 2 Ke4

If Black plays 2...Rcl+, White must
reply not by 3 Kd4 Rdl+ 4 Ke5, which
would lead to a Black win, but by 3 Kd5!
Rxc5+ 4 Kd6 Rc8 5 Kd7 etc.
"False" twins

RxeT+ 3 Kd5 Rel 4 Kd6 Rdl+ 5 Ke6
Rfi 6 Rfs and so on. If Black plays

3...Kb6, White wins by

4 Kd6

Kc8

7 Re7 Kd8 8 RxCT Rfl 9 Ke6 Rel+
10 Kf/ Rfl+ 1l Kg8 Rsl 12 Kf8/Ift8

.3.32 (S399b, RP40)

Ra7

C eskoslovenskli
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5 Re5/Rf5.

&

A surprising sacrifice of a passed
pawn

%

3.31 (S399a, RP39)
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White to move and win

The difficulty of this position lies in the
first two moves. We do not spend time on
the various false trails, and go straight to
the solution: I e7 Rel 2 Rc5. It is not
easy to graps the purpose ofthese moves,
but perhaps we should think in terms of a
gain of tempo. If Black accepts the pawn
sacrifice, 2...Rxe7 3 Kd5. the Black rook
is badly placed and must return to the
hrst rank. But this is not enougl.r in itself.
The primary aim of the White
manoeuvre is to get rid of the pawn,
which, like the Write rook, stands in the
way of its own king.

The rest

of the

solution: 3.,.Rel

'(e1
.%%
tE)
%

White to move and win

Formally, this and the previous study are
twins: they differ only in the position of
the White king. However, the similarity
is only superficial, since the solution to
one does not come into consideration
when the solver is attacking the other.
The winning procedures are quite
different. But it does not follow that

twins

of this

nature are any

praiseworthy than other twins.

less

It

is

perfectly possible to take pleasure in the

fact tl-rat two positions so similar in
outward appearance are so wholly
different when it comes to the play. If I
describe them as "false" twins,

it

is only

to contrast them witl-r "true" twins such
as 3.33, where the solutions do have this

internal consistency.
There are several plausible ways of
starting, such as I Rd6+, I Rd7, i Re5,
l Kd4, and I e7 Rel 2 Rd7. We cannot
go into all these, and we proceed straight
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to the

correct move I Kd2. This
threatens 2 e7 among other things, and
Black's relatively best reply is 1...Rh8
(1...Kc7 makes things easier for White,
for example 2 Rd7+ Kc6 3 Rd8 with the
threat of 4 e7). "fhe solution continues
2 Rd7 Kc6 3 RxgT (for 3 Ke3 and 3 Kd3
see the next study) Kd6 4 e7 Ke6. But
now what should White play? 5 Rh7 is
met by 5...Rg8 and 5 Ke3 also fails, tl.ris
time to R.eS 6 Rh7 Kf6! (not 6...Rxe7 on
account of 7 Kfl). Less likely, but in fact
the only correct move, is

5 Kd3!, for

example 5...Re8 6 Rh7 Rg8 (now W.rite

can meet 6...Kf6 by 7 97, a move not
with the king on e3 because of

possible

7...Rxe7+)

7 Rf7

Re8

8

Ke4

RxeT

9 RxeT+ etc.
[The computer pedantically points out
that 5 Kc3 also works, since 5...Rc8* is
not a useful move and 5...Re8 6 Rh7 Rg8
7 Rf7 Re8 can be met by 8 Kd4 just as
well as by 8 Ke4. So Mandler is not quite
right to call 5 Kd3 the only correct move,
but the dual is hardly of importance.l
Choosing the correct defensive
manoeuvre

3.33 (5400, RP4t/42)
ieskoslovenskli iach 1950

play this move, since Black

cannot

defend his pawn in the long run. So why
should he not postpone it, and bring his
king closer before making the capture?
Indeed Black cannot keep his pawn,
but he can hope to draw even after it has
gone: by playing 1...Re8 with a counter-

attack on White's e-pawn, or by playing
l...Rhi and harassing Write from below.
One works with the Wl.rite king on e3,
the other is needed when it is on d3.
In (a), with the king on e3, the way ro

draw is

l...Rhl 2 RxgT Rgl tying

the

White rook to the defence of the g-pawn.
An immediate 3 e7 is met by 3...Kd7,
a nondescript king move leads to 3...Kd6
4 e7 Kd7 and the same, and if White tries
3 Ra7 Black has time for 3...Rxg6 since
4 e7 allows 4...Re6+ and 5...Kd6.
The rook must go right down to hl;
if Black contents himself with t...Rh2,
White wins by 2 Rd8 with the threat of

If in reply to 1...Rhl White plays
2 Kf2, Black replies 2...Rh5 and gains the
g-file another way.
e7.

In (b), witl.r the king on d3, the
manoeuvre l...Rhl 2 RxgT Rgl can be
countered by 3 Ra7, the continuation
3...Rxg6 4 e7 Re6 no longer leaves Write
in check, and he wins by 5...Ra6+

If

Black tries to stop the pawn by 4...RC8
instead, White wins by 5 Ke4 Kd6 5 Kf5.
The drawing move is now 1...Re8.
The sequel is simple enougll, but there is
one point to note: after 2 RxgT Black
must not play 2...Rxe6, w}rich was the
apparent point of the previous move, on
account of 3 Rg8 winning (3...Kd7 4 g7

Rg6 5 Ra8, 3...Kb7 4 Kd4). Correct is
2...Kd6 3 e7 RxeT 4 Rh7 Rel etc.

In (a), l...Re8 fails because White has
2 RxgT followed by 3 Kil.
Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wKe3 on d3

These positions arise if Write delays
playing ...Rxg7 in the preceding study. It
may seem that White need not hurry to

Rook

The Black king twice cuts the line
of its rook
3.34 (S401, RPl4)
Ceskoslovensk!

iach 1950

%

All this has been the main line. In the
coune of the solution, Black has the
opportunity of giving check on his first,
second, or third move. We have already
looked at the check on the third move,
3...Rc4+, and we have seen that White
replies 4 Kg3; the king can escape from

,ffi

the checks only by going to the third
rank. Why cannot it go towards the Black
rook? Because as soon as it sets foot on
the e-fi|e. say after 4 Kg5? Rc5+ 5 Kfll
Rc4+ 6 Ke5, Black will play 6...Kc6, and

the reply 7 Re3 will no longer

%%%%%i

be

effective. This time it is White whose king
is getting in the way of its rook.

White to move and win
This study has several variations. We start

by looking at the main line: 1 Re3 Ra8
(for checks see later) 2 Rc3 Rc8 (2...Ra6
is met by 3 Kg5 Rxe6 4 Rn) : Rf3! (not
3 Rd3 on account of 3...Kc6 4 Rd7 Rc7)
and either 3...Rc4+ 4 Kg3 Kc6 5 Re3 or
3...Kc6 4 Rf7.

The play in this line has a strategic
motivation. White lures tl-re Black rook to
the eighth rank and tl.ren to the c-fiIe,
where its line is twice cut by the Black

king. After 3...Rc4+ 4 Kg3 Kc6 5 Re3

White thfeatens to promote his
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passed

pawn, and Black has no defence because
his king is blocking his rook's return to
the eighth rank. The reverse happens
after 3...Kc6 4 Rfl/. Now Black would
draw if his rook could reach the bottom
rank. It would check tl're White king
away from the g-file, and as soon as the
king reached the d-file it would occupy
the g-frle itself witl.r a draw. But Black's
own king prevents this. If 4...Kd6 tl.ren of
course 5 RxgT wins easily.

If

after 3...Rc4+ 4 Kg3 Black tries
4...Rc1, the correct reply is 5 e7 Rel
6 e8Q Rxe8 7 Rf/+ and 8 Rxg7. 5 Rl7+
would lead to 5...Kc6 6 RxgT (6 e7 Kd7)
Rgl + 7 KfA (7 Kfz Rg5) Kd6 and draws;
the White king will get no further.

A wholly different situation occurs if
Black gives check on the second move
(l Re3 Ra8 2 Rc3 Ra4+). Now 3 Kg3
only draws: 3...Re4 4 Rd3 Kc6 (4...Rxe6
loses) 5 Rd7 Rel 6 RxgT Rgl+ 7 Kf4
Kd6 etc. But 3 Kg5 Re4 4 Rd3 wins.
If Black plays the same check at move
l, l Re3 Ra4*, the correct reply is again

2 Kg5. A possible continuation is
3 Kf4 Ra4+ 4 Ke5 Kc7

2...Ra5+

(4...Kc6 5 Rc3+, 4...Kc8 5 RR) 5 Rd3
Ra5+ 6 Kf4 Ra4+ 7 KR! and wins, but
not 7 Ke3 on account of 7...Ral 8 Rd7+
Kc6 9 RxgT Rgl l0 Ra7 Rxg6 I I e7
Re6+. The incorrect move 2 Kg3? leads
to 2...Ra8 3 Rc3 Rc8 4 Rf3 Kc6 5 Rf/
Kd6 with a draw.
If Black checks on the h-file, I Re3
Rl.r2*, White replies Kg4! and not 2 Kg3
on account of 2...Rh8 drawing. 2 Kg5
instead would lose time. because after
2...Rg2+ 3 Kf4 Rf2+ the king would
have to go to g4 after all; 4 Ke5? would
be met by 4...Kc7 drawing.

I Rc3? Re2 is drawn. 2 Kg5 is met by
2...Re5+ and 3...Rxe6, 2 Rd3 by 2...Kc6
3 Rd7 Rh2+ and Write cannot prevent
the Black rook from gaining the g-file
(4 Kg3

Rhl

5 Kg2 Rh5).

[Not mentioned by Mandler is 2...Ral
in the main line, when Write must adopt

the same tactic as in the next

study:
3 Kg4 Rel (3...Rf1 4 Rc2 Rf6 5 Re2 and
soon wins, or 4...Rf8 5 e7 Re8 6 Rf2 and
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7 Rf/) 4 Kf5 Re2 (a rook move off the
file allows the White king to penetrate via
d6, and we shall see in a moment that
king moves are bad) 5 Rcl! (not 5 Rd3
on account of 5...Kc6 6 Rd7 Rf2+ 7 Ke4
Rg2, gaining the g-file and drawing) and

arrival. Correct is 2 Kf4 Rd4+ 3 Kf3
(the guest must still be politely put off)
3.,.Rd3+ 4 Ke4 (now we are ready for
him) fu3 5 RxgT Kd6 6 Kf5 Rf3* and
we see the point of Write's manoeuvre:
7 Kg4 and wins easily. The rook must be
lured back to the third rank so that Write
can attack it at an opportune moment

Black is in zugzwang. King rnoves are
bad, 5...Kb6 because of 6 Rc8 Kb7 7 Rg8
Kc6 8 RxgT Kd6 9 Rd7+ and 5...Kb8
because 6 Rd3 can no longer be met by
6...Kc6, which leaves only 6...Re3, and
now the rook is too close to the White
king: 6 Rdl Kc6 7 Rd7 Rf3+ 8 Kg4 and
wins.l

If Black plays 3...Rd1, tl.rere follows
RxgT Rgl 5 Ra7 Rxg6 6 e7 fu8
7 Kf4/Ke4 etc. The Write king is well
placed on R, as it would be on d3,
whereas on e3 or 93 it would stand badly.

Luring the Black rook to another
rank

Luring the Black rook to another
file

*3.35 (5402, RP15)

*3.36 (5403, RPt6)
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White to move and win

White to move and win

The solver will start by trying

I

%%
Rh7. But

White's plan of campaign will be to put

the continuation after l...Rd5+ is not

his rook on the seventh rank and captlrre

will perhaps look for

the Black pawn. The first move will

easy

to

see and so he

something else. Most tempting is I Rh8.
White threatens 2 Rc8+ K-- 3 Rg8, and
1...Kc7 is easily refuted (2 Rg8) as is
l...Rd5+ (2Ke4, for now 2...Rdl can be
met by 3 RcS* and 2...RC5 by 3 e7). But
1 . Re3+ leaves White no way forward.
The fint move is indeed Rh7. and
.

I

the most promising defence, as we have
seen, is 1...Rd5+. White cannot reply
2 Ke4, because as a good host he cannot
allow the Black rook to occupy the g-file
without making preparations for its

I Ra5. Black's king cannot
keep the rook away from a7, because
after l...Kb6 2 Re5 White will win easily.
therefore be

Black must therefore either give up his
pawn or seek to take advantage of tl-re fact
that its capture will leave the White rook
blocking its king's access to the seventh

rank. However, an immediate l...Rdl?
fails against 2 Ra7+, when 2...Kd6 will
lose tlre rook and 2...Kc6 will allow the
White king to find shelter on the seventlr
rank (3 RxgT Rfl+ 4 Ke5 Rel+ 5 Kf6
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etc). The win after 2...Kd8 3 RxgT

is

section. Tl-rere is a minor dual at the end,

already familiar from study 3.26.
Black therefore opens his defence by
playing 1...RR+. This gets the rook away

6 e7 is as good as 6 RxgT (the
White king threatens to hide in the top
right corner, and if 6...Re1 7 Kf5 Kd6
then 8 e8Q Rxe8 9 RxgT with a rather
simpler R+P v R win), and the same is of
course true in the line l...Rdl 2 Ra7+
Kc6. But the point of the study lies in the

from its inconvenient position on the
d-file, and if White now plays 2 Ke4? we

plan: 2...Rfl 3 Ra7+ Kd6
even the advantage of
two pawns avails White nothing. We
see Black's

4 RxgT Rgl and

notice that Black aould not play 2...Rg3,
taking the g-file at once, on account of
3 Ra7+ Kd6 4 e7 Rgl 5 e8Q Rel+ 6 Kf5
Rxe8 7 RxgT winning. This promotion of
the e-pawn is typical. 5 e8N+ is of course

where

luring of the rook to the unfortunate
d-fiIe, and the dual does not arise until
long after this has been done.l

White spurns the capture of
the Black pawn

also good enough.

So the rook will continue checking
until the Write king leaves the fifth rank,
after which it will retreat to the first rank.
Can White force a win in spite of this?
The answer is not difficult to find once
we reflect that Black could not play to dl

3.37 (5404)
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straight away because the rook was badly
placed on the d-fiIe. So we simply have
to lure the rook back to the d-fiIe, and
White will win easily.

The main line is thus

I

Ra5 RR+

"ryr%';7'''X

2 Ke5 Re3+ 3 Kd5 Rd3+ (now we have

the Black rook where we want him)
4 Ke4 Rdl 5 Ra7+ Kc6 (5...Kd6 is not
possible and so Black loses
6 RxgT and wins.

If

a

tempo)

Black tries 1...Kd6, White plays

2 Ra6+ Kd5 3 Ra7 Rf3+ 4 Kg4

Rfl

5 e7

Rgl+ 6 KR Rel 7 Rd7+ and wins, but
not 3 e7 on account of 3...Re3 4 Ra7
Re5+ 5 Kfll Re4+ 6 Kf3 Re6 (6...Re1?
7

Rd7+!) with

a draw.

[This exposition illustrates one of

the

differences between human and
computer analysis. After 2 Ke4 Rfl
3 Ra7+ Kd6 4 Rxg7, a computer witl.r a
complete table of results for R+P v R is

to give preference to 4...Kxe6,
because it can see at once that the
likely

resulting position is drawn. But many
similar positions with R+P v R are won,
and Mandler cannot be blamed for
playing 4...Rgl and transposing into one
of the standard drawing positions of this

iach 1950

Write to move and win
Tl.ris study reminds us of study 3.34.
After I Rf7 Rd4+ White must again keep
the Black rook from the g-file, 2 Kf3, but
the matter is less urgent than in the
previous study because after 2...Rd3f
White can play 3 Ke4 and allow Black to

play 3...fu3. The continuation

is

as

before: 4 RxgT Kd6 5 Kf5 Rf3+ 6 Kg4

etc. The continuation
2...Rdl is likewise

if

as before:

Black

plays

3 RxgT Rgl

4 Ra7 Rxg6 5 e7.

But after l...Rgz we have something
All of a sudden, White spurns the

new.

capture on g7

(2 RxgT? Kd6 with a
2 Ra7! with the

draw), and plays

continuation 2...Rxg6 3 e7 Re6 4 Ra6+
etc. If instead Black plays 2...Kd6, there
follows a now familiar sacrifice of the
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e-pawn: 3 e7 Re2 4 e8Q Rxe8 5 RxgT

3 Ke5 Rel+ 4 Kd5 Black will

and wins.

checking in order to play 4...Kc8. This is
the right moment for this move, because
White cannot reply 5 Rd7 on account of
5...Rdl+ and an exchange of rooks.
If instead White tries 5 Ra6, we have
5...Kd8 and 6 Ra7 Rdl+ is again a draw.

If

Black plays l...Rf2+, Write must

reply 2 Kg3. Other moves allow 2...Rg2,
for example 2 Ke4? Rrg2 3 Ra7 Kd6 and
4 e7 is met by 4...Re2+, or 2 Ke3? Rg2

3 Ra7 Rxg6 and either 4 e7 Re6* or
4 Ra6+ Kd5 5 e7 Rxa6 6 eSQ Re6+.

The White king goes round three
sides of a square

So the White king

%
White to move and win

If Write starts I

Kf5?, Black replies
1...Kb7. White has no continuation

better than 2 Rd6, and this blocks his
king's path to the seventh rank. The only
other way that is king can escape the
Black checks is to come down to the
second rank, and this leads only to a
draw. The same happens after I Rc6.
But perhaps we are speaking too soon.

We shall soon see that there is a very
subtle distinction between the correct line
and the line displayed above.
The correct first move is Rd6,
threatening 2 Rd7 with an easy win. The

I

reply l...Kc7 does not help (2 Rd7+ Kc6
3 RxgT Rgl+ 4 Kf5, and 4...Kd6 will be
met by 5 Rd7+). Black must therefore
check, 1...fuI+.
It may now seem that there is a gap at

c6 tl]rough which the White king can

slip. But after 1...Rgl+

2 Kf5 Rfl+

have

to come

down to the second rank anyway. Can we
play 2 Kf3 straight away? No, because
2...Kc7 3 Rd7+ Kc6 4 RxgT Kd6 will be

drawn, and playing
3.38 (5406, RP20)
C es kos love nskli iac h 19 50

will

stop

4

Ra7 instead of

capturing the pawn will not help. True,
Black cannot reply 4...Rxg6 on account
of 5 e7 Re6 6 Ra6+, but 4...Kd6 is good
enough to draw (5 e7 Rel 6 e8Q RxeS
7 RxgT Ke6).

The position after 2 Kf3 is bad for
White because the Black rook is posted
where

it

is most effective, namely on the

g-fiIe. So let us try to lure it away from
this file, and only then to put the Write

king on R: 2 Kf5 Rfl+ 3 Ke4 Rel+
4 Kf3. Now White will win; play might
continue 4...Rfl+ 5 Ke2 (threat 6 e7)
Rf5 6 Rd7 (again threatening e7) Kc8

7 RxgT Kd8
8 Rd7+ Ke8 9 g7 and wins in a manner
we have seen in previous studies.
But does the White king really have to
go round the diamorrd path g4-f5-e4-R?
Car.r it not play say 3 Ke5 (instead of
3 Ke4) Rel+ 4 Kf4 Rfl+ 5 Ke3?
No, because the Write king is now on
e3 instead of R, and we have the line
5...Kc7 6 Rd7+ Kc6 7 RxgT Rgl 8 Ra7
Rxg6 9 e7 Re6+. With the White king on
e3, this draws for Black; with the king on
R, Black's move ...Re6 is not check, and
White wins.
After I Rc6? Kb7 2 Rd6 we have the
same situation as after I Rd6! apart from
the position of the Black king, but this
imperceptible change means the
difference between a draw and a loss.
After I Rd6 Rgl+ 2 Kf5 Rfl+ 3 Ke4
(6...Re5+ doesn't help)

Rgl White

has an easy win by 4 Rd7.
Rc6 Kb7 2 Rd6 Rgl+ 3 Kf5
Rfl+ 4 Ke4 Rgl we have only 5 Rd7+

After

I

Rookstudies 7l

be

to the White king at the second move,
2...Rf5+, moving to the e-file does not
work because the White pawn is still on

drawn. The move I Rc6 allows the Black
king to reach c6 too soon.

the sixth rank, but instead we have 3 Kg3
Kb6 (3...Re5 4 Rc7) 4 Rc8 (not an easy

(even though this move now gives check,
its effect is weaker) Kc6 6 RxgT Kd6, and

we already know this position to

I

Kf5? Kb7 2 Rd6 leads to the same

continuation) Re5 5 Rg8.

If

position.

Black plays 1...Re5, Wl.rite wins by

2 Rc7 Rg5+ 3 Kf2 Rxg6 4 Rc6! Rf6+
The White king marches bravely
into hostile fire

5 Ke3/Kg3.

We may note a tempting false trail.

If after l...Kb5 2 Kl2 Kb6, Write
3.39 (5407)
e es kos love ns k1i iac

h
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plays

3 Rel? instead of 3 e7, we have 3...Rh8
(3...Rf5+ fails) 4 Rdl Kc6 (not 4...Re8)
5 Rd7 Rh5 6 Rd8 Re5 7 Re8 Kd6 and a

56

draw.

By starting with Black to move,

%

[This is among the most difficult to
of Mandler's studies, and my
computer burnt a lot of midnight
electricity satisfying itself that the
verdicts at the ends of some of the lines
were correct. In the variation 1...Re5,
analyse

after 4...Rf6+ 5 Ke3, play might
continue 5...Rfl (to get below the White

Black to move, Write to win

In this study, Black deliberately passes up
several opportunities of capturing a
White pawn. The reason is not far to
seek. For example, after l...Rg5+ 2 Kf2
Rxg6 3 Rel Black will not be able to
prevent White from winning.
But after l...Kbs 2 Kfz l<b6 it is not
easy to see a win for White. It appears

lhat3 e7

leads nowhere, because the loss
of the e-pawn will be inevitable. But after
3...Rf5+ (3...Rh8 is met by the same

manoeuvre Ke3-d4-d5) White plays not

4 Kg3 (refuted by 4...Re5) but 4

Ke3,

exposing himself to the apparently
decisive check 4...Re5*. However, after
5 Kd4 RxeT 6 Kd5 we have a position
where all Black's efforts to preserve his
pawn are doomed to failure, for example
6...Re2 7 Rc6+ Kb7 (7...Kb5 8 Rc7)
8 Re6 Rd2+ 9 Ke5 Kc8 (9...Rd7 l0 Re8
Kc6 ll Ke6) 10 Re7 Kd8 1l RxgT Ke8
12

Rf/. Ifinstead

we

have kept the variation I ...Re5.

Black puts the question

pawn) 6 Rc2 Rf8 (if 6...Rf6 hoping to
force the Write rook back to c6 then
7 Rc4+ and 8 Re4) 7 Ke4 Re8 8 Ke5

Kb5

9

Rc7 and Black will soon

be

overwhelmed. Another line here is
4...Rg5 intending 5...Re5, which might
lead ro 5 Rc4+ Kb5 6 Re4 Rf5+ 7 Ke4
Rf8 8 Kd4 Kc6 9 Ke5 Kc7 l0 e7 Re8
ll Ke6. In the line l...Kbs 2 Kf2 Kb6

3 Rel, the reply 3...Rf5+ does indeed
fail: 4 fu3 Rf8 5 Rdl Kc6 6 Rd7 Rfl
7 RxgT Kd6 8 e7 Kd7 9 Kh2 Rl5 10 Rh7
etc. Sadly, there is one flaw. In the line

l...Kbs 2 Kf2 Kb6 3 e7 Rf5+ 4 Kg3,
Mandler tl.rought that 4...Re5 5 Rfl
demanded another refusal to capture in
the sl.rape of 5...Kc6, but while this is
indeed effective (6 Rf7 Kd7 7 RxgT
Rg5+ 8 Kf4 Rgl with a standard drawn

in

this ending) the capture
5...Rxe7 also works: 6 Rf/ Rc7 and Black
draws as in one ofthe false trails in study
position

3.29.

A pity, but it

scarcely justifies

relegating the study to Appendix

D.l
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D. Other rook studies

be done by

4 Rg7 Ke4 5 Rh7 Ke3 6 Rf7,

7 Rfl will follow. But if
Black plays 5...Re6, the naive
anticipatory move 6 Rf7 would be a
and 6...Ke4

A plagiarism?

decisive mistake; there would follow
6...Rc6+ 7 Kb5 Re6 8 Rfi (8 Kc5 Ke5)
Kd3 9 Rdl+ Ke2 l0 Rd7 Ke3 ll Kc5
Ke4 with a draw. White must play 6 Kc5

3.40 (5408, RP31)
Pruice 1952

Rfl Ke4 8 Rfl etc.
The study had a predecessor. The
Dutch composer H. Weenink published
the following study in The Chess Amateur
Ke5 7

1925: White Khl, Ra7, Pd6 (3), Black
Kbl, Rs5 (2), win by I d7 Rd5 2 Kg2
Kc2 3 KR Kd3 4 Kfl Kd4 and we have

in

the same position as after I Kb4 Re5
2 Kc4 Ke4 in the study above. Is my
study therefore a plagiarism?
White to move and win

(In

chess

Play starts I lfu4, and after 1...Ke4
2 Kc5 Ke5 the solution is quite easy.

composition, we use this term even when
tl-re coincidence is accidental [but not in
England, see belowl.) The fact that the
studies have diflerent introductions

White plays

would not be thought signifrcant. But

3 Rfl

Ke4 4 Rfl Kd3
and wins. However,
if after 3 Rf7 it were White's move he
would be unable to win, because he
5

Rdl+ Ke2 6 Rd7

would have

to

make either d6

or

f6

available to the Black king.

So Black tries 1...Kf4, ready to meet

2 Kc5 by 2...Ke4. Now White cannot
play 3 Kfi? on account of 3...Ke5. He
does however have

a

unique waiting

move at his disposal, 3 Rg7, and after
3...Ke5 he can indeed play 4 Rf7.
But Black has another way ofholding

back the White king, namely 1...Re5.
After 2 Kc4 (2 Kc3 merely wastes time)
Ke4 White is at a loss what to do. After
3 Kf7 Ke3 we have a position where

Weenink's study has only a single line of
play, and although this can be regarded

the main line even in the later study,
presence of a second analogous
variation in l...Kf4 may give my own
as

the

study

the right to an

independent

existence. A tourney judge might look on

the matter differently.
I cannot find the Weenink study in
The Chess Amateur, and Harold van der

Heijden's "Endgame study

database

2000" gives its source as Tijdschrift v.d.

KNSB. More seriously, it must be
that while it may be the practice

stressed

in other

languages

"plagiarism"

in

for the

term

draw.

chess composition
merely to denote identity or signifrcant
similarity without implying anything
about how the similarity arose, this is
emphatically not the case in everyday

3...Re6. So the only hope left to White is
to play 3 Kf7 Ke3 after all and then to try
and transfer the move to Black. This can

English, and anyone who uses the term
about someone else's work does so at his
peril. The term in English implies
conscious and deliberate copying, and
this applies to chess composition just as
to anything else. On the substance ofthe

Black

to

(4...Ke4 5

move would lose at once
Rfl), but unfortunately it is

White's move. 3 Rg7 allows Black to play

3...Kf5, which will ensure the

3 Kc3 does not seriously come into
consideration, not because of 3...Kd5
(when 4 Rh5 wins) but because of
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present case, I imagine that Mandler
would have put "after Weenink" had he
consciously used Weenink's study as a
starting point (see for example 2,2), and
I have no doubt that he composed his
own study independently and found out

about Weenink's later. This happens
rnuch more often than non-composers
realise; the chessmen impose their own
logic. and if two composers hit on tl're
same idea and try to set it as clearly and
convincingly as possible, they are quite
likely to end up with identical positions.
Think of two parachutists who have been
dropped on a hill at night with
instructions to make their way to its
summit: their initial landing points may
have been completely different, but they
will end up at the same goal.l
The White king's journey
is precisely determined

play so that if the White king approaches
the pawr he can check it away.
Both sides will try to get their kings
into play, that is into the neighbourhood
of the pawn. The reader unfamiliar with
the delicate nature of rook endings might

imagine that

moves in fifteen different ways.
Even after it has reached the c-fiIe, it
may still have six different possibilities.
Its correct path is however precisely
determined, and at the end we shall see
that it cannot choose one of the quickest
routes. Nor is it immaterial which route
the Black king chooses.

I Kb4 would be a serious mistake.
Black would answer 1...Rf5, and he
would then put his king on the f-file and
never allow the White king into play.
is

therefore

I Kb5. Now

l...Rf5+ will be met by 2 Kc6 and Black
has lost time, so Black must play 1,..Kg3.

lf he plays l...KR or 1...Kh3 instead,
Write wins immediately by 2 fV , but after

Prdce 1952
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l...Kg3 he can meet 2 f/ by 2...Rf5+ and
3...Kf2, for example 3 Kc6 Kf2 4 Kd7
Rf3 5 Ke6 Re3* etc.
After 1...Kg3, the White king has to

choose between the three squares c6, c5,
and c4. 2 Kc4 is clearly bad on account of

of the two
remaining moves seems to be 2 Kc6, but
tlris move also is bad. Black plays 2...Kg4
2...Rf5. The more likely

getting nearer
White to move and win

The experienced solver will see at a
glance that I Rg8+? Kh3 2 Rg6 is not
going to work. Neither will he spend time
on I f7?, because he knows that the
premature advance of the pawn to tl-re
seventh rank will let the win slip away.
Indeed, I f7 Rf4+ 2 Kb5 Kfl 3 Kc6 Rf2
gives Black an easy draw. Black has other

as well,

immaterial which

in five

Correct

x3.41(s409, RPt)

drawing continuations

it is

routes they choose. Ifthe Black king does
not interfere, the White king can get to f7

for

example 2...Kf2 or 2...Kf3, but he must

to the

pawn, and

if

3 Kd6/Kd7 then 3...Kf5 4 Rg8 (4 Ke7
Rel+ 5 Kfi Ral) Rdl+ 5 Ke7 Rel+
6 Kfl Ral 7 Re8 Ra6 with a draw. So the
pawn must advance, 3 f/, and Black

replies 3...Rf6+. If White now plays
4 Kd7, the reply 4...Kf5 gives a position
of reciprocal zugz;wang. Black to play
would lose, because ...Ke5 would be met
by Re8+ and ...Kg5 by fu8+, while
...Kf4 would allow Ke7 releasing the
White rook. But it is W-rite's move, and

he must relinquish his

favourable

situation. Let us keep this reciprocal
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ztrgzwang (wKd7, Rf8, Pfl/,

bKf5, Rf6)

in mind.

If 4 Kd7 doesn't work, perhaps
we should try to transfer the tempo.
If instead of 4 Kd7 we play 4 Kc7, Black
cannot play 4...Kf5 (when 5 Kd7 will
win) nor can he play 4...W4 on account

of 5 Kd8 Rf5 6 Kd7 Rd5+

(6...Rf6
7 Ke7) 7 Kc6! Rf5 8 Kd6. The two kings
and the Black rook are now one rank

lower than in the position of reciprocal
zugz.r/ang previously noted, and White
will win easily (8...Rf6+ 9 Ke7 or 8...KR
9 Ke6, in each case releasing the Write
rook). It seems that we have found the
answer. But we are speaking too soon,
because Black has a better defence. After
4 Kc7 he plays 4...Kf3 5 Kd7 Rf4, and
White's joy has turned to ashes. The
promotion square is blocked by his rook,
his king cannot get in front of his pawn,
and he must resign himself to a draw.
So the move 2 Kc6? has let the win

slip out of Write's hands. Correct

is

2 Kc5 witlr the continuation2...Kg4 3 fl
Rf5+ Kd6. After 4...Kf4 White wins by
5 Kd7 Rd5+ 6 Kc6 Rf5 7 Kd6 and either
7...Rf6+ 8 Ke7 or 7...KR 8 Ke6.

ending to deserve the title "study" it
must demonstrate something worthy of
attention, a surprise of some kind, some
touch of refinement or sparkle, and so
on. But the terms "thematic point" and
"surprise" are very far from synoymous.
The thematic play in a study usually
involves two surprises, one when it starts
and one when it reaches its climax.
After I Re7 (moving the rook to the
queen's side would facilitate the Black
king's approach to the pawn) Rf4 (Black
in his turn concentrates on keeping the
enemy king away from the pawn) we
have the first surprising move, the start

the key combination:

2

Kc3"

of

2 d6 is

insufficient because after 2...Rf6 3 d7 the
move 3...Rd6+ gives check, so Write
must move his king and has no time for
any other move. But if White wants to
get his king off the d-fiIe, why does he

play Kc3, and not Ke3 with

a

simultaneous attack on the Black rook?
Because after the correct move 2 Kc3 we
have 2...Ra4 3 d6 Ra6 4 d7 Rd6 5 Re6+
and White wins. If Write had played the
incorrect move 2 Ke3, the capturing
move 5...Rxe6 would now put his own

in

king
check. This second surprise
provides the climax of the thematic play.

One surprise at the beginning,
another at the end

If Black tries 1...Rf7. we have 2 Re5
Rf4 3 d6, but not 2 Re4 on account of

3.42 (S410, version)
Pnice 1952, version

2...Ra7 3 Kc3 (by playing his rook to the
fourth rank, White has barred it to his
king) Kf/ 4 Kb4 (else 4...Ra5 etc) Re7.
[I have moved the Black rook to fl
from f6 to cut out an alternative if less
tidy win starting I Rc7. In the try line
2 Re4 Ra7 3 Kc3, Mandler actually plays

,%%

3...Ra5 at once, relying on

and overlooking

%

%

Fortunately an alternative is available.
3...Kf6 also draws, but it allows 4 Re5+
and I think 3...Kfl is cleaner.l

,x,
5
II

White to move and win

According

to R6ti's definition, for

4 d6 Kf6

4 Re6+ K-- 5 Kc4.

an

Rook

position with better development must
avoid exchanging pieces. Just as such a

The Black rook finds itself
caught in the pincers

*3.43 (S412, RP5)
Prdce 1954

%
White to move and win

player avoids reducing material, so Write
in our study plays so as not to reduce the
space available to the pieces. To give both
sides a greater choice (be it ofpieces or of
squares) works to the advantage of the
attacker rather than
defender.
However, this note does not necessarily
apply to endings witl.r unlike material; for

the

example, in the ending R v N
the revene.

to such an extent that his
position becomes irrecoverable: 1...Ke3
2 Kc4 (2 Rc3* also works), or l...Rb8
position

2 Kc6 Rc8+ (2...Kd4 2 Rh5) 3 Kb6 etc,
or 1...Rh6 2 Rcl.
Let us revert to the diagram. If both

sides move only their kings, White
cannot gain the necessary opposition.
Black will meet I Kh5 with 1...Kh3, and
I fu5 with I ... Kg3. The task of gaining a
tempo will therefore fall to the Write
rook.

At his first move, the Write king must
choose between 95 and h5. We give
leaves

more space for the White rook on the
fifth rank. This insignificant difference,
four squares instead of frve, is decisivel
But perhaps you will object that the
move I Rl.r5 also allows the Black rook
one extra square; why is this difference
not similarly decisive? Perhaps we can
explain with the aid of a precept from
practical play. Every player knows tl.rat
the side which wants to capitalize on a

is quite

4 Rc3+ Ke2 5 Rb3 Kd2 6 b6 KcZ 7 b7

etc or 2...Rb8 3 Kf5 Kf3 4 Ke5 Ke3
5 Kd5 Kd3 6 Kc6 etc. Black tirerefore
plays 1...I(h3. Now White plays

The key to the solution is the following
position of reciprocal zugzwang: White
Kd5, Rc5, Pb5, Black Kd3, Rb6. White
to play clearly cannot win (l Ke5 Rh6),
but Black to play must weaken his

to I Kh5, because it

it

After I Kh5 Kg3 2 Kg5 it is easy for
White, for example 2...Kf3 3 Kf5 Rh6

exploiting

preference

studies 75

2

the full width of

Rg5,

the
battlefield. The Black rook must abandon
its favourable position, and on

2...Rb7/Rb8 there follows

3 fu6 Kh4

4 Rc5 Kg4 5 Kf6 Kf4 6 Ke6 Ke4 7 Kd6
Kd4 8 Rh5 Kc4 9 Kc6 wilh a win.
After the relatively better 2...Rd6,
White must play 3 Rf5. 3 Re5 would be a
mistake on account of 3...Kg3 with 4 Kg5
KR 5 Kf5 Rh6 or 4 Rf5 Re6 5 Kg5 Rd6
6 Re5 (6 Rc5 Rb6) KR 7 Kf5 Rh5 8 Rd5
Ke3 9 Ke5 Rg6 l0 Rc5 Rb6. After the
correct move 3 Rf5 there follows 3...K93
4 IQ5 Re6 (Black has no other square on

the sixth rank, if we ignore ...Rb6 to
which White has of course the winning
reply Rc5) 5 Rd5 KA (Black already has
no rook move) 6 Kf5 Rh6 7 Rd3+ Ke2
8 Rb3 Kd2 9 b6 Kc2 l0 b7
On 2...Re6 there follows 3 Rd5 Kg3
4 Kg5 KA 5 Kf5 Rh6 6 Rd3+ and wins,
but not 3 Rf5? Kg3 4 Kg5 Rd6 5 R.e5 KR

6 Kf5 Rh6 7 Rd5 Ke3 8 Ke5 Rg6.
If Black plays 2...Rf6 then 3 Rd5 and

3 Re5 both win, but 3 Rd5 Kg3 4 Kg5
Re6 5 Kf5 is the simpler. The only
drawing move after I Kg5? Kg3 2 Rf5 is
2...Rd6 (3 Re5 KR 4 Kf5 Rh6 etc).

We have seen that the correct
continuation after I Kh5 Kh3 2 Rg5 Rd6
is 3 Rf5, and it might appear that Write
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is applying the principle of gradually
restricting his opponent. But the reply to
2...Re6 is the waiting move 3 Rd5, and
3 Rf5 would be a mistake. Here White
does

not

continue

to restrict his

opponent, and allows him access to the
f-fiIe. Now we recognize the true reason
governing the White rook's choice of
move. White plays so that the Black rook
will find itself caught between the pincers
of White's rook and king, in such a way
that an attack on it by the king will gain a
decisive tempo. Black's attempts to

defend himself merely

4 Rxe4+ Kxe4 5 a6 elQ 7

If Write had played I Kc6?, Black
a crucial tempo, for
7 Kc7 Qa5+ 8 Kb7
Qb5+ 9 Kc7 Qa6 l0 Kb8 Qb6+ ll Ka8

could now gain
example 6...Ke5
Qc6+

12

Kb8 Kd6.

Everything hangs on the first move

3.4s (S4r7)
ThDmes-64 1958

put his rook
In the first

% %'ruft

directly into the press.

%

variation (2...Rd6), White plays 3 Rf5
Kg3 4 Kg5, and Black will l-rave to move
to a square where the White pieces can
surround it. The move 2...Re6 has the
advantage that 3 Rf5 will allow the rook

to

escape the pincers (3...Kg3 4 Kg5
Rd6), but against this the move 3 Rd5
grasps it straight away. The Black rook
will be attacked by the White king with
gain of tempo, and as we have seen, not

Write to move and win

even the eventual sally 3...Kg3 4 Kg5 Kf3
5 Kf5 Rh6 is of avail.

The W-rite pawn cannot

Even in a simple study, the solver
must see to the end before making
his first first move

3.44 (S414)
eeskoslovens\f iach 1958

a,7 and

draws.

%

promote

witl.rout the help of its king. The king has
a choice between using the square 96 and

journeying via fl or 97, the latter after
the rook has moved away. I Kg6 hardly
seems good, because this move will give
the Black king access to the g-frle. But
I Kf/ seems promising. If Black replies
1...d3, there will follow 2 Kg8 and Black
cannot play 2...d2 on account of 3 Rd7.

%

However,

%

(to prevent 3 Rh4) 3 Ke6 and now care is
needed 3...KR! (3...Kf4? 4 Kd5 d3 5 Kc4
d2 6 Rd7) 4 Rd7 and 4...Ke4 draws, but
not 4...Ke3? 5 Kd5!
Might I Rd7 be better? After l...Kg3
2 Kg7 it appears that the Black king will
not reach the pawn on d4 in time.

%

However he can succeed as follows:
2...Rs4+ 3 Kf8 Rh4 4 KgS KR 5 Rxd4

White to move and draw

I

Rxd4
Kc7! Kf2

2 Rf5+ Ke3 3 Re5+

I Kf7 is not the answer.
2 RxhT+ Kg3

Black replies 1...Rxh7

Re4

6 h8Q

RdS+ and Black will

actually win. That Black eventually wins

Rook

in this line is not of importance; what
matters is that Write does not.
If I Kg6 then Black plays I ...Kg3, and
if White cuts him off by 2 Rf7 the Black
b-pawn springs into action: 2...b5 3 Kg7
b4 4 h8Q Rxh8 5 Kxh8 b3.
This last attempt gives us a new idea.
We play I Rf7 at once, with continuation

1...d3 (or l...Ke3/Ke2) 2 Ks7 Rs4+
3 Kf8 Rh4 4 Kg8 Rg4+ 5 Rg7. Now
1...Kg5 2 Kg7 b5 is defeated by 3 h8Q
Rxh8 4 Kxh8 b4 5 Rd7 b3 6 Rxd4.

Once we have found the correct first
move, the study is solved. Its interest lies
in this move, and in the refutations of
I Kf7 and I Rd7.
Now the defence works. now
doesn't

it

*3.46 (5420, RP8)
iach 19 54

Ceskoslovenskl

r

%

A

%%

t.Ei
%>%

%

%%

White to move and win

I

Kxe6 is refuted by 1...Rh4. The rook

threatens to occupy the sixth rank, where
its attack on the front pawn will tie down
the White rook, and if Mite plays 2 Rf8

to prevent this Black simply returns to
the a-file by 2...Ra4. It is also easy to see
that I a7 is bad, because the White rook
will then be tied to a8 and we shall need

the gap between a6 and a8 as a shelter for

the White king. The attempt to take the
Write king round the Black pawn also
fails: I Ke5? Ra5+ 2 Kd6 e5 3 Kc6 Rxa3

4 Kb6 (4 Kb5 e4) Rb3+ 5 Ka7 (5 KaS

studies 77

Ra3+ 6 Kb4 Kb2) e4 etc.
Wrat can Write do now? All that is
left is the apparently nonsensical move
I Ra7. And have we not just said that
the gap between a6 and a8 must be
preserved? Yes, but we shall free a7 again
as soon as possible, and tl-re move does
have a purpose: it makes Kxe6 a genuine
tlrreat, because after say l...Rxa3 2 Kxe6
Rlr3 3 Rfl Ra3 Wl.rite canplay 4 a7 .
So I Ra7 is indeed the way to start,
and after 1...Rxa3 2 lke6 Black can try
to save himself by checking on the third
rank. He does not want to give White
time to play Ra8, while White does not
want to allow the Black rook to gain the
sixth rank. The simple 2...Re3+ 3 Kd5
Rd3+ is easily evaded, 4 Kc5 Rc3+
5 Kb5 Rb3+ 6 Ka4 Rb6 7 Ka5 and the
White rook is free to move. However,
Black can strengthen his attack by
playing 2...Ka2 first. He need not fear an
immediate 3 Ra8 (3...Rh3 4 Rf8 Ra3 as
before), and the perpetual clreck on the
third rank seems assured. But at tl-re right
moment White can indeed allow the
Black rook to occupy the sixth rank,
playing 3 Kd5 Rd3+ 4 Kc4 and meeting

4...Rd6 by

5 Kb5 Rd5+ 6 Kc6 Ra5

7 Kb6 Ra3 8

R-- and

so on

On the third rank, the Black rook is

too close to the White king. Instead of

playing 2...Ka2, therefore, Black
withdraws his rook to the second rank:
2...Ra2. Now he can pursue the White
king frorn a safe distance, checking him
until he comes down to the third rank
and then occupying the sixth rank. Nor
does 3 Kd7 Rd2+ 4 Kc8 help White,
because after 4...Rd6 5 Kb7 Rh6 his king
is preventing his rook from leaving the
a-fiIe.
But White just has a way out. He plays
3 Ra8 (renewing the gap) and after
3...Rh2 he plays 4 Rf8, because 4...R^2
will be met by 5 Rfl+ Kb2 6 Rf2+ etc.
In the diagram position, I Kxe6 was
refuted by l...Rh4 (2 Rf8 Ra4). A similar
position arises after the decoy of the
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Black rook to a2, but now the equivalent
Black manoeuvre faiis.
[Mandler actually calls this study

"A

Roman idea", "Roman" being

a

problemists' term for a certain type of
decoy manoeuvre, but I do not expect
my readers to be familiar with problem
terminology and I have substituted a title
which everyone will understand.l
An obscure position of
reciprocal zlilgrvang

would have to abandon his favourable
set-up, for example 3 Rc2 fil 4 Rcl 92 or
3 Rcl 92.
Why cannot White play 1 Kf4,
intending | "..93 2 Ke3 as in the solution?
It is met by 1...f5. White has no
continuation better than 2 Ke3, upon
wlrich Black sacrifices his f-pawn (2. ..f4+
3 Kxf;l) and so opens the f-frle, allowing
his rook to intervene with check at a

suitable moment: for example, 3...g3
4 KR 92 5 Kf2 Rf8+ 6 Ke2 glQ and
wins.

3.47 (5422,RP12)
Ceskoslovenski iach 1938

Write must therefore play I Ke4, in
order to meet 1...f5+ with 2 Kf4
preventing the further advance of the
pawn. The continuation 2...g3 3

%

%

3...Kgt 4 Kf3 f5 5 Rcl+ Kh2 6 Rc2+
Kh3 7 Rc4 or 3...Khl 4 KR RxcT 5 RxcT
92 6 RltT

Let us start by playing through the
I Ke4 93 2 Ke3 f5 3 KR 92
4 Im f4 5 Kgl Kg3 6 Rc2 R 7 Rxg2+
fxg2 stalemate.
It is clear from the first three moves
that Write is trying to avoid being outreciprocal

zugzwang is involved?

White rnust play so that when the
Black pawns have reached f5 and 93, the
White king is on R with Black to move.
Each of Black's three available moves
now decisively weakens his position.
3...Kh2 is met by 4 Rxh4+ (new we see
why the rook must stay on the fourth
rank), 3...f4 4Frc2 92 will lead to the loss
of Black's most important pawn, and tl-re
results of3...g2 can been seen above.
But if White had to move in this
position, say after

I

"

[Of course Black can avoid

solution:

of

If after I Ke4 93 2 Ke3 Black plays

2...Kg2, tl.rere follows 3 Rc2+ and either

White to move and draw

tempoed. What position

KR now

gives the required position.

Ke4 93 2 Kf3? f5, he

giving
the stalemate at the end of the main line,
but it doesn't help. Suppose 6...KR
instead of 6...13. Play continues 7 Rc3+
Ke2 8 Kxg2 R+ 9 Kh2! f2 l0 Rc2+ Ke3
11 Rcl, and now ll...Rxc7 12 RxcT flQ

sets up another stalemate and allows
13 Re7+ with a perpetual check on the

seventh rank; alternatively, I l...Kd2
l2 Ral RxcT 13 Kg2, and the f-pawn can
be saved only at the cost of a second
perpetual check.]

Rook studies

Driving the rook to the side

A four-fokl echo of a curious
pattern

_ 3.48 (5424, RP33)
C eskos

lovenskli iac h

19

*3.49 (5425, RP9)
with E. Kdnig

54

T
tI

'%w

Wiener SchachTeitung 1924

'Z^7'Xr&
White to move and win

The pawns on the h-file will limit the
movement of the Black rook if we can
push him on to this line. However, it is
initially an advantage for White that his
rook is on the h-file and Black's on the
g-fiIe. If White plays I Rg7, he allows

l...Rh8 (1...Rf8 loses) followed by the
of the Black king to f8, and the

escape

Black rook is no longer tied to the eighth
rank because the check Rg8+ is not
feasible. But if Mite starts by advancing
his king, the Black rook has to stay on
the eighth rank.

I

Kd6? is not good. After l...Kd8
Write will have to move, and this is a
position where the side to move is at a

2 Rxf/ frees f7 for the
Black king, and 2...Ke8 3 Ra7 Rg2 will

disadvantage.

give Black a draw . 2 Rg7 is met by

2.

. .

Rf8

3 Kc5 Re8/Kc8. Corect is I Kc6! Kd8
2 Kd6 and now it is Black who has to
move. After 2...RI8 (2...Re8 3 Rxf/ Re2
4 Rf8+ Re8 5 Rxe8+) the move 3 Rg7
forces the Black rook to the h-file where

its

movement

79

is limited, and after

3...Rh8 4 Rxf/ Ke8 5 Ra7 Rh5 6 Ke6
White has an easy win.

ffi

White to move and win

1 n r<97 2 f8Q+ KA 3 Rfi+ Kg7
(if 3...RR then 4 Ref2, similarly 3...Ke7
4 Rfel) 4 Rg2+ Kh6 (or 4...RCa 5 Rfgl)
5 Rhl+ Rh3 6 Rgh2 Rc3+ 7 Ift4 Rb3+
8 Ka4 etc. The same configuration of
pieces occurs on four different files.

White's disdain for a Black pawn
may cost him dear

*3.50 (5426, RP44)

ffi
%%
Svobodnd slovo 1958

%%,xffi,

White to move and win

White must not take the pawn blindly;
I Kxd6 RxhT 2 Ke5 Rxh6 is only a draw.
Instead, he can take advantage ofthe fact
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that

it

blocks the sixth rank after the

capture ofthe pawn on h6:

I

Kd7 RxhT+
2 Ke6 Rxh6+ 3 Kf5. The Black rook is
now trapped, even though the White king
has exposed himself to check for the third

time. 3...Rh5+ 4 Kf4 and White wins.
If 2...Kh5 then 3 Kf6 Rxh6+ 4 Kf5,
while if Black plays l...Kh5 there follows
2 Ke6/Ke7 Kxh6 3 Kf/ RxhT+ 4 Kf6.
Again we l-rave the same pattern, this
time as a three-fold echo. This rooktrapping theme will be seen again in the

The trapping of a rook hidden behind
a sacrifice and an exchange...

3.sr (s428)
Ajedrez (Argentina)
C es kos love ns

White must again be careful. After 5

ful

trft6 6 Rhl+ Kg5 7 Rxh8 Kf5 White

must avoid 8 Rh5+ Ke4 9 Ke6 d4, when
neither i0 Rh4+ Ke3 ll Kd5 nor
10 Re5+ Kf3 will win, and must play
8 Rd8 Ke4 (8...Ke5 9 Ke7 d4 l0 Rd7)
9 Ke6 d4 10 Kd6 d3 11 Kc5 Ke3 12 Kc4
d2 13 Kc3.
trf Write plays 4 Rdl here instead of
the correct 4 Rg6+, Black replies 4...d4,
and after 5 Rxd4 RxhT+ 6 Kf6 Kh5 the
Black rook is safe.

[The computer adds a couple of

alternatives to 8 Rd8, but they do not
affect the main thrust of the studv and I
think they can be ignored.l

I 958
iac h 19 54, correction

e, 7ft&%id

^'*r">"

next few studies.

White's disdain for the Black pawn
will have serious consequences in the line
I Kd7 Kh5 2 Ke6/Ke7 Kxh6 3 Kf7 if
after 3...d5 he mechanically continues
4 Rhl+ Kg5 5 Kg7. Black's reply
5...Rxh7+ will force a draw. White does
better to play 4 fu6+, and if 4...Kh5
then 5 Kg7 Rd8 6 Rd6 (or ful/Rh6+)
with a win. But if Black plays 4...Kxh7,

k!

%

Write to move and win

1 Ne6 fxe6 2 Nxd6 cxd6+ 3

Kxd6

Rxa6+ 4 Kc5 and so on; 3...Ka5 4 Kc6.
This study is placed among the rook
studies because it shows the same theme
as its neighbours.
[The diagram in Studie lacks the pawn
on a6, but the correction is self-evident.
Tl-ris is an example of what Mandler calls
a "goal-inspired" study in the discussion
before study 3.11. As he says there, only
occasionally did he compose in this styie,
and has to be said that the present
example
rather wooden and

it

is

unappealing; other composers do this
sort of thing very much better. Mandler's
talent was far better suited to "analvsis-

inspired" composition.]

Rook

...and enriched with a reciprocal
zrrgzw ng

studies LI

Why does the White rook not go
to the bottom rank?

*3.52 (5430, RP46)

3.53 (5432)

Svobodnd slovo 1955

Ceskoslovensk!

iach 1954

It

-

%ru

XtK"%'
**rT
,,2"/*,

Y%%,

White to move and win

White to move and win

Here the look-trapping theme is spiced

I Ra2! The idea that it is not good to
start by withdrawing an attacked man to
safety is mere prejudice. The wl-role of the
present study is based on the distinction
between the two moves available to the
attacked man. If Write plays I Ral? he

by a position of reciprocal

zv5zwang,
which is reached in two similar variations
involving surprising White moves.
a6 (this isn't the surprising move)

I

Rc6+ 2 Ke5 (but this is

-

after 2 Kd5

Rxa6 White would be in zugzwang) Rxa6
3 Kd5 (now Black is in zugzwang, and
White wins).

Similarly, 1...R48 is met by 2 Kd6!
Obviously not 2 Kd5? for the reason we
have just seen, but also not 2 Ke5 on
account of 2...Ka5. If L..Ka5 then

2 Kd7, with 2...Ra8 3 Kc6 or

2...R.f8

3 Kc6 (3 a7? Ka6t 4 Rb8 and only now
4...Rfl/+).

the position after Black's fifth
move with the onus of moving on

reaches

himself. We already know this position of

reciprocal zugrwang from the previous
study, which is a cousin to the present
one. l...Rb7*. Why this check, which
allows White to gain a tempo? But if
Black wants to take the pam on b5 with

his king, he must first bring his rook
nearer so that it is not vulnerable to a
skewer check. 2 Kd6 Kxb5 3 a6 Rb6+
(3...Ra7 4 Rb2+ Kxa6 5 Kc6) 4 Kd5
Rxa6 5 Rbz+ Ka4. If the White rook
now stood on the
no good move.

fint rank, it would

have

I have put these last three studies in
the present chapter even though from the
strict point of view of material they do
not belong to it. But at least this brings
the studies which l have created on the

theme

of the

together.

"trapped rook" neatly

4" Rook against knight and pawn onaL/a3
(from an article in Ceskoslovenskli iach 1932, dedicated to master Oldiich Duras)

[The whole of this section of Studie has now been overtaken by the computer, but I
think it should remain; there is considerable interest in seeing how sucll analyses were
done before computers were available, and it provides an excellent set ofpuzzles for use
as compelition pieces or training exercises.]

In this essay, I present some studies with
rook against knight and pawn which form
pain of twins or short sequences. The
chapter

is

divided into two sections

In position 4.1, the White rook can be on
any square, and either side may be to
move. The star indicates that the same

second or the third rank. In the essay
referred to above, I gave first the studies,
then the auxiliary diagrams, and finally
the solutions. Here I have departed from

result occun ifthe Black knight is on a3.
It is easy to see that this position is
drawn. If the White rook plays to the first
rank, the Black knight interposes on bl
or dl, and it then returns to a3 or e3 next
move. If the White rook is anywhere else,

this, giving lirst the auxiliary diagrarns

the Black knight plays to c2 and

and then the studies.

prevents the White king from moving to

according as the the pawn is on the

this
A. Pawn on a2

In this ending,

Black's defence will

in forcing

stalemate (we always
White to have the rook). If. with
the Black king on al and the White on
consist

square.

White can

so

complicate

matters by putting his rook on the b-file
and trying to bring his king to c3 via d2,
but even in this case the result is the
same.

assume

cl, the

Black knight can play to c2
without allowing a capture giving mate
by discovery, the draw is assured.

4.r (s433)

4.2 (5434')

%

,.x'xry,,
'u%K'ry.%'

X,.2,'
"-4A i

K,,Z,..X"Xl

*|ffi*'/Zz,*

Black to move, White wins only
wR is on a square marked
same result with bN on el

"*";

if

side

The square d4 plays an even more
important role than a3 and e3. In

to move, wR on any square);
same result with bN on a3

diagram 4.2, the Write rook must be on
dl. fl. or hl is White is to win. If the

Write cannot win (either

Rook against knight and pawn on

rook is not on the first rank, Black
have an immediate draw by 1...Nc2,
even on the first rank the squares el
gl are not good enough: l...NR 2

will

a2/a3
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4.4 (5436)

and
and

trryr%rry,%.rry"%D

Rfl
(2 Rdl Nel, 2 Rhl Ngl) Nd2 3 Rdl
Nbl and 4...Na3 will give diagram 4.1.
The same happens witl.r the knight on el.

'T,%ry,%uK'D

4.3 (S435)

"7%

%%ryDKD
Black to move, White wins only
wR is on a square marked

"*"

/xt.%,

!%effiz

In

diagram 4.4, Black is able

if

to

play

l...Nd4 and tr...Ne1, and we know from
diagram 4,2 that W.rite must be able to

%

White to move wins only if
wR is on a square marked "*"

reply by playing to dl, fl, or l.rl. But the
rook cannot already stand on one ofthese
squares (we have seen in the analysis of
4.2 that Rdl is met by ...Nel, Rfl by

The solver will soon convince himself

stand on d5-d8 (Black draws by ...Nd4)

that White can win in position 4.3 only

if

his rook is on one of the two marked
squares. The rook must guard both e2
and d4, the former to prevent I Kc3 from
being met by 1...Ne2+, and the latter to
prevent the knight from returning to d4
after 1...Nb5+ 2 Kb3. The square e5 is
not good enough, because after I Kc3
Nb5+ the capture of tl.re knight will give
stalemate.

...Nd2, and Rhl by ...Ngl), nor can it

nor on f5-f8 (Black plays l...Nd2

threatening 2...Nb3+ and 3...Nd4f , and
after 2 Kc2 NR the rook cannot reach d2
or e4 as required by diagram 4.3.

Tlre

squares f:1,

d3, and f2 have a

particular significance, in that ifthe rook
is on one of them we have a position of

reciprocal zugzwang: Black to move
to move cannot force a

loses, but White
win-
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4.s (s437)

%

*

7%2"*

/,ry 791

%-%'{%Ttt

%. 7V- /9+

tnK&K,*'(

t

+fu,

White to move wins only if
wR is on a square marked "*"

Diagram 4.5 demonstrates that the
Write rook is badly placed on the d or f

unless the Black knight is on one of the
squares marked with a cross. We have

already met the case d4 in diagram 4,3,
where square b2 is not marked with a plus

sign, and in fact the draw is immediate
(l Kc3 Nb5+, I Kcl Nb3+). If Black
merely threatens to check on d4, for
example if the knight is on B, White wins
by I Kc3 Nd4 2 Rd2, but of course this
option is not available if the knigl.rt is on
b5 or e2.
Black will also draw if the knigl.rt is on
c4, d3, or dl. However, a4 is not good
enough, because Black will need three
moves to give cl'reck and in the meantime
the White rook can transfer itself to the

h-file and threaten mate, for

I

Rb8 Nb2 2 Rh8

example
4

Ndl 3 Re8 Ne3+

file. White wins only if his rook is on one
of the squares marked "+'. With the

Kb3 etc.

rook on d4, neither

treats this square the same as R, pointing
out that I Kc3 Nd4 2 Rd2 wins (which it
does) but overlooking the drawing rnove

I

Kb3 nor I Kc3
suffices to win, because there follows
l...Kbl 2 Rd3 and either 2...alQ or
2...alN+.
[For once, I found myself in need of a
little furtherexplanation. I Kcl concedes
the draw at once (see 4.1), so White must
play I Kb3 or I Kc3. Black naturally
replies

l...Kbl,

and Write must be able

to respond either by capturing the knight
or by a first-rank check.]

%

IMandler's diagram omits b3. He

1...Nc1. Now 2 Rd2 can be met by
2...Kbl without allowing a bottom rank
mate, and White must return to b2 (or
play Rxa2) ifhe is not actually to lose.j
This is perhaps enougl-r for us to solve the
studies in diagrams 4.7-4.10. The
solutions will be found on page 93.

4.7 (5439-40)

4.6 (5438)

White to move wins unless
a square marked " x "

bN is on

In

Diagram 4.6, White

to

'%K,..fu,

'',X'ArX
K,X,D*,"X
White to move and win
(a) as set, (b) wR on e4

move wins
.9t

Rook against knight and pawn on

4.8 (544t-2)

a2/a3
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B. Pawn on a3
Endings in which the Black pawn is on a3

are rather more difficult, because they

%%%%%%'

,r.r,,,r%%

i,7l

'42 %

sometimes come down to R v N with no
pawn and the solver must know the
theory of this ending at least in its
essentials. We also need to look at the
R v P endings which may arise after a
sacrifice of tl-re knight, and the first two
of our preliminary diagrams will address
these.

4.rr

White to move and win
(a) as set, (b) wR on g7

(s4s0)

4.9 (5443-5)

T.%'K"ry,

ru
White to move and win
(a) as set, (b-c) bN on e7 /f2

4.10 (s446_9)

,r,%,r%,

:ffi,

Z'

'Z',

R v P: White to move cannot win,
wherever the rook may be

Tl.ris position is always drawn. If for
example I Rg2+ then 1...Kb3, and after
2 Rg8 then 2...Kb2! 3 Rb8+ Kcl with a
draw^

4.r2 (54s1)

%
(a)

+'%%%

m,,x.*D
T

.%"'2"T "

White to move and win
set, (b-d) wR on b3/b4/b5

as

R v P: Black to move, White wins
only if wR is on a square marked "*"
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If

the rook is on b4, Black plays l...Kc3
2 Fra4 Kb2 (not 2...Kb3?) and White has

no winning continuation. If the rook is
on b5 or any higher square, White wins
easily (1...Kc3

2Kcl

a2 3 Ra5 Kb3 4 Ra6

etc).

This diagram illustrates one of the
consequences of diagram 4.12. Unless
the White rook is already on the b-fiIe,
Black will answer White's I Kxdt by
1...Kb2, and White must be able to reply
by a check on b5 or above. A check on b4
is not sufficient.

4.13 (S4s2)
4.15 (5454)

+

%

+

+

Black to move, Write wins only if
wR is on the square marked "*"

This is one

of the

most important

positions. Write wins only

if l.ris rook is
on b4. On l...Kal there now follows
2 Kb3 Nd3 3 Rd4 Ncl+ (3...Nc5+
4 Kxa3) 4 Kc2 Ne2 5 Rd2 and wins.
If the rook is on d4, Black draws by
l...Ndl, because the Write king cannot

take tfre knight on account of 2...Kb2
(see

Mite to move wins only if
wR is on a square marked "*"

4.12) and 2 Re4 is met by 2...N|2.

If

we compare this position with that of

diagram 4.5, where the pawn is on a2, we
see that it is more favourable for White,
who can win not only wl'ren the rook is

one

ofthe

squares previously marked but

also on b3 and on most of the d-file
(apart from d5 and the impossible dl).

For example, rook on d4: I Kb3 Kbl
Rrd3 a2 3 Rxe3 etc. But the rook is

2
4.14 (S4s3)

+ f,#t+ /Kz*

/Kz

*

Kt,j/fv.;7.Yr"j/fr.-*
+ /9,+Tfz+ Kz+74,
"&,"-f.rq)?,#u"{r{2"+

-ry,%%
Write to move wins only
wR is on a square marked

if

"*"

badly placed on the f-file (apart from on
R, whence it can capture the kinght),
because I Kb3 Kbl 2 RB can be met bv
2...Nd1.

Rook against knight and pawn on

cross on b2, but this square is of no
practical importance (a rook here would
be attacked by two Black men, so why
didn't Black use one ofthem to capture it
last move?) and Mandler obviously
thought it irrelevant. The same is true of

4.16 (S4ss)

,

+'T

a2/a3 87

t+

%.1V9;. 7#1

%'*r,97"%(ry

some later diagrams.l

KA*DT,

4.r7 (5456)

'ry,K'u%zt%,
Black to move, White wins only if
wR is on a square marked "*"
Wlite to move wins unless
wR is on a square marked " x "

Two moves come into

"?,.

'xk%Kz

particular

consideration for Black: l...Ne3* and
1...Ka2. The first leads to the preceding
diagram, the second to diagram 4.14.
Write can hope to win only if the rook
stands on a square which is marked "*"
in both these diagrams. But if we

Black to move, White wins only if
wR is on a sqlrare marked
White to move wins unless
wR is on a square marked " x "

"*"

compare the three diagrams, we see that

"*"

on h5
and h6. This is because Black has another

The signs on the f-file require little

move, 1...Nf2, which holds the draw if
the rook is on one of these two squares.
After l...Nf2 2 Rh2 Ng4 3 Rh4 Nf2

White wins against a knight on f2 by

the present diagram has no

4 Rf4 Ndl White has no

good

continuation. The king cannot take the
knight (see 4.12), while rook moves to
d4, e4, h4, fl, or R allow 5...Ka2 (see
4.14) and other moves are met by
5...Ne3+ (see 4.15).
After 1...Nf2, if the rook is on h6, tl.re
try 2 Rf6 is met by 2...Ng4 (3 Rf4 Ne3+,
or 3 Rg6 Ne5 4 Rg5/Re6 Nf3).
If the rook is on h5 and White tries
2 Rf5, Black draws by 2...Nd3, because
the king cannot capture (see 4.ll), the
rook cannot attack the knight (3 Rd5
Nb4+, 3 RR Nel+), and any other rook
move is met by 3...Ka2.

If

meets

the rook is on h7 or h8, White
l...Nf2 by 2 Rfli (Rf8).

[The computer pedantically adds

a

explanation. We have
playing his rook to

f/

just seen that

or f8, and on f3 the
The

rook threatens immediate mate.
reader can likewise easily

convince

himself that White wins if the rook is on
d2, e2, or 92. We saw in the analysis of
the last diagram that h2 was a bad square
(in the line 1 ...ND 2 Rh2 Ng4 etc).
[The computer adds a trivial
fl , again doubtless omitted by Mandler
on the grounds that it is of no practical
importance.]
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because Black to move can draw
irrespective ofthe position ofthe rook.

4.18 (5457)

%
%

4.20 (5459)

%

%
%
*,

The crosses on b7, d6, and d2 deserve
particular attention. Ifthe rook is on b7,
Black meets I Kb3 by l...Nd3 (2 Rd7
Nc5+) and I Kc2 by l...Nc4 (see 4.21
below). [f it is on d6 or d2. the line I Kb3

ru

Kbl

+r

2 Kxa3 is defeated by

%

'<Zz%

Black to move, White wins only if
wR is on a square marked "*"
White to move wins unless
wR is on a square marked " x "

.8,^D%>

Black threatens 1...Ka2, and we know
from diagrarn 4.13 that Write must be
able to meet this by playing to b4. The
square f4 is insufficient on account of
l...Ndl (see 4.16). If the rook is on b5,

Black escapes by playing l...Nd3 (see
4.24 later'I. and if it is on b6 or b7 Black
has l...Nc4 (see 4.2l,likewise later).

IMandler presumably regarded
crosses as self-explanatory. There

t19r

'%

%

Black to move can always draw
Write to move wins uniess
wR is on a square marked " x "

There

are

"*"

if

course takes

ru

",X'

Black to move, White wins only
wR is on a square marked

are

4.19 (S4s8)

%

"ry"

The plus sign on dl is only for
completeness. After l..Ka2, White of

would play I Kb3 with a quick mate.l

x

%
+

the

none on the f-frle because White to move

i'49t,

2...Nc4+"

signs on this diagram

with the rook and not the

a position
reminding us of diagram 4.3 after I Kc3,
and the logic is the same: the rook must
cover both e2 and d4, so as to prevent an
immediate 1...Ne2 and also a return to
d4 after 1...Nb5+ 2 Kb3. However, there
is a difference. In diagram 4.3, both e4
and d2 were suitable squares for the rook.
With the pawn on a3, only e4 works. If
the rook is on d2, Black can play 1....Ne6
king. Otherwise we have

without allowing immediate mate, and
he will be able to meet 2 Kb3 with
2...Nc5+.

[This is the fint serious error in
Mandler's analysis, and I have had to
alter his text. He puts a plus sign on d2
well, overlooking l...Ne6.l

as

a2/a3

Rook againsl knight and pawn on

4.2r (5460)

89

highlight the essentials I do not claim to
have provided a full treatment.]

:%ry
'7fum,222

4.22 (546t)

'rmr",2D

%%ry",Z'

7K%^
Black to move, Write wins only if
wR is on a square marked "*"
White to move wins unless
wR. is on a square marked " x "

We l-rave referred to this diagram in the
analysis ofpositions 4.18 and 4.19. The
square f4 is not marked with a plus sign
on account of l...Ne3+ (see 4.15) and e4
on account of l...Nd6 2 Rd4 Nf5 3 Rnt
Ne3+.
Now to the crosses. If tl-re rook is on
b8, Write wins by I Kb3. This fails with

z%ru"
%

+'%ir+

if

Black to move, White wins only
wR is on a square marked

"*"

Ifthe rook is on the d-file and not on a
marked square, Black will draw by
playing 1...Nc5, since if White then
attacks the knight Black will play 2...Kbl
and the rook will be unable to take it.
[Mandler omits the plus signs on a5,

b5, and f5, where White wins

even

the rook on b7 (1...Na5+). The

tllough the knight is not

by I Rb4 or I Rc6 Black will

immediate attack, and also that on fl"
With the rook on 95 or h5, Black draws
by playing l...Kbl and if 2 Kb3 then

draw
with the rook on b6 follows from diagram
4.15, since ifthe rook attacks the knight

reply

under

, but if it is on f5 Write

1...Ne3+.

2...Kc1

2Kb4Kb2

continue 3 Kxa3 and then round up the
knight. With the the rook on a5, b5, or
fl , I ...Kb I is either illegal or useless, and

With wRg8, White plays I Kc3 Na5
3 Rg2+

Kbl

4 Kxa3 and wins

with R v N, bur wirh wRf8

the
corresponding line is only drawn (play
continues 4...Nc4+ 5 Kb3 Ne3 and the
mating square is covered). We also have

I

Kb3 Nd2+ 2 Kc3 Ne4+/Kbl,
I Rtl Ne3+ (see 4.15).

and

With wRfl, I Kc3 is no longer
by l...Na5 (2 Rd7 wins), but
l...Ne3 2 RR Ndl+ 3 Kc2 leads to

defeated

diagram 4.16. With wRg6, I Kc3 is met
by 1...Ne5.
[This position is more diffrcult than
Mandler tl-rought. He omits the crosses
on f8 and g6, and less seriously those on
the a-file and e5 and the plus on c3, and
though l have tried to alter his text to

if Black plays i...Ka2 White

continue 2 Rf5 with a difficult win.l

can

can
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4.23 (5462)

%
Black to move, White wins only
wR is on a square marked "*"

the White king is on c2.

With White to move and the rook on
b5, I Rb3 is met by l...Nel +. If it is on
c5, I Rc3 fails against l...Nb4+.
4.2s (5464)

X

iYX,t4,
ry,?"u%'X"
'-e- '"%+'4.

if

x/%
+/MD/ttrt+

This position is won for White only if the
rook is on d2 or b6. If it is on say 92
instead of d2, Black draws by l...Kbl
2 Rg5 Nc6 3 Kb3 Nd4+. This check is
not availabie ifthe rook is on the d-fiIe.
The square b6 is likewise good for

White. Black must play 1...Ka1, and
there follows 2 Rd6 Kbl 3 Rd5 Nc6/Nb7
4 Kb3 etc.

However"

if

the rook is on b6 with

White to play, l.re rnust abandon

his
favourable position and there is no win.

4.24 (5463)

Black to move, White wins only
wR is on a square marked
Write to move wins unless
wR is on a square marked " x "

"*"

if

If the rook is giving check from el, the
solution is easy: l...Ka2 2 Re2+ Kbl
3 Kb3. The play is similar if the rook is
on gl, but the solver must be aware that
he cannot win witl-rout allowing Black to
promote to a second knight: l...Ka2

2 Rg2+ Kbl 3 Kb3 a2 4 Rgl alN+
5 Kc3 etc.

If the rook is on R, White wins by
Nfl 3 Re l + and as above,
or l...Nh2 2 Rg3 Nfl 3 Rgl etc.
If the rook is giving check from dl,
I

%%D%,X'

...Nd2 2 Re3

the procedure is 1...Ka2 2 Rd3

Kbl 3 RR

etc. The win with the rook on

-ry,K?ru

%9",%, %

Black to move, White wins only if
wR is on a square marked "*"
White to move wins unless
wR is on a square marked " x "

With Black to move, l...Nc5 does not
lrelp, because in contrast to diagram 4.22

analogous: 1...Ka22 Rh3

Kbl

hl

is

3 Rf3.

This preparation will simplify the analysis
of the following diagrams. The solutions
are on pages 93-4.

Rook against knight and pawn on

4.26 (546s-7)

a2/a3

4.29 (5477 -8, version)

%
%
*r'D

,

White to move and win
(a) as set, (b-c) wR on g5lh5

Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wR on h6

4.27 (5471-2\

4.30 (5479-82)

'ir-4%
,r%

%

Write to move and win
(a) as set, (b) wR on fi{

4.28 (S497-8)

K%
Write to move and win
(a)

as

set, (b) wR on d7

(a)

Black to move and draw
set. (b-d) wR onb5/b7 /g5

as

4.31 (5483-5)

'_42%ry,
%%?w;,m

Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b-c) wR on f6lh6

91
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4.32 (5486-8)

4.35 (5493-4)

%
iffi%
%
Black to move and draw
as set, (b-c) wR ong2/f5

(a)

4.33 (5489-90)

%

Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wR on dl

4.36 (S49s-6)

,rr^%
%%%

Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wR on c8

Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wR on d2

4.34 (549r-2)

4.37 (5499-s00)

i,,rj%
Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wR on h2

ru
Black to move and draw
(a) as set, (b) wR on e6

Rook against knight and pawn on

4.7. Only two rnoves come into
consideration: 1 Kc2 and I Kcl. Correct
in (a) is I Kc2 NB 2 Re4 (Black is going
to play 2...Nd4*, so Write must play to
one of the squares marked "+" in 4.3)
Nd4+ 3 Kc3 M5+ 4 Kb3 and wins. If

instead Black plays 1...Nd3, there are
several ways

Nb4+

to win, for example 2 Re4

iroping for 2...Nd4 reaching 4.2, because
White has 2 Rd3 winning (see 4.4).

Instead, Black must play l...Nc4/Ng4
R-- Na3/Ne3. giving 4.1.
In (b), I Kc2? fails to l...NB (see
4.3). As we have seen, this position
(wKc2, wRe4, bNR) is a position of
reciprocal zugzwang: Black to move
would lose. but Write to move must
weaken his position. Correct is 1 Kcl
NB 2 Kc2 and it is Black to move, or
l...Nc4 2 Kc2 Ne3+ 3 Kb3.
2

4.8. In (a), I Re2 NR 2 Rf2 (see
4.4), or l...Nd3+ 2 Kc2 Nb4+ 3 Kb3
Nd3 4 Rd2. We know from part (b) of
the preceding study that I Kc2 does not
work and from part (a) that I Re3 is met
by 1...Nc4, while 4.5 helps to show thar
I Rd4 is not correct: Black will continue
l...Nc4 (threat 2...Na3, 4.1) 2 Kc2

Ne3* etc.

I

In (b), 1

Rel? Nf3!

Re7 Nd3+/Nc4 2 Kc2;
4.4). I Kc2? NR! and

(see

tlre rook cannot reach e4 or d2 (see 4.3),
while on 2 Kcl Black will play 2...Nel or
2...Nd4 (see 4.2).
[I have presented the four studies of
4.7 and 4.8 as two pairs to make the
diagramming easier. Mandler, who gives
each study a separate diagram, presents
them as a set of four, whicl-r emphasizies
the link between 4.7 (b) and 4.8 (a).1

4.9. ln (a), Black threatens l...Nbs
and 2...Na3, which will draw according
to diagram 4.1. To avoid this draw,
White must play Kc2 at his first or
second move. But I Kc2 Nb5 sives

93

diagram 4.6, and again White cannot
win. So White must play Kc2 at move 2,
and Black will be able to reply by giving
check on d4. So White must put his rook
on one of the squares shown in diagram
4.3, and e4 is not within range; so the

I

solution is

Rd2 Nb5

2

Kc2 Nd4+

3 Kc3 etc.

In (b), I

3 Kb3 Nd3 4 Rd4"

i Kcl? is not defeated by l...NR?

a2/a3

Rd2 fails against l...Nf5

4.5), and i R.h2 against
(see 4.3). However,
Write now has I Kc2, since the knight
cannot reach any of the sqllares marked
2 Kc2

Ne3+

(see

l...Nf5 2 Kc2 Nd4+

in diagram 4.6.

I Kc2 is met by l...Ndl/Nd3
4.6), while I Rd2 Ndl/Ng4 2 Kc2

In (c),
(see

Ne3* puts us into diagram 4,5. Correct
is

I

Re2.

4,10. These four studies can be solved
very easily by considering diagram 4.4,
because in eacl-r case only one of

the marked squares can be reached.
In (a), therefore, I Rf2; in (b), I Rd3;
in (c),

I

Rf4. In (d),

I

Rh5 Nh2 2 Kc2

Nfi 3 Kb3 Nd2+ (3...Kb[ 4 Rhl) 4 Kc3
Ne4+ 5 Kc2 etc; not I Rf5? Nd2 2 Kc2
NR 3 Rf4 Nd4* and draws.
[Again, Mandler presents the seven
studies of 4.9 and 4.10 as a single set.
four studies of 4.10 would be a very
interesting group to set for solution
without Mandler's preliminary analysis;
I wonder how many players, even of
master strength, would get them all right
first time.l
Tl.re

4.26. In (a),

I

Kb3 Nd2+ 2 Kc3 and

2...Nfl 3 ful and wins (see 4.25) or
2...NR 3 Rf4 (not 3 Re3); if 2...Nbl+
then 3 Kc2 wins, for example 3...a2
now

4 Rg2 Nd2 5 Kc3 Nbl+/Ne4+ 6 Kb3.

Not I Kc3? Ne3! 2 Re4/Rg3 Ndl+

4.16).

if

In (b),

I

Kc3 Kbl 2

1...Ne3 then

Nd2+t

In (c),

etc

I

2

ful

(see 4.25);

Kb3. Not

I

Kb3?

Iftl 3 Rf3
Not I Kc3? Ng3

Rh3 Ka2 2 Kc3

(see 4.25).

(see

94

2
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Rg5/Rh3 Ne2+

3 Kb3 Nd4+

(see

4.20).

[Mandler has the rook on h6 in the
diagram of (c) but "2 Rg5" in the text.
The solution is the same with tl're rook on
h6, but the twinning g4-g5-h5 is neater

and I have assumed that the misprint
in the diagram.l

is

4.27. In (a), I Ra7 Nc3 2 Kc2 Nb5
3 Rd7 Ka2 4 Rd2 and either 4...Na7
5 Kc3+ Kbl 6 Kb3 Kcl 7 Rd5 or
4...Nc7 5 Kc3+ Kbl 6 Kb3 etc.
In (b), I Kc2 Nc5 2 Rc4 (not 2 Rf5,
see

4.24).

4.28. In (a),

I

Kc2 Ka2 2 Rb4

(see

4.13 etc); I Kb3? Kbl ! 2Kxa3Kc2.

In (b), 1 Kb3 Kbl 2 Kxa3; 1 Kc2?

Ka2! (see 4.13).

[Mandler gives this towards the end of
the "Black to play and draw" group, but
it seems more conveniently placed here
and I have taken the liberty of moving it.
Part (b) seems to work just as well with
the rook on d5 instead ofd7.l

4.29.

ln (a), l...Ka2 and

draws

because White can reach neither d2 nor
b6 (see 4.23). l...Kbl? 2 Rb4+! Ka2
(2...Kc| 3 Ra4) 3 Rb6 etc.

In (b), r...Kbl 2

Rb6+ Ka2/Kcl.

l...Ka2? 2 Rb6.
[Mandler has the rook on 94

3

4.32.

5...Rd4/Re3

but this allows an alternative refutation of

l...Ka2 in (b): 2 Kb4 Nb7 3 Rs2+ Kbl
4 Kxa3 and tl.re knigl.rt falls in 13 more
moves.]

4.30. In (a), r...Ndl (see 4.16).
In @), r...Nd3 (see4.24).
In (c), 1...Nc4 (see 4.21).
In (d), l...Ka2 (see 4.13).
4.31. Xn (a), 1...Ka2 (see 4.14).
In (b), l...Ne3+ (see 4.tr5).
In (c), 1...NO (see 4.26).

Nc5 etc (see note

ro

diagram 4.22) or 5...Kxd3 Kb2 (see
4.ll). If 4 Rf2 then 4...Ne6 5 Rf6 Nc5;
if 3 Rg3 then 3...Nf4 4 Kb3 (4 RR/Rga
Ne2+) Ne2 5 Rg2 (5 Re3 Nd4+ 6 Kc3
Kbl, see 4.20) Nd4+ 6 Kxa3 Kbl.

In (b),

2 IleZ/Rg3

1...Ne3 (l...Nel?

Ndl+

Ndl +

2

Re2!)

3 Kc2 Ka2 (see 4.16).

In (c), l...Nd4
2 Re5!

(see

4.20); l...Ne3?

3 Kc2 (see 4.16).

4.33. In (a), l...Ne4 2 Re6 (2 Rc4
Nf2 3 Rf:t Ndl, see 4.16) Ng5 (2...Nc5?
3 Re5 Nd3 4 Re3, see 4.24) 3 Re5/Rg6
Nf3 and draws.
In (b), 1...Ne6. l...Ne4? 2 Re8.

4.34. In (a), 1...Nc3 2 Kc2 Ndl (see
4.16); l...Nd2? 2 Kc2 and wins, because
the knight cannot use R to reach d4.

In (b), 1...Nd2 2 Kc2 NR. Not
of 2 Kc2 Ndl

l...Nc3 on account
3 Rh7/RhS (see 4.16).

["The Write rook can also stand on
g2", writes Mandler about (b), and I
think I would put it there even though it
gives

Write a choice of four

3...Rg5/g6/g7 /98, in refuting

moves,

l...Nc3.l

4.35. In (a), r...Nd2. l...Nc3? 2 Re5!

Na4
and, 96,

ln (a), l...Nel 2 Re3 Ng2
4 Re4 Nd3 and either

Re2 Nf4

3 Rb5 Nb2 4 Rb4 (see 4.13).

In (b), 1...Nc3,

because

White

does

not have e5 at his disposal.

4.36. ln (a), 1...Ne2+ 2 Kc2 Nd4+
3 Kc3 Kbl; l...NR? 2 Rh3!
In (b), l...NR! 2 Rd3 a2! and White
has no good move.

4.37. ln (a), 1...Na4.
In (b), l...Na4 2Kxa4 a2 3 Kb3 and
wins; l...Nd7!

5. Studies with other material
[We have seen pawns alone, rooks and pawns, and rook against knight. This chapter
contains Mandler's other studies. Some are not in his usual style, and it has to be said
that one or two are not of his usual quality; mastery is tl-re product not merely of talent
but of knowledge and experience, and a man whose work is outstanding in one field
may produce something quite ordinary when he tries his l-rand at something else.
But Mandler obviously liked all these compositions himself, and I don't think I should
act

as a

censor.

trncluded in this chapter are Mandler's knight-against-bishop studies based on
corresponding squares. These are not in Studie, having already been quoted in his
problem collection, but they include one of his most famous works and they also throw
an interesting light on his method of composition.]
White needs six moves to return to
the same position with Black to play

5.r (s50r)
L'Eclaireur de Nice 1924
(with R. Rdti)

In 5.1, Black threatens 1...R, and so

White must start I Ngl. We now have
the position after I Kel in the Trinks
study, shifted one file to the right, and
the diagram study is essentially a cook of
the Trinks study. We have already seen
Black's best defence, 1...Kd2! 2 Nf3+
Kd3!, and our task is now to get back to
this position with Black to move.
Tl.ris is achieved by the following
manoeuvre: 3 Kel Ke3 4 Ne5 Ke4
(4...Kd4 is met by 5 Ng4 Kd3 6 Kdl and
eitlrer 6...f3 7 Ne5+ or 6...Kd41Ke4
7 Ke2) 5 Nc4 Kd3 (5...Kd4 6 Ke2, 5...R
6 Nd2+) 6 Nd2 Ke3 7 NR Kd3 8 Kfl.
We know the rest from the Trinks study:
8...Ke3 9 Nel Kd2 10 Nc2 Kdl rl Nb4

in,ffi

Kd2 12 Nd5.

Write to play and win

The Trinks position has been shifted

one file

In

1923, O. Trinks of Usti nad tr-abem
published the following study in the
Oesterreic hisc he S c hac hrundsc hau:

White

Kdl, Nfl, Pf2 (3), Black Kd3, Pe4lB
(3), White to move and win. The
intention was I Ne3 Kc3 2 Kel Kd3
3 Ndl Kc2 4 Nb2l Kcl (4...Kc3 5 Kdl
and wins, 4...Kxb2 5 Kd2) 5 Na4 Kc2
6 Nc5 and wins, and I Kel was supposed
to be defeated by 1...Kc2 2 Ne3+ Kc3!
3 Ndl+ Kd3 4 Nb2+ Kc2 with a draw.
This study formed the basis of the twin
studies 5.1-5.2.

to the right to cut out

the

alternative winning method which
appears in the following study.

[The computer gives

4 Ng5/Nh4 as

2 Nh3

and

alternative winning

moves, but they waste time. The source

given

in

Studie is L'Eclaireur des Nice

1923, but "des" must be a misprint and
I have followed Mandler's Rdti book of
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A royal journey needing a great deal
of preparation

if Write

s.2 (s502)
L'Eclaireur de Nice 1924
(with R. Rdti)

So the only correct move is 1...Kc3,
to meet 2 Nd3 by 2...Kc2. The
same is true if the knight is on any other
square whicl-r covers d3 and allows it to
reach d4 in two moves, namely c5 or e5

(or b4, but this is of no practicai
importance and we need not consider it).

This has led us to the important

We cannot proceed as in the preceding
study, because the move corresponding
to I I Nb4 would take the knight off the
board. But another possibility is hidden
in the position, that ofbringing the king
to el, fl, 92, and f3. First we must see
how Black defends himself if White
embarks on this plan without proper
preparation"

I Nel Kb2 2 Nd3+
Kfl,

Black can
choose between 4...Kd2 and 4...Kd1. Let
us look at 4...Kd2 first: 5 Nf:l Kdl 6 Kg2.
White's plan is bearing fruit! White can
also play differently, 5 Ne5 Kdl 6 NR
etc. So we judge that Black's fourth move

4...Kdl

5

Nit

Kd2 6 Kg2 d3, and after 7 exd3 e2 the
White pawn is lost.

However, this move 4...Kdl is only
possible because the Black king is on c2,

and this forms the foundation of the
study.

Black can choose
cl, c2, and c3.

ready

White to play and win

was a mistake. Correct was

I Kel,

But the choice is easy. I...Kc2 fails
against 2 Nd3, as we have just seen, and
even easier is 1...Kc1, met by 2 Ne5.

'{:t*7'%

After the moves

plays

between the three squares

4.r%

Kb3/Kc3 3 Kel Kc2 4

king towards the east. In the position
Kdl/Nf4 v Kb2 (we always omit the
pawns, assuming them to be unmoved),

If the knight

is on d3, Black can
only draw by replying to White's Kel by
...Kc2. In the position Kel/Nd3 v Kc2,

observation that if the White knight is
covering d3 from c5, e5, or ?1, Black
must reply to White's Kel by playing
...Kc3. We shall try to prevent this
defence by reacl-ring the position
Kdl/Nf4 (Nc5, Ne5) witl'r the Black
king already on c3 and White to play. It
will not be easy. This is the true
foundation of the study.

White of these three squares, f4, c5,

will best suit our purpose? Let us
put it another way: from which of these
squares can the knight force the Biack
and e5,

king to play to c3? Obviously we can only

achieve

this by putting Black

in

zugzwang, and to this end the knight
must be guarding b3 at the instant when
the Black king is on b2. So we discard f7l
and e5, and concentrate on c5. This has
taken us a further step backward (our
analysis is essentially retrograde): White
must reach the position Kdl/Nc5 v Kb2
witl'r Black to move.

From where could the knight have
to c5? Not from d3, because it

come

would have been checking the king on b2

with Write to move. If we are to force
the king to move to b2, the knight must
be on a square from which it controls the
one important square in the Black king's

Black to play loses because his king is
already on c2 and must move away.
Now let us try moving the knight away

field, namely c3, and so the knight must
be on e4. The position Kdl/Ne4 v Kb3,

from d3, and only then taking the White

Black to move. is won for Write because

Studies with other

Black has no reasonable move other than
...Kb2, and White's reply Nc5 gives the
position of the previous paragraph.

Tlre position Kdl/Ke4 v Kb3

is

however also won if White is to move.
White's move Kcl forces Black to retreat
and give him access to c2, and Black then
loses quickly. We have already met this
position in the previous study (in the line
4...Kd4 5 Ng4 Kd3 6 Kdl). So if the

White knight can get to e4, he

wins

whether the Black king is on b2, b3, or
c3.

We have now come a long way, and all

that remains is to get the knight to e4.
Even this is quite difficult, but now that
we have come so far it will hardly be an
insuperable obstacle.

To

reach

e4 from c5 is

most

improbable, since our whole purpose in
getting to e4 is to use it as a stepping
stone to c5. The square 95 is likewise not
a practical choice. The knight can reach
this square only from R or e6, and while
it is doing this White will be unable to
stop Black from playing ...Kc3 and ...d3.
So the practical options are d6 and f6,
and the easier square to reach is f6. Let us
therefore examine this first
After 1 Nel Kb2 2 Nd3+ Kb3 3 Nf4
Kb2 (not 3...Kc3, which gives the

position Kdl/N!+ v Kc3 which we saw
long ago as good for White) 4 Nd5 Kb3
5 Nf6 we appear to have achieved our

aim. But Black has an unexpected
defence against the threat of Ne4,
namely 5...Kc4!! This allows the White

king to reach the second rank, whicir we
have usually regarded as being decisive,
but in the present case Black can take

advantage of the disadvantageous
position of the knight: 6 Kc2 d3+
7 exd3* Kd4 and Write is powerless
against the threat of ...e2. 6 Ne4 is
likewise met by 6...d3.
So f6 is not the answer, and only d6 is
left. It is easy to see that the knight must

reach this square from b5, since only
from here can it keep a suflicient watch
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on the Black king. The last and perhaps
most diflicult question, namely how to
arrive at b5, can be answered only after a
detailed analysis of the position. There
are three candidate departure squares, a3,
a7, and c7.The square a3 can be reached

from the initial position by

a

single

knight's move, and it is surprising that in
fact the correct route passes through c7.
Let us summarize the results of our
investigation. The knight must play to c7
and from there to b5, d6, e4, and c5, and
only then can the White king can start its
journey to the east.
So play starts I Nel Kb2 2 Nd3+, and

tfre variation 2...Kb3 is relatively short.
White plays 3 Nf4 Kb2! 4 Nd5 Kb3
5 Nc7, and his knight has reached c7.
Tlre move 2...Kc3 demands a longer
journey by the knight, namely 3 Ncl
Kb2 4 Na2 Kbl! 5 Nb4 Kb2 6 Nd5 and
so on. Black has one last hope, in that
after 6...Kb3 7 Nc7 Kc3 8 Nb5+ Kc4
9 Nd6+ he can attack the knight by
9...Kc5/Kd5, but White can easily refute
this. for example by l0 Nfl.
The complete solution thus unfolds

I Nel Kb2 2 Nd3+ Kc3 (2...Kb3 3 N?l
Kb2! 4 Nd5) 3 Ncl Kb2 4 Na2 Kbl

5 Nb4 Kb2 6 Nd5 Kb3 7 Nc7 Kc3
(7...Kb2 8 Nb5) 8 Nb5+ Kc4 9 Nd6+
Kb3/Kc3 l0 Ne4(+) Kb2 11 Nc5 Kc3
12 Kel Rc2/Kc4 13 Nd3 Kc3 14 Kfl
Kd2 15 Nf4 (or 15 Ne5 Kdl 16 NR)

Kdl

16 Kg2 and wins.
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An ancient theme in L
setting

^rgzvrng

White finishes just as he started
5.4 (S504)

s.3 (s503)
Rudd prdvo 1965 (afterA. Chdron)

Zemdddlskd noviny 1967

>%D'A

%

%

%%nxD
'nK'm7'D%D

'%", "%

White to play and win
White to play and win

In

1926,

A.

to proceed here seems
lt takes one move to bring his

White's way
Cheron published the

following study: Write Kel, Nfl, Ph2
(3), Black Kgl, Ph4 (2). Black to play,
White wins; White to play, draw.

Black to play, 1...Kg2 2 Ke2 h3
3 Ne3+ Kxh2 4 Kf2 Khl 5 Nfl. An

ancient theme, but always attractive.

White to play, l Ke2 Kg2 2 Ne3+
Kxh2 3 KJ2 Kh3 and draws, or 2 Ke3

Kxfl 3 Kf3 h3l 4 Kg3 Ke2 5 Kxh3 Kf3.
In the diagram, tr have extended this
by one move. Now we have a position
where the White king cannot move to the

e-file until the Black king has committed
himself: I Kel? Kgl! and we have the
Chdron position with White to move, or

I Ke2 Kg2 and we have the

same

position after Black's first move. Correct
is I Kd2 Iql (1...h3 2 Ke2 and 3 Ne3,

l...Kg2 2 Ke2\ 2 Kel Kg2 3 Ke2 Kgl
Kxfl 5h3/Ks4.

(3...h3 4 Ne3+) 4 KR

obvious.

knight to the defence of l.ris pawn and
two rnore to bring his king to the defence
of the knight, after which he can try to
out-tempo the Black king. But this
cannot be made to work.
There is another way of defending the
White pawn, which is by bringing the
knight to gl. True, this takes three knight
moves instead of one, but the route is
exact and more attractive, and it brings
White to his goal: I Nc3 Kg5 2 Ne2 lft4
3 Ngl fu3 4 Kdz r<fZ (4...Kg2 5 Ke3)
5 Ne2 h4 6 Kd3 Kg2 (6...KR 7 Ngl+
Kf2 8 Ke4 Kxgl 9 Kl3, but not 9 Kf4?
Kf2 and draws) 7 Nf4+ KB (7...Kg3

8 Ke3) 8 Ne6 Kg3 9 Ng5 Kf4 l0 Ne4
KR 1l Kd4 Kf4 12 Kd5 Kf5 13 Nc3 Kf4
14 Ne2+ I(f3 15 Ngl+ KI2 16 Ke4
Kxgl 17 Kf3 and Write wins. We may
notice that Write's moves l3- 15, right at

the end of the solution, are an
repetition ofmoves l-3 at the start.

exact

to Europe Echecs, March
26,K. A. L. Kubbel published

According
1968, page

in l914: Write Kd3,
Ne6, Ph2 (3), Black Kf3, Ph4 (2), win
by I h3 Kg3 2 Ng5 Kf4 3 Ne4 KR 4 Kd4
the following study

Kf4 etc. But I do not think this is an
anticipation in tl're true sense of the
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noticed that the definitive computer

Kd6 6 Ne3 Kc6 7 Nfl Kd6 8 Ng3 Kc6
9 Ne4 etc; if 3...Ke5. 4 Kc4 Kf4 5 Kxc5
Kg4 6 Kd6! Kxh4 7 Ke7.
The need to meet l...Kd6 by 2 Kb3
raises the question of why White cannot
start I Ka2. The answer is that it is met
by 1...c4.

analysis now available gives the main line
as completely unique apart lrom timewasting and blind alleys.l

Black reduces White to a bare king in
the middle of the board, but it is

word.

[Timothy Whitworth's

Leonid
Kubbel's Chess Endgame Studies confirms
the Kubbel (Rigaer Tageblatt l9l4), but

Mandler's version oflen quite enough
extra to justify its creation. It may be

stalemate

A knight can neYer gain a tempo
5.6 (5507)
Lidovd demokratie 1955 (corr 1961)

s.s (s506)

ru

Rudd prdvo 1965

*XrM,i%'
',r...Iru

T"K"ry,KKt

White to play and draw
White to play and win

After

I

Kb2 Kd6 we are approacl.ring

I f7 Nc7 2
a

position in which whoever is to move is at
a disadvantage: White to play only would
only draw, but Black to play loses. If
White plays 2 Kc3?, there follows
2...Kd5 3 Kd3 (3 Ng6 c4) c4+ 4 Kc3 Kc5
5 Ng6 Kd5 6 Ne7+ Kc5 (6...Kd6?
7 Kxc4) 7 Ng8 Kd5 8 Nh6 Kc5 9 Ng4
Kd5 with a draw. The knight, which
changes the colour of its square at eacll
move, is at a great disadvantage when it
come to gaining a tempo.
After the correct continuation 2 Kb3

Kd5 3 Kc3 we have the same position
with Black to move, and l-re loses: 3...c4
(for other moves see below) 4 Ng6 Kc5
(4...Ke4 5 Ne7) 5 Ne7 etc. If 3...Kc5,

White plays 4 Kc4 and wins, for example
4...Kd6 5 Nl3 Kc6 6 Nh2 Kd6 7 Ng4;
if 3...Kd6, he plays 4 Kc4 Kc6 5 Ng2

Nd3 Kxd3 3 Kd6 elQ
4 fBQ Qb4+ 5 Ke5

(3...Ne6 4 Kxe6)
QxfS stalemate.

l...Kxd3 2

fi

I Nd3 fails against

Nd4 3 Kd5 elQ 4 f8Q

Qe6+ 5 Kc5 Qc6+ 6 Kb4 Qb5+/Qc4+.
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Tl-re latter said to him: "We have
learned from a usually reliable source
that somewhere, at a place whose
location is only approximately known to
us, something is hidden which is of

Across the marsh

s.7 (s508)
Svobodnd slovo 1967

immeasurable value to us. Nobody, apart

from yourself, must know what

%'&^D

it

is.

Your task is to find it and to bring it to
me. Here you have a description of the
region within which it migl.rt be found.
And here I give you a chess diagram,
which may perhaps give you a clue. On
the other hand, it may be of no use to

xx
Kt'r'

you whatever. Do you accept the

commission?"
"l accepl, provided you allow me to
ask my friend K.N. to help me. He is an

White to play and win

excellent chess player and solver of
[The story accompanying this study was
actually written by Mandler to go with
the next composition in Studie, where
the knight has a rather longer and more
diflicult journey, but that study has l.rad
to be reiegated to Appendix D and I l-rave
moved the story here so as not to lose it
altogether. As with 3.29, I have retained
the original names. "Fred" is not a
Czech name (the Czech equivalent of
Frederick is "Bediich"), but the story

was originally written

for a

Swedish

I understand that the
is quite common there. The

magazine and

name

significance if any of the initials "K.N."
escapes me (they would be "king's
knight" in English and the knight does
indeed play a leading role, but there is no
reason for them to have been so written
in Czech). And I know at least one wife
who will be highly amused to read that
the charms of the beautiful Vera appear
to have been totally ignored once the
chessboard came

out!]

Fred received a letter asking him to
present himself to the President of the

of

Government. He could think
no
reason for this, but he assumed it must be
something of importance if the President
himself was sending for him.

problems."

"I

agree to your

condition."

Below tl.re diagram (see 5.7) was written
the following. "There is a path across the
marsh as across the chess board. Seek first
the chess path. Set out from where the
dark tower once stood. Pluck the wayside
fruits with care, for some are poisoned.
There are false trails; be on your guard.

Proceed alternately

by

trochee

and

iambus, and never retrace your steps.
Take care to finish in the same manner as
that in which you started."
They reached the region described,

and at the inn they met a beautiful
young lady with whom Fred fell instantly
in love. She claimed to be spending her
holiday there.
They were pleasantly surprised to find

that the

neigl.rbourhood did indeed
contain a marsh, but it was a wild and
forbidding place and they were warned
that nobody who had ventured into it
had ever come out alive. Fred's friend
suspected that others might be on the
scent, and that perhaps this was why the
President was so concerned that they
should hurry and not let anyone overtake
them. "We cannot confide in anyone,"
he said, "and we are certainly not going

Studies with other

to say a word to your beautiful
tr have been studying

continued, "and

I

Vera.

the diagram,"

tl.rink

it

might

he
be an

endgame position, where Wl-rite is to play
and win. White is already a piece up and

I

will

remove one of Black's
remaining pawns, but Black will reply
1...Kxd6 and go for White's last pawn.
I don't think the knight can defend it -

Kxh3

2 Nf7+ Kd5 3 Ng5 Kd4 4 Nf3+ Kc3
5 Nel Kd2 and the knight must give way,
or 2 Ng6 Kd5 3 Nf4+ Kc4 3 Ne2 b5 and
Black will soon exchange pawns - so the
king must come across and this seems no
better. 2 Kg4 Kd5 3 KR Kd4 4 Ke2 Kc3
5 Kdl b5, and again Black will exchange
pawns."
"So we play I Nf/ defending our own

pawn," said Fred, "and this

explains

material

l0l

made as long-short, h8-f8-f/, or shortlong, h8-h7-fl. But we are told to

alternate trochee and iambus, and
furthermore never to go back on
ourselves. So we play h8-f8-f7 (trochee),

f/-f8-d8 (iambus), d8-b8-b7 (trochee),
and so on, and we leave out f8-f/-f8 and
the later section a3-b3-a3 where we shall
be going back on our tracks."
The friends duly marked out on the
ground a path which corresponded to
lr8-f8-d8-b8-b7 -a7 -a5-a3-a1, and they
succeeded

in carrying out

their

commission.

Solution: I Nf7 Ke6 2 Nd8+ Kxd6
3 NxbT+ Kd5 4 Na5 Kd4 5 Nb3+ Kc3
6

Nal.
A study to which my friend added

what it says about starting where tl-re dark
tower once stood. "
"Yes," said his friend, "but Black
plays 1...Ke6 and the d-pawn will fall
after all. W.rite can piay 2 Ne5 and after
2...Kxd6 3 Nd3 Kd5 4 Netr he will be a
tempo or so ahead of our previous iine,
but Black will still advance his b-pawn

a second part

5.8

(S5ll)

Sachovd umdni 1946

',X,,2,0

and exchange off. "
"But Write has 2

.x",K,,x,

Nd8+ winning the
b-pawn," objected Fred. "The d-pawn
can't run away, so shouldn't Black play
tr...b5 frrst?"

"No," said his friend. "2 Kxh3 Ke6
3 Kg4 Kxf/ 4 Kf5 and White will win.
Black must play to e6 at once if he is to
have any chance."

Write to play and win

"All right,

1...Ke6, and I still play
2 Nd8+ Kxd6 3 NxbT+. Now what?"
"The natural move is 3...Kd5, and
White has nothing better than 4 Na5.
There will follow 4...Kd4 5 Nb3+ Kc3
6 Nal and we have indeed finished in the
same manner as we started, but where
does 'trochee and iambus' come in?"
understand," said Fred. "A trochee is a
long followed by a short, whereas an
iambus is a short followed by a long. Now
a knight's move from h8 to f7 can be

I Kg6 Ke3 (1...a5 2 f4 a4 3 BdI a3 4 Bb3
etc) 2 Kf5! (2 Bd1? Kf:l 3 Kh5 a5 4 Kh4
a4 5 Kh3 a3 draw, 2 Kg5? Kxe2 3 f4 a5)
lke? 3 Ke4 a5 4 f4 Kdz 5 Kd4 Kc2
6 Kc4 Kb2 7 fS (7 Kb5? Kb3! 8 Kxa5
Kc4) a4 8 f6 a3 9 f7 t2 10 f8Q alQ
1l Qfz+ Ka3 12 Qe3+ 1152 13 Qd2+

Kbl 14 Kb3 and wins.
ln Prdce, in 1960, my dear friend the
unforgettable master Josef Moravec
published a twin to the position after
move

l,

moving the Black pawn from a7
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to b7: Write fu6, Be2, Pl3 (3), Black
Ke3, Pb7 (2), White to play and win.
Now I Kf5 Kxe2 2 Ke4 is defeated by
2...b5 3 f4 Kd2 4 Kd4 Kc2 5 Kc5 Kc3
6 Kxb5 Kd4, and the solution is I Bdl
Kf4 2 Kh5 b5 3 lft4 b4 4 lft3 b3 5 Kg2

Be4 (if 4...Bc4 then 5 Bfi). But White
just fras enough time: 5 d6 h2 6 d7 hlQ
7 d8Q+ Kh5 8 Qh8+ K-- 9 Qxhl and
wins.

A complicated stalemate combination

and wins.

*5.10 (s514)
iac h 1961

[Moravec (1882-1969) was an almost
exact contemporary of Mandler's, and
his studies were of the highest quality if
not quite as deep as Mandler's own.
Many of them are have found their way
into the textbooks, and a collection has
been produced by Emil Vlas:ik (SNZZ,

C es koslove ns k1i

%

D^'Az,i^,

Brno, Czech edition 2000, English
edition 2001 witl.r additional material).1

Kry,'*"ryvY'X"

A striking and delicately

/:*D*D^'

motivated opening move

%

*5.9 (S513)
C es kos love

nskli iac h 1964

White to play and draw

An immediate

advance

to f7 is met by

...Bg5+ and ...Bh6. But White can leave
l-ris f-pawn where it is; he need not fear

,r,,r,ry/iiw,

the capture ...exf6, since it can be met by
e7. He would like to advance i.ris king to
tl.re fourth rank, but I Kxe4 is met by

2 e7 f5+ and 3...Bxe7, and
\ Kd4/Kf4 by l...exf6 2 e7 fxei+
1...exf6

similarly.

I Ke2 help. Black deals with
f/ by simply playing l ..Bg5.
But White can try to create a
stalemate: I Kd4 exf6 2 c6 bxc6 3 e7
fxe5+ 4 Kc4 BxeT stalemate. It seems
Nor does
the threat of

Write to play and win

I Bc6? Kit! White is in zugzwang.
2 Bxb5 is met by 2...Bg4 with the threat
of3...BR and4...h2.
Conversely, after 1 Ba8! Kf4 2 Bc6 it
is Black who is in zugzwan5. 2...Kg4
allows 3 Bxb5, 2...Bfl is met by 3 Bxb5
Bh5 4 Bd7, and 2...Bf5 by 3 Bxd5 Bxd3
4 Be6 h2 5 Kg2. White also wins after
2...h2 3 Kg2 Ke3 4 Bxb5 Kd2 5 c4, for
example by 5...Ke3 6 Kxh2 Kxd4 7 cxd5
After

etc.
be

that we l-rave found the solution, because
2...fxe5+ 3 Kc4 bxc4 4 e7 is merely a
transposition of moves. Br"rt Black can do
better: 3...Kxa7t 4 c7 b5+ 5 Kxb5 Kb7
and wins"

Correct is I c6 bxc6 2 Kd4, and
2...exf6 3 e7 4 Kc4 BxeT is indeed
stalemate. If Black plays 2...c5*, White
cannot reply 3 Kxe4 for fear of 3...exf6
4 e7 d5+, but he can play 3 Kd5.

fl

If

the

The most hopeful defence appears to

threat of 4

l...Bf5 2 Bxd5 Bxd3 3 Be6+ Kh4 4 d5

playing 3...Bg5, White can play 4 Kxe4

now panics Black into

Studies v)ith other

and he will even win (4...exf6 5 Kf5 fxe5
6 Kxg5 etc); but Black can keep the draw
by 3...Kxa7 or 3...e3.
Cut and thrust

_

*5.11 (S515)
nskli iac h 1964

C es kos love

'-,,7r,.4'%

i%%

has gained

material
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the

him the victory.

But White does not throw

towel. He must obviously move

his

bishop, but only 5 Ba2! is correct; every
other move will be shown to lose. Now
the tables are turned.

Yet Black again injects new tension
into the play: 5...8xe2 6 Kd4 Bc4. Black

scents victory anew, because 7 Kxe3
Bxa2 leaves him a piece ahead" Btit now
we see why White's fiftl-r move had to be
to a2; a capture here leaves Black
blocking his own pawn, and 8 Kd2! holds
the draw (but not 8 Kd3/Kd4, when
Black wins by 8...Bb3! 9 Kc3 Ba4lBdl).
[Not given by Mandler in the line
1...b5 2 Kb6 is2...a3, but 3 c6 Bf5 4 c7+

Kd7 5 Kxb5 appears adequate; if
6 Kb6, and the Black

5...Bd3+ then

bishop must go straight back to f5.l

White to play and draw
A little combination

The move which

I

suggests

itself first,

Kxb6, is a losing move. Black replies
1...8d3, when 2 Kc5 a3 gives him an easy
win and 2 c5 Bxe2 3 c6 (3 Be6 Bf3) Bg4
also leaves White helpless.

5.12 (S516)
Pionjirskd noviny 1964

To free the diagonal g8-a2, White
plays

I

c5.

If

Black does not want to

with 4 Kd4 to follow.
But again tl'rings are not wl-rat they

%

seem. Black plays the unexpected 2...c4!

White to play and win

accept this sacrifice, he has nothing other

than 1...b5 2 Kb6 b4, and simplest for
White is 3 Be6 with the rhreat of 4 c6 etc.
However, if Black accepts the sacrifice,
l...bxc5, it appears that 2 Kb6 forces the
draw, because 2...8d3 can be met by
3 Kxc5

What can be the point of luring the
White bishop to c4, when we have just
that Black cannot play ...8d3? But
after 3 Bxc4 a3 4 Kc5 Bd3! we see the
point of Black's combination. If the
White bishop were still on g8, he would
seen

have a simple draw by Kd4, but now this
loses to ...8xc4. The Black bishop has
walked into double jeopardy, but neither
the White bisl-rop nor the pawn can take
it. appears that Black's combination

It

I f6 exf6 2 e6 Bc5 3 bxc6 and either
3...Bd6+ 4 Be5 etc or 3...Kb6 4 Bd4.
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5.13a (Sl4)

Ifuight against bishop
s.13 (sl3)
Wiener Schachpitung 1924

k%b%%D
^,,ffi,ffi,ffi,

ft%%%

"7'X>
White to play and draw
[This and the next two examples come
not from Studie but from Mandler's
problem collectiou. They occur in an
extensive article on "mate in /r" problems
with knight against bishop, the knight
trying to force mate against an immobile
king and the bishop trying to stop him.
I have been selective as regards both
examples and text, since the original
contains a large amount of problemistic
detail which here seems best omitted.l
In 1924, I presented the solution to
5.13 as follows: I Bh5 Nd5 2 Bg4 Nf6
3 Bf5. I was aware that this solution was
very far from complete. Later, I was able
to present it with auxiliary diagrams and
tables. The numbers in diagram 5,13a
indicate squares from which Black must
at all costs be kept away; Black will win if
his knight succeeds in safely reaching any
ofthese squares.
The two mating squares are indicated
by "0", and the squares giving access to
them by "1". Square e4 has a "2",
because if the knight can reach this

square, White cannot prevent it from
moving to a square marked "1". The

remaining numbers are assigned
similarly. So the number on a square

shows how many moves Black will need
to mate once he has reached this souare.

Now we can find various sets of
corresponding squares, that is to say we

can imagine the knight on

various

in turn and establish the

squares

squares

that the bishop must occupy in order to
prevent it from reaching a numbered
square. This produces the following table:

Auxiliary table for diagram 5.13a

f1:

c1:c4
c2 zc4

,f3

c4

,

f3

f4: f5
f5: f3

d2:d5
d4:d5

f <. FE

d5 :94

g1|s4

d6:d5
d8:d5

92 z94
gr3:d5

eLze4,e2

h4:e4,h5

e2 ze6

h5 : e5, e4
h6 : e6, h5

e3:e2

e7:e4,f5,h5
e8:e5,e4
Wlrat does "c1:c4" mean? trt means
that if the knight is on cl, the bishop
must play to c4; otherwise, Black will
win. Elsewhere there are two squares
shown after the colon, for example
"c2:c4,R". If the knight is on c2, the
bishop must play either to c4 or to R. If
the knight is on e7, the bishop has three
possible moves.

Now we can fill out our incomplete
solution to 5.13. All we have to do is to
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read the bishop moves from the table: for
example, I Bh5 Nd5 2 Bg4 Ne3 3 Be2

Ng2 4 Bg4 Nf4 5 Bf5 Ne2 6 Be6 Ng3
7 Bd5 Nf5 8 BR and so on.
Our table is not complete. If, for
example, Black replies to I Bh5 by
playing 1...Ng8, we cannot use it to read
offWrite's next move. Strictly speaking,
we should have included this square in
our table, as "g8:c8,d7,96,g4,h3", and we

would now see that the bishop can meet
Ng8 by playing to any offive squares, two

ofwhich

(96 and 94) are accessible from
h5. But this omission is not fundamental.
By carefully examining the diagram and
table, we can read offor quickly work out
a correct reply to every knight move.
We can also resolve the position of
Diagram 5.13 with Black to move, when
he wins by l...Nf5 2 Bc4 Nh4!
By constructing the auxiliary diagram
and table, we have given the solution
something of an automatic flavour. We
can even talk of a mathematical chess
study. But this has rather too learned a
ring. The uninitiated migl,t tl.rink that it
demands the highest mathematical
expertise, whereas in truth we require no
more than the knowledge acquired in
elementary school.
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But there is more. Not only is the
solution of our diagrams automatic, their
production may be as well.
In 5.14, W-rite is assumed to have the
knight and Black a dark-square bishop,
and the figures again indicate the number
of moves tl're knight will take to mate
from the given square. Again" we can
form an auxiliary table showing the
squares the bishop must occupy to keep
him at bay:
Auxiliary table for diagram 5.14

a5:d5

f3zf6,g7

c2 : c.5

f4:e5
r5:c5

c'7

ze5,e7

d3:d5
d5:d6

f7 zc7

95:e5,d8
95:d5, f6
gV :d4,e7

e1-:e7,f8
e6: f6

h6:d6

e3:d4,d6,f2,f8,91,
e4ze7, b8-h2 except
g4zg7, b8-h2 except
h4:d4,e7,f8

e5

d5

By examining this table, we can construct

Automatic twins
5.14 (Sl7)
Sachovd umdnf 1948

a large number of related studies.

(a-b) White Ne3, Black Bd6/f8,
Black to play and draw. (a) f...8f8,

o) r...8d6.

(c-d) Write Nel, Black Bf8/e7, the

same.

K,,ffi.,,ru.

"u'Z'ffiD
*D'D
White also has a knight,
Black a dark-square bishop

(c) 1...8e7, (d) 1...8f8.

(e-f) White NR, Black Bg7/f6, the
same. (e) 1...8f6, (f) 1...Bg7.
(g-j) Write Ng2, Black Bh8/d8/e7/
d2, Write to play and win. (g) I Nef,
(h) r Ne3, (i) I Nf4, (i) I Nh4. The
knight's moves form a semicircle.
(k-m) Write Nf6, Black Be7/e5/g7,
the same. (k) I Ng4 Bd6/Bf6 2 Nh6,
(l) I Ng8 Bd6/Bf6 2 Nh6, (m) I Ne4
Be5 2 Ng5.
[Mandler has a fourtl.r part to the last
set, bBg5 completing the square, but
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unfortunateiy

I

Nd5 and

I

Ne8 both

work. We rnay also notice that he
disdains to insert the values "1" and "2"

that should

pedantically appear on
squares a7 and c8 in diagram 5.14, since
tirese squares will never be reached in the
course of sensible play.l

[Before we return to Studie, we may
note that 5.13 was used in tl-re original
1984 edition of The Oxford Companion to
Chess to illustrate the existence of
corresponding squares in endings with
bishop against knigl-rt, and was retained
in tlte 1992 edition despite a general

policy

of

changing examples so that

purchasers of the new edition would
get as mucl-r fresh material as possible.

Further possibilities
5.15 (S25)

No

Sachovd umdni 1948 (version)

alten-rative was found which offered

similar depth and clarity.l
Luring the bishop to a square where
can be taken with check
s.16 (ssl8)

%

Slovenskli ndrod 1926

X',i%n
,z%%7,

Black to move loses,
White to move cannot win

%%t^

It is obvious that we can expand the
of similar twins by using

production

different fundamental positions. We can
also obtain new possibilities by adding
further material, as 5.15 shows. Write to
play, I Nd4 Bd5 and the bishop will keep
the knight at bay; Black to play, l...Bb7
(else mate in 7) 2 Ne3 Bc8 (else mate in
6) 3 Nd5 and only the suicidal 3...B,d7
prevents mate in 5.
It is as if we had an automaton. which
we had programmed to manufacture
studies and problems of this kind and
which could pour them out in hundreds.
[Mandler actually presents 5.15 as a
problem/study twin, (a) bBf3, Black to
play and avoid mate in 7 (1...8b7 etc),

(b) bBg2, Black to play and

it

draw

(1...Bf3), but the present "win or draw"
version seems more appropriate here.]

White to play and draw

I

Be4? fails against 1...896. How can

White prevent Black's promotion to
queen? By luring the Black king to c8
and the bishop to f5, wl.ren the bishop can

be captured with check and Black will
have no time to promote his pawn.

Hence

I d7 BxdT and

now all

is

prepared: 2 Be4 BfS 3 Nc7+ Kb8
4 Na6+ Kc8 5 Bxf5+.
[Mandler adds a conjecture that this
study, like 3.46, may show the "Roman
theme", but this is a question about the
meaning of the terminology rather than
about the content ofthe study and
taken the liberty of omitting it.l

I

have
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5 Nel (5 Ne5? Bc2) and we have the
position after White's second move in

A minor-piece battle

s.l7 (ssl9)

Mandler's study.l

Oeste rre ic hisc he Sc hac hru ndsc

hau

1924 (wrth E. Kcinig)

Why stop one square short ofthe
edge?

%
'z%'ry.%"2

s.18 (S520)
Oesterre ic h isc he S c hac hrundsc ha u

1924

%,

Kfl, Bc3 (2), Write to play wins by
I Bb6 Bel 2 Bd4 Ba5 3 Ne3+ Kel

4 Be5/8f6. But

I

was unable

to publish

anything during tl're war, and after the
war I saw the same position (l think after
the first move) under the name of a
Soviet composer.
IMandler obviously expects his readers
to take for granted the pretty line 2...Kel

3 Ne3, when Black must deal with the
mate threat and leave the bishop to its
fate. Examination of Harold van der

Heijden's "Endgame study

2000"

database

suggests that the Soviet
composition may l'rave been by V" A.
Bron, Shakhmafl u ^lS,lR 1940, White
Kc3, Bh7, Na4/h4 (4), Black Kdl, Bb5,
Pd2 (3), Write to play wins by I Nb2+
Kcl 2 NR dlQ 3 Nxdl Be2 4 Be4 Bxdl

%

'%,, %.

%
%W

White to play and win

I Nfl Kxfl. Black now has one piece
against two, but 2 KB puts him in
diffrculty. The bishop is lost after 2...B.h4
(3 Ne3+ Kgl 4 Nf5+), and likewise after
2...Bb8 (3 Bf2 Bf4 4 Nc3 B-- 5 Ne4 BPt
6 Kxf4). Black therefore plays 2...Be1,
but 3 Bb6 (3 Ba7? Ba5 4 BfZ Bd2!) Bd2
leads to 4 Bn Bf4 5 Nc3 B-- 6 Ne4 Bf4
7 Kxf4 as before.
In April 1942 I reworked this idea as
follows: Write KR, Bgl, Ndl (3), Black

(with E. Kdnig)

White to play and win

I Bf/
4 Bbl

896 2 Ba2 Bxh5 3 Nf5+ Ik6

etc. The White bishop must play
to bl at move 4, and so to a2 at move 2
andfT at move l. 4 Bc2 would fail against
4...8d1, Bd3 against ...Be2, Be4 against
...BR.
IMandler disdains mention of the trap
2...8b1, when the thoughtless capture
3 Bxbl gives stalemate and White must
move his bishop to safety before resuming
the attack.l
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A little stalemate study
s.19 (s524)
Tidskriftfiir Schack 1967, corr 1969

An immediate Ke6 is defeated by ...Kh7.
White must play a waiting move, which
threatens nothing itself but forces Black
to weaken his position. The move 1 Ke7
frees the sixtl.r rank for use by the White
rook

ifthe Black king

plays to h7. Besides

this tempo play, the study

%

contains

echoes both of mating positions and
the play leading up to them.

of

A) l...Rh7+. This move blocks h7
against the Black king and so White can
play 2 Ke6 Ra7 (2...Rh6+ leads to the
pure mate 3 Nf6+ Kg7 4 RgS) 3 Nf6+

Kg7

4 fu8+ fft6 5 Kf5 and so on.

6 Rg6 (a mate
which will recur), and the pawn on c5
prevents the Black rook from giving
check on the rank. The same situation
will appear one rank lower in the next
Wl.rite threatens mate by

(a)

as

White to play and draw
set, (b) bRb3 to b5, no wPa2

(a) 1 Na5+ R3b7 2 Ka3 Ka7 3 BxbT
BxbT 4 Nc6* Bxc6 stalemare; I Nd8+?
Bb7.

(b) I Nd6+ R5b7 2 Ka5 Ka7 3 BxbT
BxbT 4 Nb5+ Ka8 5 Nc7+
[The definitive analysis of R*B v
B*N now available confirms that the
position after 3 BxbT in (b) is indeed a
draw; there is no question of Black's
being able to f,orce a win by moving his
bishop to safety and resuming the attack
later on.l
Various echoes

*5.20 (S525)
Wiener Abendblatt 1927

variation.

B) 1...c4. This gives the White rook
more scope (see variation C) and so
permits 2 Ke6. White threatens Rc7, and
Black meets this threat by playing 2...Kf8
(for 2...Kh7 see the next variation). Now
Rc7 can be met by ...Rhl. But White has
3 Nd6+! (Nf6+ is not good enough),
leading to 3...Kg7 4 Nf5+ Kh7 5 Rc7+
and either 5...Kg8 6 Rg7+ Kf8 7 Rfl+
Ke8 8 Nd6+ Kd8 9 Rd7 mate or 5...Kg6
6 Rg7+ Kh5 7 Ke5 Ra8 8 Kf4 and Black
is helpless against the threat of mate by
9 Rg5.
C) If after 1...c4 2 Ke6 Black plays
2...1h7 as before, White can reply
3 Rxc4. If the rook were on c5, 3...Kg6

would draw. There follows 3...Rf8
(3...Rxe8+ 4 Kf7, 3...Kg6 4 Rg4+ etc)
with similar play to the above: 4 Nf6*
Kh6 5 Rh4+ Kg7 6 Rg4+ and either
6...Iilt8 7 Kf5 Rd8 8 Rh4+ Kg7 9 Rh7+
KfB 10 Iq6 and Black is helpless against

/u,x,r*

the threat of 11 Rf7 mate or 6...Kh6

%ry'.x",K

cleared the sixth rank) c4

White to play and win

7 Kf5 with the threat of mate by 8 Rg6.

D) 1...Kh7 2 Rc6 (this is why we
3 Kf7 c3

4 Rxc3.
[Sadly, the echo line after 6...Kh8 in
C is unnecessary, because 8 Kg6 wins

Studies with other

more quickly; Mandler gives B...Rd4 as a
refutation, 9 Rxd4 being stalemate, but
9 Rg5 forces a quick mate (9...Rd5
10 Nxd5, 9...Rh4 l0 Kfl). So the play is
less perfect than Mandler believed, but I
don't think the dehciency justifies
relegating the study to Appendix D.l
Some apparently irrelevant
speculation shows the way to the win

*5.21 (5526, RP43)
Svobodnd slovo 1957
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to the win. If Black to move were to start
by playing l...Kxd3, the reply would be
2 Rxg4, and he would suddenly fund

himself at a disadvantage. The same
position arises if White is to play and we
start I Rxg4 Kxd3, but now White has
the duty of moving and in this case it
does not signify an advantage. This is
why we talk of the duty to move in such
cases, and

not ofthe right to move.

If the duty to move here has
unpleasant connotations - as we are
coming to believe - then the thought

to whether we might have a
of reciprocal zugzwang, even
tllough an open position with freely
mobile pieces does not immediately
arises as

position

%
trK

suggest itselfas such.
If it is White to move, he is not going

to get very far. After for example

Kxd3

2 Kb6

I

Rxg4

Black continues 2...Ke3
witlr a clear draw, and 2 Ka6 Ra2+
3 Kb6 Ke3 leads to the same result (but
not 2...Ke3, when 3 b8Q Ra2+ 4 Kb5
Rb2 5 Rb4 Rxb4+ 6 Kxb4 glQ 7 Qb6+

White to play and win

wins for White).

Each side has the same material. How
can White expect to win? "Because it is
his move, of course," says the solver. "He
will promote first, and use the resulting
initiative to gain a decisive advantage."

In such balanced positions the

advantage

of the move very often plays a
fundamental role. If it were Black's move
here, he would play l...glQ 2 b8Q Kxd3,
and White would be at a disadvantage.
Can Black perhaps play these moves

the other way round, l...Kxd3 2 b8Q
clQ?
Why should we spend time wondering
what would happen if it were Black's
move, and whether he could invert the
order of his fint two moves? Does it

make any sort of sense? What would
happen to a player in a tournament who

But if it is Black
zugzwang position

to move in our
(after 1...Kxd3

2 Rxg4), he loses. As we have just seen,

2...Ke3 fails against

3 b8Q, while

2...Rb2+ leads to 3 Kc6 Rc2+ 4 Kd5!

and White's promotion cannot
prevented (4...Rb2 5 Rg3+

K--

be

6 Rxg2+

etc). Nor does 2...Kc3 bear any fruit
(3 Kc6 and either 3...Kd3+ 4 Kd5 or
3...Kb3+ 4 Kb6 etc).

It

is diflicult to see these various
relationships between the pieces, and so it
is not easy to recognise that I Rxg4 Kxd3

will give a position of

reciprocal

zugzwang However, transferring the
move to Black is very easy. From the
diagram, we play I Rc4+ Kxd3 2 Rxg4,
and White will win.

But what a bad key! The first move

should never give check! But

here,

always

for once, this prejudice is not in order.
The whole point of the study lies in its

irrelevant, and here they show us the way

first two moves, which we must consider

wasted his time on sucl-r speculations?

Yet such reflections are not

I

l0

as a
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whole.

If l...Kd2 then 2 Rxc2+

3

Nel+

Kxc2

wins the Black pawn.

["Don't start witl.r a check" is
normally regarded as a precept for
problems rather than for endgame
it

that Mandler
almost invariably adheres to it. I
studies, but

is noticeable

personally have a much greater antipathy
to the capture ofunmoved pieces, such as
the two knights here, but Mandler does
occasionally resort to this afiifice when
there appean to be no other way to reach
the position of interest. It may also be
noticed that Black's advantage after
l...elQ 2 b8Q Kxd3 is only temporary,
since White can force a draw by 3 Qd6+,
but this hardly aflects the force of the
argument.l
The rilhite king needs to hurry into
action, hut he must start by going
the wrong way

Tl'ris can be achieved only by checking on
f6, and after the reply ...Ke2 by checking

again on e6. So the Write king must
vacate square f6, and he must not get in
the way ofthe subsequent checks. 1 Kg5

2 Rf6+ fullKg2
3 Bxel Ne4*, I Kf7 against l...Ndl
2 Rf6+ Kgl 3 K-- Ne3 4 Bf2+ (4 Re6
Ng2) Kg2 5 Bel Kgl 6 R.e6 Ng2 7 Rxe2
Kfl 8 Rf2+ Kgl.
fails against l...alQ

Tl-re situation after Black's

in the main line is

third move

complicated" Tl're

White king cannot approach (4 Kf4? elQ
5 Rxel Nd3+) and a waiting move will
let the win slip away, because Black's
defensive plan is based not on 4...Ndl
but on 4...Kfl followed by...Nd3, ...Ke3,
and ...Kd2. The move 4 Ke6 is directed

against this defence.

If

4...Nd1, there follows
6 Kd4/Ke4

elQ

7

Black

replies

5 Ke5 Kfl

Bxel Kxel

8

Kd3.

In the second line (l...Ndl 2 Rf6+
Kgl 3 Kg5) White needs to guard his

bishop, and 3 Kl.r5 would allow 3...Ne3
4 Re6 Ng2 5 Rxe2 Nf4+.

s.22 (5s27)
Lidovd kultura 1.946

A Kubbel study enriched by a second
variation

''ru%%%&

s.23 (5528)
ieskoslovensk! iach 1 952

(after K. A. L. Kubbel)

ffir*"ffi

%A,&''e
T,'ru,

%
*,rZ'*,

"ry-ffitrffirffi
White to play and win

I Kg6 Ne4 2 Rbl+ Kg2 3 Kf5 Nf2
4 Ke6 KR 5 Kd5; l...Ndl 2 Rf6+ Kgl
3 Kg5 Ne3 4 Re6. The White king needs

to come into action via d5, but he must
start by going the other way.
Kg6 is a defensive move.

I

If

Black
promotes his pawn to a queen, White
must capture it outright, he cannot
afford to give up tl-re bishop in exchange.

win
"'%&.'7%
White to play and

The following study by K. A. L. Kubbel
(Rigaer Tageblarr 1909) was given as an
for a thematic

illustrative example
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in

tourney

Kdl,

Ceskoslovenskli

iach: White

The Black king aims for an

Ra7, Bc8 (3), Black Ke8, Rh8, Ph6

(3), Write to play wins by I Bf5
2 Bs6+ Kd8 3 Bf7, l...KE 2 Bh7
1...Rg8 2 RaB+

III

unexpected square

Rf8
etc,

s.2s (ss34, R.Ps9)
Parallile-50 1950

Kfi

3 Be6+"
study, which has the same play

In my
after I Bf5 RxhS 2 Rd7+ Ke8 3 Ra7,
I have added the second variation

1...Rxf5

2 Nf/+

Ke8/Kc8

3

Nd6+,

2...K else 3 Nh6+, likewise featuring

ry%%%D

**t'/*

an

echo.

T$o rooks against three minor pieces

%'27'

5.24 (S531)
Ndrodni osvobozeni 1932

%
%
White to play and win

I

Rg8 Bd2 2 Rag6 Nf5 3 Rgl Nh4+

4 Kf2 Khz 5 Rh8 Be3+ 6 Kxe3 Kxgl
7 Rxhs Ng2+ 8 Kf3; 4...Bf4 5 Rhl+
Bh2 6 Rh8 Nf:+ 7 Rxh2+. I Ra8? Nf5
2 Rg5/Rgl Nh4+ 3 Ke2 Ng3+ 4 Kxel

NB+.

[This material proves

unexpectedly

tricky to handle, and this is tl're only
survivor from four examples in Studie.ln
the subsidiary line, 6 Rg5 is quicker.l

Wtite to play and win

l.l0 in the
"pawn study" chapter.
The pawn on c5 is well placed. In the
later stages of the ending, it will prevent
the White queen from giving check on b4
or d4. But Black must not move it, and
to avoid doing so l're will have to get his
king to d2. This seems an unlikely square
to aim at, because we know that the way
to draw with a c-pawn against a queen is
for the weaker side's king to take refuge
in the corner, and d2 lies in the wrong
direction. But we met a similar position
This study originated from

after Black's fifth move in study 1.10,
where 6 Ke7 held the draw whereas
6 Kg7 would have aliowed Black to pin
White's leading pawn and win. So it is
here.

If Black can reach d2, l.re will

draw,

White can pin the leading pawn
only by playing to a5, and this square is

because

in practice r"rnattainable.
If White could play 1 Qe5, l.re would

win at once. The pawns would

be

immobilized, because ...c2 would be met
by Qal and ...c4 would allow White to
win this pawn without giving Black time
to advance the other, and ...Kb2 would
pin the pawn on c3 which is Black's only

I Qf6 is not good enough,
l...Kc2 cannot now be met bv

hope. But
because
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2Kxc5.
So how can we get tl're queen to e5?

Only via e3.

In

theory,

el

would also
suflice, but in practice all attempts to use
it fail, for example I Qfl? Kb2 (l...Kc2?
2 Qel Kb2 3 Qe5) and either 2 Qe I c2 or
2 Qb5+ Kcl 3 Qxc5 c2. Nor can White
play I Qf3, because he must be prepared
to meet ...Kb2 by Qe5.

So the solution unfolds I Qf4 Kc2
(1...Kb2 2Qe5)2 Qe3 Kb2 (2...c43 Qd4

Kb3

4 Kf/) 3 Qe5 Kc2 4 Qxc5 and

either 4...Kb3 5 Qd4 or 4...Kd3 5 Qb4.

(because of 5 Qhl Bg5 6 Qxh2+) nor to
d8 (5 Nc5). The squares e8, f6, and e6
allow 5 Qc6+ and 6 Kb3, and e6 also
allows 5 Nc5*. On 4...Kf8 Write plays
5 QR+ Ke7 (5...Ke8 6 Qc6+, 5...Kg7
6 Qs2+ Khs 7 Qhl) 6 Qe2+ Kd8 (if the

king returns to the f-fiIe, tl-rere follows

7 Qfl+

and 8 Kb3) 7 Qd2+ Ke7
(7...Ke8 8 Nc5 with either 8...8e7 9 Qel

or 8...hlQ 9 Qd7+ Kf8 l0 Ne6+ and
mate) 8 Qcl and White wins because he
has prevented

...8g5.

The second and longer variation
unfolds l...Kb8 (1...Kb7 2 Nc5+ and
l...Kc7 2 Qe5+ Kd7lKb7 3 Nc5+

A long queen hunt

.

the Black king can play neither to d6

s.26 (Ss35)
iach 1935

shorten tl.re play) 2 Qd6+ Kc8 (2...Kb7
3 Nc5+) 3 Qf8+ (3 Nb6+? Kb7 4 Qd5+
Kxb6 5 Qxa8 c2 6 Qb8+ Ka6 is drawn)
Kb7 (3...Bd8 4 Nb6+ Kb7 5 Qf3+ Kxb6
6 Qxa8 c2 7 Qxd8+ and wins, or 4...Kc7
5 Nxa8+) 4 Nc5+ Ka7 5 Qf7+ Kb6

Ceskos lovenskl

(5...Kb8 6 Qe8+ Ka7 7 Qd7+ KbS
8 Qd6+ Kc8 9 Qe6+ gives the position
that will arise after move 15) 6 Nd7+
Kc7 (or 6...Ka7 7 Qa2+ Kb7 8 Qd5+

%%%"0%

and either 8...Ka7 9 Qa5+ etc or 8...Kc7

9

^,x,,x
White to play and win

White must give mate or capture the
queen, but the latter will suflice only if
the resulting ending is won. For example,

I Qc5+ KdTt 2 Nb6+ is not

good

enough, because 2...Ke6 leaves White
with no way to win.
The correct move is I Qe6+, and we
examine the shorter variation first.

l...Kd8

2

Qg8+ Ke7

3

QxaE c2.

Black wants to play ...8g5 and force the
promotion of the pawn on c2. If he had
played 2...Kc7, Write would be able to
play 4 Qhl now, meeting 4...Bg5 by
5 Qxh2+; if 2...Kd7, Write would have

Nc5+ and 5 Nb3"
After the relatively best line 2...Ke7
3 Qxa8 c2, White plays 4 Qb7+. Now

4

Qxa8

c2 l0 Qhl Bg5 1l Qxh2+)

7 Ne5+ Kb6 (the endings after 7...Kd6
8 Nc4+ Kc6 9 QR+ Kc7/Kd7 l0 Qxa8
c2 ll Qhl Bg5 are won, White playing
12 Qxh2+ or 12 Ne5* as appropriate)
8 Qe6+ Ka7 (8...Kc7 9 Qd7+ and either

9...Kb6

l0 Nc4+ Ka6 ll

Qb5+ with

l0 Nc6+ Qxc6
ll Qxc6 c2 12 Qhl Bg5 13 Qxh2+,
8...Kb7 9 Qd7+ and 9...Kb8 l0 Nc6* or
mate to follow or 9...Kb8

9...Ka6 l0 Qa4+ and as below) 9 Qa2+
Kb7 (9...Kb8 l0 Nd7+ Kb7 1l Qd5+

Ka7 12 Qa5+ Kb7 13 Nc5* etc as
below) l0 Qd5+ Kai (10...Kb8
ll Nd7+ etc) 1l Qa5+ Kb8 (ll...Kb7
12 Qb5+ and eitl.rer 12...Kc7 13 Qd7+
Kb6 l4 Nc4+ or 12...Ka7 l3 Nc6+ Qxc6

14 Qxc6 c2 15 Kb5 with 15...Bg5
16 Qc7+ Ka8 l7 Ka6 or 15...Bg3
16 Qd7+ etc) 12 Nd7+ (the knight
retraces its steps) Kb7 13 Nc5+ Ift8
14 Qb6+ Kc8 15 Qe6+ (White tras
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gained a decisive tempo) 15...Kc7/l{},8
16 Qe5+ Kc8 17 Qe8+ Bd8 18 Qd7+
and wins.

[An extreme tour de force; can it

possibly be sound? All I can say is that
my computer hasn't proved that it isn't.
The "shorter variation" l...Kd8 2 Qg8+
Ke7 3 Qxa8 c2 is certainly dualized, and
in a manner not without interest: 4 Qe4+
Kf7lKf8 (4...Kd8 5 Qxh4+, 4"..Kdz
5 Nc5+, 4...Kd6 5 Qhl, 4...Kf6 5 Qc6+
and 6 Kb3) 5 QR+ Kg7/KsS (5...Bf6
6 Qfl and the bishop is pinned,
5...Ke81Ke6/Kg6 6 Qc6+, 5...Ke7
6 Qe2+ Kd8 7 Qfl Bg5 8 Nc5 and either
8...clQ 9 QA+ mating in a few or

8...hlQ

9 Qxhl clQ l0 Qh8+ Ke7

ll Qg7+ Kd612 Qd7+ Ke5 13 Nd3+)
6 Qg2+ and either 6...Kf- 7 Qfl+ and
8 Qcl or 6...Kh- 7 Qhl Bg5 8 Qxh2+.
But the longer variation

appears

essentially clean, though there are duals

in

some

of the lines leading off it
if Black tries giving up

(irr particular.

queen for knight on c6 and then playing
...c2, White has the simple reply Kb3).
Black is purely passive, White almost

certainly has additional

resources,

alternative solutions are to be expected;
but at the time of writing, I am not aware

ofany.l
In the style of Stamma?

material I I3

This and the next study have

been

criticized for being composed in the style

of

Stamma. Thus do times change.
Phillip Stamma, a Syrian composer of

the l8th century, lived and worked as an
interpreter in London and Paris. His
chess compositions were very popular,
and many judges considered that his
work would never be surpassed. But
fashion l-ras completely cl-ranged, and
today some composers regard it as an
example of what to avoid.

I do not think this and the next

composition are truly composed

in his
style. That White proceeds by continuous
a superficial and not wholly
reliable sign. In any case, I do not
checks is

consider it easy to compose today in the
style of Stamma, and I would certainly
not be ashamed ofdoing so.

I

had already worked the idea of
A and C in the form of a

variations

seven-mover. Tl-ris was rejected by an
editor because of its continuous checks,
and so I published it myself in Revue
FIDE.The old "staircase" theme, where
a Write man gradually approaches the
Black king, is here inverted; the White
queen starts by moving close to the Black
king, and then gradually moves away by a
staircase movement until it reaches the
eighth rank.
I Qe7? Kd3 2 Bf5+ Kc4 is only a
draw.

s.27 (S536)
Revue

FIDE 1962

I Qe5+ and now:
A) r...Kd3 (l...KR

see

C) 2 Qf5+

(2 Bf5+ Kc4 and draws) Ke3 (2...Kc3

see

B) 3 Qe6+ Kd3 (3...Kf3 4 Bc6+)
4 Qg6+ Ke3 (4...Kc4 5 Qc6+ and

%;,%1K'&

%%,ffiK,
White to play and win

6 Bf5+) 5 Qe8+. The eighth rank is
attained, and there follows 5...Kd3
6 Bf5+ Kc4 7 Qc6 mate or 5...K8

6 Bc6+ Kg4 7 Qg6+ Kh3 8 Qg2 mate.
B) 2...Kc3 3 Qc5+ Kd3 4 Bf5+ Ke3
5 Qe5+ (5 Qe7+? Kf3 6 Be4 Ke3 and
draws) Kf3 6 Be4+ Ke3 7 Bd5+ Kd3
8 Qf5+ Kc3 9 Qc8+ Kd3 l0 Bc4+ Kc2

(10...Ke4 1l Qe6+ etc) ll Bb3+ Kd3
12 BcZ+ Ke3 13 Qe6+ KR 14 Be4+

I

14
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Ke3. We have almost returned to the
position after move 6, but with the
diflerence that the White queen is on e6
instead of e5. We shall soon see the
significance of this. 15 Bd5+ Kd3
16 Qg6+ Kc3 17 Qc6+ (at moves 8 and

9 we played Qf5+

and Qc8+)

18 Bc4+ Kc2 (18...Ke3 l9

(i es kos lovens kji iac h 1962\

Kd3

19 Bb3+ Kd3 20 Bc2+ Ke3 and the
in the position of the White
queen allows her to play 2l Qe4 mate.
Move 13 can also be Qe8+. If White

l5 Bb7+, there would

*5.28 (5537)
3rdPrize 0v isrvp't

Qe6+)

change

plays

Three royal windmills

follow

15...Kd3 16 Ba6+ Qxa6 17 Qxa6+ Kc2
and Black would win.

C) 1...K4 2 Bc6+ Kg4 3 Qg7+ Kf5
4 Bd7+ Ke4 5 Qg6+ Ke3 6 Qe8+ and
wins as in A.

:g,%:ry,

*tK'

%%
White to play and win

The Write queen and bishop return to
their original squares at moves 3 and 4 of
this last variation; they are like pistons
impelling the windmill motion of the
Black king.
[Stamma's name has been variously
rendered in English; Mandler, writing in
Czech, uses the phonetic form "Filip".
The seven-mover is presumably 5298 in

Mandler's problem collection (Revue
FIDE 1962): White Khl, Qe7 , Bd7 /el

(4), Black Ke3, Qa2, Rb7, Be2,
Pgs/h5lda/fa/$ (9), I Qe5+ Kd3

2 Qf5+ Ke3 3 Qe6+ Kd3 4 Qg6+ Ke3
(4...Kc4 5 Qc6+ Kd3 6 Bf5+ Ke3 7 Qe4)
5 Qe8+ and either 5...Kd3 6 Bf5+ Kc4
7 Qc6 or 5...KR 6 Bc6+ Kg4 7 Qe6.
Fashions in chess composition have

will change again, and it is
quite normal for the "masterpieces" of

Let us first examine some tries and do
some preliminary analysis.

1 Qf6+? works after the

3 Qd8 (another pure mate). Black does
betterto play l...Kb5/Ka5 2 Qf5+ Kxa6
(2...Kb6? 3 Bd8+, 2...Kc6? 3 Qc5+ Kd7

4 Qd6+) 3 Qc8+ Ka5! (3...Kb6?

4 Bd8+ and either 4...Kb5 5 Qb7+ Kc5
6 Be7+ Kd4 7 Qb6+ Kd3 8 QdS+ or
4...Ka7 5 Qc7+ Ka8 6 Qc6+, 3...Kb5

4 Qb7+ and wins) 4 Qa8+ (4

6 Bd8+) and he is holding out.

His

but they

are

moves may be forced,

one generation to be regarded by the next
as little more than examples of what not

sufficient to draw.
I Qd4+? is refuted similarly,
by 1...Nb3.

tl-re

fashionable creations of the present day
will receive just as short a shrift from our

But Mandler is right to talk
about old work with respect, and to
acknowledge that composition in a style
successors.

now considered archaic is not necessarily
the simple exercise that it might be

thought.l

BdB+

Kb4! 5 Qb7+ Ka3!) Kb6! 5 Qb8+ Ka6!
(5...Kc6? 6 Qc8+ and 6...Kb6 7 BdS+ or
6...Kd5 7 Qd7+ Ke5 8 Qd6+, 5...Ka5

changed and

to do; I am sure that many of

faulty

l...Ka7? 2 Bc5+ Kb8 3 Qd8 (a pure
mate) and after l...Kc7? 2 Qd6+ and

I

Qb2+?

In the correct solution, the position
after I Bd8+ Kb5/Kc5 2 Qe5+ Kb4
3 Be7+ (3 Qa5+? Ka3l) Kb3 4 Qb5+
Kc3 gives us an opportunity for a few
important words of explanation. Here

5 Bb4+? Kd3! (5...Kb2? loses to
5 Bxd2+) 6 Qd5+ Ke3 7 Bc5+ Kf4
8 Qf/+ Ke5! is only a draw, because the
bishop is too close to give check. If it

Sludies wilh other

were on b6, White would be able to win.
in the same position W.rite tries

If

5 Bf6+ Kd3 6 Qd5+ Ke3 7 Bd4+ (we
must not let the Black king reach f2),
there follows 7...KR (there is no need to
worry about the complicated position
that arises after 7...Kd3) 8 Qfl+ Kg3!
9 Be5+ Kh4 l0 Qh7+ Kg5 with another

draw, because again the bishop is too
close to give check. So 5 Bf6+ is not good
either. Correct is 5 Qb4+!
If Black replies to I Bd8+ with
tr...Kc6, White must play 2 Qf6+! To

material

I

6 Qc2+) 5 Qb4+! Kd3 (5...Kd4 allows
Qb6+ at once) 6 Qd6+ Ke3 (6...Kc3
7 Bf6+) 7 Qb6+ Kd3 (7...Kn+ 8 Qf6+
and either 8...Kg3 9 Bd6+ or 8...Ke3
9 Bc5+) 8 Qd8+ Ke3 (8...Kc3 9 Bf6+
Kb3 I0 Qb6+) 9 Bc5+ Kf4 10 Qf6+
Kg3 I

I

Bd6+ and mate to follow.

(b) Royal windmill on tl.re b-d files.
l...Kc6 2 Qf6+ Kd5 (2...Kd7 3 Qe7+
Kc6 4 Qc7+ Kd5 5 Qd7+ and either
5...Kc5 6 Be7+ Kb6 7 Qb7+ or 5...Ke5

6 Bc7+ Kf6 7 Qfl/+) 3 Qf/+

Kd4

(3...Kc5 4 Qe7+!, but not 4 Qc7* on

of

4

2 Qxa4+ would be wrong. This
is needed to form part of the
mating net, and without it there is no

account

win; for example, 2 Qxa4+ Kd6 3 Qb4+
Kd5 4 Qb7+ Kd4 5 Qd7+ Kc3 6 Bf6+
Kb4 7 Qb7+ Ka4 8 Qc6+ Kb4 9 Be7+
Kc3/Ka5 and Black draws.
Similarly, after I Bd8* Kc5 the move

Kc5 7 Be7+ Kd4 8 Qb6+ (8 Qd7+

play

pawn

2 Qa3+ is defeated by 2...Kc6, when
White has no other check at his disposal
but 3 Qxa4, or even more clearly by

2...Kd5, when White actually

loses.

l...Kxa6

is met by 2
in a

through the solution.
geometrical motifs.

It

position

to

go

has four distinct

(a) Gradual retreat of the White
queen to the eighth rank. I Bd8+

Kb5/Kc5 (for l...Kc6 see the

next

2 Qe5+ Kb4 3 Be7+ Kb3
4 Qb5+ Kc3 (4...Ka2 5 Qxa4+ and
paragraph)

is

refuted by 8...Ke3 9 Bc5+ Kf4 10 Qf/+
Ke5) Kd3 9 Qd8+ and wins as before.

(c) Royal windmill on the d-f

4...Ke3

5 Bb6+ (5 Be5+? Kf2)

files.

Kf4
6...Kg3
see next paragrapl.r) 7 Bc7+ Kd4 8 Qf6+

6 Qfl+ Ke5 (6...Kg5 7 Bd8+,

(8 Qd7+? Kc3) Kd3 9 Qd8+ Ke3
(9...Kc3 l0 Be5+) 10 Bb6+ Kt4
Kg3 12 Bc7+ and wins.

(d) Royal windmill on the f-h

Qxa4+ or

alternatively by 2 Qf6+ Kb7 3 Qb6+ Ka8
4 Qc6+.

We are now

4...Kb4)
Qd7+ Kc3
(4...Ke3 see next paragraph) 5 Bf6+ Kb4
6 Qb7+ (6 Qd6+? Kb5 7 Qd5+ Kxa6!)

1l Qf6+

Correct is 2 Qe5+l

l5

9
I

I

7

Bc7+ Kh4
Bd8+ Kf4 (9...Kf5

6...KCa

files.

8 Qh7+ Kg5
l0 Qfl+ Ke5

Bc7+ takes us back into the previous
l0 Qh6+ rc: (10...Kg3 l1 Qh4+

line)

Kf4 12 Qf6+,

I

10...Kf5 I Qe5+,
10...Ke5
Qg7+ though not l1 Qg5+
when I l...Kd4 makes W.rite start again)
1l Qf8+ Kg3 (ll...Ke3 12 Bg5+ Kd4
13 Qd6+ Kc3 14 Bf6+) 12 Bc7+ Kh4
13 Qh6 mate.

ll

Appendix

A:

Two personal appreciations

Flere follow translations of the original introductions
a

to

64 studii

z oboru vdioUich

pdicovlich koncovek and Studie.

To 64 studii z oboru vdiovllch a pdicovlich

koncovek by Bediich Thelen (1905-72).
Thelen was little known outside his own country, but was among the leading players
within it; he had a first place in an international tourney (Tapolcza Fiirdo 1926) to his
credit, he achieved second place in a wartime championship of Bohemia and Moravia,
and he was the captain of tl.re Czechoslovak team at the 1964 Olympiad. He published
a textbook, "A detailed treatise on chess". in 1929.

I

have known the author of this little book for more than 40 years. Of coune,
a chessboard. I already knew that he was a friend of the
chess master Richard Rdti. And that fact in itself said a great deal to me, a very

I first met him behind

great deal...

Dr Artur Mandler is a master of the chess study. A renowned rnaster!
His works have something to say to chess enthusiasts, and he knows irow to say
it. So I advised him to select for this collection those of his studies which would
be of the greatest value to practical players, namely some of his rook and pawn
studies.

Was this good advice? Do not practical players find all that they need in
endgame textbooks, which in any case are larger and more comprehensive?
The practical player seeks usefulness, not beauty! But why, in that case, do
textbooks contain so many studies?
Because the effect ofan artistic work is stronger and longer-lasting than that
of exhaustive notes in a textbook. A poem sticks in the mind longer than a piece
of prose, the words of a beautiful song stay lingeringly and effortlessly in our
memory. The picture of a sweet girl, coming out of a dark wood, can act on us so
powerfully that yean afterwards we can bring it as effortlessly and vividly to mind
as if it had been yesterday. And because of the impression made by the picture of
the girl, so the scenery and the setting are likewise preserved in our memory.
In the same way, the beauty of an artistic study makes it a much better and
more lasting carrier ofpractical precepts than a position from an arbitrary game.
I can vouch for this from my own experience, because in so far as I have
mastered the endgame, it is in large part due to studies.
But do not be content just to read quickly through the solutions to the
diagrams. Even if you are unable to solve a particular study within a short time,
at least devote some concentrated attention to its solution when you examine it.
You will gain both pleasure and benefit.
I hope this little collection of Mandler's studies will find a wide and
appreciative readership among our chess players.
To Studieby Bietislav Soukup-Bardon ( 1909-85). Soukup-Bardon was a leading study
composer and columnist, who ran the problem column in the newspaper Lidovd
demokracie for thirty years and was at one time in the editorial team of Ceskoslovensk!
iach. The Chess Club of the Central Army Institute, mentioned in the penultimate

Two personal

paragraph, included publishing among

appreciations

its activities, and had already

l17

published

Mandler's problem collection.
The chess studies of Dr Arthur Mandler are a many-sided cultural contribution.
By them, Mandler - as one of the world's few composers - enriches not only the
field of chess composition but also chess science and aesthetics. His studies
benefit chess knowledge by casting light on basic endgame theory, and they
introduce new forms ofbeauty and truth into chess aesthetics.
To play through, solve, and examine the work of Dr Mandler is a remarkable
experience, and a valuable exercise for every chess enthusiast whether he be
primarily a lover of studies or an over-the-board or correspondence player. They
are not just a gallery of academic examples, they are an inspiration and even
more. They rnake possible the recognition of strategy and tactics, and also the
logic lying behind endings wl.rich had not been investigated prior to these pages.
Dr Mandler has shown the way forward to this and the next generations of
chess study composers. He has broken the apparent bounds of this branch of
chess composition and research, pointing the way to new and surprising
developments.

If the Central Army Institute publishes this collection of the studies of
Dr Arthur Mandler, honoured Master of Sport, international master of FIDE,
international judge of FIDE, and many times participant in the Czechoslovak
Chess Composition Cl.rampionship, it will contribute yet further to the public
awareness of his chess genius. With this, as with the other works in the same
series, the Institute l-ras captured one of the most important epochs not only in
Czeciroslovak but in world chess composition.
This is one of those chess publications whose value is truly timeless.

And yes, Soukup-Bardon did write "Arthur" Mandler with a "th". Mandler is named
as "Arthur" on the front cover of his edition of R.eti's str.ldies, but he uses the Czech
form "Artur" inside the book even tl-rough the text is in German. He uses "Artur" in
each of the three Czech-language books containing his work. Yet here we have
Soukup-Bardon using the German form "Arthur" even though he is writing in Czech,
and it would seem clear that Mandler countenanced tl-ris.

Appendix B : A Mandler analysis under the microscope
This appendix examines Mandler's anaiysis of study 2.3 in the light of the definitive
information now available from the computer. A White move annotated "!!" is the
only move to win, "!" is a unique move that wins most quickly (counting moves to
mate or to capture ofthe knight, whichever happens first), and "(!)" is a non-unique
move that wins most quickly. An unannotated move is followed by a list of moves
which would win more quickly, together witl-r the number of moves eacl-r would save.
Black moves, unless forced, carry similar annotations.
This is of course an unfair test. A l-ruman analyst does not spend time counting
moves; he looks for the simplest and most systematic way to win, he concentrates on
the most challenging defensive moves even if they lose more quickly in the end, and
wherever possible he transposes into a line he has already analysed. Yet even according
to this unfair test there is an average of barely 1.2 non-optimal moves per line, and
most are easily justified. Consider line 20, where 12 Kd4/5 may win the knight more
quickly but any normal analyst will play the simple 12 Re3 Ng2 13 Re4 leaving it
helpless, or lines 6 and 15, where I 1...Nh4 delays the capture ofthe knight but leaves
it so clearly dead that no human player would consider the move for a moment.
It should also be realised that many of the moves marked "!" (shortest win) are in
truth the only moves to win, and really deserve "!!". Consider the position after
I Rg6+ Ka7. At this point, the computer says "Kc6 wins in 20, Rg5 wins in22, other
moves allow Black to draw", so Kc6 is marked merely as a shortest win; but if we
actually try 2 Rg5, we find that after 2...Ka6 we have to play 3 Rg6+, and 3...Ka7 then
repeats the position. So Rg5 is a blind alley, and we are going to have to play Kc6
sooner or later if we want to make progress. But wl-rile this particular blind alley is easy
to spot, the detection of blind alleys in general is notoriously diflicult, and I have
contented myself with reporting the raw data as displayed by the computer.

l)

4...Kb8 5 Kc6l! Na5+ ["Nd8+ l"
the computer, but we dealt with this
in the main line (see the position after
Black's move 7)l 6 Kb6l Nc4+! 7 Kb5!
Ne5(!) (7...Ne3(!) see 12, 7...Nd2(!) see
14) 8 Re6! Nd3 (8...Nf3! see 3, 8...Ng4
see I l) 9 Kb6 [Kc4lRe4 l] Kc8! 10 Re4!!
Nf2! ll Rd4! Nh3! (ll...Nhl see 2)
12Kc6ll Kb8! 13 Rb4+! Ka7! 14 Rb7+!
Ka8l l5 Kb6! Nf4! l6 Rd7!
says

.ffi,2,

t%%'"X'm

X:ffi'ffi

2) ll...Nhl 12Kc6t Kb8! l3 Rb4+(!)

KaTt^ 14

White to move and win

Rb7*l

1 Rg6+!! IKrTl 2 Kc6! Nd8+! 3 Kd6!
Nb7+! 4 Kd5! Na5! (4...Kb8 see line l)
5 Kc5!! Nb7+! (5...Nb3+ see 20) 6 Kb5!

9...Nh2 see 8)

Kb8!

Nh2!/Nd2

7 Kc6!! Nd8+! 8 Kd7! Nb7!

9 Rg5! Ka7! 10 Kc8! and White wins.

etc.

3) 8...NR! 9 Re3! Nd4+ (9...Nd2(!)
see 4, 9...Ng5 see 5, 9...Nh4(!) see 6,

l0 Kb6l Kc8! ll

Kb8! 12 Rd3!.

Nfl! lr

RJ3!

Kc6! Ka7! 1l

Kd7

4) 9...Nd2! l0 Kb4(!)
12

Rc3+!

Rflr.

5) 9...Ng5

l0
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[Kd5 2, Kc7

l]

and l.2Ke1t..

6) 9...Nh4! 10 Kc6l Nf5 [Ng2 2,
Ka7 ll ll Re5 [Re4 4l Nd4+ [Nh4 4]
(11...Ng3 see 7) l2 Kb6!.

7)

11...Ng3 12 ReS+ [Rb5+ l] Ka7
14 Rb7+! Ka8! l5 Kb6(l).

l3 Re7+! Kb8!

8) 9...Nh2 l0 Rs3 IKc6 21 Kc7
(l0...Nfll see 10) 1l Kc5 [Kc4 l] Kd7
(1l...Nfl! see 9) l2 Kd4! Ke6(!) l3 Ke4!!
Nfl(!) 14 Rs2!.
9) 11...Nfl! l2 RA!Nd2(!) 13 Rf4t.
10) 10...Nfi! 11 Rf3! Nd2! 12 Rf4!
Nb3! 13 Kb6(!) Kc8! 14 Rc4+(l) Kb8
lKdTlKd8 ll ls Rb4(!).
11) 8...Ng4 9 Kc6l Nf2(!) 10 ReS+!
Ka7 11 Re7+! Kb8! l2 Rb7+!.
12) 7...Ne3(!) 8 Rg5! Kc7 lKaT/Kb7
ll (8...NdI/Nc2 9 Kb6l,8...Nfl see l3)
9 Kc5!! Kd7 [Nfl 2] l0 Kd4!l Nc2+l
ll Kc3! Ne3! 12 Kd3!. [Although the
defensive manoeuvre 8...Kc7 and 9...Kd7
eventually leads to a slightly quicker loss
of the knight than occurs in some other
lines, it threatens to extricate the knight
and so makes White play accurately and
precisely, and it is natural for an analyst
to give it precedence.]

13) 8...Nfl 9 Kc4(!) Ne3+/Nd2+!
l0 Kd3t.
14) 7...Nd2(!) 8 fu3 [Rg7/Kc5 l]
Ne4(!) 9 Re3!! Nd6+! (9...Nf6 see 16,
9...Ng5 see 17, 9...Nd2 see 18, 9...Nf2
19) 10 Kc6l! Nc4! (10...Nf5 see 15)
ll Re4lNd2! 12 Rs(!).
f5) 10...Nf5 I I Re5 [Re4 4] Nd4+
lNh4 4l 12 Kb6! KcS! 13 Rc5+! Kb8!

see

l4 Rd5!.

rO 9...Nf6 10 Kc6! Nea(!) I I Re6(!)
Nf2(l) 12 Re8+! Ka7 13 Re7+l Kb8l
14

Rb7+! KaSl 15 Kb6(!).

ff 9...Ng5 l0 Kc6! Ka7!

[here,

Mandler thought to clinch matters by
ll Ra3+ Kb8 12 Rb3+ Ka7 13 Rb7+
Ka8 14 Kb6, overlooking that if Black
plays 13...Ka6 White must reply 14 Rb3
Ka7 15 Re3 and start again. However,
there was a coffect treatment of this

position in line 5, where 11 Kd7 and
12 Ke7 pick up the knight in fairly short
order, and I am sure the present errof
was merely a slip in the writing out of the
final text. The manoeuvring of the rook
to b7 is appropriate in line 1, where
14...Ka6 can be met by 15 Rb3, but it
doesn't work with the knight on 95.l
18) 9...Nd2 l0 Kb4(!) Nfr! lr RR!.
19) 9...Nf2 l0 Kc6! Ne4! ll Re6(!)
Nfl2(!) l2 Re8+!.

20) s...Nb3+ 6 Kb4(!) Nd4! (6...Nd2
22) 7 Kc4! Nf5! (7...Nf,3 8 Kd5(!),

see

7...Ne2 8 Rs4!) 8 Rf6! Ne3+! 9 Kc5(!)
Kb7(!) l0 Rf3! Nc2 (10...Ng4! see 2l)

ll

Rc3(!)

Kd6

ll

NeM2

Ng2! l3 Re4!.

Re3 [Kd4lKd5

2,

21) r0...Ng4! ll Kd6 [Kd4 1] Nh6
[Kb6lKb8/Kc8 3, Ka6/Ka7 l] 12 Ke6
[Rf4 l] Ng4! 13 Kf5!. [There are lines
such as ll...Kc8 12 Ke6 Kc7 13 Rg3
ND where the knight can run to the
south and hold out for a little longer,
but it is soon rounded up.l

22) 6...Nd2 7 Rd6 [Kc3 5, Re6 4,
Kb5 3, Rg4 2, Kc5 ll Nf3 (7...Ne4! see
23) 8 Kc5 [Kc3 ll Kb7! (8...Ne5 9 Kd4!)

9 Rd5 [Re6 l] Kc7! l0 Rl5(!) Nh4!
1l Rf6 [Rf7+ 3] Ng2 [Kd7 6, Kd8 4]
12 Kd4\. [Mandler knew the position

after 11...Kd7 12 Kd5 Ke7 13 Ke5 as a
win, see 2.178, and he very reasonably
gave precedence to 11...Ng2 trying to
escape.l

23) 7...Ne4! 8 Re6! Ng5! 9 Re5(!)
Nf3! l0 Rd5(!) Kb6 [Nh4 l] 1l Kc3!!
Kc6 [Kc7lNh4 2, Kb7/Nh21] 12 Rfsl!.
[As in line 12, we have a defensive

manoeuvre which eventually leads to a
slightly quicker loss of the knight than
occurs in some other lines, but which
an analyst identifies as the key line
because it forces Write to act with
precision and urgency. Note that the
thoughtless move 12 Kc4 would present
Black with one of the drawine cases of

2.r7B.l

Appendix C : Prizes and other honours
Mandler seems rarely to have entered formal composition tourneys, preferring to
publish his work in newspaper columns and mainstream chess magazines where it
would be seen by the general chess player. Many of his studies nevertheless received
honours after publication. These were of three kinds: (a) honours in "informal"
tourneys covering all the compositions published in a certain magazine; (b) l-ronours in
the Czechoslovak Championship, covering compositions published by Czechoslovak
composers worldwide; (c) selection for the FIDE Albums, a series of anthologies to
which composers or their representatives submit work for republication. As regards his
few submissions to formal composition tourneys, the Dedrle Memorial speaks for
itself, and CSTV and fiV CSfV were tourneys conducted by or on behalf of the
Czechosiovak Chess Federation.

Not all the honours eventually awarded to Mandler's studies were known to him
during his lifetime, and I have supplemented the information given in Studieby that in
other sources conveniently available to me. Even so, there may be a few honours of
which I am unaware. For convenience, I identify each study by its number in ,iladle.

Macek:
Schack

Dedicatory study to Franti5ek

4thPrrze, Tidskrift jiir

1970-71.

5369: 3rd Prize, Ceskoslovensful iach
1958; 4th Place, Czechoslovak

Cl.rampionship 1957-59.

in Mandler's problem collection 5370: l2th Place, Czechoslovak
(5.14 here): FIDE Album 1945-55
Championship 1957-59.
(parts g-j).
5377 : 2nd Honourable Mention,
S3ll: FIDE Album l9l4-44"
Ceskoslovenski iach 1954.
53l7: 3rd Prize, Ceskoslovenski iach
5378: 2nd Prrze "(?)", Pruice 1952;5th
S17

l95l;

FIDE Album 1945-55.

S32l: FIDE Album l9l4-44.
5324: lst Prize, Pruice 1949;
FIDE Album 1945-55.
5330: FIDE Album 1945-55.
5333: FIDE Album l9l4-44.
5338: FIDE Album l9l4-44.
5343: FIDE Album l9l4-44.
5356: FIDE Album 1945-55. Mandler
comments that the editors of the
album dealt with the problem of
presenting the maze of analysis
supporting this study by givingjust
the bare nine moves of the main line!
5359: 9th Place, Czecl.roslovak

Clrampionship 1957 - 59 ;
FIDE Album 1959-61.
5366: 15th Place, Czecl,oslovak
Championship 1957-59:
FIDE Album 1956-58.
5367 : FIDE Album 1945-55.

Place, Czechoslovak Championship
l95l-52 FIDE Album 1945-55"
5380: 3rd Place, Czechoslovak

Championship 1957-59.
S38l: 9th Place, Czechoslovak
Championship 1955-56.
5384: 2nd Prize, CSTV 1955 (award
apparently in Ceskoslovenskli iach
1956, date oftourney assumed from
this); 5th Place, Czechoslovak

Championship 1955-56.
5385 (in its original incorrect form):
2nd Prize, Ceskoslovenskli iach 1955;
6th Place, Czechoslovak
Championship 1955-56;
FIDE Album 1945-55.
5386: l6th Place, Czechoslovak
Clrampionship 1951 -52;
FIDE Album 1945-55.
5387: lst Prize "in quarterly tourney",
Ceskoslovenskli iach 1954; 6th Place,
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Czechoslovak Championship

19s3-54.
S39l: FIDE Album 1945-55.
5392: FIDE Album 1962-64.
5393: lst Prize, Ndrodni listy 1929.
5399:2nd Prize, CSTVlg5l (award
apparently in Ceskoslovensk! iach
1952, date oftourney assumed from
this); FIDE Album 1945-55. An
alternative and perhaps preferable
reading is that it was published in
Ceskoslovenski iach

in

1952 as a

version ofa study previously

honoured in a iSZlztourney.
5407: l6th Place, Czechosiovak
Clrampionship 19 56-57 ;
FIDE Album 1956-58.

54l2: l0th-l lth Place,

Czecl.roslovak

Championship |953-54;
FIDE Album 1945-55.
S4l3 (apparently in an original
incorrect form): 15th-l9th Place,
Czechoslovak Championsl-rip
1953-54.
54l5: lst Place, Czechoslovak
Championship 1955-56;
FIDE Album 1945-55.
5416: 2nd Prize, Dedrle Memorial
Tourney 1959 (award in
Ceskoslovenskil iach 1960).
S4l7: 3rd Honourable Mention,

Thimes-64 1958.

S4l8: lst Honourable Mention.
Thi mes- 64 1958; 2nd Place,
Czechoslovak Championship
1957 -59.

5420: lst Prize, Ceskoslovensk! iach
1954:. 4th Place. Czechoslovak

Championship 1953-54;
FIDE Album 1945-55.

5422 2nd Prize, Ceskoslovenskli iach
1938; FIDE Album l9l4-44.
5425: FIDE Album l9l4-44.
5429:. 2nd Place, Czechoslovak

Championship 1957-59

S43l: fst Prize, Ceskoslovenskli iach
1957; lst Place, Czechoslovak
Championship 1957 -59;
FIDE Album 1956-58.
S50l -2: FIDE Album l9l4-44"
5504: lst ("only") Prize, Zemdddlskd
noviny 1967.
5505: 3rd Honourable Mention,
Pnice tr965.
5508: FIDE Album 1965-67
5509: 3rd Honourable Mention,
Tidskrift ftir Schock 1965.
S5l0: FI DE Album 1945-55.
5513: 23rd Place, Czechoslovak
"

Championship 1963-65.
S5l4: FIDE Album 1959-61.
55l5: Final Honourable Mention.
Ceskoslovenskii iach 1964; 3rd Place,
Czechosiovak Championship
1963-65: FIDE Album 1962-64.
55l6: l2th Place, Czechoslovak
Cl.rampionship 1963-65.
5517: 3rd Prize, Slovensk! ndrod 1926.
S52l : FIDE Album 1965-67
5522: FIDE Album l9l4-44.
5524: 2nd Prize, Tidskrift jiir Schack
1967.
5525: FIDE Album 1914-44.
5526: l3th Place, Czechoslovak

Championship 1957-59.
5528: 2nd Prize, Ceskoslovenskli iach
1952.
5537: 3rd Prize, 0V CSTVJubitee
Tourney 196t (award in
C eskoslovenskll iac h 1962).

A comparison of this list with Appendix D makes clear the extent to which errors
overlooked by Mandler tended to be overlooked by others as well. The list also
demonstrates that the fountain of honour plays just as erratically in chess as in other
walks oflife. To takejust one example, Sl3, a classic corresponding-square study with
bishop against knight which has long been the textbook example in its field, does not
appear in the l9l4-44 FIDE Album, whereas the relatively superficial Sl7 was chosen
by the selection committee for the 1945-55 album. There are some excellent studies in
the above list, without question; there are some even better ones outside it.

Appendix D : Compositions omitted
This appendix lists the compositions which have been omitted because of flaws which
seem to me to vitiate the composer's intention. Less serious flaws have merely been
noted in the text, or have been ignored entirely. Unless otherwise stated, everything
that follows is based on my owll computer-assisted examination, but I am sure many of
the flaws had been discovered previously and I make no claim in respect ofpriority.
Any successful corrections which are brought to my attention will be reported in
British Endgame Study News, and readers of this book who do not subscribe to BESN
and would like to receive copies of corrections are invited to contact me (7 St James
Road, Harpenden, Herts AL5 4NX, GB - England, e-mail jol'rnbeasley@mail.com).
Dedicatory problem to Franti5ek Macek
(Tidskrift fr;r Schach 1970): White Kc8, Ng7,
Pa2 (3), Black Ka9, Pc4/d4 (3), White to play
and draw. Intention I Ne8 d3 2 a3! (a waiting
move to force Black to weaken himself) d2
3 Nc7+ Ka7 4 Nb5+ Kb6 5 Nc3 Kc6 (with bP
on d2, 5...Kc5 is met by 6 Ne4+) 6 Kd8, with a
note that 2 Nc7+ fails on account of 2...Ka7
3 Nb5+ Kb6 4 Nc3 Kc5 (threat 5...Kd4,rKb4)
or 3 Nd5 Ka6 4 Kc7 Ka5! 5 Kd6 d2 6 Ke5.
However, after 3 Nd5 Ka6 White has 4 Nc3
(or 4 a3 Kb5 5 Nc3+) Kb6 (4...Ka5 doesn't
help) 5 a3 Kc5 6 Nbl! Kd4 7 a4l arrd if 7...c3
then 8 Nxc3 Kxc3 9 a5 and wPaT will draw
against bQ; altematively, 7...Kc5 8 a5 Kb5

9 Na3+ and 10 Nxc4. So 2 Nc7+ works after
all, and this means that I Ne6 is a sufficient and
simpler altemative to I NeS. It has long been
a joke among composers that to dedicate a
composition to somebody is the surest possible
way ofensuring that it will eventually be proved
unsound.

5344 (Prdce l95l): White Kd5, Rf7 (2),
Black Ka8, Na5 (2), White to play and win
(a)

as set,

(b) with wR on e7, "Shifting the rook

by one square demands a difierent solution".
Intention (a) I Kd6 Kb8 2 Rf5 Nc4+ 3 Kc6

etc, not I Kc5 Kb8 2 Kb6 Nc4+ 3 Kb5 Nd6+;
(b) I Kc5 Kb8 2 Kb6 Nc4+ 3 Kb5 Nd6+ 4 Kc6
etc, not I Kd6? Kbs 2 Re5 Nc4+. However,
I Kd6 Kb8 2 Rc7 is an altemative solution to
(b), 2...Nb7+ 3 Kd7 KaS 4 Rc8+ Ka7 5 Kc6
Na5+ 6 Kb5 Nb7 7 Rf2 etc with capture of the
knight on move 19 at the latest, and I Rc7 also
wlNS.

5366 (Revue FIDE 1958): White Kfl|, Rdl
(2), Black Kf5, Pd7/b6/d5 (4), White to play
and win (a) as set, (b) with bPb6 on b7, "The
squares d6 and c6 in turn become unavailable to
the White king". Intention (a) Ke7 Ke4

I

(1...Ke5 2 KxdT d4 3 Kc6 Ke4 4 Kb5/Kxb6)
2 KxdT d4 3 Kc6 d3 4 Kb5 Ke3 5 Kc4 and as in

study 5365, but

not i Rxd5+ Ke6 2

Rb5

("2 Rdl doesn't help") d5 3 R\b6+ Ke5 4 Ke7
d4 5 Rd6 Ke4 and the White rook is in the way
ofits king; (b) I Rxd5+ Ke6 2 Rb5 d5 3 RxbT
and either 3...d4 4 Rb5 d3 5 Rb3 etc or 3...Ke5
4 Ke7 d4 5 Rd7 Ke4 6 Kd6 (now this square is
available) d3 7 Kc5 Ke3 8 Kc4 and wins, but
not I Ke7 Ke5! (1...Ke4 still loses) 2 KxdT d4
3 Kc7 (this tirne Kc6 is not possible) Kd5 4 Kb6
Kc4. Unfortunately 2 Rdl does heip in line
I Rxds+ of(a): "mate in 27" says the definitive
analysis. So I Rxds+ is an alternative solution
to (a), and everything collapses.
5369 (Ceskoslovenskli iach 1958): White
KeS, Rf8 (2), Black Kh2, Pc7 /a6/c6/a4/c3 (6),
Black to play and White to win, "A rook faced
with army of pawns". A massively difficult study
with four intended lines depending on Black's
choice offirst move: (a) 1...a3 2 Rf3 a2 3 Rf2+
Kg3 4 Rxa2 Kf4! 5 Re2! c5 (5...KR 6 Rc2 Ke4

7 Rxc3 Kd5 8 Kd7) 6 Kd7 KR 7 Rel! c4
(7...Kf2 8 Re5 c4 9 Re4, 7...c2 8 Kc6 Kf2

9 Rcl) 8 Kc6 KD 9 Re4; (b) l...Kg2 2 Rf5! a3
3 Ra5 c2 (3...Kf3 4 Rxa3 Ke4 5 Rxc3 Kd5

6 Kd7 c5 7 KxcT) 4 Rc5 a2 5 Rxc2+ K1f
6 Rxa2 Ke4 7 Rc2 Kd5 8 Kd7; (c) l...Kgl
2 RR c2 3 Rc3 a3 4 Rxc2; (d) l...Kg3 2 Rfl a3
(2...c5 3 KdTl) 3 Kd7 a2 4 Krc6 Kg2 5 Ral KR

6 Kc5 Ke3 7 Kc4. Much of

White's
manoeuvring is directed towards preventing the
Black king from reaching d6. Unfortunately line
(b) appears to be refuted by 4...Kf3 effectively
gaining a tempo, with possible continuation
5 Rxc2 (5 Rc3* loses a tempo) Ke4 6 Kd7
(moving wR to the a-file doesn't help, 6 Ra2
Kd5 7 Rxa3 c5 and Black would draw even
without bPcT) Kd3 7 Rcl (7 Rxc6 a2 8 Rxa6 c5
is only drawn) c5 8 Kc6 (8 Rxc5 a2 9 Ra5 Kc3
l0 Rxa2 c5 is drawn, and 9 Rcl Kd2 l0 Ral
Kc3 gives the same finish) c4 I I Kc5 c3 12 Kb4
c2 13 Kb3 (or 13 Kxa3 Kc3 straight away) a5 14
Kxa3 (14 Rxc2 a5+) Kc3 15 Rhl a4 16 Rh3+

(or 16 Rgl Kd2) Kd2 17 Rh2+ Kdl 18 Rhl+

Kd2 and 19 Kb2 doesn't help because Black has

Compositions

l9-..a3+" Mandler considen ...K8 at move
3 and again at move 5, but not at move 4.

5375, RP24 (Ceskoslovenskf iach

1961):

White Kg5, Rg4, Pg6 (3), Black KbS, Rc3, Pg7
(3), White to move and win, "A natural first

omitted 123

5380 (Ceskosiovensk5i iach 1957, dedicated
to the memory of O. Duras): White Ke3, Re4,
Pe6 (3), tslack Kb3, Rb7, Pg7 (3), White to
play and win, "Perhaps an even greater tangle".
Intention I Kf4 Kc3 2 Kg5 Rc7 3 Kf5 Kd3

move, but..." (the continuation of this title
being above 5376). Intention I Rf4 Rg3+
2 Kh5 and now 2...Rc3 3 Rt/ Rc7 4 Kg5 Kc8
5 Kf5 Rc5+ 6 Kf4 Rc7 7 Ke5 Rc5+ 8 Kd6 (not
3 Rf8+? Kb7 4 Rfi+ Rc7 5 Kg5 Kc6 6 KfS
Rd7) and 2...Ra3 3 Rfli+ Kc7 4 Rf/+ Kd6
5 RxgT (not 3 Rff? Ra5+ 4 Kg4 Ra4+ 5 Kg5
Ra5+ 6 IU5 Ral 7 R13+ Kc7 8 Rff+ Kd6

4 Re8 etc, but again 4...Rc5+.
5381, RP36 (Ceskoslovenskli iach 1955)'.
White Kg3, Rg8, Pg6 (3), Black Kcl, Rb7, Pg7
(3), Black to move and draw, "Clear the way!"
Intention l...Kd2 2 Kf4 Rb4+ (driving the
White king where it wants to go, towards the
helpless Black pawn, but clearing the way for

be met by 3 Kg4 bringing the king one step
nearer to the pawns ("mate in 36", says my
machine). The threat is 4 Rf7 etc, and putting

Kf4 9 Re8 (9 Rh7 Rb7+) Rb7+ l0 Kf6 Rb6+
ll Kg7 KgS 12 Kh7 Khs and White cannot
play 13 g7 forfearofbeing mated. However, the

9 RxgT Rgl+). However, 2...Rc3 also seems to

bR on c7 won't help; for example, 3...Rc7

4 Rf7 Kc8 5 Kf5 Kd8 (or

5...Rd7 6 Ke6)
6 RxcT KxcT 7 Ke6 and the cat is amons the

pigeons.

5376, RP25 (Ceskoslovenskli iach

(3), White to play and win, "...but

an

imperceptible displacement of the rook forces a
change in plan". The intention, as compared
with 5375, is that I Rf4 no longer works (which
it doesn't) but that I Re4 now works instead:

.Ral 2 Re7 Rgl+ 3 Kf5 Rfl+ 4 Ke5, or
.Rc3 2 Re7 Rc7 3 Rf7 Kc8 4 Kf5 Rc5+
Kf4! etc. But Black also has l...Rg3+, and if
Kh5 then 2...Rc3 and now he is a temoo
ahead; altematively, 2 Kf5 Kc7 3 Re7+ Kd8
4 RxgT Ke8 and draws.
5377 (Ceskoslovenskli

iach 1954): White
Kg4, Rf8, Pe6 (3), Black Kf2, Rc7, Pe7 (3),
play
Black to
ar-rd draw (a) as set, (b) with the
Black rook on b7, "A massive leap by the Black
king, but it seems likely to make no difference".
Intention (a) l...Ke3 2 Rf7 Rc4+ 3 Kg3 Ke4,
not 1...Kg2 on account of 2 Rf7 Rc4+ 3 Kf5
Rc5+ 4 Kf4! (4 Kea? fu5 5 RxgT Kg3) Rc4+
5 Ke5 Rc5+ 6 Kd6; (b) 1...Kg2 2 Rf7 Rb4+
3 Kl5 Rb5+ (not 3...Kg3 as in Harold van der
Heijden's "Endgame study database 2000")

4 KPI Rb4+ 5 Ke5 Rb5+, not l...Ke3 (2 Rf7
Rb4+ 3 Kg3 Ke4 4 Rf4+). But White can
defeat 1...Ke3 in (a) by interpolating 2 Rf3+.

lf 2...Kd4/Ke4 then 3 Rf7. and Black's...Rc4
Rc4+ 4 Kf5, and

if

2...Kd2/Ke2 then

3

is
Rfl7

if Black tries 4...Rc5+ White

has 5 Ke4.

5379, RP18 (FIDE Revue 1954, dedicated
to v. Halberstadt): white Kd4, Re4, Pg6 (3).
Black Kd2, Rc7, Pg7 (3), White to play and
win, "The Black rook is pushed hither and
yon". Intention I Kd5 (threat 2 Re8 Kd3
3 Ke6, also 2 Rf:l and 3 Rf7) Ra7 2 Ke6 Rc7
3 Kl5 Kd3 4 ReS and as in the previous study,
but again 4...Rc5a defeats.

computer gives 2...Rc7 as an alternative draw.
The key line appears to be 3 Rf8 (this would win
with the rook still on b7) Rc6 4 Kf5 Ke3 5 Rf7
and again 5...Rc5+.

5393 (Ndrodnf listy 1929, Revue FIDE

1950\:

White Kg5, Rg4, Pg6 (3), Black Kb8, Ra3, Pg7

no longer check;

Black's own king) 3 Kf5 Rb5+ 4 Ke6 Rb6+
5 Kf7 Rb7+ 6 KfS Ke3 7 RxgT Rb8+ 8 Kt7

1957): White Kc4, Rd6, Pe6/g6 (4), Black
KcS, Rb7, Pg7 (3), White to move and win,
"My fimt rook study". This was developed from
an unfinished R6ti study. In the original 1929
version, the White king stood on c5; the later
version extended the solution by two moves.
Intention I Kd4 Rb4+ 2 Kc5 Rb7 3 Rd5 and
either 3...Ra7 4 Kd4 Ra4+ 5 Ke5 Ra7 6 Kf5!
Rc7 7 R.d4 Ra7/Rb7/Rc5+ 8 Kf4 Rb7/Rc7
9 Ke5 Ra7 l0 Rd5 or 3...Re7 4 Kd6 Kd8 5 Rf5

Rd7+ 6 Ke5 Rdl 7 Rf8+ Ke7 8 Rff+ KeS
RxgT Rel+ l0 Kf5 Rfl+ 11 Kg4 ful+
12 Kh3 and as in 5392, but in the first line
"unfortunately l0 Rf4 also works". Indeed it
does, being in fact more incisive than the
intended continuation, and there are other
imprecisions as well. Towards the end, 8 Ke4
appeas to work (Mandler gives "8 Ke4? Rb6"
apparently relying on 9 e7 Re6+, whereas in

9

fact 9 Ke5 wins easily); more

seriously,

3 Rdl/../Rd4 all seem to work, cutting out the
first line altogether (3...Ra7 is now met by
4 Rfl/../Rf4 at once, with a sirnpie win) and
leaving us with just the second.
5396 (Ceskoslovensk! iach 1950): White
Kh4, Ra6, Pe6/g6 (4), Black Kb8, Rb2, Pg7
(3), Black to play and draw (a) as set, (b) wK on
h3, "A further twin using the same shift" (S3!5
also has wKh4-h3). Intention l...Kc7 in (a),
l...Rbl in (b), but the simple l...Rb7 appears to
work in both parts: 2 Kg4/Kg5 (else 2...Re7 and
bK will hound wR etemally between a6 and d6)
Kc7 and bK will soon post himself on e7.
5405 (Ceskoslovensk! iach i950): White
Kh3, Rc6, Pe6/e6 (4), Black Kb8, Ra7, Pg7
(3), Black to play and draw, "Why do Rc3 and
Rc4 demand different continuations?".
Intention l...Kb7 and either 2 Rc3 Ra4 3 Ke3

124
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Re4 4 Rd3 Kc6 5 Rd7 Rel 6 RxgT

Rgl+ 7 Kf4

Kd6 or 2 Rc4 Ra6 3 Rd4 Kc6 4

Rd7
Ral/Ra3+. with a host of tries: l...Ra4 2 Rd6
(2 e7? Re4 3 Rf6 Kc7, 2 Ke3? Kb7) Kc7
3 Rd7+ and 4 Rxg7, l...Ral 2 Ke4 (2 Rd6?
Kc7 3 Rd7+ Kc6 4 RxgT Rgl 5 Ra7 Rxg6 6 e7

Re8, 2 e7? Rel 3 Rf6 Kc7) Kb7 3 e7 Rel
4 Rf6, l...Rc7 2 Rd6 Kc8 3 Kg4 Ra7 4 Rd5
Re7 5 Kf5, and l...Re7 2 Ke4 Kb7 3 Rd6 Kc7
Kd6.

4 Ra6 Kb7 5 Kf5 Kxa6 6 Ke5 Kb7 7

However, l"..Re7 draws since Black can play
6...Rb7 (7 Kd6 Rb6+ 8 Ke7 R.bi and even
9 Kf7 Rfl+ 10 KxgT will not win, or 8 Kd7
Rb7+ 9 Ke8 Rbl l0 e7 Kb7 and much the
same).

S4ll, RP26/27 (Turnajovll bulletin 1954):
White Kd7, Ra8, Ph6lh2 (4), Black Kh3, Rg4
(2), White to play and win (a) as set, (b) bRg4
to 95, "The Black men get in each other's way".
Intention I Ke7 refuted in both parts by l...Re6
2 Rh8 Ra6, I Ke8 refuted in (a) by l...Rd4+
2 Kc6 (2 Ke6 Rh4 3 Rh8 Ra4, 2 Ke7 Rh4

I

Kh7 Kd2 2 Kh6 Ke2 3 Kg5 Kf3 and h4 is

barred to

wK. However,

I

Ra5 works

in

(a),

after l...Kb2 2 Re5 Rcl White can
interpolate 3 Rb5+! and gain a tempo:

because

3...Ka3/Ka2/Ka1

4

Rh5 and

bK is one file

further away, or 3...Kc3/Kc2 4 Rh5 forcing bR
back to hl. RP7 gives another setting, White
Kh8, Rd5 (2), Black Kc4, Rlrl, Ph3 (3),
intention I Rh5 with l...Kc3 or l...Kd4 2 Rh4+
Kc3, but I Rd2 also work.

5415, RP6 (Pruice 1955): White Ka5, M4,

Pe5 (3). Black Kb3, Rd2, Pf5 (3), White io
play and win, "We failed to guess the tl.roughts
of the master". Intention I Kb6 (l Kb5 Rd6
and either 2 Rxf5 Rg6 as in S412, or 2 Kc5 Rg6

3 Rxf5 Kc3, or 2 RR+ Kc2 and 3 Kc5 Rg6
4 Rxff Kc3 or 3 Kc4 Kd2 4 Rxf5 Ke3) Rd6+
2 Kb5 Re6 3 RR+ Kc2 4 Kc4 Kd2 5 Kd4.
However, Black can play 2...Kc3, and after
3 Kc5 Ra6 4 RA+ Kd2 5 Kd4 the Black rook is
on a6 instead ofe6 and 5...Ra5 is good enough

to draw (confinred by Marc

Bourzutschky's

3 Rh8 Ke4 4 Kf6 Kh5 5 Ra8 Rf4+ 6 Kg7 Rg4+
7 Kh7 Rg5) Rh4 3 Re3+ Ke2 4 Re6 Kf3 5 Kd6
(5 Kds Rh5+) Kf4 but not l...Rh4 2 Rg3+ Kg2
3 Re6, in (b) by l...Rh5 2 Re6 Kg4 etc but not
i...Rds+ 2 KeTl Rh5 3 Rh8 Ke4 4 Kf6 (4 h7'!
Klt3 5 Kf6 Rh4) Rf5+ (4...Kh4 5 h7) s Ke6
Rh5 6 Rg8+ Kf4 7 Rg6 Rxh2 8 Kf6 Ra2 9 Rg8

definitive analysis of R+P v R+P). The trouble
is that captures of the f-pawn merely give a
drawn position with R+P against R, and if
White does not capture it Black can advance it
sufliciently to draw after having sacrificed his

Ra6+

1959): White Ka4, Rc8, Pc6 (3), Black Ke4,
Rb2, Ph5 (3), White to move and win, "Black
finds an unusual method ofguarding his pawn".
Intention I Rhs h4 2 Ka5 Ke5 3 c7 Rc2 4 Kb6
Rb2+ 5 Kc6 Rc2+ 6 Kd7 Rd2+ 7 KcS Rh2

l0

Kg7 Kg5

I

I h7 Ra7+

12 Kf8+,

solution (a) I Ra7! (threat 2 h7) Rh4 2 Ra6 etc,
but not I Ra6 Kh4 2 Ke8 Kg5 and either 3 h7

Rh4 or

3 Kf7

Rb4 (the point is that the

preliminary decoy of the Black rook to h4
prevents his king from coming up so quickly),
(b) i Ra6 Kg4 2 Ke8 and either 2...Kh5 3 h7 or
2...Rb5 3 h7 with 3...Kg5 4 Ra8/Rd6 or
3...Rb8+ 4 Kff. However, in (a) there is no
need for the brilliant I Ra7 because the natumi
shut-offmove I Ra5 also works (1...Kh4 2 KeS
Rb4 3 Rd5 etc, l...Kxh2 2 Rh5+, l...Rh4
2 Ra6 rejoining the main line).

3413, RP7 (Turnajov! bulletin

own rook.

5416 (2nd Prize, Dedrle Memorial Toumey

8 Rh5+ and wins, or l...Rc2 2 Kb5 Rb2+

3 Ka6 Ra2+ 4 Kb7 Rb2+ 5 Kc8 Rb2 6 c7 Kf4

7 Rh6 Kg5 8 Kd7. But Marc Bourzutschky's
definitive analysis of R+P v R+P refutes the
latter: l...Rc2 2 Kb5 Ke5! 3 Rh6 h4 4 Kb6
Rb2+ 5 Kc7 Rb4 and Black will draw. This is
typical of play in extreme rook-and-pawn
endings. In the position after 2 Kb5, the natural

1954,

correction): White Kh8, Rhs (2), Black Kc3,
Rh1, Ph3 (3), White to play and draw (a) as set,
(b) wRh5 on h4, "Staying on the h-file is in
tum necessary and forbidden". Intention
(a) I Kh7 Kd2 (1...Kd3 2 Ra5, but not 2 Kh6
Ke4 3 Kg5 Rsl+) 2 Kh6 Ke2 (2...Ke3 3 Ra5)
3 Ks5 Kf3 4 Kb4 Rgl 5 Rf5+ Ke4 6 Rf2 and
either 6...Ke3 7 Ra2 etc or 6...Rg2 7 Rfl h2
8 Rhl K{3 9 Kh3 Rg8 10 Rfl+ K-- I I Ral, not
1 Ke7? Kd3 (l...Rgl+ is rnet by 2 Kf6) 2 Ra5
Rgl+, nor (l Kh7 Kd2) 2 Kg6 Ke3, nor I Ra5
Kb2 2 Re5 Rcl 3 Rh5 Rc3 4 Kg7 Kc2 5 Kg6
Kd2 and either 6 Kg5 Rc5+ or 6 Rh7/Rh8 with
a crucial loss of tempo; (b) I Ra4 (hreat
2 Ra3+) Kb2/Kb3 (l...Rbl 2 Rh4)
2 Re4/Rfa/Rea Rcl 3 Rh4 Rc3 4 Kg7 (4 Kh7?
Rg3) Kc2 5 Kg6 Kd2 6 Kg5 Ke2 7 Kg4, not

move

for Black is 2...Kd5

attacking White's

pawn directly, and a lot of analysis is needed to

show that he actually does better to play
2...Ke5. This threatens nothing immediately,
but it keeps an eye on the White pawn from a
distance, while staying sufficiently close to
Black's own pawn to be able to support it if
necessary. Having been told of the bust by
Marc, I gave the position after 2 Kb5 to my own
computer, and it took an hour to home on to
2...Ke5 as the right rnove for Black.
S4l8 (Thbmes-64 1958): White Kd6, Rd7,
Pe6 (3), Black Ke3, Re4, Pa7/a4 (4), White to
move and win, "A study within a study".
Intention I e7 Kd3 2 R.c7 Rd4+ 3 Ke6 Re4+
4 Kd7 Rd4+ 5 Kc8 Re4 6 KdS a5 7 Rc5 Kd4
8 Rcl e3 9 e8Q Rxe8+ l0 Kxe8 Kd3 1l Kd7 a2

(ll...Kd2 12 Rc5 a4 13 Rc4) 12 Kc6 Kd2

Compositions
13

Ral Kc3 14 Rxa2 Kb4 15 Rh2 a4 16 Rh4+

Kb3 17 Kb5 a3 18 Rh3+ Kb2 19 Kb4

a2

20 Rh2+ Kbl 2l Kb3 and wins, study S4l9
below being used to answer I Rxa7, but Marc
Bourzutschky's definitive analysis of R+P v
R+P has refuted S4l9 and S4l8 fatls with it.
[This was the study which led to my
dedication piece. Not yet being aware of the
flaw in 5419, I was examining S4l8 as a live
candidate, and one of the lines to which the
computer drew my attention was 1...a5 shielding
bPa4 from above. Now 2 Rc7 was rnet by
2...Kd4 drawing in all lines, but the previously
despised 2 Ra7 won even though it was no
longer a capture. I expected the continuation to
be 2...Rd4+ 3 Ke6 Re4+ 4 Kd7/Kf7 Rf4+
5 Ke8, and was most surprised to see that the
computer preferred 4 Kd7 to 4 Kfl. But
examination soon showed why, and then it was
just a question of adding the little king walk to
highlight the distinction.l
5419 (extract from the above): White Ke6,
Re5, Pa5 (3), Black Kd3, Ra2, Pe3 (3), White
to rnove and draw. Intention I Kd6 Rc2 2 Rd5+

Ke4 3 Re5+ Kf4 4 ReTl Ra2 5 Rf7+ Ke4
6 Re7+ Kd3 7 Re5 e2 8 Rd5+ etc, but Marc

Bourzutschky's definitive analysis of R+P v
R+P gives the result as a Black win. The key
line is 6...Kd4 (ready to put pressure on wR)
7 Re5 Ral! 8 Rd5+ Ke4 9 Re5+ Kf4 l0 Ke6
(what else?) Rdl and wK is one cmcial file
further away from wP. This was another line
which my computer took a long tirre to find
even after I had told it exactly where to start
looking.

S42l (Thimes-64 1958): White Kd6, R.d8,
Pe7 (3), Black Ke2, Pre4, Pa7 /d7 /a3 (5), White
to move and draw, "White can promote straight
away,
volur-rtarily abandons this
possibility for a while". Intention I RxdT Kd2

but he

2 RxaT Rd4+ 3 Ke5 Rd3 4 Ra8 Kc2 5 Kf4
Rd4+ 6 Iff5 Rd5+ 7 Kf6 Rd6+ 8 Kf7. but
5 Ke4 is simpler (5..-Kd2 6 Rd8, 5...Rdl
6 Rxa3 Rel+ 7 Re3). The study is in any case
little more than a companion to S4l8/9, and
with the loss of this final manoeuvre

I

decided

that it was not worth retaining.
5423, RP32 (Prdce 1951): White Kff, Rd6,
Pb2/eZ (4), Black Kb5, Re2, Pb3/e3 (4), White
to play and draw, "Do we bring the White king
into action as quickly as possible, or play to
keep his opponent at a distance?". Intention not

1 Rd3 Rxe2 2 Rxb3+ Kc4 3 Rc3+ Kd4 or
3 Ra3 Rf2+, when "the pawn on e3 cannot be
stopped", nor I Ke4 Rxe2 2 Rd5+ Kc6 3 Rd3
Rxb2 4 Rxe3 Kc5 5 Kd3 Kb4 and Black just
reaches his pawn in time, but I Ke5 Rxe2
2 Rd5+ Kc6 3 Rd6+ Kc7, driving the king one
rank further away before playing Rd3. However,

I

Rd3 and

I

Ke4 both work:

I

Rd3

Rxe2
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2 Rxb3+ Kc4 3 Ra3 Rf2+ 4 Ke4 e2 5 Re3 and
Black's next move will allow the White king
access to d3 or 13, or I Ke4 Rxe2 2 Rd5+ Kc6
3 Rd8 Rxb2 4 Kxe3 and the Black king will be
harassed from above.
5427 (Ajedrez 1959): White Kb7, Rg6,
Fh7 /h6 (4), Black Kh3, Rh8, Pc6 (3), White to
play and win (a) as set, (b) bPc6 to c7, "A Black
pawn is left in place to obstruct checks from its
rook". Intention (a) I Kc7 etc, not I Kxc6 on
account of l...Kh4 2 Kd6 Kh5 3 Rgt Kxh6
6 Ke6 Ra8 5 Rg8 Ra6+; (b) I Kc6 and much
the same. However, the computer refutes I Kc7

in

(a) by l...Rxh7+ 2 Kd6 Kh4 3 Ke6

c5

(Mandler only considers 3...Kh5), and the same
refutation applies to (b).
5429 (Ajedrex 1958): White Kd7, Rb6,
Pa6/f5 (4), Black Ka4, Ra8, Pg7lh4 (4), White
to play and win, "The same move twice over".
Intention I f6 gxf6 2 Kc6 (the White king needs
to go both to b7 and to c5) Ra7 3 Kc5 Ka5
4 Rbl//Rb2 Rc7+ 5 Kd6 (the king goes back to
d7, and then comes forward again at moves
7 and 8) RcS (5...Ra7 6 Kc6 Rxa6+ 7 Kc5)
6 Kd7 Ra8 7 Kc6 Rxa6+ 8 Kc5 etc, with 2...h3
3 Kb7 h2 (3...Rh8 4 Rbl Ka5 5 a7 Rh7+ 6 Kc6
RxaT 7 Ral+ Kb4 8 RxaT Kc4 9 Ra4+ Kd3
l0 Kd5/Rh4) 4 Rbl Rh8 5 a7 Rh7+ 6 Kb6 Rh8
7 Rhl and 2...Ra7 3 Kc5 h3 4 Rbl h2 5 Kb6
Re7 6 a7 Re6+ 7 Kc5 Ra6 (7...Re5+ 8 Kd6
Ra5 9 Ral+ K-- 10 Rxa5) 8 Ral+ K-- 9 Rxa6.
However. in the line 2...h3 3 Kb7 h2 4 Rbl the
computer plays 4...ReS with play on the e-file,
and at the very least this makes things much
harder for White. Its prefened line is 5 a7 Re7+
6 Kb6 Re6+ 7 Kc5 Re5+ 8 Kc6 ReS 9 Rhl
Kb4 l0 Rxh2 Re6+ ll Kd5 Ra6 12 Rh7 f5
13 Rb7+ Kc3 with an actual draw, in which
case the study is unsound, but even if White's
play can be strengthened the existence of so
diffrcult a sideline will distract attention from
the study's point.

S431, RP45 (Ceskoslovenski iach 1957):
White Ke4, Rd4, Pc6/{5/c4/c3/c2 (7), Black
Ke8, RaS, Pel /h7 /a6/b6/b5 (7), White to play
and win, "A study characterized by the
possibility ofcastling by Black". Intention I f6
(to provoke 1....exf6, after which Black's
eventual ...Rxc6 will leave his rook blocked in)
exf6 (nothing better) 2 c5 bxc5 (now the rook is
blocked in another direction as well) 3 Rd7 and
either 3...Rc8 4 Rb7 Rxc6 5 Kd5 Rc8 6 RxhT
with the threat of 7 Kf6 etc or 3...a5 4 Rc7 a4
5 Kd5 a3 6 RxhT 0-0-0+ (we cannot prove that
Black has lost the right to castle, so we must

allow for the possibility) 7 Kxc5. But Mandler

analyses

only 3...b4 among the possible
and there are many natural

sidelines,

I

alternatives for which he offers nothing. am
prepared to believe that in fact none of them
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Compositions omitted

to a

Black escape, but some of them
to put more difliculties in White's way
than the "main line" moves, and their
leads

appear

refutation is far from being

crisp and clear as
the main line (after two apparently obvious
variations on Black's "main line" play, 3...h5
taking bP temporarily out of range of wR and
3...Rc8 4 Rb7 f5+ freeing the sixth rank for bR,
as

my computer had found no win even after
several hours, and it would seem that any win
that might exist will require extensive analysis).
No way could I show this study to a friend at the
olub and expect him to be convinced. I know at
ieast one reviewer who will criticize me for
rejecting it, but I stand by my guns; the greater
the number of men on the board. and the more
artificial the position, the more the main line
must stand out with crystal clarity if a study is to
be aesthetically satisfying.

S468-70 (this and the next two items are
triplet or twin studies from the "rook against

knight and pawn" chapter): White Kd2,
Rc5-c6-c8 (2), Black Kal, Nb8, Pa3 (3),

White to play and win. Intention with wRc5,
I Kc3 (l Kc2? Ka2) Nd7 (1...Ka2 2 Rc7 Na6
3 Rc6,

l...Kbl

2 Rb5+

Kcl

3 Ra5 and 4 Rxa3)

2 Rd5 (2 Rc7? Ne5) Nf6 3 Rf5 Ne4+ 4 Kb3
Nd2+ 5 Kc2 Nc4 6 Kc3 Nd6 7 Rd5; with
wRc6, I Rd6 Nc6/Na6 (1...Kb2 2 Rb6+ 6n1
3 Kc2, but nor 3 Kc3? Nd7 4 Rd6 Nc5 5 Rd5
Kbl) 2 Kc2 (2 Kc3? Kbl); with wRc8, I Kc2

(i Kc3? Nd7). However, the fint parr (wRcs)
fails to both l...Ka2 and l...Kbl: I Kc3 Ka2
2 Rc7 Kbl 3 Rb7+ Kcl 4 Ra7 Kdl 5 Rxa3
Ke2, or 1...Kbl 2 Rb5+ Kcl 3 Ra5 Kdl and the
same. The second and third parts remain
technically viable

as a twin, but

the

differentiatior, of greatest interest is between
wRc5 (t Kc3 intended) and wRcS (l Kc2) and
I don't think Mandler would have wanted the
study to appear in tmncated

fom.

5473-4: Write Kc2, Rg5 (2), Black Ka2,

Nh2-a6, Pa3 (3), White to play and win.
Intention with bNh2, I Rg2 Nl3 (l...Nfl

2 Kc3+ Kbl 3 Kb3 etc) 2 Kcl+ Kal 3 Rg3 a2
4 Rh3 etc; with bNa6, I Kc3 Nb8 2 Rg2+ Kbl
3 Kb3 Kcl 4 Rc2+ Kbl 5 Rd2 Kcl 6 Rd6.
The second part (bNa6) allows an alternative
win starting with Rb5 Nc7 2 Re5, and
although
is markedly less clear than the

I
it
intention I don't think Mandler would

have

allowed the study to stand had he been aware

of

rt.

5475-6: White Kc3, Rg2-g3 (2), Black Kal,
Na5, Pa3 (3), White to play and win. Intention
with wRg2, I Kb4 (l Rd2? Nc6! 2 Kb3 Na5+)

Nc6+ 2 Kxa3 Kbl 3 Kb3; with wRg3, I Rd3
(l Kb4? Nc6+! 2 Kxa3 Kbl 3 Kb3 Nd4+) Ka2
2 Rd2. However, in the first part (wRg2) the
intended refutation of I Rd2 fails: 3 Kc2 and

either 3...Nc4

4 Rd4 or 3...Ka2 4 Kc3+, in

each case leading to known ground.
5505 (Price 1965): White Kbl, Ng2,

Pf4lf2

(4), Black Kh2, Pcl/96/c5lc3 (5), White to

play and win, "Some unexpected manoeuvres".
Intention I Nh4 Kh3 and now not the natural
2 Nxg6 but the brilliant combination 2 f5! gxf5
3 Ng6! (capturing the pawn again fails) and
White has a difficult win thanks to the Black
pawn's blocking of the square in front of the

White (3...Kg4 4 f4, 3...f4 4 f3). However,

2 Nxg6 does win; Mandler gives 2...Kg4 3 Kc2
c4 4 Kxc3 Kf5 "draw". but White has 5 Nh4+

Kxf4 6 Kd2 with either 6...Kg4 7 Ne2 Kf3
8 Kel c3 9 Ne3 and White will advance as soon

as

the Black king gives way, or 6...c3* 7 Ke2 c2

8 Ng2+ Ke4 (s...Kfs/Kga 9 Ne3+,
8...Ke5/Kg5 9 f4+ and l0 Kd2) 9 f3+ K--

l0 Kd2 and the c-pawn goes.
5509 (Tidskrift fiir Schack 1965): White
KJtt, Bs3/s2, Nf4/el, Pf5/c4/e4/c2 (9), Black
Ke4,Bh4/h3, Nh8/R, Pb7ld6lf6 (8), Whiteto
play and win, "The labyrinth". This is the
original location of the story in which the
position represents a map showing the location
of buried treasure. Intention I Bxh4 Bxg2+
2 Nexg2 Nxh4 3 Nxh4 Kxf4 4 Ng6+ Kxe4
5 Nxh8 Kxf5 6 Nf7 Ke4 7 c5 Kd5 8 cxd6 Ke6
9 Nds+ Kxd6 l0 NxbT+ Kd5 ll Na5 Kd4
12 Nb3+ Kc3 13 Nal, but there appears to be
an altemative win by I Nxf3, when Mandler
gives l...Bxg2+ 2Kxg2Bxg3 "draw" but 3 Nd5
Be5 (3...Bh4 4 Nxh4 Kxh4 5 Nxf6) 4 Nxe5
fxe5 leaves White a pawn up with a protected
passed pawn, and the intended solntion appears
to fail if Black plays 7...dxc5 instead of 7...Kd5.
Mandler gives 8 c4 b5 9 Nd6+ as winning
(9...Kd4 l0 cxb5 Kd5 ll Nc4)" but 9...Ke5

to hold the dmw; the computer gives
f5 I I Ke2 Ke4 12 KD (12 Nd6+
doesn't help) f4 13 Ke2 (13 Na3 A 14 Nc2 Kd3
seems

l0

Nxb5

15 Ne3 Ke4 16 Nd5 Kd4 17 Nb6 Ke4 18 Nc8
19 Nd6 Ke5 20 Nb5 takes us back to where
we srarted) R+ 14 Kn/Kd2 Kf4 and White is
going
not
to make progress. His king cannot
force Black's king back on its own, but if his
knight lries to help it will have to scurry back to
defend the c-pawn, while ifthe king tries to take
over the defence ofthe c-pawn the Black f-pawn
will run. It would appear that some dishonest
spy had sold the President the wrong map.
S5lt (Svobodnd slovo 1947): White Kf8,

Kd4

Nf5, Pe7lc6 (4), Black Kf3, Rh7, Bh5/h2 (4\,
White to play and draw, "A succession of small
points" (and a composition which Mandler
acknowledges as being outside his normal style,
"but such compositions can expect a much
wider welcome among the general public than
analy'tical work"). Intention I Kg8 (l Ng7 Rh8
mate) Ke4 (1...896 2 eSQ, l...Kg4 2 Ne3+ and

Compositions

3 Kxh7, l...Jf4 2 c7) 2 Ng7 (2 KxhT

Kxf5

3 Kh6 896 4 Kg7 Bd6 5 Kf8 Kf6 6 c7 BxeT+)
8g6 (2...Rxg7+ 3 Iftg7 Kd5 4 Kf8 Bd6 5 c7,
2...Rh6 3 Nxh5) 3 c7 (3 e8Q+? Bxe8 4 KxhT
Bf7 5 Kh6 Bf2l+ 6 Kh7 Be5 7 Kh6 Kt:+ 8 Nh5+

Kf5 9 Ng7+ Kg4 l0 I(h7 Kg5) BxcT 4 e8Q+
Bxe8 5 Nxe8 Re7 6 Kf8 Bd8 7 Nd6+ Kds
8 Nf7 Rd7 9 Ke8 Re7+ l0 Kf8 with a oositional
draw. but we now krow I hal | ... 896 Z e8Q teaas
to a 2B v N win for Black: 2...8xe8 3 KxhT Ke4

and the pawn will soon go. Much of the

qomposition could be presewed by starting at
move 2, but the final stages depend on the Black
king's presence on e4 (we need to rneet 5...Rd7
by 6 Nf6+) and in a "goal-inspired" study like
this it is really rather important that it arrives at
its final position in the course ofthe play.
S5l2 (Revue FIDE 1964): White Kh l, Ba4,

Pd4/c3/a2/b2 (6), Black Kd2, Be6, Pd5/g4
(4), White to play and win, "We leam by our
mistakes". This was the original home of
Krilert, Veselj', and little Hochman. Intention
1 Kh2 (l b4 Kxc3 2 b5 Kxd4 3 b6 Bc8 4 Bc6
Kc4 5 b7 BxbT 6 BxbT d4. I Bc6 Kc2 2 b4
Kxc3 3 b5 Kxd4 4 b6 Bc8 5 b7 BxbT 6 BxbT
Kc4 7 Kg2 d4 8 Kg3 d3 9 Kxg4 d2 l0 Bif Kb4,
I fu2 Kcl 2b4 Kb2 3 Bc6 Kxa2 4 b5 Kb3 5 b6
Bc8 6 Bxd5+ Kxc3 7 Be6 Bb7+) Kcl (1...8c8
2 Bc6 Kc2 3 Bxd5 Kxb2 4 Bfl/Be8 Kc3 5 d5
Kd4 6 Be6) 2 b4 Kb2 3 Bc6 Kxa2 (3...Kxc3
4 b5 Kxd4 5 b6 Bc8 6 b7 BxbT 7 BxbT Kc4
8 Kg3 d4 9 Kxga) 4 b5 Kb5 5 b6 BcS 6 Bxd5
Kxc3 7 Be6 Bb7 8 d5 etc, with much additional

exploration which is expounded in detail.
However, I Bc6 and I Kg2 lead to alternative
wins. In the line after I Bc6, White can play
8 Bc8 winning the g-pawn, after which the
bishop can protect the a-pawn and the Black
d-pawn will b€ no threal; in the line after
I Kg2, he has 6 Kf2 bringing his king to the
defence ofhis own d-pawn, with 6...Kxc3 7 Ke3
Kc4 8 b7 BxbT 9 BxbT 93 l0 Ba6+ K-- I I Bfl
and 6...Kc4 7 b7 BxbT 8 BxbT 93+ 9 Ke3 92
10 Bxd5+ Kxd5 I I Kf2.
S5l7 (Slovensk! ndrod 1926): White Kb6,
Be3, Nb4, Pt:l (4), Black Kd6, Rf6, Be4, Nb2

(4), White to play and draw,

"Black

combination and White countercombination".
Intention I Bd4 Na4+ 2 Ka5 Rxf4 3 Be5+
Kxe5 4 Nd3+ Bxd3 stalemate, but Black can
play 1...Rxf4 and invoke the cornputer discovery
that R+B win against B+N if the bishops run
on squares ofdifferent colour. After 2 Bxb2, any
sensible move keeping control of d3 leads to a
win ifwe ignore the fifty-move rule, and several
moves (2...896 is quickest) win even if we allow
White to invoke it.
S52l (Tidskrift j?ir Schack 1966): White Kf6,
Bd6, Na4/d4, Pa5/e5 (6), Black Kal, Bh4/hl,
Nh8, Pb7lf//h5/s4/R/a2 (10), White to play
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"A

combination and its echo".
a6 (threat 2 axbT) with the echo
repetition lines l...bxa6 2 Bf4 Kbl 3 Nc3+ Kb2
4 Ndl+ Ka3 5 Bd6+ Ka4 6 Nb2+ Ka5 7 Nc4+

and draw,
Intention

I

1...12 2 Nc2+ Kbl 3 Na3+ Kcl 4 Nf4+
Kdl 5 Nc3+ Kel 6 Nc2+ Kfl 7 Ne3+, but

and

White can improve on the fint of these: 6 Nc3+
Ka5 7 Bc5 forces mate.
5522 (Prager Presse 1929): White Kc4,

Rfl,
(3), Black Ka5, Bc2, Pc3 (3), Whire ro
play and win, "Both sides find themselves in
zugzwang". Intention 1 Rgl (l Kxc3 Bxa4
Pa4

2 Ral Kb5) Bxa4 2 Ral c2 3 Kc5 with 1...Bh7
2 Rg5+ Kxa4 3 Rg7, l...Be4 2 Kxc3 Kxa4
3 Rg4, but Write can invert moves 2 and 3 in
the main line, and in the sidelir,e l...Be4 Black
can make things harder for White by playing
2...Bc6 instead ofcapturing. To hold on to his
pawn and force the win, White musr now resort
to lines such as 3 Kc4 Bd7 4 Rel Bc6 5 Re7 Bf3
6 Ra7+ Kb6 7 Rf7 Bdl 8 Kb4 and 9 a5. and ir
is all much less simple and straightfomard than
the win in the main line. Such a question rarely
arises with an analy'tical study in Mandler's
normal style, but whenever the supposed "main
line" of a study leads to a quick defeat the
question is bound to arise as to whether Black is
really playing logically; is his loss after other
moves so clear and straightfomard that the
"main line" move can be presented as a
reasonable choice? This reservation, coming on
top ofthe inversion dual after l...Bxa4, really
seems to put the study out ofcoufi.
5523 (Prager Presse 1929): White Kd2, Rdl,
Pa4 (3), Black Ka6, Bea Q), White to move

and win, "ls this study correct?" lntention
I Rel Bd7 (once the pawn has reached the fifth

rank, there is a winning procedure known since
the 1860s) 2 Kd3l (2 Kc3 Bxa4 3 Ral Kb5) Ka5
(2...B<a4 3 Ral Kb5 4 Kc3 and this time it is
Black to move) Ka5 3 Kc4 Bc6 4 Re7 Bl3
5 Kb3 and so on, and the reason for the query is
that J. Vandura published a study in 1924
showing how White could overcome a fifth-rank
blockade and force the pawn forward anpvay.
This being so, I Ral etc would also win for
White, albeit far less crisply. The computer
confirms the Vandura win, and there is a rnore
serious flaw: Black can play 2...Kb6 (now
...Bxa4 is a genuine threat) 3 Ral/Rbl+ Ka5,
forcing White to overcome a fiftl.r-rank blockade
after all. So I Rel does not even lead to a criso
shon cul. and in lact is no betrer than any other
rook move (they all win, and I Ral does so one
move sooner than the rest). According to the
1978 English edition of Averbakh, 2...Kb6 was
reported by L. Bmberman in Shakhmaty v SSSR
in 1966, but Mandlerwas clearly unaware of it.
5529 (Prager Presse 1929): White Kd5,
Rdl/hl (3), Black KJr6, Bh4, Ne2, Pe4/R (5),
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White to play and win, "The point occum at the
second move". This is a further working of the
theme of5522 and 3523, wilh intention I Kxe4
("Instead of capturing with check, White gives
up the exchange") Ng3+ 2 Ke3! Nxhl 3 Rxhl
Ks5 (3...KI5 4 Kf4 f2 5 Kf5 flQ+ 6 Rxfl etc)
and only now 4 Kxf3. However, Mandler gives

I

Rxh4+, and it appears very
strong because White can meet l...Kg5 by
2 Rhhl and the fork will avail Black nothing:
2...Nc3+ 3 Kd4 Nxdl 4 Rxdl Kf4 5 Rfl e3
no analysis of

6 Kd3 e2 7 Ral Kg3 8 Ke3. So White will retain
the advanlage of two rooks against knight and
two pawns, and he appears to have a certain win.
5530 (Mircclni osvoboxeni 1932): White Kf2,

Rcl/dl (3),

Black Kh5, Ba6, Nh4/g2 (4),

White to play and win, grouped with S53l-3
under the title "Two rooks against three minor
pieces". Mandler has wRdl/el in the diagram
in Studie, but it is clear from the solution that
cl/dl were meant" Intention I Rc6 Bb7 2 Rd5+
Kg4 3 Rc4+ Nf4 4 Rd7 B-- 5 Rg7+ or 3...Kh3
4 Rg5 Ba8 5 Rg3+ Kh2 6 Rc8 B-- 7 Rh8, but
the bishop does not need to rnove in the latter
line; Black can play 6...Nf4, meeting 7 RxaS
with 7...Nh3 winning rook for knight.
5532 (Ndrodni osvoboz.eni 1932): White KR,
Rg6/c5 (3), Black Kh3, Bel, Nh5/g3 (4),
White to play and win. lntention I Rgg5 Kh4
(1...Nf6 2 RcS Ngh5 3 Rcl) 2 Rs4+ Kh3
3 Rd4 Nf6 (3...Kh2 4 Rh4+ Kgl 5 Rcl Kfl
6 Rh2) 4 Rdl Nfe4 (4...Bb4 5 Rg5) 5 Re5 Nf2
6 Rxel Nd3 7 Rhl+/Rhs+. and not I Rh6?
Kh4 2 Rd6 Ne4! 3 Kxe4 Bb4. However, the
rnain line ofthe intention is dualized by 2 Rgd5,
and the intended try I Rh6 also leads to a

solution: l...Kh4 is met by 2 Rc4+ Kg5
3 Ra6/Rb6. aller which 3...Kf5 and 3...Nf5
allow immediate mate and everything else
concedes material

within a few moves.

5533 (Paralldle-50 1950): White KR,
Rg6/d5 (3), Black Kh3, Bel, Nh5/g3 (4),
White to play and win. This was intended as a
twin to the above. with solution I Rh6 Kh4
2 Rc6 Kh3 3 Rcl, but 3...Nf4 draws for Black.

4

Kx?1 is met by 4...Ne2+ with

possible

continuation 5 Kf3 Nxcl 6 Rdl Nd3 7 Rxd3
Kh2, while if say 4 RdS Ng2 5 Rh8+ the check
5...Nh4+ forces White back (6 Kf4 Bd2+).

S20 in the problem collection (Sachovd
umdni 1948)'. White Kb4, Ncl, Pb6lc5 (4),
Black Ka6, Ba2, Pb7 (3), White to play and
win, Black to play and draw. Intention with

White to play, I Ne2 Bd5 2 Nd4 (1...8-2 Nc3), with Black to play l...Bf7 2 Ne2 Be8.
However, White can continue 3 Nd4 Bd7
(else mate in 2) 4 Kc4 followed by Kd5-d6-c7,
and he will win easily.
There are also some problem/study twins in the
problern collection, again from Sachovd umdni
1948, which I have omitted on the grounds that
that their purpose is to show the differentiation

between the two solutions and the study
component is not sufficiently interesting to
stand on its own. 516 (c-d), White Kc6, Pb3,
N as below (3), Black Ka5, Bd6, Pa6/b3 (4),
and now (c) White Nd4, Black to play and
avoid mate in 6 (1...Bc7 and either 2 Ne6 Bb6
or 2 Nf5/NR Bfa); (d) White Nh4, Black to
play and draw (1...Be5 and 2 Ng6 Bd4 or
2 Nf3/Nf5 Bf4). 522:. White Kb3, Pb5, Pa4,
N as below (4), Black Ka5, Pb6, B as below (3),
and now (a) White N?1, Black Bg7, Black to
play and avoid mate in 3 (1...Bd4) and to dmw
if wP is on c4 instead of a4 (1...Be5); (b) White

Nel, Black Bg7, Black to play and avoid mate
in 5 (1...Bd4) and to draw against wPc4
(l...BA); (c) White Nf2, Black Bb4, Black to
play and avoid mate in 3 (1...Bd2) and to draw
against wPc4 (1...Bf8). In each case, the "draw"
lirre adds nothing to ground that we have already
covered. Mandler also points out that 5,13 can
be given the problem stipulation "White to play
and avoid mate in 6" and that "perhaps this
position is better as a problern than as a study".
He argues as follows. "The bishop must move so
as to meet ...d5 by moving to d3 or 94. For this
purpose, the moves I 896 and I Bh5 are
equivalent. (The limitation on the number of
moves allows us to sacrifice the bishop on d3,
I 896 Nd5 2 Bd3). But Black can meet I 8g6
by l...Ng8 and now White has no defence. After

the correct move I Bh5, White can

meet

l...Ng8 by either 2 896 or 2 Bg4. I Be8 fails

only against 1...Nd5, l...Ng8 allowing Write to
play 2 896. This complete separation is missing
from the study version. There, Black can meet
I 896 by either L..Nd5 or 1...Ng8""
I penonally disagree, thinking the position far
more simple and satisfying as a study, but
I think readem should know that the argument
has been put. His readiness and ability to go to
this level of detail is one of the reasons why
Artur Mandler became a first-rate analyst, and
why John Beasley, for example, did not.
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